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NARRATIVE
OF AN

OVEELAND

JOURNEY liOUND THE WORLD.

CHAPTER XI.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Origin of Hawaiian nation—Amount of population— Language

—

Food— Houses— Dress— Appearance and disposition— Customs and

amusements.

As our visit took place in the dull season, for the

whalers had not begun to arrive on their way from the

winter fishing of the south to the summer fishing of

the north, so small a town as Honolulu could hardly

yield a sufficient number of incidents to vary the daily

entries of a month's residence; I therefore abandoned,

during my stay, the form of a journal, merely record-

ing, from time to time, my impressions of what I saw

and heard. These impressions I propose to arrange in

this and the next chapter ; and for this purpose I shall

separate, though without aiming at extreme accuracy of

classification, all that relates to the people in their indi-

VOL. II. B
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vidual capficitles, from all that distinguishes them, if I

may so speak, as a body politic.

I shall, ill the first place, consider the interesting

though purely speculative question, as to the original

source of the native population.

ORIGIN OF THE HAWAIIAN NATION.

All the Polynesians, as I have already stated, have

clearly had one and the same parentage. Though their

general resemblances in manners and customs, in reli-

gion and government, in appearance and dress, might

be made to fill volumes, yet they would, one and all of

them, be less conclusive on the point, than the funda-

mental correspondence both in the words and in the

structure of their languages. With but little difficulty,

and in some of the instances with none at all, Tahitians,

Marquesans, Samoans, Tangans, New Zealanders, and

Hawaiians, to say nothing of the less known groups,

can render themselves intelligible to each other ; and of

this similarity of dialects, the strongest, as well as the

most gratifying proof is to be found in the fact that

native converts of one archipelago have sometimes gone

forth, as missionaries, to communicate the glad tidings

of salvation to another. Thus a chief, who accompanied

Mr. Ellis from Tahiti to the Sandwich Islands, often

addressed the natives with effect ; and Sir Edward Bel-

cher found a little colony of Samoan teachers labouring,

or rather wishing to labour, among the savages of the

New Hebrides. To offer more specific evidence of the

fundamental correspondence in question, the subjoined

table is quite decisive, at least with respect to words

;

for the identical meanings of six nearly identical
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sounds, in three different dialects, cannot possibly be

accidental :

—

Tahitian.
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softened into the Hawaiian tanata, or Imnaka. Again,

the very name of Samoa, the chief of the Navigator

Isles, involves the letter s, which the Ilawaiians, as ako,

I believe, the Tahitians, altogether reject, as Leiiig too

much for their powers of utterance. Thus they change

fashions into patcna or imkena, missionary into miti-

nary, or mikinary^ and consul into tonatele, or konakele.

Finally, the Marquesan and Tahitian dialects, though

they partake, in an eminent degree, of the softness of

the Hawaiian, have yet retained, at least, one conso-

nant, namely/, which it has discarded. T\\\x^ Fatuiva,

one of the Marquesan Isles, and Paofai, a chief of

Tahiti, would, in the mouth of an Hawaiian, respec-

tively become Patuiwa and Paopai ; while there can be

no mistake as to the original orthography, inasmuch as

the /is distinguished, in the one word, from v, and in

the other from p. Might not a similar application be

made of the table which preceded this paragraph, with

respect to these three dialects ? In the first four of its

six words, the v of the Tahitians and Marquesans becomes

the IV of the Hawaiians—the former being, of course,

a consonant ; but the latter, however it may be classed

by grammarians, being really oo, sounded as quickly as

possible. If there be any truth in these desultory and

incomplete suggestions, then must this archipelago have

been peopled after the Marquesas and the Society Islands,

and they again after the more westerly groups.

This result, wdiich, so far as the Sandwich Islands are

concerned, agrees with the traditionary lore of the archi-

pelago, is consistent with nearly all the arguments

which can be brought to bear on the subject. Looking,

on the map, at the tolerably continuous chain of islands
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and groups of islands, from Sumatra to the Marquesas,

and at tlie comparatively open ocean between this its

last link and the American continent, a plain man

would instinctively infer, at least in the absence of evi-

dence to the contrary, that Polynesia, as certainly as

Australasia itself, must have been peo})led, not from the

new world, but from the old ; and he would find his

inference materially confirmed by the fact, that, on any

and every conceivable hypothesis, the isles of the Pacific

could have been colonized from the westward long be-

fore the eastern shores of that ocean contained a sinsfle

family of human beings ; while, on farther investiga-

tion, he would confessedly discover vastly more nume-

rous traces of Asia than of America in the ethnographic

characteristics of the Polynesian Isles.

The single, absolutely the only, answer to all this, is

the physical fact that the trade-wind blows from the

east alone: the whole breadth of the route which has

just been chalked out for the primeval colonists of the

islets of this greatest of all seas. Now, in the face of

so much direct proof of an Asiatic origin, the evidence

in question, of an American origin, amounts to nothing,

unless the difficulty of advancing from west to east in spite

of the trade-wind actually amounts to an impossibility.

But, so far from amounting to an impossibility, the

difficulty itself, strictly so called, can hardly be said to

have existed. As the trades, even at their steadiest,

take to themselves a few points of elbow-room, having

ranged, for instance, in our own case, as already men-

tioned, between N.E. and E.S.E., the Polynesian groups,

occupying about fifty degrees of latitude, might all be

intersected, without anv formidable interventions of a
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foul wind, by one and the same track, starting from the

westward; and, even independently of this constant oscil-

lation of the ordinary current of air, the same result could

be still more easily and more directly attained with the

aid of the opposite monsoons, which blow, with greater

or less regularity, during two or three successive months

of the year. Moreover, on such a point, one fact is

more conclusive than a score of arguments ; and, unfor-

tunately for the partisans of the east wind, all the facts

are stubborn supporters of the other side of the ques-

tion. The inhabitants of each group, in whatever direc-

tion their ancestors reached it, think nothing of sailing

from its westerly to its easterly islands ; and Captain

Beechey fell in with several men and women, who had

drifted six hundred miles with a large canoe in the very

teeth of the general direction of the prevailing trades.

But, even if the alleged difficulty amounted to an

actual impossibility, the claims of Asia to be the cradle

of the Polynesians, though they might be weakened,

would yet not be disproved. The westerly gales, which

generally blow on either side of the region of the trades,

might carry vessels far enough to the eastward to make

the tropical breeze a fair wind to the westward, more

particularly if they had started from the more northerly

coasts of Asia ; and, in fact, one Japanese junk, in De-

cember, 1832, was driven to Woahoo, with four men

alive out of her crew of nine; while again, in 1839,

another was found drifting about half way on the same

involuntary voyage, with several individuals on board,

the same whom we afterwards saw at Ochotsk, which

they had reached immediately from Kamschatka, on

their homeward route from the Sandwich Islands.
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Farther, if the trade-winds had really rendered a

voyage from west to east impracticable, Polynesia

would, in all probability, never have been peopled.

There is not the least evidence for believing, there is

not the slightest reason for supposing, that the abo-

rigines of America ever possessed a canoe or any other

vessel stout enouoli to survive the dang-ers of the inter-

vening ocean, during a voyage which could not, under

the most favourable circumstances, occupy less than

three or four weeks. All the obstacles of the trade-

wind notwithstanding, I should more readily conclude

that the Marquesas colonized Southern America than

that Southern America colonized the Marquesas—so

far, at least, as the mere question of navigation might

be concerned.

From what country, then, of Asia, did the Poly-

nesians spring ? Almost, to a moral certainty, from some

point, or rather points, between the southern extremity

of Malacca and the northern limits of Japan—an answer

which appears to be corroborated by that most conclu-

sive of all features of resemblance, the similarity of

lanofuao-e. Premising- that, in such a case, nothing? like

identity is necessarily to be expected—for, according to

general experience, the human race was diffused over

the globe rather by the migration of whole tribes than

by the emigration of parts of them—there seems to be

no ground for doubting that the dialects of Polynesia

are connected with the languages of the adjacent coasts

of Asia. To say nothing of the admitted fact tliat the

Chinese residents of the Sandwich Islands pick up the

Hawaiian with great facility in a short time, the Malayan

tongue is universally allowed to bear a striking analogy
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to the liingujige of the groups of the Pacific. To the

eye, indeed, and perhaps also to the ear, there is said

to be a staggering difference in the predominance of

vowels on the part of the latter, and of consonants on

the part of the former. This difference, however, is

susceptible of a satisfactory explanation. The con-

course of consonants in the Malayan arises, in a great

measure, from an admixture of the Arabic, which, to a

moral certainty, must have taken place long after Poly-

nesia began to be peopled ; and, even if the admixture

in question had been anterior to the colonization of any

of the islands, the concourse of consonants just men-

tioned would, to a considerable extent, have been

nominal, inasmuch as the short vowels of the Arabic are

sounded without being written. But, farther, the pecu-

liarity under consideration of the language of Malacca,

supposing it to have been both original and real, would

tend rather to support than to impugn the foregoing

views. The Hawaiian has been shown to embody fewer

consonants than the Marquesan or the Tahitiau, and the

Tahitian and the Marquesan again to embody fewer

than the Samoan, or the Fejeean, or the Tongan, or the

dialect of the New Hebrides, the taboo of the eastern

groups, to add another instance to the instances already

cited, assuming the form of tainboo to the westward.

Now, on the very same principle, one ought not to be

surprised to find that the consonants become more nu-

merous and more harsh as one approaches to the native

seats of a language so widely diiiused.

To conclude this head with one remark more : if any

ethnographic similitudes do exist between America and

Polynesia, they may be safely considered as common
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results of one and the same cause. Thougli the new

world must have received inhabitants from the old

across the strait which separates them, just as certainly

as if the two were connected by an isthmus, yet it

might, in all probability, have received others, and

those, too, in more regular and continuous streams,

along the chain of stepping-stones which extend from

China to the north-west coast, comprehending Japan,

the Kurile Islands, and the Aleutian archipelagoes ; and,

to show that this supposition is far within the limits

both of possibility and of probability, a Japanese junk,

such as has been used since the first settlement of the

country, lately found its way to the western shores of

the new continent with a living crew on board, and with-

out the aid of any intermediate place of refreshment or

of rest. In a word, America and Polynesia appear to

have been chiefly, if not solely, colonized from one and

the same general region of Eastern Asia.

AMOUNT OF POPULATION.

But the origin of the nation has in it less to interest

us than that sentence of death which seems to be hanir-

ing over it, in common with many other aboriginal

tribes of Polynesia and America.

The inhabitants of the group were estimated by Cook

to be about four hundred thousand in number. But this

calculation, besides being at best a guess, was inevitably

based on incomplete and erroneous grounds. At each

of the few points which he visited. Cook, as an object

not merely of curiosity but also literally of worship,

must have seen crowds that formed no part of its perma-

nent population, while he could hardly liave been aware
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of the comparatively scanty extent of land capable of

sustaining human life ; and, independently of such ex-

traneous causes of exaggeration, he must naturally have

been disposed rather to overrate than otherwise the

value of his discovery. In all probability, the actual

population of the whole archipelago, when Cook visited

it in 1778 and 1779, did not exceed the half of his

vague estimate. In 1792, Vancouver, who had accom-

panied Cook on his last voyage, was led to conclude

that the number of inhabitants had been greatly dimi-

nished during the interval of thirteen years, more par-

ticularly in Hawaii, the island to which hitherto Kame-

hameha's wars had been confined ; but, though a

diminution had most probably taken place, yet much of

the apparent difference must have arisen from the cir-

cumstance that ships were no longer regarded as the

floating temples of a race of gods.

In 1832, the first census was taken; and since then

a second, in 1836. I subjoin the results, in connexion

with the dimensions and area of each of the inhabited

islands, expressed respectively in running and square

miles :

—
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In or about 1840, a tliird census, I believe, was

taken, which, though I have not seen the whole of the

official returns, is yet generally considered to have

reduced the population to about eighty-eight thousand,

a number which, from such partial information as I have

been able to procure, I have no reason to regard as less

than the truth. Kauai, the most level and productive

island in the group, is divided into four districts, in

every one of which, as the following short table will

show, the young of both sexes, under eighteen years of

age, complete, amounted, according to the census in

question, to something less than a fourth part of the

whole population :

—

Bo3's and Girls .

All others
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809 and 1983; but even there the fatal destiny of the

people was rapidly accomplishing, the births for the

year then last past having been 61 and the deaths 132
;

so that, if all the 61 infants had swelled the list of

deaths as well as of births, still 71 individuals must

have perished— a deficiency about one-sixth greater

than all the infants, if strong and healthy, could ever

have supplied. To conclude this notice of the census of

1840 with one fict more, the most populous three dis-

tricts of Kauai, containing between them 5,541 adults,

possessed only 68 men and 65 women, who had more

than two children each, in the face, too, of the bribe

offered to all such in the shape of an exemption from

certain taxes.

Of the only two modes in which depopulation can be

doing its work, deficiency of births is shown by these

details to be far more influential than excess of deaths :

in other words, a nation is rapidly vanishing from the

face of the earth, because its ordinary degree of

tear and wear is not recruited from the ranks of a

rising generation. Till lately, it is true, this was not

so decidedly the case, temporary causes having operated,

for a long tiine after the date of the discovery, to carry

off the old perhaps in a greater ratio than the young.

Kamehameha's wars, conducted, as they were, on an

unusually extensive scale, and rendered more fatal by

the use of firearms, destroyed thousands in battle

;

while, through the famine and pestilence which followed

in their train, they indirectly more than doubled the

slaughter. Again, these wars were almost immediately

succeeded by a still lieavier scourge, in the prosecution

of a trade which, by a mysterious dispensation of Pro-
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vitlence, virtually sacrificed to the idols of a foreign laud

a far ir^'eater number of human victims than had ever

been actually consumed on the blood-stained altars of

the group. Sandal-wood, in which the islands abounded,

was known to bring high prices in China, where it was

burnt, as a fragrant offering, before the images of the

gods ; and being, therefore, found to furnish the best

means of supplying those artificial wants which occa-

sional glimpses of civilization had created, it was sold

in such quantities, as, in one particular year, to have

yielded about four hundred thousand dollars.

The procuring of this lucrative medium of exchange

caused, in various ways, an enormous waste of life.

As the sandal-wood grew chiefly on rugged and almost

inaccessible heights, the natives, accustomed, as they

were on the coasts, to a temperature approaching more

nearly to perfection, both in degree and in steadiness,

than perhaps any other in the world, were doomed to

endure the chilly air of the mountains without shelter

and without clothing, the cold of the night being aggra-

vated by the toil of the day ; and, when they had

accomplished tlieir tasks with bodies enfeebled by these

constant privations, and not uncommonly also by want

of food, they were compelled to transport the whole

on naked shoulders to the beach, by paths hardly prac-

ticable in many places to an unburdened passenger.

As a matter of course, many of the poor wretches died

in their harness, while many more of them prematurely

sank under the corroding effects of exposure and ex-

haustion.

During the reign of Kamehameha, who monopolized

the trade in question, such evils were in a considerable
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degree checked by his comparatively enliulitened policy
;

but no sooner was he succeeded, in 1819, by Liho Liho,

than they were not only systematized in the most cruel

manner, but accompanied by incidental evils fully as

fatal as themselves. That thoughtless and dissipated

youth surrendered his father's monopoly to individual

chiefs, who knew as little of wisdom as they did of

mercy ; to hard-hearted oligarchs, in whose eyes satins

and velvets, china and plate, wines and sweetmeats,

were infinitely more precious commodities than the lives

of serfs. Under the new order of things, the men were

driven like cattle to the hills, to every cleft in the rocks

that contained a sapling of the sacred fuel; while,

through the consequent neglect of agriculture and the

fisheries, the women and children, without the controlling

power either of social decencies or of domestic affections,

were left to snatch from each other, the strong from the

weak and the weak from the helpless, such miserable

pittances as rapacious tyrants and hungry thralls were

likely to spare for idle mouths. Never was the force of

the psalmist's curse, " Set thou an ungodly man to be

ruler over him," more clearly illustrated.

Happily, however, the calamities, which once so fear-

fully thinned the adult population, contained in them-

selves the seeds of their own cure. Kamehameha's

wars established universal and perpetual peace ; and the

almost utter extirpation of the sandal- wood divested the

chiefs of their principal motive for withdrawing their

vassals from the ordinary tasks of procuring and pre-

paring the means of human subsistence.

To return to the consideration of the present time,

there are two causes which still continue, though in
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very unequal proportions, to poison the sources of na-

tional life ; a spirit, or at least a practice, of emigration

among the men, and the depravity of the women.

With regard to the first point, about a thousand males

in the very prime of life are estimated annually to leave

the islands, some going to California, others to the

Columbia, and many on long and dangerous voyages,

particularly in whaling vessels, while a considerable

portion of them are said to be permanently lost to their

country, either dying during their engagements, or set-

tling in other parts of the world.

Though this constant drain doubtless has, and, in

fact, must have, an unfavourable influence on the annual

increase of the people, yet, as it diminishes the number

of adults at least as certainly, if not so extensively, as

of children, it accounts, only in a very trifling degree,

for the disproportion between the old and the young

;

while, at the same time, the census of 1840 shows either

that the cause is exaggerated, or that its effects are

overrated ; for, in the four districts aforesaid of Kauai,

the taxable men, as distinguished from old men, and

the taxable women, as similarly distinguished, were

respectively 2,784, and 2,213 ; the former bearing to the

latter a ratio somewhat higher than that of five to four.

On the second, therefore, of the two causes mentioned

at the beginning of this paragraph, the depravity of the

women must mainly rest the blame of poisoning tlie

sources of national life ; and, unfortunately, it is but too

able to bear the burden. Speaking of the mass, the

females of tlie Sandwich Islands are worthy representa-

tives of those of their sex who, after Cook's death, wit-

nessed with indifference from the ships the slaughter of
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their countrymen and friends; ^liile, as if f^till more

unequivocally to evince their want of feeling, they pro-

nounced the conflagration of the neighbouring village

to be " a very fine sight." In fact, this comparison, so

far as the story has just been told, involves a libel on

the dead ; for, as they were not necessarily the mothers

of any of those whose miseries they mocked, they might

still have possessed, when occasion should draw it forth,

that maternal love which palpably finds no home in the

bosoms of their descendants.

To say nothing of such things as infanticide, and that,

too, in its most appalling form of living burial, or of

artificial abortion, with its consequent sterility, the

mothers of the Sandwich Islands indulge in the lesser

abominations of exchanging children, and of allowing

pet puppies to share Nature's food with the offspring of

their own wombs,— the latter habit strongly contrasting

in motive with an incident of the kind mentioned by

Baron Wrangell, in the case of an aboriginal woman of

Siberia, who, after a season of great mortality among

the sledge-dogs, suckled two young ones, the sole re-

mains of her husband's team, to be the germ of a new

stock. So far from wondering at the numerical defi-

ciency of the rising generation, we ought rather to be

surprised that there is a rising generation at all in a

country where women regard their own infants and

those of others with equal affection, and lavish on either

far less of their fondness than on the progeny of one of

the lower animals.

Previously to the discovery, it is true, the w^oraen

(the fair reader must really pardon the expression) were

the same devils in human shape ; and yet the work of
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depopulation had not then begun. Down to that epoch,

however, the disposition of the sex was controlled,

singularly enough, by a state of war, as it has, since

that time, been developed, at least as singularly, by the

beginnings of civilization.

As there were constant rivalries not only between the

different islands but also between the different sections

of each island, every chief had a direct interest in in-

creasing the number of his dependents, and in maintain-

ing them in a condition fit for service ; and he had,

therefore, a motive, such as was level to the most uri-

tutored capacity, for generally acting as the father of

his people. If his vassals were made to labour, they

produced or collected the necessaries of life, the only

wealth then - known ; if he exacted from them a share

of the fruits of their toil, he kept open hospitality for

all comers. In a word, each little community had for

its common object the supply of the common wants.

This state of things, now so obsolete as to look like a

romance, is shadowed forth in the following short speci-

men of the ancient songs—a funeral wail for a departed

leader

:

Alas ! Alas ! dead is ray chief,

Dead is my lord and my friend ;

My friend in the season of famine,

My friend in the time of drought ;

^ly friend in poverty,

]My friend in the rain and the wind,

My friend in the heat and the sun,

My friend in the cold from the mountain,

My friend in the storm,

My friend in the calm.

My friend in the eight seas

;

Alas ! Alas ! gone is my friend,

And no more will return.

VOL. II. C
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111 those times, the influence of the cliief was, of

course, powerfully directed towards the rearing of chil-

dren, while the abundance of food was such as seldom

to bring the mother's personal convenience into collision

with her feudal duty. Soon, however, peace and com-

merce, which casually came hand in hand, wrought a

change somewhat analogous to that which similar causes

gradually produced in the wilder parts of Scotland.

The rank and safety of the chief no longer depended on

the number and efficiency of his followers, while, in

order to purchase the luxuries of civilization, he filched

from them their necessaries of life, or, as in the case of

the sandal-wood, screwed out of them that labour which

ought to have supplied the simple wants of themselves

and their families. In the consequent struggle for

food, women, if they had failed to stifle life in their

wombs, regarded their infants as intruders ; and, with-

out waiting for that extremity of famine which more

than once made the daughters of the most enlightened

city of the times devour their own offspring, they deli-

berately and systematically got rid of their unbidden

guests, merely as a matter of general precaution ; while,

in the taxation of every head on the part of the merciless

olioarchs, fathers as well as mothers were furnished

with a still more definite motive for regarding their

little ones as natural enemies.

But the result, as stated by one of the missionaries,

is far more conclusive than any language of mine. In

1824, Mr. Stuart wrote thus: " We have the clearest

proof, that in those parts of the islands where the influ-

ence of the mission has not yet extended, two thirds of

the infants born perish by the hands of their own pa-
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rents before attaining the first or second year of their

age." Since that time, it is true, the tyranny of the

chiefs has been limited and mitigated by law, though

perhaps more decidedly in theory than in practice ; but

still the taxation, which will be detailed hereafter,

is high enough to leave parent and child at issue in the

grand business of keeping body and soul together ; and,

even without reference to any public exactions, the

general diffusion of a taste for foreign finery brings the

infant into competition, too often, I fear, into hopeless

competition, with such merely external symbols of civi-

lization as shoes, and gowns, and bonnets. But, in

addition to all this, civilization has an account of much

longer standing to settle. The orioinal discoverers in-

troduced a certain malady which, though prevented by

the matchless salubrity of the climate from destroying

adults, tends to poison the springs of life almost as

effectually as the system of artificial abortion. If the

latter permanently incapacitates a woman for becoming

a mother, the former brings the infant into the world

with its sentence of speedy death engraven in its very

constitution.

Viewed, therefore, by itself, civilization has been, and

still continues to be, a cankerworm, to prey on the

population of the group. When a superior race, with-

out fraud or violence, plants its thousands where an

inferior race could hardly maintain its hundreds, nothing

but the mere mawkishness of sentimentality could at-

tempt to avert or retard the change ; but there is some-

thing truly deplorable in the reflection that, in this

archipelago, civilization is sweeping the aborigines from

the land of their fathers, without placing in their stead

c 2
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Others better than themselves. If there be any truth

in the preceding paragraphs, which the paramount im-

portance of the subject has induced me to extend far

beyond my original intention, the principal measure for

preserving the native population—indispensable even to

the white colonist as the only means of supplying him

with labourers— appears to be the elevation of the

female character. Now, there are only two instruments

by which this elevation can possibly be effected, Chris-

tianity and public opinion,—the attempt, such as has

been made, to enlist pecuniary penalties in so sacred a

cause, involving not merely a blunder but a crime.

In a climate which ripens girls of eight or nine into

womanhood, how cruel, how preposterous, how futile, to

expect from the terrors of the law any other fruits than

the ingrafting of hypocrisy on licentiousness, the stifling

of evidence by such means as may almost be said to

anticipate puberty by barrenness ! But the penal regu-

lations against that intercourse between the sexes, which

has been so common that chastity has no name in the lan-

guage, are, in themselves, as repugnant to the spirit of

Christianity as they are, in their consequences just men-

tioned, subversive of the influence of public opinion.

Considering the gross ignorance of the people, there can

be but little doubt that the practice of exacting money

for offences which Christianity alone has, in their no-

tions, created and defined, has the same practical ten-

dency as that system of indulgences which Luther

reprobated ; in a word, the seventh commandant and

its human sanctions are doubtless blended together by

the islanders into something very different from the

peremptory simplicity and conscious dignity of the
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Divine command. " Thou sbalt not commit adultery

—

at least without payiufj down so many pieces of silver'''—
is a precept which, whether viewed as a license or as a

threat, degrades religion, without even the poor pre-

text of rendering it popular. This desecration of the

decalogue, strange to say, was virtually the work of the

earlier missionaries, however ingeniously they played

the part of special pleaders in refuting the accusation.

If they did not frame the absurd laws in question, they

sanctioned them when framed ; if they did not dictate

the words, they inculcated the principles ; if they did

not mould the letter, they suggested the spirit. The

sooner the missionaries get rid of such doubtful aids, so

much the better for the cause to which they are, I firmly

believe, most zealously devoted ; and, even without re-

ference to religion, they ought, on the mere score of

morality, to discountenance a penal system, in spite of

which, or, as many assert, in consequence of which,

infanticide, at least in the same proportion in which it

may itself have been diminished, has been succeeded by

that surer mode of cheating the treasury which, in de-

stroying the life of one child, prevents the birth of

others by undermining the mother's constitution.

If it be true—and it appears to be undeniably so

—

that the depopulation of the group is mainly to be im-

puted to physical privations acting on moral depravity,

the enforcing of the seventh commandment by means of

extortion could hardly fail to aggravate the evil which

it pretended to remedy. With respect to moral de-

pravity, the law, as we have seen, has rather altered its

direction than its essence ; while, with regard to phy-
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sical privations, it exposes, at a moderate computation,

more than half the islanders of either sex to the chance

of payinof, in a month, as many fines as may be equiva-

lent in amount to the taxes of a year. Instead of thus

embittering the malady, which is eating its way into

the very existence of the people, let the missionaries

weary their zeal in kindling the flame of pure and un-

defiled religion in the female heart ; in humanizing, by

means of the gospel, the dispositions of those who may

be said, in a subordinate sense, to control the issues of

national life and death. If many of the transgressors

are too young to be permanently affected by merely

spiritual considerations, let the women of maturer age

be taught to bring to bear on youthful females in gene-

ral, and on their own daughters in particular, the in-

fluence of education and example. In a word, let the

reign of terror pass away ; and let " persuasion do the

work of fear."

On this point, the past experience of the mission is

full of hope for the future. Though the women, as

being, of course, the grand agents in the systematic

work of quenching infant lives, are naturally more

callous and obdurate than the men, yet they have exhi-

bited far brighter and more numerous proofs of that

change of heart, wdiich is the single end and aim of

pure Christianity. To say nothing of such female

chiefs as possessed political power, inasmuch as their

religious zeal was, more or less, liable to the suspicion

of being a political instrument, Kekupuohe, who, in

Cook's days, was one of the wives of the King of

Hawaii, and who was subsequently made captive by
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Kamehameha, evinced the sincerity of her conversion,

which took place in 1828, by learning to read, under

the weight of more than fourscore years, and by in-

diting hymns in honour of the God of her old age. I

subjoin a version of her ode on the creation :

—

God breathed into the empty space,

And widely spread his power forth

—

The spirit flying, hovered o'er

:

His power grasped the moveable—it was fast;

The earth became embodied,

The islands also rose.

God made this wide, extended heaven

;

He made the heavens long, long ago ;

He dwelt alone, Jehovah by himself

—

The Spirit with him.

He fixed the Sun his place,

But the islands moved, moved the islands,

With sudden, noiseless, silent speed

:

We see not his skilful work

—

God is the great support that holds the earth.

LANGUAGE.

Perhaps as good a specimen of the native tongue as

I can produce is to be found in the following effusion

of the venerable poetess just mentioned :

—

Ahiai no o ikea ka mea nani,

He mea kupanaha, he hemolele wale no,

He mohala ka nani, he mae ole ke ano

;

He hao ke kumu, he miliohe, he hookuhi

:

Hookahi no kumu waina maoli, O ka haku.

O ka lala e piliana ia ia, ua hua ia,

Ua hua hoi ka hua, he maikai

Malaila ke ano e akaka ai,
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O ka lala e hookaraakainani aua coki aku,

O luuluu hewa ke kumii,

O kaumaha hewa wale hoi ia ia.

Once only hath that appeared which is glorious

—

It is wonderful, it is altogether holy

;

It is a blooming glory ; its nature is unwithering;

Rare is its stock, most singular, unrivalled

—

One only true vine—it is the Lord.

The branch that adlieres to it becomes fruitful

—

! The fruit comes forth fruit ; it Ls good fruit

—

Whence its character is clearly made known.

Let the branch merely making fair show be cut off.

Lest the stock should be injuriously encumbered.

Lest it be also by it ^vrongfully burdened.

The characteristic feature of these verses, and, in

fact, of all the poetry and prose in the language, is a

childish taste for the repeating of the same thought in

nearly the same words— a taste which appears, more-

over, to have exercised a powerful influence over the

forms of very many individual words. Thus palapala,

books; lumeelumee, to shampoo; mukecmiikee, lore;

loulou, a trial of strength by hooking the fingers

;

hulakidai, wrestling in the sea ; Jwmi/iomi, swimming

with the hands alone. Whether the halves of these

double words are generally significant themselves, or

whether, in such cases, the wholes generally derive their

meaning from the parts, I cannot say—my only ele-

ments of knowledge in the matter being, that, while

moku is an island, or a ship, or a canoe, mokumoku is

pugilism ; that, while la is the sun, lala is a branch
;

and that, while kamchamelia is the lonely one, kameha-
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malu is the shade of the lonely one. Portions of words,

too, often present similar repetitions ;—thus, Honolulu,

and several instances in the foregoing hymn.

Perhaps this immediate recurrence of the same sounds

may be partly owing to the poverty of the alphabet,

which contains only twelve letters—a, e, i, o, u, h, k or

t, 1 or r, m, n, p, w ; the vowels being sounded, not as

in the English, but as in the Italian ; while it may also

be, in some measure, ascribed to the paucity of com-

binations, arising from the inadmissibility of two con-

sonants in succession, and from the necessity of termi-*

Rating every word with a vowel.

The various peculiarities of this last paragraph, some

of which have been noticed under a former head, may

be best illustrated by the native forms of such European

words as have been adopted into the language. Thus,

hymn, liimeni ; Britain, Beritane ; pray, pule ; school,

ktila ; in addition to others already mentioned, such as

iaahiou, pakeua ; missionary, mikaneri ; and consul,

konakele. Though these examples are sufficient to

show how glibly the alleged prevalence, as formerly

noticed, of consonants in much of the Malayan tongue

may have been softened down, yet others, of a more

decisive character, may be cited with more particular

reference to that point. Thus, England has become

Enelani, the proportion of consonants being diminished

more than threefold ; and French has been disguised

into Pulani, the proportion of consonants being dimi-

nished precisely fivefold.

If foreign words were largely incorporated, different

originals would inevitably produce confusion, by running

into one and the same version. Of this possibility, in
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fact, an amusing instance has already actually occurred.

Brandy, as well as French, has been legitmately rendered

into pulani ; so that French brandy, by the by, would

be characteristically expressed, on the principle of repe-

tition, by Pulani pulani. Now, brandy and Catholicism,

known as the French religion, or pule Pulani, happened

to be forced on the islands by a ship of war on one and

the same occasion ; and the missionaries, who were as

hostile to the one as to the other, were not a little de-

lighted to find that popery and intemperence were one

and the same thing in the mouths of the people.

Considering the harlequin -like transmutations of

adopted words, and considering also the mutual con-

vertibility of k and t, and of / and r, an inexhaustible

field is laid open for the speculations of any curious lin-

guist. Even without looking below the surface, several

obvious resemblances between the Hawaiian on the one

hand, and the Latin and the Greek on the other, have

been suggested to me. Thus, mouna, a mountain, from

mons ; pari, a wall-like precipice, from paries ; hala, a

house, from aula; pono, good, from bonus: and thus, also,

mele, a song, from ^eXoc ; aroha, love, from ^pow ; arii,

a war-chief, from Apr/c ; piK close-adhering as a friend,

from OiXw ; Pele, goddess of the great volcano, from

TTwc, precisely in the same way as A;o?z«kele, from consvl;

ua, rain from vu) ; and rani, the heavens, from ovpavoq.

One of these eleven examples, namely, hula, may perhaps

be more directly derived from our vernacular hall, while

to the same Teutonic origin may also be referred kai or

tai, the sea, from sea, and mahina, the moon, from moon,

a terra which, besides being traceable eastward in some

•of the oriental languages, occurs also, with the correla-
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tive signification of month, in the Greek ^t>?i', and the

Latin mensis.

To return to the general characteristics of the lan-

guage, the indistinctness and confusion which arise from

the scantiness of its elements, and its consequent repe-

tition of the same sounds, are considerably aggravated

by the copiousness of the vocabulary,—a copiousness

which is said to have been, in a great measure, caused

by the pride and policy of the chiefs, who habitually

invented new words for their own peculiar use, and con-

stantly replaced them, as soon as they became familiar

to the people, with other novelties of the same kind.

Under all these circumstances, to say nothing of the in-

tricacy and precision of the grammar, a foreigner can

never hope entirely to master the tongue ; and even the

missionaries, in spite of all their industry and zeal, often

find their ears at fault, more particularly when the

natives, as is their custom in cracking their jokes at

the expense of strangers, chant their barely articulate

strings of vowels in a quick and monotonous strain. As

to the mercantile residents, they are sometimes mortified

to find their most elegant Hawaiian received by the

natives as pure English. Even among themselves, the

natives, I apprehend, must experience an occasional dif-

ficulty in understanding each other ; for, to take as an

instance a word containing both the indefinite conso-

nants, one person may say kalo, another karo, a third

talo, and a fourth taro, while a fifth and a sixth may

straddle the fence, as Jonathan says, so nicely between

k and t, and between I and r, as to set all civilized or-

thography at defiance. Hence the various forms of

almost every native name as put into shape by voyagers
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and others, such as Titeree and KaheJuli, Timoree and

Kaumiialii, Terenoid and Kealiihonui. The mission-

aries indeed have introduced something like a uniform

standard into their printed books, preferring h to t, and

/ to r ; but most of the natives, if they can be supposed

to aim at this standard at all, resemble, in their efforts,

so many prattling children of two years of age.

With respect to the formation of compounds, the

Hawaiian appears to be nearly as flexible as the Greek,

a property of which the names of the chiefs furnish many

apposite examples. Thus, keopuolani, the gathering of

the heavens; kapiolani, the captive of heaven; Jmalm-

mami, the feather mantle ; kalaJkua, the way of the gods;

Lealeahoka, the necklace of stars ; hamehmnalu, the

shade of the lonely one. By the by, kameJiameJia, of

which the last-mentioned example is a compound, sug-

gests a curious coincidence between the name and the

destiny of the great king of the islands. It may have

been applied to him on account of some peculiarity in

his condition, such as his being an only child, or an only

surviving child,—a sense in which, unfortunately at the

present time, the group contains many a *' lonely one
;"

but had not the name been recorded as far back as the

days of Cook, it might have been supposed to have been

assumed, in consequence of his conquests, to embody

the fact that he was monarch, or sole ruler, of all he

surveyed ; that he had raised himself above all equality,

that he stood alone in his own little world. In a better

sense, too, than that of warlike renown or political su-

premacy, Kamehameha was " the lonely one " of his

country, having, as we have already seen, been the

single savage of the group, who, in his intercourse with
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strangers, abjured the falsehood, the treachery, and tlie

cruelty of his race. If any individual be disposed to

charge me with too frequently dwelling on the merits of

this gallant and sagacious barbarian, let him first reflect

how few members of civilized society overcome, or at-

tempt to overcome, the prejudices, whether political or

religious, of early education.

To return to the language : it may, on the whole, be

considered as pleasing and agreeable to the ear after a

time, though at first it sounds childish, indistinct, and

insipid. It lacks, as a matter of course, every thing

like force or expression ; and though the natives, both

men and women, are fond of " speechifying," and even

of preaching, yet they are by no means to be compared

as orators with the aborigines of North America. While

the natives of the continent, more particularly on the

east side of the mountains, pour forth their very hearts

in impetuous torrents of natural eloquence, the islanders

may be said rather to chatter with their lips ; and while

the former are so famous for the boldness of their me-

taphors, the latter, even in their attempts at poetry,

speak sober prose, without knowing it, from beginning

to end. In short, the language is not capable of reach-

ing the lofty strain of the Blackfeet, the Crees, or the

Saulteaux, but flows on in a mellifluous feebleness,

which, though it never offends the ear, always leaves it

unsatisfied.

But the Hawaiian is no loniT^er the exclusive lano-uaGre

of the natives. English is daily becoming more fami-

liar to them, being partly acquired in conversation, and

partly taught in schools. It is, in fact, destined, ere
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long, to be the vernacular tongue of the group. It

raust advance as civilization advances, and the more

rapidly the better ; for nothing else is so likely to pro-

mote that amalgamation of the European and Poly-

nesian races, which can alone prevent the aborigines, if

they are at all rescued from the decay that threatens

them, from sinking into the condition of hewers of

wood and drawers of water.

At first, perhaps, the missionaries could not avoid

adopting the Hawaiian language ; but, in their exclusive

use of it, they have, in the opinion of most of the

foreign residents, done more harm than good. In the

almost utter absence of native literature, the mission-

aries have operated on the national mind only through

the medium of laborious and expensive translations,—

a

system which has, doubtless, had this recommendation

in their eyes, that it enabled them to exercise a cen-

sorship, such as neither pope nor emperor ever exer-

cised, over the studies of their neophytes. Whether

they have ever abused this power, either in politics or

in religion, I at present offer no opinion ; but its mere

existence assimilates the Protestantism of the Sandwich

Islands, at least in kind if not in degree, to that very

Catholicism of California, which the missionaries of the

group are so ready to decry,—the proselytes, in either

case, being subject to a tutelage, which does not even

profess to train them to think for themselves. But it

is not the studies only of the islanders that have been

placed under clerical censorship,—their food, their cus-

toms, their amusements, &c., having all shared the

same fate.
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FOOD.

Under the old heathenism of the ishands, the law of

eating was a most complex and important affair. To

say nothing of occasional and temporary prohibitions,

it reserved the best of every thing for the chiefs, as

distinguished from the people—and for the males, as

distinguished from the females ; and it, moreover, ex-

tended the privileges of its favourites to the very places

where they ate. Of the law in question, every violation

was a capital crime. It was death for a commoner to

drink awa, or for a woman to taste a cocoa-nut ; it was

death for a serf to intrude on the banquet of his lord,

or for a wife to enter her husband's dining-room. A
system which thus proscribed females, in a country

where they were as competent as males to be chiefs in

their own right, could not long withstand the light of

civilization. Accordingly, soon after the discovery, the

taboos in question began to be relaxed and slighted,

families gradually presumed to take their meals to-

gether, and women plucked up courage to nibble at

cocoa-nuts. Still the law remained in force, for Kame-

hameha could not think of desertino- in his old agfe, the

gods who had crowned his youth with victory ; and so

late as 1819, the last year of his reign, a woman was

actually put to death for invading the sanctity of her

husband's eating-house. In the very first year, however,

after his death, the taboos on eating were abolished,

chiefly through the instrumentality, as might have been

expected, of a female chief. Kaahumanu, the con-

queror's favourite wife, having been left as a kind of

guardian or co-regent of Liho Liho, gave the young
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king no peace till he annulled the religion of his fathers,

by publicly eating with his queens, the rickety ma-

chine of the national idolatry falling to pieces on the

removal of a single peg.

Practically, however, the common people did not find

that food was free ; for, though superstition was no

longer the pretext, yet they were still stinted and

starved as before by the tyranny of their chiefs. In

process of time, moreover, a new taboo was invented by

the missionaries, and that, too, on grounds almost as

absurd and untenable as those on which the old taboo

had rested. Laying down religious rules, of which the

inspired volume knew as little as it knew of the tra-

ditions of Catholicism, which they delighted to revile,

the earlier missionaries " denounced " coffee, put a

stopper on tobacco, and carried on a holy war against

cooking on Sunday, and against all the aiders and

abettors of the same. Such arbitrary doctrines were,

of course, set at nought by the foreign residents. But

the police, who were not allowed, like the cooks and

scullions, to enjoy a day of rest, were sometimes too

vigilant for the white law-breakers ; and, on one occa-

sion, the British Consul found, on his return from

church, that the enemy had seized and confiscated every

thing that was guilty of being hot in his kitchen. Still,

public opinion and common sense triumphed, at last, in

favour of folks of every colour.

The principal food of the lower class of the popu-

lation—and, in fact, the favourite food of all classes

—

is poi, which deserves especial notice, as exacting from

the natives, in its preparation, a degree of labour, atten-

tion, and diligence, which would alone entitle them to
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be reckoned as induf?trious. It is a sort of paste made

from the root of the kalo (arum esculentum), a water-

plant cultivated to a great extent throughout all the

islands. The root in question much resembles the beet,

excepting that it is not red but brown. It is reared in

small enclosures, which, with great care and labour,

are embanked all round, and constantly covered with

six or eight inches of water ; for, like rice, the kalo

will not flourish in dry land. To insure a regular

supply of the requisite element, streams are brought in

aqueducts from the hills, and subdivided into a variety

of tiny canals ; while each canal feeds a certain number

of patches, communicating with each other by means of

sluices. On certain days, perhaps once or twice a

week, the sluices are opened, and the patches of the

system are overflowed, so that the water is prevented

from becoming stagnant; a precaution which, besides

its fertilizing effects, is necessary for warding off fevers,

and other maladies, in a climate so warm and so free

from storms. But, not contented with mere utility, the

natives, after all the labour of cultivation and irriga-

tion, often contrive to render the patches in question

ornamental. In the neighbourhood of Honolulu, where

the kalo is grown to a great extent, the patches are

surrounded by a low wall, which is lined with various

shrubs and trees, such as the sugar-cane, the banana,

and the drooping pandanus, which thrive well in so

cool and moist a situation ; while the broad arrow-

headed leaves of the kalo are in themselves not un-

pleasing to the eye.

The kalo is much used by the foreign residents as a

substitute for potatoes, or rather for bread, being for

VOL. II. D
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this purpose either boiled or fried. But, in this case, as'

in most cases of the kind, the native method of pro-

ceeding is the best. A hole dug in the ground receives,

first, some red-hot stones; then a covering of leaves of

the plant; thirdly, the root in layers; fourthly, ano-

ther covering of leaves ; and, lastly, a sufficient quan-

tity of earth to exclude the air and confine the steam.

After a few hours, your kalo is baked, and may either

be eaten whole, just as if fried or boiled, or elaborated

into 2)oi. The preparation of this dish exacts fully as

much care and toil as the growth of the raw material.

After being cooked in the way just described, the root

is beaten into a paste with such an expenditure of

labour, that the task is always assigned to the men.

This paste, which is of a bluish colour, is invariably put

aside to ferment. When it has become sour, it is then

fit for use ; and then to see the natives eat it, or to

hear them speak of it, one cannot but conclude that, in

their estimation, it is the greatest luxury in the world.

The passion for 2)01 pervades all classes, from the king

downwards ; and the chiefs make no secret of the fact,

that, after dining with foreigners on the collected dain-

ties of both hemispheres, they take a little poi at home,

by way, as they express it, of filling up the corners.

Nor is the taste for this delicacy altogether peculiar to

the natives. Though white papas and mammas rather

frown upon it, as something naughty and barbarous,

yet white masters and misses are generally wayward

enough to exhibit an extraordinary love for the for-

bidden fruit, wherever and whenever it falls in their

way.

At regular meals, however, 2^01 is never eaten alone,

r'
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at least when the party interested can alForJ any addi-

tion. Happy as an emperor is he, M'ho can flank his gourd

of ^Oi with a bone of pork. Squatting himself between

the two candidates for his favour with as much glee as

if the whole of the animal and vegetable kingdoms

M ere his private property, he seizes the bone with one

hand, and makes ready the other for an attack on the

gourd. With a dexterity which ought to put civiliza-

tion, with all its clumsy equipage of knives and spoons,

to the blush, our enviable friend bites off the smallest

possible flavour of the pork, and then, plunging two

fingers into the poi, juggles, as it were, into his mouth,

by means of a knowing jerk of the wrist, as much sour

paste as would make three or four spoonfuls, even for

the hungriest European. Another bite and another

gulp ; and " again, again, again, and the havoc does not

slack," till the performer is constrained by dire neces-

sity to desist for want of room, and to resign himself,

like the boa-constrictor, after dining on a bullock, into

the arms of Morpheus.

But poi and pork are not the only food of the na-

tives. Of vegetables and fruits, there are yams, sweet

potatoes, sugar-cane, cocoa-nuts, bananas, &c. ; of these

the more palatable are devoured in great quantities, by

those who can get them, between meals, and appear, in

fact, to go for nothing in the grand business of cram-

ming. Then, of the creatures of the deep, there are

the turtle, the dolphin, the flying-fish, the mullet, the

rock-cod, the bonetta, the snapper, the crayfish, the

pearl-oyster, the shark, &c. These the natives prefer in

a raw state, on the ground that they lose their flavour

in cooking, considering it as the richest possible treat,

D 2
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when, on their aquatic excursions, to haul a fish fioui

the water, and literally eat it to death ; but, as to our-

selves, we profited to the utmost by M'^lntyre's culi-

nary talents, feasting almost constantly on as much

turtle as would have made a holiday for the whole court

of aldermen. Like the cultivation and preparation of

the kalo, the procuring of an adequate supply of fish

has tended to train the people to habits of industry,

the smaller kinds being kept near the villages in ponds

constructed and protected with great diligence and in-

genuity. Like the kalo patches, these artificial enclo-

sures are small, being separated from each other by

embankments, and supplied with water from a running

stream. Towards Waikiki, the road winds, for nearly a

mile, among the remains of fish-ponds, now neglected

and dilapidated ; but, though there abandoned, yet such

worivs are still maintained at Honolulu, regularly fur-

nishing its market with fresh-water mullet. In addition

to vegetables, fruits, and fish, there are goats'-flesh,

doo", hog, poultry, and beef,—the beef of Kauai, accord-

ing to Sir Edward Belcher, being superior to any thing

of the kind that he had seen out of England.

As Honolulu contains, of course, far more consumers

than producers, its necessary wants are supplied from

the neighbourhood in a way to be hereafter noticed.

The ordinary prices may be quoted as follows :

—

Beef . 3d. to 4c?. per ft. Fowls . . Is. each.

Mutton 5d. to 6d. „ Turkeys 2*. to 4s. „

Pork . Id. to 2d. „ Salted salmon 50s. per barrel.

Sugar. 2d.to2^d. „ Flour 6O5. per 200 Its.

Fish variable, but always moderate.

Over and above what may be considered as neces-
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saries for the table, the oToup in general, and ilono-

lulu in particular, is supplied, in an eminent degree,

with nearly all the luxuries of every clime. At the

feasts of the foreign residents, champagne and claret

flow with lavish hospitality, while the lighter and rarer

viands of every name are brought direct from the

richest countries on the globe,—from England and

France, from the United States and Mexico, from Peru

and Chili, from India and China. In fact, such sump-

tuousness of living as we experienced, day after day,

from our numerous friends, is perhaps not to be found

any where out of London, and even there is seldom

found in all its unadulterated genuineness.

Nor are the principal natives of Honolulu far behind

the respectable foreigners in this matter. In proof of

their advance in material civilization, let me contrast an

instance of royal gastronomy, recorded by the Rev.

Mr. Stewart twenty years ago, with an evening in my
own banqueting experience, spent at Governor Keku-

anaoa's.

Having visited Liho Liho along with Mrs. Stewart,

the journalist thus proceeds :
" Pauahi, the only one of

his queens who had accompanied him from Oahu, was

seated, a la Tu7'c, on the ground, with a large wooden

tray in her lap. Upon this, a monstrous cuttle-fish had

just been placed, fresh from the sea, and in all its life

and vigour. The queen had taken it up with both

hands, and brought its body to her mouth ; and, by a

single application of her teeth, the black juices and

blood with which it was filled gushed over her face and

neck, while the long sucking arms of the fish, in the

convulsive paroxysm of the operation, were twisting and
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writhing about her head like the snaky hairs of a Me-

dusa. Occupied as both hands and mouth were, she

could only give us the salutation of a nod. It was the

first time either of us had ever seen her majesty ; and we

soon took our departure, leaving her, as we found her,

in the full enjoyment of the luxurious luncheon."

Now for Kekuanaoa's supper. We were received by

the Governor in his hall of justice, an apartment large

enough for the church of a considerable parish, being

sixty feet long, thirty broad, and about thirty-five or

forty feet high, to the ridge pole of the roof. We there

found assembled to meet us, Dr. Judd, surgeon of the

missionary body, and three native chiefs, Paki, Kealiia-

honui, and Kanaina ; the first two of the three, as well

as his Excellency himself, being remarkably tall and

handsome men. In his youth, Kealiiahonui was, accord-

ing to the Rev. Mr. Stewart, a perfect model of manly

beauty. He is son of Kaumualii, the last king of Kauai,

who was, in mind as well as body, one of the finest spe-

cimens of the race, and died in captivity at the court of

Liho Liho. Kealiiahonui and his father, after the loss of

their dominions, enjoyed the honour of being joint hus-

bands of Queen Dowager Kaahumanu, already men-

tioned as co-regent of the kingdom, after her first lord's

death
;
polygamy and incest powerfully aiding, in this

case as in many other cases, the policy of engrafting

every rival into the dominant family of Kamehameha.

The remaining chief, Kanaina, was husband of the pre-

sent co-regent, a sister of the king; but it was ques-

tionable how long he was to possess that high distinc-

tion, for he was said to have come to Honolulu to stand

his trial for being a gallant, gay Lothario, with a view
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to his being divorced. But, as he was small, and for a

chief, utterly puny, there were not wanting charitable

souls who asserted that his royal consort did not much

regret the painful necessity of shaking off a partner

whose bulk and weight did so little to recommend him,

and who farther insinuated that she was merely making a

vacancy for the relict of Kinau, her sister and her pre-

decessor in the co-regency, old Kekuanaoa himself.

The chiefs were all handsomely attired in the Windsor

uniform, their clothes fitting to a hair's breadth : so

particular, indeed, are the aristocracy in this respect,

that they have imported a tailor from England for their

own exclusive benefit. Supper being announced, tlie

chiefs, each taking one or two of our party by the arm,

conducted us across an open area to another apartment

of considerable size, built in the European fashion, and

handsomely furnished with tables, buffets, chairs, sofas,

&c., the whole, or nearly the whole, being of native

wood and native workmanship. The main table would

have done no discredit to a London mansion, covered,

as it was, with glass and plate, and lighted with elegant

lamps. The fare was very tempting. It consisted of

fruits of all kinds, sweetmeats, pastry, Chinese pre-

serves, &c., with excellent tea and coffee ; the latter,

which had been grown in Woahoo by the governor him-

self, being fully equal to Mocha. Our plates, by the

by, had been marked with our names, and we had been

told to take our seats accordingly, his Excellency sit-

ting at one side among his guests. In fact, the whole

proceedings blended the most punctilious regard to

etiquette with the cordiality of natural politeness, boat-

ing out and out and over again all that we had seen in
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California, in every respect, in room, in furniture, in

equipage, in viands, in cookery, and in dress. Nor

were our native companions themselves so decidedly in-

ferior as civilized vanity might fancy. The chiefs,

especially our host, were men of excellent address ;
and,

as they spoke English enough to be understood, we

soon forgot that we were sipping our coffee in a country

which is deemed uncivilized, and among individuals who

are classed with savages.

There were but few incongruities in the course of the

eveninor's entertainment, such as could at all mar the

effect, excepting that Kanaina frequently inquired with

much solicitude, as if he felt that he must soon be in

the market for a new wife, whether or not we thought

his whiskers handsome; and excepting also that, on

going into an adjoining apartment, we caught a glimpse

of a pair of legs just disappearing beneath the hangings

of a fine bed. The legs in question some of our con-

noisseurs pronounced to be the property of a young

lady ; but, be this as it may, Kekuanaoa is hardly ever

to be seen, whether at home or abroad, whether under

a roof or in the open air, whether on the land or on the

water, without a bevy of beauties, who hang about hira

like his shadow, without appearing to discharge any

very definite or important functions. After chatting a

good deal and smoking a few cigars, we took our leave,

highly gratified with the hospitality and courtesy of the

governor and his friends.

Nor was this our only specimen of the amelioration of

the social habits of the higher classes. During our

sojourn, the governor and his chiefs favoured us with

their company at dinner. They conducted themselves
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with ease and propriety, having now laid aside the

habits of intemperance in which their order was wont

to indulge, as also the peculiar style of conversation to

which such habits generally led. Formerly, it was a

critical business to entertain the grandees in presence

of ladies ; for, as soon as the wine began to do its work,

they would gradually become more amatory in their

remarks than was either agreeable or safe.

To finish this subdivision of the chapter, the white

residents generally condescend to adopt the native

cookery to a certain extent in their picnic parties, cha-

racterizing, in fact, such convivialities by the name luau,

the vernacular word for the hole or pit which serves the

purpose of an oven. In these cases, the presiding genius

is a hog, or a dog, or a turkey, or a goat, or, peradven-

ture, a fowl or a fish, baked in the manner already de-

scribed with respect to the kalo, excepting that, in

addition to the hot stones in the pit, the creature has

two or three such articles in its belly. These parties,

however, are not so fashionable as they once were. Nor

is this much to be regretted ; for the baked animal was

perhaps less of an attraction than its liquid trimmings

;

and certain it is, the gentlemen, on their return, required

all their legs and eyes to steer clear of the cold baths

which beset them on every side in the shape of kalo

patches.

HOUSES.

The dwellings of the natives are extremely neat and

clean, both internally and externally ; and, setting aside

the residences of some of the great people, they have

undergone very little change, excepting perhaps in
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dimensions, since the days of the discovery. Tliey are

constructed of a framework of bamboos, covered with

grass; and, as the roofs are high and pointed, and

the walls present no other opening than a single door,

the whole thing looks, from every side but one, more

like a hay-rick than anything else. The interior,

however, generally has a remarkably tidy appearance

;

the regularity of the framework, and, still more strikingly,

of the knots with which the grass is made to keep its

place, have a pleasing and pretty effect, while the uni-

form brown of the structure looks cool and refreshing to

the eye.

The furniture is very simple, though generally suffi-

cient for the wants of the inmates in such a climate.

The floor, being merely the bare earth, is covered with

straw mats, while low piles of the same articles, often

furnished with sheets, coverlets, and pillows, constitute

at once beds and bedsteads. The rest of the furniture

is comprised in a few gourds and calabashes for food

and water, and in a box or two, and a shelf for the

stowage of all their little odds and ends.

The houses are commonly separated into sleeping and

sitting compartments, by means of curtains hung across

from wall to wall ; but every thing, whether exposed to

view or not, whether within the house itself or merely

w^ithin the surrounding enclosure, is scrupulously clean

and neat, presenting, in this respect, a wonderful con-

trast with the filth and confusion of most of the native

lodo-es of the continent. At whatever time of the day

we dropped into a house, we found no difference in any

of these particulars; there was never any unpleasant

smell about the premises, all the refuse of fish, vege-
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tables, &c. being regularly carried to a distance. In

fact, so far as ray experience has gone, cleanliness may

be ranked among the cardinal virtues of the Sandwich

Islanders ; for the scorpions and centipedes, with which

some of the houses absolutely swarm, it appears to be

almost impossible to keep out or to get rid of. Mus-

quitoes, though numerous, are not indigenous, having

been imported from California— one of the best authen-

ticated instances on record of the emigration of these

tiny tormentors of man and beast.

From the foregoing description, the houses are in

themselves evidently light and portable ; and, as they

have no more hold of the ground than a beehive, they

are, in point of fact, moved about from place to place,

as we had several opportunities of observing, with very

little trouble. To the end of a good hawser, which is

tied round the lower part of the mansion, there hang on

some twenty or thirty "kanakas,"—who, with one of their

wild, cheerful songs, whisk aAvay the concern to its new

home as easily as if they were towing a ship through

the harbour to her moorings,—a most convenient and

economical receipt for the opening and widening of

streets and squares.

Some of the chiefs, as we have already seen in our

account of Kekuanaoa's feast, have had houses built

in the European fashion, the materials being, according

to circumstances, wood, or adobes, or limestone, or

coral. But, with their characteristic ingenuity in the

financial department, they have contrived to extract the

cost of most of these more solid edifices out of the

pockets of the public in general, and of their own de-

pendants in particular. Elsewhere, the expense of
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house-warming falls on the man who is to enjoy the

edifice ; but your Hawaiian house-warmer permits no

one, on any pretext, to cross the threshold of his new

snuggery for the first time, till his visitor has paid down

a tax, or gift, call it what you will, proportioned to his

rank and means. Considering how convenient, or how

agreeable, it is to be on visiting terms with a great

man, the contributions in question have often run up to

a respectable amount ; and, perhaps, in places nearer

home, a leader of the fashionable world might build

himself a residence for nothing, and pocket money into

the bargain, if only he could or would sell the entree, on

the Hawaiian principle, to all comers.

DRESS.

In the days of heathenism, the ordinary apparel of

the natives of all classes was as primitive as possible,

being a malo of the scantiest conceivable dimensions

for the men, and a pau, or very, very shallow petticoat

for the women ; and, in this state of nudity, the highest

chiefs of either sex used to board the foreign vessels

without ceremony or apology. Though the more

wealthy members of the community possessed, long

before the introduction of Christianity, plenty of fine

clothes, yet they regarded them as merely ornamental

—

as something which was as little necessary on the score

of modesty as in point of comfort, as a kind of tatoo that

could be put on or taken off at pleasure.

The only other garment in general use,—and this did

not much mend the matter,—was the kapa, which wns

merely a square piece of native cloth, tied by the two

upper corners in a large bow near the right shoulder.
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and hanging loosely beliind half way down the legs,—

a

facsimile, in short, excepting as to the fabric, of the

Spanish cloak of the days of Charles the First.

All these habiliments used to be made of the native

cloth,—the kapa, in fact, deriving its name from the

same; the process of manufacturing and colouring it I

shall describe hereafter. Among the chiefs, however,

feather cloaks of a more or less costly description were

in high esteem ; and perliaps nothing can give a better

idea at once of the pomp and power of the native

monarchs than the following description of the corona-

tion-cloak of Kamehameha the Great. The description

in question is from the calculating pen of one of the

missionaries

:

" His majesty Kauikeauli, the reigning king, has

still in his possession the mamo, or feather war-cloak,

of his father, the celebrated Kamehameha. It was not

completed until his reign, having occupied eight pre-

ceding ones in its fabrication. It is four feet in

length, with eleven feet and a half spread at the

bottom. Its groundwork is a coarse netting, and to

this the feathers, which are very small and exceedingly

delicate, are skilfully attached, overlapping each other,

and forming a perfectly smooth surface. The feathers

around the border are reverted, and the whole presents

a beautiful bright yellow colour, giving it the appear-

ance of a mantle of gold. Indeed, it would be difficult

for despotism to manufacture a richer or more costly

garment for its proudest votary. Two feathers only

(such as are used wholly in its manufacture) are obtained

from under the wings of a rare species of bird inhabiting

Hawaii, which is caught alive with great care and tt il.
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Long poles, with an adhesive matter smeared upon

them and well baited, are placed near their haunts.

The bird alights upon it, and, unable to disengage itself

from the adhesive matter, is secured, the much-prized

feathers plucked, and the bird set at liberty. A piece of

nankeen, valued at five dollars and a half, was formerly

the price of five feathers of this kind. By this estimate,

the value of the cloak would equal that of the purest

diamonds in the several European regalia ; and, ex-

cluding the price of the feathers, not less than a million

of dollars worth of labour was expended upon it at the

present rate of computing wages."

The native attire, as just described, having obviously

been quite incompatible with any moral or religious im-

provement, the missionaries and their wives, immediately

on their arrival, set about remedying the crying evil,

very properly adopting, in defiance of their instructions,

the principle that, in this instance at least, civilization

must precede Christianity; and they have been entirely

successful in introducing decency, if not modesty, among

the females. In Honolulu, the women look as if dressed

in the missionary uniform ; for, though their gowns

differ in colour Mith every varied hue under the sun,

flaming yellow, pure white, bright red, and the like;

yet they are, to say nothing of the general sameness of

materials, all cast in one mould. They are, in fact,

something like bathing-wrappers, coming pretty high

on the shoulders, where they are finished off" with a

frinfje, and havinof sleeves loose and full, like those of a

clergyman's surplice, while the body and skirt, in one,

hang freely down to the ankles without being confined

at the waist. This wrapper, however, constitutes the
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whole of a woman's daily attire. The feet and ankles

are still left in a state of nature, excepting that the

tatoo, wdiich, like the touching of noses, has become

obsolete for other purposes, continues to be sometimes

applied to the ankles, in the idea of making the feet look

smaller. The head, again, though not absolutely bare,

yet presents, according to the ancient fashion of the

Hawaiian beauties, nothing but wreaths of flowers and

leaves, and coronets of yellow and red feathers,—orna-

ments which are all elegant and becoming, and remind

one of the convivial costume of classical antiquity.

This description, however true it may be for six days

in the week, is totally inapplicable to Sunday. Shoes

and stockings, bonnets and parasols, are now in vogue,

while the sober chintz is perhaps thrown aside at home,

and sees the flaunting silk sail away to church in its

stead. Compared wath tlie graceful simplicity of their

ordinary costume, all this finery on the part of these

brown belles forcibly reminds one of the sentiment,

that " beauty, w'hen unadorned, is adorned the most,"

—

a sentiment, by the by, which they at one time carried

to too literal an excess. Their badly-made shoes make

their feet look large and clumsy ; their flashy bonnets,

—

just fancy them of white satin, trimmed with lace,—give

to their dark complexions a hideously sallow^ hue ; and

the attempt at fashion in the cut of their showy robes,

joined to the awkward consciousness of being all very

grand, completes the burlesque on the English and

American ladies of the place.

Tlie men, however, have not proved to be so apt

pupils as the women,—the missionary civilizers perhaps

having, for very obvious reasons, taken greater pains in
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the premises with the latter than with the former.

Many of the men still swear by the wisdom of their

ancestors ; and it is no uncommon thint? to see a finelv-

dressed female walking- arm in arm with a husband un-

encumbered in his person with any more of this world's

possessions than a malo of twelve inches by three. The

only constant addition to this scrap of an apology for

clothes is the wreath of flowers and leaves, which is

worn by the one sex as well as by the other,—a piece

of effeminacy which is not without its use, for the orna-

ment in question is generally so arranged as to shade

the eyes from the sun. Nor must it be forgotten that

the graceful kapa, already described, still occasionally

forms part of the costume of almost every individual of

either sex.

But even among the men there are some exquisites,

being chiefly those who have at once enlarged their

notions, and saved a little money abroad. These fellows,

so long as their cash lasts, lounge and saunter all day in

the sunshine, habited in military surtouts, with frogs,

&c. all complete, in white trousers, which fit them like

their skins, in fashionable boots, in round hats, and in

kid gloves of some gay or delicate colour, with their

snowy wristbands turned back over their cuffs, the whole

dandy being finished off with cane and eye-glass. In

process of time, these bucks relapse, as a matter of

course, through all the stages of worse-for-the-wearish-

ness, shabbiness, and dilapidation, down to the malo^

with perhaps a garland on the head and a kapa on the

shoulders.

In fact, even among the higher classes, the abstract

idea of clothes still involves far more of the ornamental
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than of the useful. Nor ought this to be a subject of

wonder. So far as the climate is concerned, raiment is

rather a burden than a benefit to the natives ; and, as to

moral motives, they have hardly any influence with the

men, while they have probably less to do with the appa-

rent decency of the women than a love of display. But,

whatever may be the cause, the notions of the chiefs,

even of the female chief;?, with regard to dress, are very

far from being decidedly utilitarian. Witness the fol-

lowing ludicrous and inconvenient appropriation of a

whole web of woollen cloth to the wants of a single

lady, and that, too, in an atmosphere which would have

made a salamander comfortable. At a festival cele-

brated in 181M, to commemorate the death of Kamv*^-

hameha, one of the dowager queens—the others, by the

by, being pretty well packed also,—sported seventy-two

yards of kerseymere, one half of it being scarlet and the

other orange; while, as the breadth was doubled on

itself, the whole quantity was equivalent to one hundred

and forty-four yards of single fold, something, I take it,

like the height of St. Peter's at Rome. The only way,

of course, in which her majesty could haul in the slack,

was to have it wound, like thread on a reel, round her

portly waist ; and when this process had gone on till

her arms were supported in a horizontal position, the

remainder was borne, as a train, by her admiring atten-

dants. This martyrdom was endured, within a month

of a tropical midsummer, throughout the whole of a

tedious and ceremonious procession. Perhaps in more

civilized countries, royalty, on occasions of state, is only

a gilded weariness both of flesh and spirit.

The inhabitants of a warm climate, as if in imitation

VOL. II. E
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of the birds, exhibit in their dress a greater variety of

colours than the denizens of colder regions. What a

difference in this respect between the variegated dwel-

lers in Honolulu and the dingy citizens of London !

The women, presenting to the cloudless sun the countless

hues of the flower-garden, form a curiously suggestive

contrast with the deep brown of the almost naked men,

most of wdiom might be models for a sculptor ; while a

small sprinkling of many foreign costumes serves still

farther to heighten the beauty and interest of the scene.

APPEARANCE AND DISPOSITION.

In complexion, the natives look like a connecting

link between the red man and the negro, being darker

than the former, though still removed many degrees from

the sooty hue of the latter ; they exhibit perhaps about

the same tint as the Moors of the north of Africa. In re-

gard to hair also, they occupy the same intermediate posi-

tion : in all of them it is black ; curling, or rather waving

and undulating in general, and being long and straight,like

the red man's, in some individuals. In feature, they are

rather Asiatic than otherwise; nose full without beinir

flat, face broad, eye black and bright. In form, they

are commonly handsome, strong, and well limbed, while,

in height, they are, in general, something above the

average standard of Europeans. On the whole, they are,

as a race, considerably above mediocrity, both in face

and in person. The women in particular are decidedly

pretty. They have a most lively expression of coun-

tenance, and are always smiling and attractive ; and their

figures may even be admitted to be beautiful and femi-

nine, seldom inclining, when young, either to corpulency
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or to the opposite extreme, limbs and busts well formed,

and hands, feet, and ankles, small and delicate, while

their gait and carriage, though somewhat peculiar, are

yet, on the whole, noble and commanding.

In the foregoing paragraph I have had chiefly the

common people in my eye, though all that I have said, ex-

cepting in point of size, is equally applicable to the higher

classes. The chiefs of either sex, as I have already had

occasion to mention with regard to the males, are, with

very few exceptions, remarkably tall and corpulent.

For this striking peculiarity various reasons may be

suggested. Chiefs may originally have been of a superior

race,—a supposition which, considering the way in which

Polynesia must have been peopled, is not improbable in

itself ; or they may have always selected the largest

women as their wives ; or tjiey may themselves have

been elevated above their fellows from time to time on

account of their gigantic proportions. But, in addition

to any or all of these possibilities, one thing is certain,

that the easy and luxurious life of a chief has had very

considerable influence in the matter; he or she, as the

case may be, fares sumptuously every day, or rather

every hour, and takes little or no exercise, while the

constant habit of being shampooed after every regular

meal, and oftener if desirable or expedient, promotes

circulation and digestion without superinducing either

exhaustion or fatigue. Under this treatment the grandees

thrive regularly, and certainly without sacrificing or en-

dangering health ; and some of them, more particularly

Kuakini, otherwise known as John Adams, Governor of

Hawaii; and Kekauluohi, co-regent and wife of our

friend Kanaina, have become so unwieldy, that, though

E ^
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Otherwise in perfect health, they are yet unable to

walk

!

Whatever may be the cause or causes of the magni-

tude of the patricians, the effect itself so seldom fails to

be produced, that, beyond all doubt, bulk and rank are

almost indissolubly connected together in the popular

mind, the great in person being, without the help of a

play upon words, great also in power. Hence probably

the matrimonial difficulties of poor Kanaina ; and hence

also the missionaries have certainly not augmented their

influence by eating little but vegetables and drinking

nothing but tea, till most of them are so meagre, gaunt,

and sallow, as to be immediately distinguished by their

looks from foreign laymen, whose religion rarely deters

them from enjoying good dinners.

To pass from the appearance of the natives to their

disposition. Of their domestic habits and feelings I

have already said enough in an earlier subdivision of this

chapter ; and the less frequently that it is repeated, so

much the better.

The people, in spite of all that may be inferred to

the contrary from their early intercourse with foreigners,

are gentle and harmless ; most of the outrages, which

followed the discovery, having been either prompted by

revenge for past wrongs, or enjoined by the cupidity of

ambitious and unprincipled chiefs. But, even if they

had been wantonly and wilfully treacherous and cruel

to strangers, the circumstances of their position would,

to a great extent, have accounted for their atrocities

;

for the inhabitants of inconsiderable islands, who were

constantly exposed to invasion without the means of

retreat, could not fail to regard the most jealous defence
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of the definite boundary, which Nature had given them,

as a matter of self-preservation,—a principle which

goes far to explain the peculiar ferocity of the Poly-

nesians in particular, and of maritime savages in general.

In the hands of the chiefs, this principle could at any

time have excited the fury of the Hawaiians against the

most friendly visitors. In fact, the habit of obedience

is so powerful in the great mass of the population, that

by their rulers it may be turned at will either to good

or to evil ; and it is partly by reason of this submissive

temper, which always makes them stand by their master

to the last, that they form a valuable addition to the

crews of whaling-vessels.

Nor is their courage less conspicuous than their fide-

lity. It is, in truth, above all suspicion ; and of this

there cannot perhaps be a stronger proof, however in-

direct it may be, than the fact, that, in their wars, they

seldom or never had recourse to artifice or ambuscade.

They are, without exception, the most valiant of the

Polynesians, being perfect heroes, for instance, in com-

parison with the natives of the Society Islands; so that,

from the lesson lately received at Tahiti, the French

may be able to form some faint notion of what an

aggressor may expect from the Hawaiians, more parti-

cularly when backed by the inaccessible fastnesses of

their country. In short, with their fidelity and courage

combined, the Sandwich islanders, if oflficered like our

Eastern Sepoys, would, in my opinion, make the finest

soldiers of colour in the world.

But perhaps the industry of the natives is the quality

which promises to be most conducive to their civiliza-

tion. A habit, if not a love, of labour has been im-
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planted and cherished in them by a combination of

causes more or less peculiar to their condition, which

chiefly, if not wholly, resolve themselves into the nig-

gardliness of nature and the despotism of government.

While many other Polynesian tribes almost realize the ca-

ricature of a copper-coloured gentleman lying on his back

under the branches of the bread-fruit, and doing nothing

but keep his mouth open to catch the ripe rolls as they

fall, the Havvaiians, as we have already had occasion to

notice more than once, are compelled by the necessities

of nature to earn their food by the sweat of their brow.

Witness the construction of their fish-ponds, the prepa-

ration of their poi^ and the cultivation of their lialo, with

all its incidental toils of dififo'ins' and enibankino^ the beds,

of erecting and maintaining the aqueducts, of fixing and

regulating the sluices. So far as the kalo and poi are

concerned, there are some localities, Lahaina, for in-

stance, in Mowee, in which the bread-fruit abounds,

while, with a little care and attention, it might be made

to grow in all parts of the group ; but, whether it be that

this ready-made food be here of inferior quality, or that

the favourite dish of the natives has become indispen-

sable to them, the bread-fruit is as little valued by the

Sandwich islanders, as the kalo, which is indigenous in

many parts of Polynesia, is valued by the indolent abo-

rigines of the more southern groups.

Nor is the despotism of government less influential in

making the people work than the niggardliness of nature.

Till very recently, the commoners of this archipelago,

like the peasants of France before the Revolution, or of

Canada before the conquest, were taillables et coverables

a misericorde ; or, to invent English for the exotic abo-
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mination, ta.vable and taskable at discretion, while they

were deterred alike from invasion and complaint by a

mixture of feudal servility and superstitious terror.

But, within the last year or two, certain laws, for their

share in which the missionaries deserve great credit,

have so far remedied this evil as to subject the amounts

and times of tasking and taxing to fixed rules; and

though the ascertained burdens are still too heavy and

too numerous, comprising work for the immediate chief,

work for the king, work for the public, rent for land

and a poll-tax on both sexes, yet the restriction in ques-

tion, if fairly carried into actual effect, will engender in

the serf the idea of- property, and inspire him at once

with the hope and the desire of improving his physical

condition by the application of his physical energies.

Though, in many quarters of the group, an adequate

motive for exertion may not at present be felt, yet, in

the neighbourhood of Honolulu, the sustenance of several

thousands, who are exclusively consumers, constitutes

at once the proof and the recompense of the industry

of the adjacent cultivators.

In fact, the demand of the town affords an ample

market for the natives of the surrrounding country,

while there is certainly no reason for the buyers to mur-

mur as to the amount or variety of the supply. In

addition to the resources of a stationary market, which

is usually well furnished with fish, meat, fruit, &c., the

smaller dealers go from house to house to vend their

wares ; the whole scene, which is quite unique, savour-

ing of anything but indolence on the part of the rural

population. Early in the morning, a crowd of natives

may be seen flocking into Honolulu, all carrying some-
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tiling to sell. Most of them have large calabashes, sus-

pended in a netting, at each end of a pole, which they

cany across one shoulder, the contents being all sorts

of small articles, knlo and poi, and fruits and vegetables,

and milk and eggs, and, what is the safest speculation

of all, water fresh from the cold atmosphere of the

mountains ; some of them are loaded with bundles of

grass for the town-fed horses ; others carry a sucking-

pig in their arms, while the more substantial hog-

merchants make the adult grunters, always there as

Avell as elsewhere, on the verge of insurrection, trudge

along on their own pettitoes ; others again import

ducks, and fowls, and geese, and turkeys, all alive, tied

by the legs to long poles, which are carried like the

})oles with the calabashes ; while, last though not least,

a few individuals, of more airy and delicate sentiments,

hawk about various kinds of curiosities, such as mats,

shells, scorpions, &c. ; but, above all, wreaths of bright

flowers, intertwined with their kindred leaves, for the

beaux and belles of the metropolis.

The sleepless avarice, which here as w^ell as else-

where has been one of the earliest results of the con-

tact of civilization, lends its aid, too, to strengthen and

direct industry—all classes being, as is natural and ex-

cusable, ardent worshippers of money, as the one thing

needful, in their opinion, for procuring all that dis-

tinguishes civilization from barbarism. Several curious

instances may be mentioned. When Vancouver brought

cattle from California to colonize the islands, he found

that Kalaimoku's double canoe was alone capable of

taking them ashore ; but he found also that Kalai-

moku, the highest and most enlightened councillor of
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the conqueror, and hence surnamed William Pitt, Avoiild

not lend his double canoe for presenting to his country

a gift, which was to enrich it without pay. Again,

when one of the boats of Wilkes's squadron was upset

in the surf, a native proniptly rescued one poor fellow

who could not save himself; but, instead of striking

out for the dry land, he shelved his dripping and shiver-

ing customer, on the upturned bottom of the yawl, to

take his choice between promising two dollars for his

life, or forthwith returning whence he came. Lastly,

during our own sojourn, the American residents took a

fancy to have Washington's birthday honoured by a

salute from the fort; and Kekuanaoa, instead of re-

fusing on principle or of yielding with a good grace,

sold the compliment, after much higgling on both sides

about terms, at the rate of half a dollar a gun. I men-

tion these anecdotes, not to reproach any one, but

merely to illustrate a characteristic feature in the dis-

position of partially improved savages—a disposition

which necessarily springs from the fact that material

civilization is more eagerly appreciated and more easily

acquired than moral.

The only bad point in the native character, always

excepting, of course, the besetting sin of licentiousness,

is a propensity to petty thieving, with the concomitant

vice of lying. But, in estimating the guilt of a savage's

dishonesty, we ought to take into account the com-

paratively irresistible force of the temptation. To him,

the rudest implements are as attractive as the most

j)recious jewels are to a European ; and I doubt much

whether a vessel with diamonds all about her deck and

cabin would be more sacied in the eyes of even the
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most select visitors, in one of our own ports, than

hatchets, and knives, and nails used to be among the

savages of the South Sea. Moreover, it was with the

thefts as it was with the murders ; the outrages of both

descriptions were less the consequence of the offender's

own depravity than of his chief's commands ; and, long

after the pillaging of vessels was abandoned, a profes-

sional pilferer was an ordinary appendage of a chief's

household, a regular hunter, in short, of all such waifs

and strays as might be useful or ornamental to the

establishment. But the extortion of the chiefs was

alone sufficient to make their vassals thieves. Knowing

neither stint nor shame, it coveted all that it saw, and

appropriated all that it coveted ; and, if the serfs imi-

tated those whom they reverenced, they could not be

otherwise than cheats and robbers. Nor had the help-

less creatures, under so precarious a tenure of all the

fruits of their toil, that selfish motive for honesty, which

the possession of property seldom fails to inspire ; and

now that the limitation of thechiei's rights and the vassal's

duties has enabled the commoners to have something

which they may really call their own, they will gradually

discover that the distinction between meiiin and tuum is

a point of law and morals in which they have a per-

sonal interest.

In addition to dishonesty, one might be led to infer,

from the rigour with which the missionaries wage war

aoainst intemperance, that drunkenness was common

among the Hawaiians. Now, so far as my experience has

gone, the lower classes are, with very few exceptions

indeed, sober even beyond the standard of clerical self-

denial, drinking little but water, and rarely indulging
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in the steainino' beverao-e, " that cheers but not ine-

briates" their teachers. The chiefs, however, used not

only to take wines to excess, but also to quaff, at a

great rate, the liquor called awa, which nothing but

aristocracy was allowed to taste. This drink was made

from the root of the tea-tree, and was prepared in the

following very peculiar method. In the establishment

of each chief were one or two men, whose duty it was

to chew the root into a pulp, which they spat out into

a water-tiijfht vessel. On this lixivium of filth and

poison the operators poured water enough to extract its

virtues ; and, when the work of absorption was com-

plete, the lord of the ascendant greedily swallowed an

infusion, which nothing but custom could have induced

even him to taste without loathing. The effects of the

thing were quite worthy of the process of its manufac-

ture. Its immediate result was a stupifying intoxica-

tion, not unlike that caused by opium ; while, in its

ultimate consequences, it injured the sight by rendering

the eyes blood-shot, and produced on the skin a kind

of leprous appearance.

CUSTOMS AND AMUSEMENTS.

The practice of shampooing, to which I have already

alluded as a means of promoting circulation and diges-

tion, is believed to be an infallible specific also for head-

ache, and rheumatism, and other similar complaints;

its medicinal influence, at least with respect to the lords

of the creation, being doubtless heightened by the fact,

that the sliampooers are almost invariably of the weaker

sex. The panacea in question, as one may easily sup-

pose, assumes a variety of forms, inasmuch as the fair
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dispenser of tlie dose not only knows exactly in what

proportions to combine the ordinary ingredients of

chafing, and squeezing, and kneading, but also, when

the malady appears to be deeply seated, tries to get

down to it by furrowing her customer's carcase pretty

forcibly with her elbows. The native name of sham-

pooing, according to the printed standard, is tumee-

tumee ; but the foreign residents, chiefly in order to

tease the missionaries who disapprove of some of the

modes of operation, generally express the objectionable

branches of the system by changing the pronunciation

of the word, as widely as possible, into rumee-rumee.

The practice is undeniably beneficial to the health and

development of the body. If nothing more, it is clearly

an easy substitute for exercise, or rather an ingenious

contrivance for shifting the toil and trouble of that

essential life-preserver to another person's shoulders.

The custom has doubtless been derived from Asia,

prevailing, as it does, in different parts of that con-

tinent, though not always in the form just described.

Cottrell, a late traveller in Siberia, mentions his having

experienced in his own person something of the same

kind at Omsk, and, with one exception, at Omsk only.

" By way," says he, " of digesting our luncheon, a

ceremony was performed, which, if we had not under-

gone the ordeal in a friend's house, in the vicinity of

Oranienbaum, wdth our lamented friend Prince Butera,

would have astonished us no little. A dozen soldiers

placed themselves in two files close to each other, and

took up each of the party, in turn, on their arms, and

tossed them in the air, catching them again on their

arms, and throwing them up again, as quickly as pos-
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sible, a considerable height. This operation is per-

formed very expertly ; the patient, who understands

the business, keeps his arms close to his sides, and his

legs stretched stiffly out, and feels no sort of inconve-

nience. It is exactly like bemg tossed in a blanket."

Now, as Omsk is the frontier town towards Thibet, it

may well be supposed to have borrowed its exclusive

discipline in question from its southern neighbours, who

again border on the countries, whence Polynesia has

most probably derived its population. The difference

between tossing* and shampooing, in itself immaterial,

affects chiefly the active instruments in the business,

the one being easier than the other ; and, in fact, we

accordingly find that, even on the continent of Asia,

the athletic exhibition of the north, as one advances to

the southward, has softened itself into something like

the same practice that prevails among the Sandwich

Islanders.

Another remarkable custom among the Hawaiians,

which, however, is not likely, I take it, to last long in

these more enlightened times, is their mode, evidently

Asiatic in its origin, of expressing grief for the death of

a superior. The mode in question is to knock out with

a mallet as many front teeth as the rank of the de-

ceased may demand, or perhaps the mourner's remain-

ing stock may warrant. To this most oppressive poll-

tax, chiefs and commoners are all alike subject; and,

accordingly, most of the chiefs of our acquaintance,

includinjr our friend Kekuanaoa himself, bore in their

mouths negative marks of having, more or less ex-

tensively, paid the penalty of fashion—most, perhaps,

of the vacant lots, in the case of the older chiefs.
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havino: been intended to commemorate the death of

Kamehameha. In the good old days of polygamy, the

royal guardsmen had a hard time of it in this respect

;

for the deaths of queens, and princes, and princesses

were so common as soon to disqualify the poor fellows

for mourning any more, and to send them forth, as no

longer fit for service, toothless into the world. Some

time ago, we had one of these mutilated veterans on the

Columbia, who, as if the honour fully atoned to him for

the loss, used to boast of having sacrificed his teeth in

the service of so renowned a conqueror as Kamehameha

the Great. Sometimes, though not so often, very loyal

people knocked out their eyes as well as their teeth.

This part of the business, however, was occasionally

managed in such a way as to compound matters between

the mourner and the deceased on terms highly advan-

tageous to the former. Kalaimoku, or William Pitt,

for instance, exclaimed, on the death of his wife, that

he had lost an eye, and was thenceforward distinguished

as Once Blind—while, on the death of Kamehameha,

this Hawaiian Ulysses, having discarded his other eye

by means of a similar fiction, became Twice Blind for

the rest of his life.

Besides games of chance, some of which appear to be

similar to those played by the aborigines of the Ame-

rican continent, the Hawaiians are peculiarly fond of

such recreations as require strength or dexterity.

Among the recreations in question may be cited, as

strikingly illustrative of physical character, the follow-

ing sharp contest between the muscles of one party and

the eyes of another. A fellow, whose arm is bare,

holds in his closed hand a round stone, which he is to
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drop and leave under some one or other of three or four

small piles of shavings of wood or clippings of cloth,

passing his fist from pile to pile with inconceivable

quickness ; while his antagonist's business is to discover

under which of all the piles the round stone has ac-

tually been hidden. Beyond the mere chance of guess-

inof rio-ht, the latter, of course, has no other means of

detecting the proceedings of the former than the move-

ments of the muscles of the bare arm ; and hence the

struggle between the muscle and the eye, the muscle

running through a whole " pea and thimble rig" of

feints and stratagems, and the eye striving to distin-

guish the true action of depositing the stone from all

the deceptive varieties of motion and repose. As the

man with the stone may move his hand from pile to

pile as often as he likes, and actually does so with in-

credible ease and rapidity, he has, according to our

estimate of things, all the advantages in his favour;

and yet the watchfulness of his enemy is often too much

for him.

But the grand recreation of the natives is the con-

stant habit of swimming. In fact, the Sandwich Is-

landers are all but amphibious, and seem to be as

much at home in the water as on the land ; and, at all

times of the day, men, women, and children are sporting

about in the harbour, or even beyond the reef, with

shoals of sharks, perhaps, as their playfellows. These

voracious creatures, however, are far less likely to

meddle with the aborigines than with foreigners, not

that they prefer white meat to brown, but because they

have been taught by experience that one Hawaiian has

more of the Tartar in him than a score of Europeans.
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There is scarcely an instance on record, in which a

native has suffered any serious injury from a shark. If,

at any time, the latter take the preliminary step of

turning over on his back to get a mouthful, the former

is sure at least to elude the attack by diving below the

monster ; while, if he has a knife or any similar wea-

pon, he seldom fails to destroy the enemy by carrying

the war into his interior.

To return to the swimming : it was part of our daily

amusement to watch the rapid and elegant evolutions of

the performers, more particularly of the ladies, who,

in the great majority of cases, excelled their lords and

masters in agility and science. Even in point of

strength and endurance, one woman, a short time be-

fore our arrival, had carried off the palm from her hus-

band. The whole story is well worth telling, as illus-

trative of something better than toughness of muscle

or suppleness of limb.

A man and his wife, both Christians, were passengers

in a schooner, which foundered at a considerable dis-

tance from the land. All the natives on board promptly

took refuge in the sea ; and the man in question, who

had just celebrated divine service in the ill-fated vessel,

called his fellows, some of them being converts as well

as himself, around him to offer up another tribute of

praise and supplication from the deep in which they

were struggling, to tarry, with a combination of cou-

rage and humility perhaps unequalled in the world's

history, in order deliberately to worship God in that

universal temple, under whose restless pavement the

speaker and most of his hearers were destined to find

their oraves. The man and his wife had each sue-
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ceeded in procuring the support of a covered bucket by

way of buoy ; and away they struck with the rest for

Kahoolawe, finding themselves next mornino- alone in

the ocean, after a whole afternoon and night of priva-

tion and toil. To aofS'ravate their misfortunes, the

wife's bucket went to pieces soon after daylight, so that

she had to make the best of her way without assistance,

or relief; and, in the course of the afternoon, the man

became too weak to proceed, till his wife, to a certaiii

extent, restored his strength by shampooing him in the

water. They had now Kahoolawe in full view, after

having been about four-and-twenty hours on their

dreary voyage. In spite, however, of the cheering

sight, the man again fell into such a state of exhaustion,

that the woman took his bucket for herself, givinir him,

at the same time, the hair of her head as a towing-line;

and, when even this exertion proved to be too much for

him, the fjiithful creature, after trying in vain to rouse

him to prayer, took his arms round her neck, holdinor

them together with one hand, and making with the other

for the shore. When a very trifling distance remained

to be accomplished, she discovered that he was dead,

and, dropping his corpse, reached the land before night,

having passed over upwards of twenty-five miles, during

an exposure of nearly thirty hours.

I have been thus particular in detailing this narrative

of hardihood and skill, of piety and affection, because it

harmonizes so exactly with my general plan of pre-

senting, when possible, to the reader, the past and the

present, the old and the new, the savage and the

civilized, in one and the same view. In the skill and

hardihood, we recognise the children of nature nnd

VOL. II. F
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barbarism; in the altectioii and piety, the disciples of

civilization and Christianity.

In Honolulu, and most probably in the other towns

and villages of the group, the taste for promenading,

fostered, if not created, by the introduction of civilized

finery, has, to a certain extent, thrown nearly all other

amusements into the shade. Every afternoon—for all

work ceases about three o'clock— the main street pre-

sents a gay and pretty scene with the varieties of cos-

tume and degrees of nudity such as I have described

—

a scene which, unique enough in itself, is rendered still

more decidedly so by the circumstance, that many of

the ladies, as I have elsewhere hinted, carry about

adopted sucklings in the shape of pigs and puppies,

which, however, are destined to pay their little all for

their board by being baked, when fat, into holiday

dinners for their adoptive mammas.

In this promenading, certain days of the week take

the shine out of the others. For instance, Tuesday, as

everybody washes everything on Monday, brings out the

belles like so many new pins, Avith gowns as clean, and

smooth, and stiff, as starch, and irons, and soap, can

make them ; M'hile the fair wearers, that all things may

be of a piece, generally embrace the same occcasion of

mounting their fresh wreaths and garlands. For these

reasons, Tuesday is a stranger's best opportunity for

obtaining a full and complete view of the beauties of

Honolulu, for, though never very prudish, yet they are

now peculiarly ready to appreciate and return the com-

pliment of being the observed of all observers. Satur-

day, again, has its own proper merit, inferior to Tuesday

in fchow and ceremony, but superior to it in variety and
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intensity of excitement. On this day, little or no work

is done ; and all those who can get horses gallop about

from morning till dusk in the town and neighbourhood,

to the danger of such as are poor enough or unfashion-

able enough to walk. Saturday, in fact, is a kind of

carnival, whose duty it is to atone, by anticipation, to

the mass of the inhabitants for the pharisaical metho-

dism of the missionary's sabbath. But the reader, to

have a definite idea of all this walking and riding, ought

to be told, that the Hawaiians, who must speak or die,

never meet for any purpose, going to church, of course,

excepted, without indulging, perhaps all of them at

once, in a perpetual din of gossip and banter.

But the richest scene of amusement among the natives,

which we witnessed, was one highly characteristic of

those light-hearted creatures. A bridge and road were

to be made from the town, in the direction of the valley

of Nuannau. According to the law of the case, every

male adult turned out to lend a hand ; even domestic

servants being liable either to work or to pay,—the

very labourers themselves, to say nothing of others,

makino- this unremunerated task the groundwork of all

sorts of fun and frolic. The troops mustered, as if for

a review ; bands of music paraded about from morning

till night ; and the women, all decked out in their best,

flitted about from spot to spot, jabbering and joking

all the while in their inarticulate jargon. But the

statutory labour itself was perhaps the most entertaining

part of the business. The men were divided into gangs

of forty, each set being sure to be constantly attended

by its full complement of shouting and giggling women
;

and one whole gang might be seen running and laughing

F 2
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Avitli a log of wood on their shoulders, which four or five

men niio^ht have conveyed with ease, evidently succeed-

in<^ to their own perfect satisfaction in converting the

toil into a pleasure. Every day used to close with

quite enough of dancing and singing ; but this day of

hard duty usliered in an evening of more than ordinary

festivity.

I Iiave taken no notice of the native dances, for most,

if not all, of them are unfit to be noticed. They have

undergone very little change for the better since the

days of the early visitors ; and, if they have been ren-

dered less public through missionary zeal, they are un-

fortunately so much the less likely to be influenced by

the gradual formation of that popular opinion, by which

alone they can be abolished or improved.

The last particular which I shall mention under this

head, is one in which, at least in Honolulu, every

strc.nger, whether willing or unwilling, is obliged to

take the principal share. On his first arrival, the visitor

is followed through the streets by a crowd of men,

women, and children, who, without incommoding him

by actual pressure, are always ready to assist hlra in

any and every possible way, to pick up, for instance,

whatever he may drop, or to open gates, or to point out

the lions, or to explain all that may require explanation.

Meanwhile, he cannot help suspecting, that his self-

elected satellites are taking their hire out of him by

quizzing any little peculiarities that he may possess

;

for he hears behind him volley after volley of laughter,

each one evidently produced by some excellent joke

that has preceded it. As nobody likes to be laughed at,

especially when he cannot enjoy the jest himself, the
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victim resolves to escape from his tormentors hy wearini*'

out their patience the next time that he calls at any

house ; but, let him stay as long as he likes, or till he is

ashamed to stay any longer, he finds his volunteers

where he may have left them, waiting to greet his re-

turn with a cheerful welcome, and to repeat their kindly-

meant persecution. If he has a single drop of the milk

of human kindness in his own composition, he now, of

course, submits to the infliction with a good grace.
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CHAPTER XII.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Navy— Army— Revenue—Government—Religion—Education

—

Productions and Manufactures—Trade.

In regarding the Hawaiians not as individuals, but as

a community, I shall, to confine myself at present to the

most general distinctions, begin with government and

its incidents, then pass to education and religion, and

lastly conclude with trade and all that concerns it.

NAVY.

Before the days of Kamehameha, the only vessels of

war were canoes, such as are still in use for most pur-

poses. These canoes, which are all, of course, seagoing

craft, convince one at the first glance that the natives

must be tolerably amphibious animals. They are usually

hollowed out of the trunk of a cocoa-nut tree, and are

generally so narrow as barely to allow a man to sit in

them on his knees. This rickety machine is kept in an

upright position only by the contrivance of an outrigger,

consisting of two pieces of wood of about ten feet in

length attached at right angles to one side of the canoe,

and joined at their outer extremities by another piece

of wood, which is, of course, parallel M'ith the body of

the vessel ; and this appendage, while it gives security
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bj viitually increasing the breadth of beam, does not

sensibly impede the little bark's motion through the

water. But, outrigger and all, these ticklish skiffs not

unfrequently get capsized at sea ; but, on such occasions,

the crew, who, of course, must have been pitched clean

out, soon set all to rights and start again, though gene-

rally with the loss of some of their goods and chattels.

The savao-es, however, did not fail to discover that union

was strength ; for, by lashing together two such vessels

as have been just described, they produced a tertium quid

of twenty times their value.

These double canoes, formerly employed in war, and

still used by the chiefs, are capital sea-boats, Kameha-

meha having at one time contemplated the conquest of

Tahiti in reliance on a fleet consisting chiefly of them

;

and it was probably in some such galleys that the

Tahitians first made their way, in days of yore, to colo-

nize the Hawaiian group. In speed, as well as in

security, the double canoes are vastly superior to the

single. On a mast planted between their two parts,

they carry a large sail of triangular form, which may

either assist or relieve the paddles ; and, as they are

made of the largest trees, which are reserved for the

purpose, they sometimes accommodate eighty or a

hundred men each, while every man, seated as he is, in

comparative ease and safety, can put forth all his atten-

tion and energy on his work.

After the discovery, canoes were gradually supplanted

for all great objects by ships, which were procured

sometimes by foul means, and sometimes by fair dealing,

till at last the subjugation of the whole archipelago

under one ruler entirely superseded the use of the
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smaller description of national craft. Thenceforward,

the navy consisted of decked vessels ; and, though now

less powerful than it has been, yet it still musters a few

anned schooners of from twenty to a hundred tons,

which, manned and commanded almost entirely by

native seamen, are politically valuable in holding the

remoter dependencies to their allegiance, to say nothing

of their commercial utility in carrying provisions and

passengers from one island to another.

As a beginning of civilization, this navy, however

insignificant in modern eyes, is certainly superior to the

squadron with which Columbus discovered America, and

perhaps not inferior to that with which Drake left

England to circumnavigate the globe ; and, to come

even to the present day, it is infinitely creditable to

the Hawaiians, when compared with our own experience

of the " one and indivisible" navy of California, built

' by foreigners, commanded, and partly manned by

foreigners ; and, to crown all, confined to port till

victualled by foreigners.

ARMY.

Even previously to the days of the discovery, the

Hawaiians appear to have possessed a better notion of

military affairs than savage tribes in general possess.

They marshalled themselves in something like regular

lines and columns ; they marched under the distinctive

banners, more or less splendid according to the rank of

the parties, of their respective chiefs ; and, generally

disdaining, as 1 have already mentioned, the use of

snares and ambuscades, they, of course, delighted chiefly

in the pitched battle with its " clear field and no favour."
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Besides swords, clnbs, bows, &c., which they had in

common with other savages, they were peculiarly expert

in the hurling of the spear, and miraculously so in tlie

avoiding of it, Avhen hurled against themselves. To this

practice they were systematically trained ; and even

now, after peace has continued nearly fifty years, and

civilization has substituted its own weapons for those of

barbarism, the officers of the fort, who were always

happy to entertain us with specimens of their native

warfare, perfectly astonished us with their dexterity in

the management of the spear.

One stood to be aimed at, while several others, at a

distance of about twenty paces, rapidly darted against

him the long spears of ancient times with such vigour

and certainty, that their comrade, who acted as their

common butt, could be saved by nothing but his own

coolness and agility. But he was apparently as much

at his ease as if he had been Gulliver among the Lilli-

putians ; some of the weapons he would send flying off

at an angle by touching them with his shoulder, or leg,

or arm ; others he would catch by the middle and hurl

back at the throwers, thus directly turning the tables

on the enemy ; one or two be might, perhaps, clutch

between his arm and side ; and, at all events, even Avhen

a special display of skill was impracticable, he would

still dodge the mischief by a slight inclination of his

body. In this apparently dangerous pastime, Kame-

hameha was rather fond of exposing his royal person
;

and, when urged to be more careful of his valuable life,

he replied, that it was as easy for him to avoid the

spears as it was for his antagonists to throw them.

The substitution of civilized arms and discipline,
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though gradual, has yet been complete, excepting that

one whole age of tranquillity, more particularly as it

happily promises to be succeeded by another age of the

same blessing, has, to a certain extent, degraded sol-

diering into a burlesque. Witness the training at the

fort, which we sometimes attended, apparently to the

p-reat o-ratification of the chiefs. The officers, for the

most part, were well dressed, some even making an

attempt at uniform; but the men, in clothes, in accou-

trements, in arms, in every thing, did certainly baffle

all classification. Tall fellows and short were ranked

and filed together with admirable perverseness ; every

one was dressed, or not dressed, according to the state

of his wardrobe, or the whim of his fancy ; some shoul-

dered broken muskets, and others wooden guns ; some

again had only sticks, and others nothing at all. Still,

however, all of them went through their exercise with

much precision, marching in excellent time to the sound

of their drums and fifes.

But the richest part of the treat was the Hawaiian

English, in which the word of command was given.

At first, we could make nothing of our corrupted ver-

nacular ; but, at last, happening one morning to stand

near the captain of a number of wooden guns, a hand-

some fellow, by the by, with a gold-laced cap, a hand-

kerchief round his waist, and a cane, we were fortunate

enough to catch the sounds as they escaped, all tor-

tured and dislocated, from his lips. A-a-tee-im ! shouted

the officer ; and clap went all the hands, while the

motley fellows drew themselves up, as one man, into the

attitude of attention. Cheear-a-ar ! the first division of

the sound being almost inaudible, and the second bear-
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ing away all the emphasis : and the men accordingly

shouldered their not very heavy firelocks, Petee-a-arf

came next in order, and each warrior presented the

same harmless engine which he had just previously

shouldered. Pee-ha-a-tee! crowned the climax ; and the

men, after drawing imaginary bayonets with as much

solemnity as if they had been mesmerizing their hips,

fixed the same with such an air of business about them,

as entirely overthrew our gravity.

But, however ridiculous most of the details were,

the impression on the whole was favourable, as often as

we attended. The men, as a body, were strapping fel-

lows, with that best of all uniforms, good looks and

fine figures ; and, as to any other uniform, the day of

trial, when it comes, will find them, I take it, doing

their duty, and doing it well too, in their brown skins

and their malos.

These troops are merely militiamen, who, in consi-

deration of beinor thus drilled two or three times a

week, are exempted from all other public labour ; they

are, I apprehend, part of a general corps of national

defenders. But, in Honolulu, the government has at

command a more regular and permanent force, orga-

nized and trained to discharge the duties of a municipal

police. To this body much credit is due for the order

and regularity preserved in the town. Its services in

this matter are but seldom invoked during the day
;

but, in the night, its measures are of the most prompt

and summary character, for every native who is found

in the streets after one of the guns of the fort has told

the lieges that it is half-past eight is clapped into

durance vile without ceremonv, and fined next morning.
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But the force in question is not less valuable in main-

taining the discipline of the vessels in the harbour than

in securing the peace of the town. It cannot, indeed,

prevent the temporary evils of drunkenness and dis-

sipation ; but it does effectually protect the ship against

the Avorst misfortune that can befall her in port, by

such a vigilance* in recovering deserters, as is but seldom

evinced on more civilized stations.

In Honolulu, the militia and the police, taken to-

gether, amount to about six hundred men.

The fort, properly so called, is merely a large qua-

drangular building, surrounded by low stone walls. It

mounts a considerable number of guns ; and when the

salute, which I have already mentioned, was sold and

delivered on Washington's birthday, one of the guns,

which had been shotted for the purpose by order of the

sagacious old Governor, sent its ball beyond the reef, as

a warning to all whom it might concern. In fact, the

fort, as I have already mentioned, must be silenced by

an enemy from the outer anchorage ; for otherwise, a

hostile vessel, while towing, in a helpless condition, into

the chops of the harbour, would expose herself to a

heavy fire, which she could not return. Besides the

fort in question, a battery which has seen better days,

and still shows a few rusty cannons, commands the town

from a hill immediately behind it. This battery is said

to have under its immediate protection one of those

reserves of dollars, which the government is popularly

supposed to keep en cache in various parts of tlie coun-

try. In my opinion, the battery is just as likely to be

manned against an intruder by Kamehameha's ghost;

and probably the incredible fable never had any other
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foundation than the jealous custom, given u[>, however,

of late, of not allowing any person to visit the stron<>--

hold without being attended by a soldier.

RE^TIXUE.

His Hawaiian majesty's ways and means are drawn

from various sources and in various shapes, from every

possible source, in fact, and in every possible shape;

and the details, however unimportant in their direct

bearing on the resources of the government, are pecu-

liarly worthy of consideration, as illustrative of the

condition of the people.

A poll-tax is levied on all and sundry, excepting old

people, and children under fourteen years of age, being

at the rate of a dollar for a man, of half a dollar for a

woman, of a quarter of a dollar for a boy, and of the

eighth of a dollar for a girl. Supposing the tables

which have been already quoted to present the average

proportion of ages and sexes in the whole population

of eighty-eight thousand, this branch of revenue would,

on a rough estimation, considerably exceed forty thou-

sand dollars.

But an additional poll-tax, in the form of labour, is

exacted from all male adults. Every man is bound, if

required, to devote to public works six days in every

month of four weeks, being precisely one fourth part of

his whole time. From this liability even domestic

servants are not exempted. They must either leave

their duties for the time, or pay half a dollar for each

day's default. Of this system the white residents could

have but little reason to complain, if they enjoyed a legal

right of compounding for the year's burden ; but they
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possess no such privilege, being subject, on each and

every occasion, to the caprice of the authorities as to

the pecuniary composition for such indispensable atten-

dants as they may be graciously permitted to keep at

home : moreover, this poll-tax, with an ingenuity worthy

of civilized financiers, is levied on the absent, and even

-on the dead, no Kanaka being allowed to go abroad till

his employer has paid an equivalent for the statutory

labour likely to be lost to the community during the

whole term of his engagement. Reckoning the male

adults at twenty-eight thousand, this poll-tax is, of

course, equivalent to the labour of seven thousand able-

bodied men for a whole year; or, if turned into money

at the rate of composition mentioned in the following-

paragraph, it must amount to two hundred and fifty-two

thousand dollars.

After all this fleecing, the poor creatures have earned

a claim to nothing more than air and light. The land

they must not meddle with, though the surface capable

of cultivation, even if estimated at only a sixth part of

the whole, contains at least twenty acres for every male

adult in the group. They have to pay not only for

the ground that they till, but even for the privilege of

tilling it ; or, in other words, they are themselves saddled

with a third poll-tax, as cultivators of the soil, Vvhile

their possessions, in proportion to extent, are assessed

to a land-tax of apparently exorbitant amount. The

poll-tax in question is precisely another fourth part of

their whole time, being three days in the month for the

immediate proprietor, whether the king or a chief, and

three days in the month for his majesty, as lord para-

mount ; and this fourth part, though such is not the
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case with the other, may be commuted at the tenant's

option into the sum of nine dollars. This poll-tax,

therefore, cannot, as a whole, be reckoned at less than

two hundred thousand dollars, while the king's share of

the same, even supposing- him not to be an immediate

proprietor at all, is exactly one half of the amount.

The land-tax, again, is payable in hogs of different

lengths. If the patch be large—the largest not being

bigger than an ordinary garden—the animal must mea-

sure a fathom ; if it be small, he is let off for a yard
;

and, if it be neither small nor large, he must hit the

golden mean of three cubits. But, as the length alone

of a hog, to say nothing of the brute's trick of stretch-

ing himself to serve his friend, is as vague a criterion of

merit as the length alone is of a sermon, weight has been

practically substituted for measurement at the rate of

a thousand pounds to tliree fathoms ; and then, again,

to provide for the possibility of there being no hog fat

enough on the premises, the pork is valued at three

cents a pound, so as to make ten, five, and seven and a

half dollars, the respective equivalents of the three

lengths or weights of grunter. Taking the cultivators,

in round numbers, at twenty thousand, and supposing

one and all of them to deal only in small patches and

yard hogs, the treasury must receive either about twelve

miles of pork, or precisely a lac of dollars, or something

between the two.

Of that portion of the royal revenue, or at least of

the king's income, which arises from his majesty's lands,

I am unable to ascertain or even to guess the amount.

The lands in question appear to be partly private pro-

perty and partly public domain, though the distinction,
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I dare say, is, in practice, almost entirely nominal. In

the public domain, comprising all the lands that do not

belong to individual owners, the king possesses a source

of revenue which is susceptible of indefinite improve-

ment and extension. Already he derives an income

from the progeny of the cattle left by Vancouver, which,

besides being originally the property of Kamehameha,

have long since been driven to the mountains, on ac-

count of their wildness and ferocity; and as their num-

bers are constantly increasing, while the demand for

them promises to increase in the same proportion, they

will ultimately yield a very profitable return for the

wildernesses which they occupy.

But it is by encouraging the immigration of foreign

settlers that his majesty must turn the best parts of his

public domain to advantageous account ; and all that is

required by way of such encouragement is a liberal and

judicious system of leasing the soil, for the purposes of

extensive cultivation. But, unfortunately, such a system

was long unpalatable alike to Church and State. The

chiefs looked with jealousy on the whites, as being

likely at no distant day to supplant themselves ; and

the missionaries, besides being secular enough in their

aspirations to cherish the supremacy of the chiefs as an

indispensable aid in the work of converting the natives,

regarded white laymen in general, and with some rea-

son, too, founded on experience, as scoffers of much of

what they themselves deem morality and religion.

To return to the subject : we have seen that the

written laws, intended, as they are, to mitigate the

indefinite exactions of former times, deprive the natives,

to speak generally, of one half of his time and of at
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least six dollars a year in money, or in money's worth

;

that they tax his existence ; that they tax his labour

;

that they tax his property. But, as if all this was less

than enough, the laws in question have taxed some of his

actions, which are just as natural to him, and as inno-

cent in his estimation, as eating and sleeping.

The conduct of the king and chiefs in this matter

ought not much to surprise us, inasmuch as, under the

old system of taboo, they used to impose all sorts of

arbitrary and absurd prohibitions for the compara-

tively unprofitable pleasure of sacrificing the offenders to

the gods. But the missionaries ought to have known

better.

To resume the fiscal view of the subject, this taxa-

tion of sins has this bad effect, that, in more ways

than one, it brings the administration of justice into

merited suspicion. As detection is a mere accident,

where concealment is so easy, the punishment of

offences, which nobody hesitates to commit for their

own sake, hardly establishes any greater certainty of

guilt than impunity itself; and, as the treasury shares

the proceeds with the informer, in the proportions of

seventy-five and twenty-five per cent., prosecutors and

judges are strongly suspected of a predisposition to

make the most of a case, without any very scrupulous

regard to law, or justice, or common sense.

In illustration of this determination to get money by

some means or other, many anecdotes have found a place

in my journal, which, however incredible in their de-

tails, serve to show what is in itself a great evil, the

general want of confidence in the working of this lucra-

tive jurisprudence.

VOL. II. a
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A cobbler and his wife quarrelled with a tailor and

his wife ; from looks they came to words, and from

words to blows, and then—what proved to be the

worst part of the business for them all—they came to

the governor, to try the grand cause of tailor versus

cobbler. The plaintiff having failed to make out his

charge against the defendant, his excellency, after

stating that, if the tailor had established his case, the

cobbler would have had to pay sixty dollars, consoled

himself for the disappointment by fining all the parties,

saving and excepting the plaintiff's wife, twenty dollars

each.

Affain : a foreiojn resident had a nocturnal round at

fisticuffs with a Kanaka, who was too tipsy to be satis-

fied with his own share of the road. Two days after-

wards, all the parties were summoned before the autho-

rities, who, after a patient and thorough investigation

of merits and demerits, fined the combatants six dollars

each for the respective assaults, levying also on the

Kanaka two other similar sums for being drunk, and for

disturbing the neighbourhood ; while, still farther to

help the good cause, they exacted ten dollars from each

of the four witnesses, very justly observing that, if they

had been quiet and dutiful subjects, they would not

have been in the streets at midnight.

To conclude : the annual proceeds of this branch of

the royal revenue are estimated at five thousand dollars

for Woahoo alone—the most productive, however, of

the islands in this respect, inasmuch as it contains a

larger proportion of whites, who are liable to this " poll-

tax " in common with the aborigines.

In addition to these taxes, which fall almost ex-
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clusively on natives, there are still others, which, gene-

rally speaking, fall, at least primarily, on foreigners.

Certain occnpations cannot be pursued without a

license, which, of course, costs money. A store, which

sells only by wholesale or by retail, pays twenty-five

dollars, while, if it sell in both ways, it must pay fifty
;

a victualling house is charged the same as a retail or

wholesale store, while a house of entertainment is rated

at forty dollars. Neither the house of entertainment

nor the victualling house is permitted to deal in spirits

—a point of policy, by the by, in which the Hawaiians

have been rather too much for the French. When

Captain La Place came to coerce the native government

into the toleration of Catholicism, he found that, through

the influence of the missionaries, wines and spirits, the

staple productions of France, were prohibited. Partly

to promote the commerce of his country, and partly

perhaps to be revenged on the zealots to whom he

ascribed the persecution of his religion, the officer in

question successfully negociated, at the cannon's mouth,

for the admission of French wines and brandies at a

duty not exceeding five per cent. ; but, as he neglected

to provide for consumption as well as for importation,

as he certainly would have done in the event of his

having thought of the precaution, he left, after all,

the better half of a drawn battle in the hands of the

enemy.

The harbour dues of Honolulu must also yield a con-

siderable sum, being six cents a ton on every vessel that

may touch for refreshments, and sixty on every vessel

that may enter with a cargo. The distinction, though

in the proportion of ten to one, is not unreasonable in

G 2
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itself; but it is said to be an instrument of partiality

and oppression in the hands of the harbour-master. As

a mere visitor is allowed to land goods to pay for his

supplies, without thereby becoming liable for the heavier

rate, the harbour-master clearly has the power, if he has

the inclination, to favour one by permitting him to land

too much, and to harass another by preventing him

from landing enough ; and, being an American, Rey-

nolds is shrewdly suspected by the British of being

influenced in this matter by national predilections and

antipathies. Either the oflfice should be filled by a

native, or the dues should be more equitably adjusted

with reference to all the possible variety of circum-

stances.

Last, though not least, comes the import duty. This

tax, under the existing state of the foreign relations of

the group, cannot exceed five per cent., ad valorem,

France having established this rate with respect to all

its merchandize in general, as well as with respect to its

wines and brandies in particular, and England and

America being entitled to the same indulgence as the

most favoured nations. In point of fact, however, it is

only three per cent. ;—a rate at wdiich, moderate as it is,

this branch of the revenues cannot be less than 8,000 or

10,000 dollars.

To close this subdivision of the chapter, all these

taxes, with the exception of such as are levied on

foreigners, do not directly yield much cash to the

government. Where the sum stated is of the nature of

a penalty, it is taken out, in default of payment, in the

shape of imprisonment, with hard labour ; but, M'hen it

is not of the nature of a penalty, it is accepted in all
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sorts of produce, sucli as cloth, cotton, arrow-root, sugar,

&c.,—the whole, however, being easily convertible either

into money or into imported commodities.

The king's personal share, or what may be styled the

civil list, is said to amount to about £'3,000 sterling.

Before anything got . his length, many others doubtless

helped themselves with unscrupulous liberality. Now,

however, a better system prevails, Dr. Judd of the mis-

sionary body having been appointed, since my departure,

and in consequence, I may say, of my suggestions, trea-

surer-general, with sufficient powers to regulate and

control the proceedings of all the subordinate receivers

of the public money.

GOVERNMENT.

Previously to the conquests of Kamehameha, the

government of each island was almost entirely aristo-

cratic, the nominal monarch being little more than the

first among equals. Gradually, however, Kamehameha

broke the power and abridged the privileges of the

chiefs, rendering them, moreover, dependent on his will

for such privileges and power as he still left them ; and,

though he was too politic a prince to abuse his preroga-

tives, yet he so effectually consolidated his despotism,

that his immediate successor, however inferior in per-

sonal character, was able to maintain the same position

with respect to the oligarchs as the conqueror himself

had occupied. In one particular of vital importance,

Liho Liho extended the rights of superiority which he

had inherited from his father : I allude to his having

enacted, without any attempt at resistance on the part

of the individuals interested, that the lands of the chiefs,
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instead of being hereditary, as, to a certain extent, they

had been, should revert to the crown, as fiefs for life, on

the death of the respective proprietors. During the

minority of the present sovereign, Liho Liho's immediate

successor, the chiefs did their best to recover and per-

petuate their rights by repealing Liho Liho's enactment

aforesaid, and declaring their lands to be exempted,

unless in case of treason, from everything like forfeiture

or reversion.

Of the condition of the great mass of the people,

during all these changes, I have already incidentally

said enough under various heads ; and I need not here

say anything more than this, that they had not even a

notion of legal right, while most of their oppressors had

little or no sense of moral obligation.

Recently, however, the political relations of the three

parties, king, chiefs, and people, have undergone ma-

terial and important changes. A constitution has been

promulgated by which the people are not only admitted

to a share in the work of legislation, but also in this

respect appear to be placed on the same level as the in-

ferior grades of the aristocracy. In addition to his

majesty,—wdio has a negative on all the proceedings,

—

and to a house of nobles,—which consists of fifteen

nominees of the crown,— the Hawaiian Parliament

possesses also its representative body, which contains

seven deputies, chosen without any qualification, or

rank, or fortune on their own parts, by universal

suffrage.

Whether the deputies are subject to any restriction

as to sex, I cannot gather from the terms of Magna

Charta ; but, among the nobles, at least there are almost
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as many ladies as gentlemen—nearly half of the con-

clave, to make the anomaly still more anomalous,

being married couples, namely, our friends Kealiia-

honni, Paki, and Kanaina, with their better halves.

From this constitution, the oligarchy, as such, has

clearly received its death-blow, more particularly as

the fifteen grandees, with their twelve separate possi-

bilities of issue, muster among them only eleven olive

branches to succeed them, of which at least six, a

majority of the whole, belong to the overshadowing

tree of the Kamehamehas,

Nor are the laws which have flowed from the consti-

tution less fatal to the oligarchs in their spirit of impar-

tiality than the constitution itself,—a high chief having

been hanged a short time before our arrival, for the

once venial crime of poisoning his wife. The radical

reform in question has confessedly been effected by a

concurrence of two very different causes, the extension

of foreign commerce, and the progress of native educa-

tion. Trained under the exclusive control of Protestant

republicans, the young men and women of all classes

could not fail to lose their hereditary reverence for

arbitrary distinctions, which were as incompatible with

the light of the gospel as they were repugnant to the

spirit of freedom ; while the chiefs were constrained to

cherish the very system that was thus undermining their

caste, by a conviction that nothing but the enlightening

and elevating of the people could prevent themselves

from being overwhelmed by the gradually swelling tide

of the foreign population.

The descent of the crown is worthy of a passing

remark, as throwing light on some of the national pecu-
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liarities. In consequence of the general dissoluteness

of manners, the question of paternity was always more

or less problematical ; and the mother was the only

parent with respect to whom even the wisest child had

any certain knowledge. Hence all the great ones of

the group, and probably, in imitation of them, the

small ones too, used to marry as many of their own

sisters as possible, in order to make sure at least of

collateral descendants. Thus, Liho Liho married three

of his sisters, while Kaui Keaouli, the reigning sove-

reign, had a fourth sister as his first wife. Subsequently

to her death, his majesty could no longer follow suit,

for his only surviving sisters, two of Liho Liho's

dowagers, had, besides being too mature in years

for his fancy, respectively espoused Kekuanaoa and

Kanaina.

On the part of the king, therefore, the chances of

genuine offspring were considerably diminished ; and,

as both the princesses had issue of undoubted authen-

ticit}', the hopes of the nation were turned towards the

children of Kinau, as the rightful successors of all the

Kamehamehas. Accordingly, Kekuanaoa's third son

was formally recognised as heir presumptive of the

throne, while his first and second sons were definitively

appointed as the future governors, respectively, of

Kaui and Mowee. Kaui Keaouli, however, brought all

this arrangement into jeopardy by taking to himself a

second consort in the person of a daughter of Captain

Jack, the admiral of the group ; but, as Captain Jack

was a chief only of the third grade, her inferiority of

rank, for the German doctrine of equal marriages was

indigenous among the Hawaiians, concurred with the
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possibilities of a matrimonial mistake in strengthening

the interest of the female line. Still, in the absence of

positive law to the contrary, Kaluma's progeny ought

to inherit the kingdom; but unfortunately both her

young ones have, by sudden and premature deaths, left

a clear field for the pure blood of the Kekuanaoas.

But the rules of succession are probably destined to

be of little importance. Though Kaui Keaouli, now that

his strict temperance gives full play to his naturally

excellent sense, may hold the sceptre of Kamehameha

to the end of his days, yet his successors are not likely

long to retain in their hands the actual powers of

government. To say nothing at present of foreign

states, the whites and the half-breeds—two classes

which are each becoming more and more numerous and

powerful every day—will not always submit to native

rulers. On the ground that the general laws, which

may suit the native population, are not adapted to their

own condition, they will demand, as they have, in effect,

already demanded, particular laws for themselves, with

a voice in making the same. When they have got an

inch, they will take an ell, till at last they will become

the legislators of the archipelago, and that, in all pro-

bability, through the letter of the very constitution,

which has been framed, as we have just seen, to neu-

tralize and check their influence. Under that instru-

ment, nearly all authority is vested, either directly or

indirectly, in the king; and he is the very individual

in the group who has the greatest interest in keeping

the foreigners in good humour, as being those from

whom he derives the most productive portions of his

revenue.
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His majesty might thus be induced to carry into

effect the measures of the whites and half-breeds, till

finally he should become a puppet in their hands, a kind

of Great Mos'ul in miniature. He mio-ht even arm them

with the means of carrying their measures for them-

selves. He might call some of tliem into his council

of patricians, as he has, in fact, abroad called one

half-breed, son and namesake of the John Young,

whom his father before him elevated to be a high

chief; or he might serve their purpose with still

greater ease and certainty by appointing one of them

to the standing office of premier, or co-regent, of the

kingdom. Without affecting to put forth these details

as predictions, some such general result must soon be

realized— always, of course, in default of the pre-

vious intervention of some one or other of the maritime

powers.

The chances of such intervention are now less than

they have hitherto been. The Russians are said to have

once had an eye on the Sandwich Islands, having

exhibited some sinister movements in Kauai, and having

proposed to lease the uplands of Mowee for the growing-

of wheat ; but, besides that, they have never interfered

in a national capacity ; they are now so little suspected

in the matter, that they have not even been requested,

as England, France, and America have been, to recog-

nise the independence of the group. Again, the three

powers last mentioned, by acknowledging the entire

and absolute sovereignty of the Hawaiian Government,

have not only disclaimed for themselves, but have

virtually taken upon them to disclaim for all other

states, all right and intention of appropriating the
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group, as if unoccupied territory, under the public law

of the civilized world.

In fact, under the guarantee of America, France, and

England, the Sandwich Islands are secured as effectually

as any other community against foreign interference,

excepting that, from their position and the inexperience

of their rulers, they are peculiarly liable to come into

collision with the very powers that have guaranteed

their independence. Their position alone with respect

to the trading interests of England and America will

render neutrality extremely difficult, if not altogether

impossible, in the melancholy event of a war between

those kindred states; while any infringement of the

law of nations in this respect will be sure to lead to the

occupation of the group on the part of England, either

as the avenger of her own wrongs, or as a protector

ao-ainst the veno:eance of America. But, unlike this

occasional danger, the inexperience of their rulers is a

rock on which they may be dashed at any time with

fatal effect; and, within these few short years, the

cause in question has placed the native government at

the mercy both of France and of England.

But, so far as this latter evil is concerned, territorial

seizure, at least till all other means of redress have

failed, appears to be prohibited by the spirit, if not the

letter, of the guarantee of independence. The three

Powers gave up very different claims. France surren-

dered nothing but her thirst for all kinds and degrees

of glory : America had acquired something like an

equitable title by her instrumentality in bringing the

archipelago within the pale of civilization and Christi-

anity ; and England, to say nothing of an unvarying
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course of kindness and generosity, enjoyed all the legal

rights, that could be based on a complete discovery and

on repeated cessions. The sacrifices having been so un-

equal, a territorial seizure, which could at all be avoided,

would be a fraud on England and America, if perpe-

trated by France, while, if perpetrated by America, it

Avould be a fraud on Entifland.

Even if France should effect a justifiable seizure, a

seizure rendered inevitable at the moment by the ob-

stinacy or poverty of the native authorities, America

and England would be entitled to make her relinquish

her prey, on giving security for adequate satisfaction.

To hand over the Hawaiian archipelago to a people of

a different spirit and a different tongue would in them

be treason against their kindred races, that have re-

deemed the islands from barbarism by the arts of peace,

—

treason against their common language, that is training

the natives to a bloodless fraternization,—treason ao-ainst

the great cause of human improvement, which is to find

in that common language the clearest light, and in those

kindred races the best instructors. But of such co-

operation the incidental effects would be infinitely more

valuable than the mere deliverance of a few Polynesian

Isles from the clutches of an unscrupulous oppressor.

It would recognise the fact, that Great Britain and the

United States are still linked together by every possible

tie, excepting only the bond of a common government ;

while it would, at least on neutral ground, merge the poli-

tical asperities of this single distinction in the conscious-

ness that, on the map of the world which Providence

is visibly sketching, the American Union and the British

dominions are only incomplete parts of that English
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empire whicL, already the greatest on earth, is ulti-

mately to embrace half the o-lobe.

As I was myself a party to the negotiation, which

resulted in England's recognition of the independence

of the group, I might appear to have a personal interest

in defending the policy of that measure, had not Lord

Palmerston's previous disclaimer of British sovereignty

left little but a matter of form to be settled between

Lord Aberdeen, on the one hand, and the HaM-aiian

Envoys and myself, on the other. But, even before

Lord Palmerston offered the disclaimer in question,

what was the actual position of our country with respect

to the native authorities, as distinguished from the rival

powers of the civilized world ? Though against the latter

the claim of England was conclusive and complete, yet,

in regard to the former, it amounted to nothing more

than the barren right of feudal superiority.

Considering that, in the days of Cook, the Sandwich

Islands were just about as populous, in proportion to

extent, as Wales or Scotland, they could not, on any

principles of law or of reason, have been appropriated,

as unoccupied territory, for the purposes of coloniza-

tion, more particularly as the aborigines lived, at least

as exclusively as either the Scotch or the Welsh, on

what they extracted from the soil by the sweat of their

brows. But the rights of discovery, whatever they were,

were clearly abandoned with respect to the natives by

Vancouver's acceptance of Kamehameha's cession of

the sovereignty of Hawaii,—an acceptance which the

British Government of the day never disavowed ; while

the new title, for which the old one was thus bar-

tered, was itself inconsistent, as was also its subse-
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quent confirmation on the part of Lilio Liho, with any

thing- like direct interference in the internal polity of

the group.

If England had taken the offers of the conqueror and

his son, according to their well understood significations,

she could have assumed only the protectorate of the

archipelago,—an office which, at least according to

French experience and perhaps in the yery nature of

things, would have embroiled her, to say nothing of the

jealousy of foreign rivals, with the very savages whom
she professed to protect. If she had actually established

the indirect dominion in question, she would, in all

probability, have soon been justified by some violation

or other of her rights in grasping the immediate

sovereignty ; but, as she had not chosen to establish

anything of the kind, she stood on the same footing as

France, or America, or Holland, or Denmark, with

respect to the natives, in any attempt at annexing- the

islands to her colonial empire. Such annexation, unless

it rested on the plainest justice and the strongest

necessity, could not, on the whole, be advantageous

to the mistress of so many widely scattered depen-

dencies, held, for the most part, in cheap and willing

subjection by their faith in her moderation and in-

tegrity. It might, indeed, promote the welfare of the

great mass of the people ; while, even to the dominant

caste, it could be rendered palatable by a compara-

tively trifling amount of annuities, which, in most cases,

would be limited by Nature herself to the lives of the

first recipients. It is only on this disinterested ground

and in this honourable way, that England can ever

think of possessing the Hawaiian archipelago, however
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tempting may be its agricultural, or commercial, or

political, attractions.

England, however, has duties to discharge towards

her children, who have settled, or may hereafter settle,

in the group, over and above the obvious obligation of

watching over the interests of her shipping. Her

cheapest and least offensive, and perhaps also her most

efficient, mode of doing all that she ought to do in the

premises, is to be particularly careful and cautious in

the selection of her resident representative. The Bri-

tish consul, if he be unexceptionable in manner and

temper, in judgment and knowledge,—if, in a word, he

know how to unite the gentle in tone with the firm in

action,—cannot fail to be in himself a host against all the

caprices and intrigues that are likely to challenge his

interposition. Such a man, simply by doing nothing to

lower the dignity of his country, would, in general, be

treated as if he had her resistless power at his back

;

while, in order to keep up the national prestige, the visits

of ships of war, hitherto " few and far between," might

easily be so regulated as always to hang over the heads

of all whom it might concern,—surely as patriotic, if

not so profitable, an occupation for Her Majesty's

squadron as the freighting of silver from San Bias, or

Callao.

The functions of the British Consul, which have not

always been judiciously discharged by Mr. Charlton,

are the more difficult and delicate, inasmuch as the

native authorities, as already shown to exist under the

written constitution, are known to be a good deal under

the irresponsible influence of American advisers. Soon

after their arrival from Boston, the missionaries noto-
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riously became, so fur at least as new legislation was

concerned, the real rulers of the group. For many

years, they attempted, hopelessly enough, to shroud their

political supremacy under a very transparent veil of

special pleading, partly because most of their innova-

tions were offensive to nearly all the foreign residents,

and partly because their whole proceedings not only set

at defiance their special instructions against meddling

with affairs of state, but also evaded the fundamental

rule of their craft, that Christianity ought, in order of

time, to take precedence of civilization. At length,

however, the Rev. Mr. Richards happily modified this

system of indirect domination, by resigning his position

as a missionary, and standing forth as the avowed coun-

sellor of the Hawaiian government.

The example of Mr. Richards was imitated, imme-

diately after my departure, by Dr. Judd, who under-

took the offices of treasurer and recorder, the latter de-

partment having been subsequently resigned in favour

of an American lawyer, of the name of Ricord. Of the

upright intentions and disinterested motives of Dr. Judd

and Mr. Richards, I am able, from my own personal

knowledge, to speak in high terms. Still, the fact that

all the three are Americans must excite the jealousy

and suspicion of British subjects in general, and must

exercise all the prudence and caution of the British

Consul in particular.

Mr. Ricord's oflfice, I apprehend, is likely to be a

peculiarly fertile source of misunderstanding. Under

the native code, all causes between foreigners were tried

by foreigners, who necessarily acted in the double capa-

city of judges and jurors, making their own law in each
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case for the facts, according to their own notions of

right and wrong. Things went on pretty well, except-

ing that, when the parties were of different nations, each

was ready to impute to the other's countrymen a dispo-

sition to evince their patriotism at his expense ; but

now that Mr. Ricord, as president of the court, will

have all the law to himself, he will, of course, be sus-

pected, however innocent he may be, of throwing his

Tfveight, as often as only one party is an American, into

the scale of his compatriot. The extent and intensity

of this cause of discord will be better appreciated by

the reader, when I come to speak of the social and mer-

cantile factions of Honolulu.

RELIGION.

The ancient supei"Stition was as unmeaning as it was

bloodthirsty. Wliatever was its origin, it had practi-

cally degenerated into a mere instrument of the oppres-

sive policy of the privileged class. The absurd and

arbitrary taboos, which were venerated as the oracles of

the gods, had, in effect, no other general end in view

than that of schooling the bodies and souls of the

people into an unfaltering course of passive obedience

;

while their particular object, in most cases, was to en-

trap obnoxious individuals as victims for the altar, by

watching their minutest violations or evasions of im-

practicable prohibitions. In all probability, however,

the pretended organs of the Hawaiian Molochs, at least

down to the days of the discovery, were the dupes of

their own imposture.

But, subsequently to the discovery, the foundations

of the system were gradually shaken. Whites were

VOL, II. H
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seen defying the taboos with impunity ; the natives, who

went abroad, and were known to do at Rome as Rome

did, returned, notwithstanding their impiety, rigged out

in such a style as to have passed, in unsophisticated

times, for divinities themselves ; and many of all grades,

even while they remained at home, began to find out

that, so long as the priests could be kept out of the

secret, the gods took no interest whatever in what they

said, or in what they did. Under these circumstances,

idolatry had no longer anything but custom to support

it ; but then this single prop rested on the shoulders of

an Atlas. Kamehameha resolved to die in the faith in

which he had lived, disdaining to desert in his old age

the mythology that had crowned his youth with victory.

For this feeling, whether it was gratitude or prudence,

he was doubtless peculiarly indebted to a remarkable

incident, which he could not fail to consider as a con-

clusive proof of Divine protection. While he was still

struggling for the mastery of Hawaii, the enemy were

advancing against him through the fiery domain of

Pele, whom more enlightened tribes might have been

excused for worshipping ; when, amid the shocks of an

earthquake and the eruptions of the volcano, one whole

division, mustering about four hundred souls, died in

marching order, having been instantaneously suffocated

by a current of vapour, which left the other divisions

unscathed. This catastrophe was, of course, followed

by a defeat in the field ; and Pele became, in the opinion

alike of friends and foes, the tutelary goddess of

Kamehameha.

But the old conqueror and his idols perished together.

In the very begirming of his reign, namely, in the year
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1819, Lilio Liho, with the sanction of the priesthood,

and to the great joy of the laity, abolished the faith of

his ancestors in the manner already mentioned under a

former head, king and people leaping in a day from the

most abject superstition into a kind of passive atheism.

In abjuring their own idolatry as false and useless, the

Hawaiians neither adopted nor rejected any other

worship as a substitute. In the widest possible sense

of the words,—a sense beyond that of the revolu-

tionists of France,—they attempted to live without a

religion.

Thus were these solitary isles, to compare small

things with great, swept and garnished for the reception

of Christianity pretty nearly as the kingdom^ of anti-

quity had been eighteen centuries before. In profound

peace, they obeyed one and the same master, while they

had weighed their hereditary superstition in the balance

and found it wanting.

Nor war or battle's sound

"Was heard the world around

The oracles are dumb.

And sullen Moloch, fled,

Hath left in shadows dread

His burning idol all of blackest hue.

Meanwhile, even before Liho Liho had actually dis-

owned the gods of his fathers, the teachers of a better

faith were wending their way towards the Sandwich

Islands, expecting, of course, to fight the same battle

with prejudice and jealousy, as their brethren had fought

in Tahiti for nearly twenty years. On their arrival,

however, they found that, under Providence, the mere

H 2
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contact of an imperfect civilization had already decided

the preliminary contest in their favour, while it had

undoubtedly also facilitated the remainder of their task,

by leading the aborigines, according to the general

principles of human nature, to consider Christianity

as an element in the envied superiority of the strangers.

As a curious contrast with all this, the missionaries had

brought with them from Boston positive orders never to

countenance the maxim, that civilization ought to pre-

cede Christianity. But the force of circumstances was

more than a match for theories. Besides gladly availing

themselves of all that the maxim in question had already

done for them, the missionaries were themselves con-

strained to adopt it as the principle of their own prac-

tice. It was not Christianity but civilization to make

uninstructed women wear something more seemly than

the scanty pau ; it was not Christianity but civilization

to make unconverted men rest on the first day of the

week ; it was, in a word, not Christianity but civiliza-

tion to enforce either moral or religious observances by

motives that could not possibly have any reference to

the graces of faith, hope, and charity.

In fact, unless Christianity, as such, were to assume

a meaning unknown to Protestantism, the reverse of the

maxim in question vi^ould involve the most untenable

absurdities. Supposing, for instance, the missionaries

to have arrived while the indigenous idolatry was still

flourishing, would they have silently tolerated the im-

molation of human victims, till they had successfully

inculcated the love of man as springing from gratitude

to God ; till they had imbued the ruling powers, to say

nothing of the five points of Calvinism, with a practical
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belief in the fundamental doctrines of the Gospel ? The

impracticable theory of the new teachers was probably

founded on the notion—a notion not peculiar to the

American board for foreio-n missions—that the tradins:

apostles of civilization, as such, were likely to do more

harm than good to the cause of Christianity.

Admitting, for the sake of argument, this to be true

of the traders themselves, still the trade might be inno-

cent and useful ; and, in fact, commerce might safely

be assumed, particularly by Britons and Americans, to

be the modern instrument of Providence for the moral

and religious amelioration of mankind. But missionaries

may bring their dogma to an easy test. Let them

plant themselves as mere preachers of Divine truth, where

nobody else can find secular motives for either preceding

or following thorn, and then candidly enable the world

to judge of the tree by its fruits.

But the missionaries, on their arrival, experienced

something more than negative encouragement. They

were met, in fact, by ready-made evidence of a disposi-

tion in high places to regard the religion of the foreigners

M'ith favour. Kalaimoku and Boki, decidedly the most

influential men in the group, after the death of Kame-

hameha, had accepted baptism at the hands of the

chaplain of a French ship of war ; and, as the initiatory

rite in question constituted their sole and entire know-

ledge of Catholicism, the example of their docility was

not likely to be neutralized by any bigoted opposition

on their parts.

Under all these favourable circumstances, the mis-

sionaries encountered comparatively few difficulties, too

few perhaps for the genuine success of pure and simple
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Christianity. Having begun by securing the support of the

chiefs, in imitation rather of the fraternity that takes its

name from Jesus than of Jesus himself, they permitte<l,

if they did not encourage, the employment of secular

means for the conversion of the people ; and this system,

according to the acknowledgment of the partisans of

the mission, produced an incredible amount of hypocrisy

among the immediate dependants of the government,

making, even in this young country,

The symbols of atoning grace

An office-key, a picklock to a place.

In spite of all the reasonable grounds of suspicion,

the credulous missionaries eagerly represented this

hypocrisy as true religion, shutting their eyes, of course,

to the singular inconsistency, on the part of citizens of

their republic, in establishing a palpable connexion

between Church and State. Nor were the chiefs, gene-

rally speaking, really more sincere and devout than the

followers whom they dragooned into conformity, inas-

much as they entertained a hope, and realized it, too,

that Christianity, with a new code of taboos, might

revive that spiritual censorship of actions, and words,

and thoughts, which the abolition of idolatry had de-

stroyed.

Considering the state of society in most of the Poly-

nesian groups, missionaries perhaps cannot avoid ad-

dressing themselves in the first place rather to the

chiefs than to the people ; but, if they do employ the

influence of the dominant class as a means of general

improvement, they ought carefully to distinguish, in

this respect, between mere civilization and pure Chris-
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tianitj. If the Hawaiian missionaries had not precluded

themselves from adopting- this course, by proclaiming

that Christianity, as distinguished from civilization, was

to be the exclusive object of their earlier efforts, their

proceedings might have been more easily reconciled

with their professions. But, as matters stand, they

appear to have fallen into the snare of making the end

justify the means ; and perhaps the trite proverb, that

extremes meet, has never been more forcibly illustrated

than in the Popish predilections of these revilers of

Popery.

But this system of aristocratic coercion, besides

failing to teach Christianity, prejudiced the mass of the

people against the truth, by aiming blow after blow,

as we have already seen, at nearly all their social and

domestic relations ; while, as if to aggravate negative

injuries by positive oppression, it compelled the poor

creatures to devote time, which would otherwise have

been their own, to the erection of spacious and lofty

churches, as the shrines of a faith whose yoke was easy,

and whose burden was light. As one might have ex-

pected, the Gospel was anything but glad tidings to

the worried and overworked serfs; the missionaries

were re2:arded as the inventors of a servitude such as

the islands had never known before ; and, even during

our visit, some of our party, who wore black, found them-

selves objects of suspicion and fear, till they disclaimed

all connexion with " mikaneries." .

In addition to these special grounds of hostility to

the truth, there still lurked in many breasts a yearning

after the ancient idolatry. This feeling, whether it was

love or fear, was peculiarly powerful in the central
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reirion of Hawaii, where Pole bad established her usur-

patioii amid the most awful displays of omnipotent

energy, amid terrors which assailed every sense at once

throuiih the varied manifestations of the mightiest of all

subterranean fires. Liho Liho and Kaahuraanu would

have been less ready to abolish paganism, if, in order to

do so, they had been obliged to place themselves within

Pele's territorial jurisdiction; and perhaps few even of

the converts would have had the courage to imitate

Kapiolani, a female chief of amiable and pious disposi-

tion, who, in 1825, bearded the goddess in her den by

descending alone into the crater, and there singing the

praises of Jehovah, for the first time since the creation,

within the greatest of his works.

In process of time, the disaffected of both classes

found an ally against the common enemy in a church

which did not persecute the people, inasmuch as it had

not the support of the chiefs, and which, to a certain

extent, conciliated the partisans of heathenism, inas-

much as it exhibited, at least to a savage's faculties of

discrimination, many points in common with the ex-

ploded superstition. On the occasion of going to

London in 1823, Liho Liho had in his suite a French-

man of the name of Reves, who acted as a kind of

secretary to the king and Boki, who, as already men-

tioned, had been baptized along with his brother,

Kalaimoku, into the Catholic faith, before the arrival of

the missionaries. When leaving England for France,

after his royal patron's death, Reves, according to the

most probable version of the story, was requested, or

perhaps only authorized, by Boki to send some priests

of the Church of Rome to the Sandwich Islands.
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Accordingly, in 1827, three reverend fathers, two

of them French and one of them English, arrived at

Honolulu, at the very time that Kaahumanu and Boki

M-ere engaged in a struggle for possessing the supreme

power during the minority of Kauikeaouli, or Kame-

hameha III. As Kaahumanu had by this time espoused

the side of the Protestant missionaries, so Boki, as a

matter of course, gladly redeemed his pledge to support

the Catholic cause, securing thereby the sympathy and

assistance of all the disaifected. For two years, the

parties appeared to be pretty equally balanced. The

priests had crowded congregations ; and the mission-

aries, besides forming a " committee to inquire into

the plans and operations of the Jesuits," thundered

their anathemas against papists and popery from the

pulpit.

In 1829, however, Boki, who had not half the firm-

ness and talent of his deceased brother, was persuaded,

by the importunities of Kaahumanu, to join in an order,

that the foreigners alone should be allowed to attend

tile Catholic chapel. But the two dusky potentates

soon experienced the truth of Napoleon's aphorism,

that earthly dominion ends where the dominion of reli-

gion begins. For the first time in the annals of the

archipelago, the commands of the chiefs were set at

defiance ; for the Catholic converts still continued, at

first secretly, but at last openly, to avail themselves of

public ministrations of their priests. Kaahumanu, that

most imperious of queens, was, of course, equally asto-

nished and incensed at the disobedience of her born

vassals ; but she prudently nursed her wrath to keep it

warm, till Boki, good, easy, simple man, took himself
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out of the way, by starting with two vessels, to plunder,

or conquer, or colonize, the New Hebrides.

Within a month after Boki had thus deprived the

new faith of its only protection, Kaahumanu, after

issuing a second order, which met the same contempt as

the first, made the police carry the Catholics from their

devotions to the proper tribunal ; and, as the culprits

still persisted in their contumacy, they were beaten

with rods. Finding this external discipline ineffectual,

her Majesty, by way of testing a more searching mode

of conversion, kept one of the recusants, a female, in

her train without food for seven days ; but here again

Napoleon's aphorism was made good, for the woman,

as the only alternative short of famishing her to death,

was dismissed as incurable.

During the remainder of the year 1830, this extraor-

dinary contest continued to rage ; but, though con-

science, often without having a creed to sustain it,

generally vanquished power as to the grand point in

dispute, yet the queen, by adopting punishments more

profitable than starving and scourging, managed to

screw out of her victims a great deal of useful labour

in the making of mats, the building of walls, the open-

ing of roads, &c., &;c.

Meanwhile, as Boki was, on good grounds, given up

for lost, Kaahumanu ventured to take a step, which, in

her rival's presence, even she might have deemed too

bold. From persecuting the flock, she resolved to smite

the shepherds also ; and accordingly, on the 2nd of

April, 1831, the reverend fathers were peremptorily

ordered to leave the islands. Messrs. Bachelot and

Short—for M. Armand had previously taken his depar-
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ture—professed a willingness to obey ; but, having been

privately encouraged to remain by some chiefs who

dreaded the rampant austerity of the victorious cabri-

uists, they contrived, with an occasional sacrifice of can-

dour, to spin out the remaining nine months of the year

on the pretext that no ship would give them a passage.

In December, therefore, Kaahumaiiu resolved to send

away the two priests in a vessel belonging to the go-

vernment ; and the Waverley, an old brig of about one

hundred and forty tons, was equipped for this work of

purification, with a yellow flag at the fore. In addition

to the petty insult of this practical joke—a joke which

clearly did not originate with the Queen—the festival

of Christmas, as if to impart a peculiar zest to the

triumph of puritanism over popery, had been selected

for the embarkation ; and, accordingly, in spite of their

entreaties for a day's respite, Messrs. Bachelot and

Short were interrupted in their devotions by the police,

and conducted on board of the Waverley, while, partly

to check any disturbance and partly to make a holiday

of the occasion, all the troops in Honolulu were mus-

tered with veritable muskets and bayonets.

The brior forthwith made sail under a salute from the

fort, of which the sincerity was not to be doubted
;

and, after a voyage of about five weeks, she left her

passengers on the beach at San Pedro in California, a

secluded and uninhabited spot which has been already

mentioned, with two bottles of water and a few biscuits,

thence to find their way, as they best could, to the

nearest professors of their own creed.

In the year 1832, the Queen died, and was succeeded

by Kinau, one of Liho Liho's dowagers, and now
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wife of Kekuanaoii, under the title of Kaahumanu II.

In perfect keeping with her assumed name, the new

reo-ent pursued the persecuting policy of her pre-

decessor. But, as all the common-place plans had

failed, she improved on the original practice under the

light of experience; and, accordingly, two or three old

people, who had been convicted of Popery, were doomed

to remove with their bare hands the accumulated filth

of a certain part of the fort, which had long been de-

voted to the private convenience of the soldiers and

prisoners. This unique discipline might make hypo-

crites, but could not make Protestants ; and, if its

victims were really pagans at heart, they most probably

drew odious comparisons between the degradation of

this calvinistic purgatory and the dignity of being

sacrificed to the gods.

Down to 1836, the Rev. Mr. Bingham and his asso-

ciates had everything their own way. Towards the

close of that year, however, an Irish priest of the name

of Walsh arrived from Valparaiso, who, on the interven-

tion of the captain of a French sloop of war, as also of

Lord Edward Russell, of the Acteon, was allowed to

remain, under the promise of not acting in his profes-

sional capacity. Within a few months, moreover, the

plot thickened in consequence of the return of Messrs.

Bachelot and Short, from California. After having

enjoyed snug quarters in the mission of San Gabriel for

about five years, the two gentlemen in question had

been again cast adrift by the revolution of 1836, and,

hearing of the visits of friendly men-of-war, determined

once more to try their fortune at the Sandwich Islands,

in the hope of being now received with more favour.
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In April, 1837, they reached Houoluhi, and, imme-

diately on landing, reported themselves to the autho-

rities. They were instantly ordered to re-embark on

board of the vessel that had brought them. This they

refused to do ; and, at last, after a month of pretty

stormy negociation, they were rowed out to the Cle-

mentine by the police, and pushed up the brig's side, on

deck, in defiance of the captain's remonstrances, while

two of the guns of the fort were all ready, with the

slow matches burning, to prevent or punish any actual

resistance. In this emergency, Mr. Dudoit, after haul-

ing down the English ensign, abandoned the vessel with

his ship's company, leaving the two priests and an infirm

creature of an old servant, who would not desert them

in the hour of trial.

In this floating prison, which Mr. Walsh alone was

permitted to visit, the three victims of intolerance were

broiled under the sun of a tropical summer from the

20th of May to the 8th of July. On the day last men-

tioned, the Sulphur, Captain Belcher, and, two days

afterwards, the Venus, Captain du Petit Thomas, an-

chored off Honolulu; and thus Messrs. Bachelot and

Short had the opportunity of simultaneously appealing

to the officers of their respective nations. After an

interview with the king, which was obtained with diffi-

culty, and at which the Rev. Mr. Bingham had the bad

taste to appear as interpreter, the two captains suc-

ceeded in releasing the priests from confinement, on

condition of their leaving the islands by the first favour-

able opportunity.

In pursuance of this arrangement, Mr. Short sailed

for Valparaiso on the 30th of October. But, before
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Mr. Bachelot could take his departure, M. Maigret,

another priest of the same nation, arrived in the Europa

from Tahiti; and, as he was absolutely forbidden to

land, he found himself in the same predicament as that

from which M. Bachelot had been so lately rescued.

In this state of affairs, the two priests purchased the

Honolulu, a vessel of about forty tons ; and M. Maigret,

without being allowed to place his foot on shore, was

shifted, like a bale of goods, from the Europa into his

own little craft.

Meanwhile, M. Bachelot, whose health had suffered

from persecution and mortification, begged for a brief

respite, in order to regain sufficient strength for a long

and comfortless voyage ; but, as orthodox mercy could

lend no ear to the cry of a papist, the invalid was com-

pelled to embark, borne down as he was at once by

sickness and by sorrow. When the vessel reached

the Island of Ascension, poor Bachelot had been for

several days a corpse; and there were his remains

deposited ; while a wooden tomb, in addition to the

cross, as an emblem of his faith, recorded merely his

name.

The persecution now raged more fiercely than ever,

while new varieties of torture were invented. A party

of sixty-seven Catholics having been brought before the

governor, they all recanted but thirteen ; and these

recusants also were induced to see the error of their

ways, and to exchange the Pule Pulani for the Pule

Mr. Bingham, by being suspended in pairs by the wrists

across the top of a wall seven feet high, with their

ancles in irons.

On another occasion, two women, respectively of
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thirty and fifty years of age, were similarly treated, ex-

cepting that they were not tied together ; and after the

miserable wretches had been hanging about eighteen

hours, all night in the rain and all the forenoon in the

sun, some of the foreign residents applied in their behalf

to Mr. Bingham, who refused, however, to interfere,

alleging that the sufferers must have been condemned

for some offence against the laws. Of course, they

were, as the judge very clearly explained to the afore-

said party of sixty-seven. They were not, he told

them, to be punished or reproved for repeating Catholic

prayers or believing Catholic doctrines, but because, in

so believing and so repeating, they had disobeyed the

orders of the king. The casuist must have borrowed

this notion from Jonathan Oldbuck, when proving to

Hector ^Plntyre that, in Scotland, debtors were impri-

soned, not for leaving their debts unpaid, but for slight-

ing his majesty's command to pay them.

But another party was now to appear on the stage,

while some of the original performers were glad to

withdraw behind the scenes. As the revolution of the

" three glorious days " had been the means of placing

the Church of Rome and the Protestant sects on one

and the same footing with respect to the state, Louis

Philippe, in order to appease and conciliate his Holiness

and the national priesthood, undertook to discharge the

duties of " Most Christian King " beyond the limits of

France, still to be the champion of the faith against all

the world but the French Chambers. In consequence

of this engagement, his majesty had taken the Romish

Bishop of the Pacific Ocean under his direct and imme-

diate protection.
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Accordingly, on the 9th of July, 1839, the Artemise,

Captain La Place, arrived at Woahoo for the ostensible

purpose of obtaining redress for the persecution and

expulsion of Messrs. Maigret and Bachelot ; but the

real object of the visit was to coerce the native govern-

ment into an unlimited and unqualified toleration of

Catholicism. Strictly speaking, France had no right

to interfere by force in the matter. With regard to the

internal policy of the Hawaiian government, this was

abundantly clear, notwithstanding Captain La Place's

curious assertion, that, amongst civilized nations, there

was "not one " which did " not permit in its territory

the free toleration of all religions,"

Again, as to the special case of Messrs. Bachelot and

Maigret, these gentlemen were attempting to violate or

evade a law, which, whether politic or impolitic, the

chiefs were competent to make, namely, the law against

propagating Catholicism among the natives. They were

expelled, not as Papists or as priests—for Mr. Walsh,

who was allowed to remain, was as much of a priest

and a Papist as either of them—but as apostles of

Popery ; for, though M. Maigret had not, like his asso-

ciate, actually tried to proselytize the people, yet he

possessed, in common with M. Bachelot, a title which

arrogated a kind of territorial jurisdiction, which in-

volved the work of propagandism as part of his official

duty. Still the two priests had been treated with great

harshness ; and, if France had not made their sufferings

a cloak for her ulterior views, she might justifiably have

extorted some satisfaction for any excessive infliction of

injury or insult. France was, in fact, making her piety

the instrument of her ambition. All her demands, in-
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eluding her paltry exaction of twenty thousand dollars,

were intended to bring- about such a crisis as would

appear to justify the seizure of the islands.

But Captain La Place had not been commissioned to

argue the point. He had been sent to tell the Ilawaiians,

as a thing not to be disputed, that " to persecute the

Catholic religion," which was no more the established

creed of the grand nation than Calvanism itself, " was

to offer an insult to France and to her sovereisfn :" and

he had been authorized, a la Joinville, to enforce this

doubtful axiom by the equally doubtful boast, that there

was " not in the world a power capable of preventing
"

France from punishing her enemies. But, M'ith the

batteries and bayonets of the Artemise at his back, the

captain carried all before him. He got Catholicism

placed on the same footing as Protestantism throughout

the group ; and then, landing with about a hundred and

fifty men under arms, he attended a military mass, mili-

tary enough, in all conscience, celebrated in the palace

by the Rev. Mr. Walsh.

The French, of course, were not slow to reap the

fruits of their victory. During our visit there were

three priests in Honolulu, besides two or three more in

other parts of the archipelago ; and the Bishop of Nilo-

polis was shortly expected on a tour of visitation. In

addition to being engaged in building a large cathedral,

the reverend fathers kept two schools, which were

attended by about nine hundred young people of both

sexes, natives and half-breeds ; and many of the pupils

had made great progress in various branches of edu-

cation, while a few of them spoke French with con-

siderable fluency. The new faith was daily extending

VOL. II. I
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its influence among the natives through the untiring

zeal of its teachers ; but, though it was no longer ex-

posed to legal persecution, yet it was still subjected to

the rude anathemas, spoken and written, of the Pro-

testant missionaries. We had a good deal of intercourse

with the priests, visiting their schools and occasionally-

attending their chapel, and were, on the whole, strongly

prepossessed in their favour ; and, however much their

presence is to be regretted, even on the single ground

that it has produced a schism, as it were, in language

as well as in sentiment, in civilization as well as in

Christianity, I sincerely trust that French Catholicism

may henceforward encounter no other antagonist than

truth, tempered by courtesy.

For the deplorable details of the last few pages, some

of the Protestant missionaries were, beyond all doubt,

chiefly responsible. It was they who, by disingenuously

confounding things that they knew to be different,

taught the chiefs to misapply the law against the ancient

idolatry to the prejudice of Catholicism; it was they

who inspired the government with a vague and myste-

rious dread of papal power and pretensions : in a word,

it was they, who, by their suggestions, introduced

secular authority as an instrument of conversion, and,

by their connivance, sanctioned its merciless abuse.

To put the charge into a shape which embodies its

spirit without leaving room for evasion, the persecution

would never have been begun, if all the missionaries had

zealously united to prevent it ; and the persecution

would never have been continued, if all the missionaries

had zealously united to check it. Even if the motive

of the individuals in question had been a pure and simple
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abhorrence of the religious corruptions of the Church

of Rome, their conduct would be indefensible. But

there is strong reason for suspecting that their real mo-

tives were, in a great measure, secular. They were

doubtless imbued with the political prejudices of their

country against Catholicism ; and they could not fail to

dread a religious rivalry which might tend to break the

ties that connected themselves with the state. In short,

they were most probably actuated rather by a spirit of

republicanism and the aspirations of ambition, than by

the disinterested love of the genuine truths of the

gospel.

But the missionaries are nearly as responsible for the

schism which has succeeded the persecution, as for the

persecution itself. It is chiefly their inflexible austerity,

as brouoht to bear on the natives throusfh the terrors of

the law, that has filled the Catholic ranks ; it is their

unrelenting code of manners and morals, as enforced by

pecuniary penalties, that has driven the people to em-

brace a new faith, in the hope of being delivered from

the yoke of the old. If the cabrinists had had a single

eye to the Bible, without straining it, on the one hand,

into fanaticism, or tainting it, on the other, with world-

liness, the Catholics would never have provoked such a

degree of hostility as could in any way have justified

the intei*vention of France, with all its attendant

evils.

After all that I have said, I have much pleasure in

acknowledging that, in their own proper sphere, tlie

missionaries have done a great deal of good. Their

mistaken conduct is the more deeply to be regretted,

inasmuch as the success which has crowned their purely

I ^
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professional labours shows how much more their zeal

and patience might have effected under a better sj'stem.

Worldliness and fanaticism, besides leading to the mis-

application of their time and talent, have, we are bound

to believe, deprived them of much of that aid, without

which all human efforts are unavailing ; for God, though

he often employs bad men as his unconscious tools, has

never, since the world was made, prospered the schemes

of his professing servants for usurping, as the reward

of earthly policy, the glory due to himself alone.

So far as Catholic rivalry is concerned, let them simply

do their own duty. Let them teach what they believe to

be the truth, without either exaggerating or diminish-

ing its worldly incidents and results. They have, it is

said, been fond of pointing to California and the Sand-

wich Islands, as practical illustrations respectively of

Popery and Protestantism. Now, the difference between

the Spanish race and the English, affecting, as it does,

nearly all the relations of life—social, and commercial,

and political—has had more to do in the matter than

any thing else ; while, even with reference to religion

alone, the cases are not at all parallel : for the civili-

zation of California began with Catholicism before trade

was known, and that of the Sandwich Islands, ere Cal-

vinism was introduced, had taken root under the foster-

ing influence of commerce.

EDUCATION.

It is chiefly through education, as such, that the mis-

sionaries have made progress in the work of conversion
;

and here again has their theory been at fault, that

Christianity ought to be taught independently of civi-
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lization. In fact, the palapalay or learning, was con-

fessedly more attractive and influential in the earlier

days of the mission, than the 'pule, or religion ; nor

could there be a stronger proof of this than the cir-

cumstance, that the chiefs, after permitting the 'pule to

be communicated to the people, still wished to mono-

polize the palnpala for themselves.

In the elementary schools which are established

throughout the group, under a general law, about

eiijhteen thousand children are said to be instructed in

reading and writing by native teachers. The specified

number I suspect to be an exaggeration, inasmuch as,

out of a population of eighty-eight thousand, the young

of both sexes, under eighteen, according to the com-

putations under a former head, can hardly be estimated

at more than twenty-two thousand in all ; so that, to

say nothing of actual attendance, whether regular or

occasional, there cannot well be so many as eighteen

thousand names on the books, more particularly as, at

least, a thousand children are trained in other insti-

tutions.

Already have these humble seminaries become a sub-

ject of contention between Protestantism and Catho-

licism ; for, wherever Catholics and Protestants are

mingled together, one party or other is sure to make a

grievance of the religion of the teacher. Hitherto, the

Catholics have, in practice, had the better ground for

complaining, while the government has plausibly enough

alleged in its defence the difficulty of finding sufficiently

well qualified members of the more recently established

persuasion.

This inequality between the two denominations.
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though it was clearly unavoidable for a time, was con-

strued into a violation of Captain La Place's treaty
;

and about four or five months after my departure, the

Embuscade, Captain Mallet, visited Honolulu, to remedy

or avenge this additional " persecution of the Catholic

religion," this supplementary " insult to France and her

sovereign." Captain Mallet got an explanation, which

silenced him, if it did not satisfy him, and departed in

high dudgeon, without exchanging salutes, to report

the circumstances to his superiors. If the grievance in

question did not violate Captain La Place's treaty,

then Captain Mallet was, of his own accord, meddling

with a point of purely internal policy ; and, if the

grievance in question did violate Captain La Place's

treaty, then had France placed herself in a position

inconsistent with the independence of the group. In

either case, England and America ought to take care

that the French guarantee of native sovereignty is

neither evaded nor nullified by the treaty aforesaid, or

by any similar treaty whatever.

In Mowee, two superior schools, one for a hundred

boys, and the other for as many girls, are conducted

under the exclusive control of the Protestant mis-

sionaries. Besides reading and writing, the pupils are

instructed in singing, drawing, painting, engraving, ma-

thematics, geography, history, &c. ; and recently the

useful has been added to the elegant, by the introduc-

tion of such arts as spinning, knitting, weaving, &c.

As it is the native tongue that is taught in these insti-

tutions, the mission, as a matter of course, comprises

an establishment, or perhaps more than one establish-

ment, for printing ; and, so far as Honolulu was con-
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cerned, we visited, with much interest, an office with

four presses and twenty hands, in which, with the ex-

ception of an American superintendent, all the Avork-

men, compositors as well as pressmen, were natives.

In Honolulu there are two schools, in which Enirlish

is taught. The larger of the two institutions is a free

school for all children, but is attended principally by

half-breeds, the progeny of native mothers by fathers of

various races—English, French, Spanish, Chinese, &c.

It is supported, in a great measure, by the voluntary

contributions of the foreign residents, Hungtai, the

leading Chinaman, being one of its main pillars. Again,

the smaller of the two institutions has not, as to its

general object, its parallel in the world. It is a semi-

nary for training, apart from all the rest of mankind,

the future rulers of the archipelago, an exclusive nur-

sery of kings and queens, governors and counsellors, an

improved edition, in miniature, of the Happy Valley of

Rasselas.

The High School, as it is called, we visited at the

request of Governor Kekuanaoa, the personage most ex-

tensively interested in the establishment. The pupils

we found to be twelve in number, six boys and six girls,

while a full third of the stock belonged to our good friend

who accompanied us, namely, Moses, future governor of

Kauai, Lot, future governor of Mowee, Liho Liho, heir

presumptive to the throne, and Victoria, destined to

contract some grand alliance. Though the school had

been established only about two years, and most of the

pupils were, at the time of its establishment, entirely

ignorant of our language, yet many of the children now

read English with a correct accent, and spoke it with
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considerable fluency, thereby increasing our regret that

the missionaries had clung so long and so obstinately to

the Hawaiian. In writing, arithmetic, drawing, geo-

graphy, &c., some progress had been made. In their

geography, however, the young ones were disposed to

be sceptical, unanimously declaring, that the man who

made the map had committed a great mistake in repre-

senting their islands as so very small in comparison with

the rest of the world.

Even to maturer minds among the natives the map

of the world must, at first, have been a source of asto-

nishment, for, seeing around them only small specks in

the ocean, and knowing of nothing else from tradition,

the aborigines would naturally consider the earth as a

boundless expanse of water studded with isles, as a kind

of counterpart of the starry sky. Be this as it may,

the remark of the children was far more rational than

Liho Liho's logic, when he was told by some of the

earlier missionaries that the earth went round, " Don't

tell me that," said his majesty, " so long as I see

Lanai," pointing from Lahaina to that island, " lying on

the same side of me every morning." But much of the

absurdity of the king's notions of cosmography might

be explained by the fact, that, in this respect as in

every other, the solitary despot naturally regarded

himself as the centre of every movement, thinking that

the earth, if it really went round at all, could only go

round him.

To return to the pupils : their behaviour was, on the

whole, very becoming, though some of the young ladies

did occasionally raise the skirts of their frocks in order

to scratch their ankles or perhaps the calves of their
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legs. The teachers were Mr. and Mrs. Cook, members,

I believe, of the missionary body ; and, after what I have

said as to the appearance and proficiency of those under

their charge, I need hardly add, that we left them with

the most favourable impressions as to their moral and

intellectual qualifications. This was, perhaps, the most

interesting hour that we spent in Honolulu.

PRODUCTIONS AXD MANUFACTURES.

Having incidentally mentioned various productions of

the group under former heads, I shall here confine

myself to such articles as appear to bear on the subject

of extraneous commerce, beginning with a few preli-

minary observations as to the state of agriculture and

the nature of the soil.

In the days of barbarism, the earth was cultivated by

means of sticks, or bones, or stones, of any thing, in short,

that could scratch the surface or dig a hole ; while, in

bringing home the crops, the serfs, male and female,

acted as cattle, and calabashes and gourds served all

the purposes of waggons. Now, however, spades, and

hoes, and ploughs, and, in fact, all the means and ap-

pliances in ordinary use among white agriculturists,

have got a footing among the aborigines, and are speedily

becoming popular as well with the ignorant as the

intelligent, as well with the indolent as the industrious.

It is quite level to the most savage capacity, that a

gentleman farmer enjoys a much pleasanter time of it

than a beast of burden.

In the valleys, the soil consists of vegetable mould,

which, besides its intrinsic productiveness, is constantly

fertilized and refreshed, not only by its own share of
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the rains, that deluge the mountainous region, but also

by the cascades, that rush down from the hills. With the

exception of the valleys, nearly all the arable surface of

the group needs, in a greater or less degree, the aid

of irrigation, inasmuch as the ground, containing, as it

does, large proportions of such thirsty ingredients as

sand and ashes, rapidly absorbs even the heaviest

showers. But, as I have already mentioned, far more

than the half of the whole area is incapable of any and

every kind of cultivation, being either peaks in which

nature herself has never " moored " a tree, or precipices

which nourish, or have nourished, the primeval forest

in their clefts, or slopes of volcanic refuse which deny,

in the season of drought, even their coarse pasture to

the wandering cattle.

But the good soil, to be far within the mark, may be

estimated as one sixth part of the entire surface, or, in

round numbers, as 1,000 square miles, or 640,000 acres
;

and, in order to give at least a vague idea of the pos-

sible value of this breadth of land in tropical agriculture,

I may mention, that Messrs. Ladd and Co. of Honolulu

have produced an average of a ton and a half of sugar per

acre,—a rate at which 1,000 square miles would yield

nearly 1,000,000 tons, or at least four times the total

supply of the United Kingdom. The extent of culti-

vation in question is, I apprehend, fully equal to the

extent of cultivation, whether actual or probable, in

Jamaica.

But the arable land, whatever may be its quantity,

is available, almost without deduction, for mercantile

enterprise,—always, of course, assuming that the objec-

tions of Church and State can be removed. The scan-
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tiness of the population, which does not average fifteen

souls to the square mile, must manifestly leave, under

any circumstances, most of the soil free for the opera-

tions of the capitalist, while the facility with Mhicli

food can be produced must as manifestly require a very

small share of the cultivator's time for the growing of

the necessaries of life. These remarks will derive addi-

tional force from a more particular consideration of the

chief article of subsistence. I quote from " The Hawaiian

Spectator :"

—

" In regard to cheapness of food for the natives, it is

proper to state, that forty feet square of land, planted

w^ith kalo, affords subsistence for one person for a year.

A tract of land one mile square, in fields, will occupy

and feed a hundred and fifty-three persons ; the same

extent in vineyards will occupy and feed two hundred

and eighty-nine persons ; while the same quantity of

land in kalo will feed 15,151, and probably not more

than one-twenty-fifth of that number would be required

in its cultivation. The above estimate of the number

of persons that can be supported from one square mile

of land cultivated in kalo, is made by allowing paths

three feet wide between each patch of forty foet

square."

According to this estimate—which, so far as the kalo

is concerned, appears to contain no flaw,—six square

miles might maintain the whole population in health and

vigour ; but, supposing every person, without distinction

of sex or age, to require half an acre, there would still

remain, even on that liberal and extravagant supposi-

tion, about 600,000 acres for objects not immediately

connected with the maintenance of the natives.
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Among the more important productions of the islands,

sugar deserves to occupy the first phace, if it were only

that his majesty, Kamehameha III., has turned his atten-

tion to the manufacture of the article. The yellow cane,

which is indigenous, is alone cultivated. Though its

juice is acknowledged to be of excellent quality, yet,

hitherto, the sugar has been of an inferior description,

through the want of skill and experience. There is

little doubt, however, that, in time, art will do justice

to nature, when once the business has got into the hands

of capitalists. The growers are already numerous, if

not wealthy, as the following extract from a letter

which I received from Messrs. Ladd and Co. sufficiently

shows.

" The quantity of land under cultivation by natives

and others in the vicinity of our mill is so great, that

latterly we have abandoned its culture, and allow our

works to be employed in manufacturing sugar for culti-

vators, returning to them one half of the products. We
regret to say that our works are entirely inadequate to

the wants of the planters, and much cane will unavoid-

ably be lost the present and coming season."

But the grand difficulty in the way is the want of a

market, more particularly as the group is so effectually

cut off, both physically and politically, from the rest of

the world. Still, the difficulty does not amount to a

ground of despair. Considering that the article is

retailed at five cents, or two pence halfpenny, a pound,

about 90,000 natives might surely consume, at least

wdth the help of foreign residents and foreign visitors,

something like a shipload among them in a year, while,

with a little management and negotiation, the islands
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might supply with sugar nearly all the coasts of both

continents above their own latitude, California, the

Oregon, the Russian settlements both in Asia and

America, and ultimately Japan. If the archipelago

could once secure this foreign trade, it could hardly ever

be dislodged from it by any rival, so long as it enjoyed

the nautical advantages of being the great house of call

both in the length and in the breadth of the Pacific

Ocean.

Silk appears to have fewer obstacles to surmount than

sugar. The mulberry yields six crops in the year; and

females, who can reel half a pound a day, are contented,

in addition to their food, with six cents and a quarter,

or a fraction more than three pence, paid in goods at an

advance of cent, per cent, on the prime cost. Under

these advantageous circumstances, an article of superior

quality can be sold for a dollar and a half per pound,

so that it can command, freight and duty notwith-

standing, a remunerating price either in England or in

America.

Silk, however, cannot be produced so extensively as

sugar, inasmuch as the mulberry thrives only in such

places, few and far between, as are completely sheltered

from the trade-winds. The principal establishment,

which is in Kauai, is under the management of Mr. Tit-

combe, an American of industry and enterprise. He is

expected to succeed in his speculation, though his

countrymen, who were the original projectors, failed in

it, partly because they had everything that was peculiar

to the soil and climate to learn, and partly because some

of them had good reason for placing very little confi-

dence in the others. If the business in general should
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prosper, it might be worth while to import skilful

and experienced labourers from China, at least for

the purpose of superintending the more delicate pro-

cesses.

Tobacco, cotton, coffee, arrow-root, indigo, rice, and

ginger thrive luxuriantly throughout the group. To-

bacco was at one time prohibited ; and, in order to

prevent exportation as well as consumption, the "de-

nounced" weed was torn up by the roots, as a public

enemy. The absurd system has, I believe, been abro-

gated ; and, at all events, tobacco grows in the face of

day, without caring for Church or State. Coffee, an inno-

cent enough beverage in most countries, also fell under

the ban of the earlier missionaries,—probably as being

a boon companion of tobacco, but more probably because,

in furnishing an article of export, it tended to inundate

the islands with the accursed thing in the shape of com-

mercial civilization. Whatever was the cause, the coffee

shared the same fate as the tobacco, being first destroyed

by fanaticism, and then replaced by common sense. As

I have already mentioned, it is, in my opinion, equal to

Mocha ; and, when grown in sufficient abundance, it

may, I doubt not, be exported with advantage to almost

any part of the world.

Indigo, though it thrives well, is yet not likely to be

extensively cultivated, by reason of the breadth of land

which it requires,—at least, so long as other crops, less

precarious and more profitable, can advantageously

occupy the soil. Cotton has only of late become an

object of attention to foreign residents ; the article, as

prepared by the natives, was of course not fit to be sent

to market. Of arrow-root the same may be said. In-
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trinsically, it is of fine quality ; but so negligent are the

manufacturers in washing and drying the article, that a

small parcel lately sent to England by the Hudson's Bay

Company did not cover cost and charges. Ginger

grows spontaneously in lavish abundance throughout

the group ; but as yet it has not attracted any notice.

Rice is but little cultivated, chiefly because the most

favourable situations for the purpose, which, on account

of the scarcity of water, are not numerous, are already

occupied by that grand staff of life, the kalo.

The kukui oil is an article of rising importance. It

is extracted from the nuts of the kukui, or light-tree,

which are so unctuous, that, when strung on a twig,

they serve the natives as candles, each nut igniting the

one below it before it is itself consumed. Taking the

hint, one of the foreign residents has lately erected a

mill for breaking and pressing them so as to separate

the juice from the husks. The oil, though inferior to

linseed, is yet so much cheaper, that it finds a market

at Lima to the annual amount of upwards of a thousand

barrels ; and a Httle of it has also been sent with a profit

to the United States. The attention of many of the

residents is now directed to the article ; and, as the

trees are very plentiful, and may be seen in groves of

miles in length, the manufacture may be increased to

almost any extent.

Among the valuable productions of the islands must

also be reckoned salt, pearl-shells, and sandal-wood.

Salt is gathered, in a crystallized form, from the surface

of a small lake about four miles to the west of Honolulu,

situated within an old crater about a mile from the sea.

This lake is very shallow, hardly coming above a man's
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knees, excepting that a hole in the middle, long sup-

posed to be bottomless, has been recently ascertained to

be thirty or forty fathoms deep. By this hole, it is

generally imagined to be connected with the ocean,

though doctors differ as to whether or not it is affected

by the tides. This uncertainty as to the tidal influence

conclusively shows that the subterranean passage, if it

exist at all, is far from being free and open, while a

similar inference may be drawn from the fact that the

rains of the brief winter of this leeward coast freshen the

lake to the extent of making the salt entirely disappear.

In the dry season, the more that is taken away, the more

still seems to be left ; and, in the course of one year,

as much as 30,000 barrels have been procured from the

spot.

Pearl-shells are numerous ; and they may be said-to

cost nothing, inasmuch as they are caught for the sake

of the oysters that they contain. These fish are found

not only in the sea, but also in a small lake, near to

that just described, though there they are so inferior in

size and quality as not to be disturbed by man. San-

dal-wood, as we have elsewhere sliOAvn, has been nearly

exhausted, excepting that, in the forests of Hawaii, a

few trees may still be found. Young plants, however,

are said to be springing up throughout the group,

though, meanwhile, the Chinese, it is to be hoped, may

put an end to the demand for the article by discarding

the gods that are its principal consumers. If commerce

alone achieved the good work in the Sandwich Islands,

commerce and Christianity together may be expected to

make some impression on China.

But the group contains timber of intrinsic and per-
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manent value. Good materials for ship-builJing exist,

>vhich, though not easily accessible in the present state

of the communications, may ultimately be worth looking

after, if they really be, as people say, proof against the

attacks of worms and insects. Woods well adapted for

cabinet-work are also various and abundant, such as

koa, ko, kamanu, ebony, &c. With the exception of

the ebony, which is of inferior quality, most of these

woods, of which there are fifteen or twenty kinds, pos-

sess a beautiful grain, and are nearly as hard as

mahogany. In appearance some of them resemble

mahogany, others maple, others elm, and so on. We
had many opportunities of seeing these woods, as most

of the furniture in Honolulu is made from them. The

prickly pear, also, may, like the mulberry, become

indirectly useful, as the means of introducing the cochi-

neal insect. The climate may be considered as pecu-

liarly propitious to any attempt of the kind, while

the tree, besides being already common, is propagated

with wonderful facility ; and, as the attention of some

of the residents has been drawn to the subject, cochineal

may soon have to be enumerated among the productions

of the Sandwich Islands.

On the uplands of Mowee, which present a kind of

temperate zone within the tropics, wheat and potatoes

grow with great luxuriance. The potatoes are of un-

common size ; and the wheat is said to be cut down,

harvest after harvest, from the same grounds, just like

so much hay. To say nothing of domestic consumption,

or of the supply of shipping, these articles, particularly

the wheat, might find a ready and profitable sale in

foreign countries. The price of flour, as we have seen,

VOL. II. K
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is very high in California ; and it is still higher on all

the Russian coasts of the Pacific, more especially in

Kamschatka, and the sea of Ochotsk, while, so far as

the rivalry of the Oregon is concerned, the Sandwich

Islands, from their central position, will always have

the advantage in lowness of freight and opportunities of

transport.

In closing this part of my subject, I need merely

enumerate the skins of wild goats, and the hides and

tallow, and beef of the herds, that wander at will among

the mountains, as productions that have an important

bearing on the commerce of the group.

To pass from productions to manufactures, the most

showy specimens of native art are the military banners

of the chiefs. The kaJiile, as the banner is called, con-

sists of a pole elaborately inlaid with ivory, tortoiseshell,

and human bone, at the upper end of which are fixed

plumes of feathers, similar to those that are used at

funerals in England, excepting that the colours, instead

of being black, are the brightest possible green, yellow,

red, &c. These kahiles, as I have elsewhere stated, are

more or less splendid according to the rank of the

owners. The great banner of the Kamehamehas, which,

now that they no longer go to war, is displayed only

in the funeral processions of the members of the royal

family, is thirty or forty feet high, and requires several

men to support it.

An humbler but more useful article of native manu-

facture, is rope for rigging the double canoes, or for any

other purpose to which rope can be applied. Some of

it is made from the cocoa-nut, some of reeds, and some

of grass ; but all is strong and well laid. But the
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principal manufacture of the group is the kapa, or cloth.

It is made of the inner bark of the wouty tree {morus

papyrifera), which, after being reduced to a pulp, is

beaten into such a degree of thickness as may be de-

sired, while the face of the fabric is susceptible of infinite

variety, according as the face of the mallet is smooth, or

grooved, or checked, or marked, with diamonds or any

other figures whatever. In itself, the article is of a

light colour, while, by bleaching, it may be rendered

perfectly white. But to the simplicity of nature, the

aborigines of both sexes generally prefer a gayer hue,

and for this purpose they stain the cloth with a number

of indigenous dyes, comprising all the possible shades of

brown, yellow, green, and red, several colours being

frequently contrasted in a kind of mosaic on one and

the same piece or web.

Of all the native manufactures, perhaps this alone

enters into general commerce. It is used for the sheath-

ing of ships, for which purpose it is, in the North

Pacific, preferred to felt ; it has certainly the recom-

mendation of cheapness, as five or six sheets, of twelve

feet square, may be had for a dollar. In this article,

the king is the principal dealer ; for, in the shape of

taxes, his majesty is glutted with cloth, and is glad to

part with it at a reasonable rate.

TRADE.

Under the preceding head, I have been the more

minute in detailing the internal resources of the country,

sensible, as I am, of the expediency of finding some

balance against the heavy imports. At present, the

merchants have little but specie to remit in return

K 2
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for foreign commodities ; and, in consequence of this,

the exchange is, as a matter of course, so much against

the islands, that the dollar, which in London seldom

brings more than 4.9. l-Jr/. sterling, varies in Honolulu

from 4*. 6d. to 4*. lOd. of the same standard. Thus

are the trader's nominal receipts reduced, by a single

blow, from 8 to 15 per cent.; and, taking his selling

price to be the double of the prime cost, his nominal

profits are diminished from 16 to 30 percent. In other

words, an apparent addition of 100 per cent, turns

out to be a real addition never exceeding 84, and

sometimes does not exceed 70. If, however, remit-

tances could be made in native productions, the mer-

chant would have at least a choice as to his mode of

operation ; and, if articles of export should prove to be

more advantageous in the premises than dollars, or bills

of exchange, the specie would, in the same proportion,

permanently lose part of its local value.

But, after all, it is not to their internal resources

that these islands, as a whole, must look for pro-

sperity. Their position alone has, in a great measure,

made their fortune ;—a position which is equally admi-

rable, whether viewed in connexion with the length or

with the breadth of the surrounding ocean.

Por all practical purposes, the Sandwich Islanders

are on the direct route from Cape Horn to all the

coasts of the Northern Pacific. With respect to Kams-

chatka and the Sea of Ochotsk, this is evident at a

glance ; with respect to Japan, when its ports shall be

opened, vessels will find their advantage, even without

regard to refuge or refreshment, in deviating to the

right of their straight course, in order to make the
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north-east trades above the equator as fair a wind as

possible ; and, with respect to California and the north-

west coast, the apparently inconyenient deviation to the

left is rendered not only expedient, but almost neces-

sary, by the prevailing breezes Avhich have just been

mentioned. On this last point, Cook's accidental dis-

covery of the archipelago, while he was making his way

to New Albion, was tolerably conclusive. In addition

to finding the islands, he marked out the best track for

his successors
;
just as the Portuguese, on their second

voyage to India, were driven to Brazil by a necessity to

which modern navigators voluntarily yield ; thus, by the

by, stumbling on the new world by chance within eight

years after its premeditated discovery, and showing that

a few more seasons of disappointment and delay would

have prevented the human mind from winning one of

its proudest trophies, in the sagaciously-planned and

resolutely-executed enterprise of Columbus.

But the group as naturally connects the east and

the west, as the south and the north. Lying in the

very latitude of San Bias and Macao, with an open sea

in either direction, it crosses the shortest road from

Mexico to China ; while, considering its great distance

to the westward of the new continent, but more par-

ticularly of its southern division, it may, without in-

volving any inadequate sacrifice, be regarded as a

stepping-stone from the whole of the American coast to

the Celestial Empire. With respect, in fact, to the

remoter points of departure, the deviation is far less

than it seems, inasmuch as the westerly winds, which

prevail within a few degrees of each side of the tropics,

and thereby embarrass any direct passage to the west-
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ward above or below the limits of the trades, bring

California and all to the north of it into the track of

Mexico, and place Chili pretty nearly in the situation

of Peru.

Again, with reference to each of the last two para-

graphs, the islands lie but little out of the way of the

returning voyagers. Situated, as they are, within little

more than a day's sail of the westerly winds that sweep

the Northern Pacific, they are just as accessible to

China and Japan, as China and Japan are to them

;

while any visitor, to whom the winds in question may

still be requisite for the prosecution of his easterly

course, may again escape from the influence of the

trades without having lost a week. In effect, the group

is a kind of station-house, where two railroads cross

one another, each with parallel lines for opposite trains.

The position of the archipelago, as just described, is

the more valuable on this account, that it neither is

nor ever can be shared by any rival. If one makes no

account of the comparative vicinity of mere islets,

which are worthless alike for refuge and refreshment,

the Sandwich Islands form perhaps the most secluded

spot on earth, being at least twice as far from the

nearest land as the lonely rock of St. Helena.

But it is not merely for the purposes of refuge and

refreshment that the position in question promises to be

available. Already have the Sandwich Islands begun

to be a common centre of traffic for some of the coun-

tries, which they serve to link together. Even now,

their exports comprise a larger proportion of foreign

commodities than of native productions, such as hides

and sea-otters, from California, silver from Mexico, teas
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and manufactures from China. Though the system of

entrepots, which, in a great measure, nursed Holland

and Belgium into wealth and populousness, has gone by

in Europe, yet it seems to be well fitted to regulate,

for many years to come, the intercourse between the

ports of the Pacific Ocean, inasmuch as many of them

must long be unable to consume whole cargoes, in un-

broken bulk, of articles of the growth or manufacture

of any single country. In this respect, the tendencies

of nature have, to some extent, been strengthened by

the capricious administration of the impolitic laws of

Mexico. In that republic, the duties, which are always

high in the terms of the tariff, are collected, according

to w^him or necessity, with greater or less strictness,

each port, as well as each week, having its own peculiar

mode of reducing the theory to practice ; so that, when

a vessel finds the authorities in a troublesome or ex-

tortionate humour, she runs for it to Honolulu, there

disposing of her cargo at better prices, or at least de-

positing it for better times. As an instance of this,

the " Joseph Peabody" that entered the harbour along

with us, was indeed from Mazatlan, as I then men-

tioned, but had actually brought most of her goods by

that circuitous route from China.

When the ports of Japan are opened, and the two

oceans are connected by means of a navigable canal, so

as to place the group in the direct route between

Europe and the United States, on one hand, and the

whole of Eastern Asia, on the other, then will the trade

in question expand in amount and variety, till it has

rendered Woahoo the emporium of at least the Pacific

Ocean, for the products, natural and artificial, of every
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corner of the globe. Then will Honolulu be one of the

marts of the world, one of those exchanges to vhich

Nature herself grants in perpetuity a more than royal

charter.

If these anticipations,— and even now they are not

dreams,—be ever realized, the internal resources of the

islands will find the readiest and amplest development

in the increase of domestic consumption and the de-

mands of foreign commerce. In some direction or

other, every native production will follow its appro-

priate outlet ; and, in a word, the Sandwich Islands will

become the West Indies of all the less favoured climes

from California to Japan. As I have already remarked

of one or two articles in particular, the greater part of

the exports will most probably meet their best market

in the Russian settlements. In them, the necessaries,

as well as the luxuries, of life are pearls of inestimable

value ; and, if expediency could justify aggression, the

czar might more excusably have seized this archipelago

than ever any one else appropriated a foot of land that

did not belong to him. Even now, France, and Ame-

rica, and England, might be more willing to let the

Sandwich Islands fall into the hands of Russia than to

see them continue liable to be seized, on some pretext

or other, by any one of themselves.

In all this mighty work, whether it be wholly or

partly accomplished, our own race will furnish the

principal actors. The commerce of this ocean will be

ruled and conducted by England, aided and rivalled

only by her own republican offspring of America ; and

the merchants of these two nations, the most enter-

prising merchants and the most powerful nations that
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the world has ever seen, must decide, with a sway

greater than that of princes, the destinies of this sea of

seas, with its boundless shores and its countless isles.

In this respect, the past and the present, as they must

strike the most superficial observer, are sufficient

guarantees for the future.

But the position of the Sandwich Islands, which I

have hitherto considered in its bearings on international

intercourse, is not less commanding with respect to

fisheries than to commerce. In the upper half of the

Pacific there are three principal whaling-grounds, one

on the Equator, another near Japan, and the third

towards the Russian settlements, while, generally

speaking, the same vessels pass, according to the season,

from one scene of operations to another. Now, this

archipelago, as the hastiest glance at the map must

show, could not have been better placed, if it had been

exclusively intended by Providence to be a common

centre for the whaling-grounds in question ; and if, on

the intermediate ocean, there be specks superior in mere

situation, certainly not one of Nature's other caravan-

seras, within the assigned limits, has been either so

conveniently fitted or so bountifully supplied.

In consequence of these unrivalled advantages, the

ports of the group, particularly Honolulu, in a far

higher proportion than all the other ports put together,

have long been visited by all the whalers of the North

Pacific for refuge and refreshment, while they have

gradually come to be frequented for ordinary repairs,

and also for stores and equipments of every descrip-

tion. It is chiefly with reference to the supply of these

civilized wants, that foreign merchants and foreign
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mechanics have established themselves in the group
;

thus forming such a nucleus of local enterprise as is

likely to effect a material change, equally beneficial to

all parties, in the system of prosecuting the fisheries.

As has already begun to be the case with the adjacent

coasts, so has it been with the adjacent waters ; in the

one instance, as well as in the other, the Sandwich

Islands, from being the tavern of the traders, promise

to become the entrepot of the trade. Even now several

small whalers are owned in Honolulu ; and there can

be little doubt that, from year to year, the port in

question, like Sydney in the South Pacific, will engross

a larger share of the business, storing the oil to be

freio'hted to its ultimate destination. With such an

example before them, the whalers in general will be

led to separate the two naturally distinct depart-

ments of the work, the fishing and the carrying—

a

division of labour which will be profitable in more ways

than one.

At present, the vessel loses at least ten or twelve

months in going and coming ; and thus a year's interest

on the heavy expense of her special outfit is almost

literally tlirown into the sea. At present, the oil,

instead of being sent, fresh and fresh, to market, lies,

on an average, half the time of the cruise in the hold

;

and thus are two capitals hazarded to earn the returns

of one, while, in order to aggravate the evil, the dead

stock is stowed away in the most costly warehouse in

the world. At present, the officers and crew are selected

with almost exclusive reference to their skill and bold-

ness in pursuing and capturing the whale ; and thus,

during a period of perhaps three years, of which at least
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a half is not spent in fishing, the owners are obliged to

leave their property at the mercy of men, who, to say

nothing of the general absence of the higher qualities of

a mariner, have undertaken the management rather of

the ship's boats than of the ship herself. Surely, the

remedying of these defects would be worth a month or

so of warehouse-rent and the charges of transhipment.

To conclude this chapter with a brief view of the

actual state of trade, there arrived in Honolulu alone,

from 1836 to 1839 inclusive, 369 vessels. Of these

the whalers amounted to 255, all but five being either

American or British. As many of the whalers, par-

ticularly when they require nothing but such refresh-

ment as the islands themselves yield, call at other ports,

perhaps the annual number of this class of arrivals

cannot be estimated at less than a hundred. During

the same period, the imports of Honolulu—equivalent,

I take it, to the imports of the group—averaged, one

year with another, nearly 340,000 dollars at prime

cost ; and what is to my mind far more worthy of notice

than their mere value, they had been brought from the

United States, England, Prussia, Chili, Mexico, Cali-

fornia, North-west Coast, Tahiti, with other southern

islands, China and Manilla. Again, during the same

period, the exports averaged, one year with another,

about 78,000 dollars of local value, consisting of sandal

wood, hides, goat-skins, salt, tobacco, sugar, molasses,

kukui oil, sperm oil, the produce of a vessel fitted out

from Woahoo, arrow-root, and sundries. All these

articles, as may be seen from the qualified description

of the sperm oil, were native productions.

But of exports, properly so called, the true amount
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differed considerably from the foregoing statement.

Uinler the head of sundries was included little or no-

thing but supplies of meat and vegetables for the ship-

ping ; and, as the head in question amounted, as nearly

as possible, to a half of the whole, the exports, in the

technical meaning of the word, would be not 78,000

but 39,000 dollars. The exports proper, however, were

rapidly increasing. In 1840 down to the middle of

August, as compared with the whole of the preceding

year, hides, at two dollars each, had risen from 6,000

to 18,500 dollars ;
goat-skins, at twenty-five cents each,

had risen from 1,000 to 10,000 dollars; sugar had risen

from 6,000 dollars, at six cents a pound, to 18,000

dollars, at five cents; molasses had risen from 3,000

dollars, at twenty-five cents a gallon, to 7,300 dollars, at

twenty-three cents ; and arrow-root had risen from

nothing, in 1839, the average of the preceding three

years having been less than 300 dollars, to 1 ,700 dollars

in the part aforesaid of 1840. To add one particular

more to this statement of arrivals, and imports and

exports, there were owned in Honolulu, in 1840, ten

vessels by foreign residents, seven by American citizens,

and three by British subjects ; and besides these more

considerable craft, which averaged 130 tons, there were

five small schooners owned by natives.

Of the imports a considerable proportion, as I have

elsewhere stated, is again exported—a feature, by the

by, in the trade, which is a more characteristic omen

of the future than any amount of internal demand.

Of such imports as are actually consumed in the

islands, a considerable share, of course, goes, directly or

indirectly, to pay for the native articles of export.
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Perhaps about the same amount is absorbed by means

of the expenditure of resident foreigners ; the mission-

aries, numbering about forty families in the group, are

said, whether they be ministers, or schoolmasters, or

suro-eons, or secular af]:ents, to receive six hundred

dollars a year each, of which every cent must find its

way to the shop, to supply either their own wants or the

wants of those natives with whom they deal ; and all

others, of extraneous origin, mustering about six hundred

souls in Honolulu and elsewhere, cannot be estimated,

as many of them are wealthy, to contribute, either

through themselves or their dependants, less than fifty

dollars a year each to the coffers of the merchants. Of

the latter class, too, there are many individuals, who,

in addition to their regular outlay, circulate large sums

of money through the instrumentality of native women,

who are sure faithfully to squander all that they earn

;

and, to give a single instance, a young Chinaman, who

committed suicide during our visit, was ascertained to

have kept up his harem, during the last year of his life,

at a cost of five thousand dollars.

Again, the whaling trade accounts, in various ways,

for nearly the half of all the local consumption. The

vessels themselves cannot spend less than one thousand

dollars each on equipments, repairing, and provisions
;

each crew must add about a fourth to this amount in

dissipation of every possible description ; and the na-

tives who have served abroad, chiefly in the fisheries,

must, in one way or other, get rid of savings nearly

equivalent to the sums wasted by all the actual crews.

Over and above all this, is to be reckoned part of the

consumption among the natives. So far as the common
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people are concerned, the greater part of their expen-

diture has already been included under the foregoing

heads ; but the king and cliiefs, viewed partly as indi-

viduals, and partly as the government, cannot derive

from sources, independent of any thing that has been

stated, less than thirty thousand dollars a year, con-

verting the whole into imports, either for their own

gratification, or for the maintenance of the public

establishments.
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CHAPTER XIII.

SANDWICH ISLANDS, &C.

Troubles with sailors—Visit to Nuannau—Kamehameha's great vic-

tory—Wells in Honolulu— Subterranean brook—Idolatrous temple

—

Cannibalism— Suicide of a Chinese—Chinese and Japanese—Power of

false religion to resist truth—Chinese residents—Death of heir appa-

rent— Governor Kekuanaoa's activity— Sitting on hams a mark of

respect—Royal mausoleum— Distribution of Kamehameha's bones

—

Causes of scarcity of children of chiefs—Bickerings of all sorts among

foreign residents— More trouble with sailors— Voyage to JMowee—
Arrival at Lahaina—Rekeke's hotel—Mr. Baldwin's chapel—Rev. 'Mi.

Richards — King, Haalilio, and John Young— Royal mausoleum—
Kekauluohi, the premier—Excellent quarters, with maids of honour as

bed-makers—^Visit from Messrs. Richards and Baldwin—Queen Kaluma

—Visit to the premier along with Mr. Richards—Jack of clubs—Native

dance— Swimming of natives, and aversion of foreign residents to

bathing— Lahaina, its population and situation— High school— Ar-

rangements for sending a deputation to England, France, and the United

States—Haalilio's character and death—King and suite dining on board

—Kaluma again, the silent eloquence of her female attendants—Policy

of government in managing the aristocracy—Pajnng farewell visits

—

Accompanied on board by King and suite—Voyage to Sitka, change of

temperature—Mount Edgecumbe—Retrospect of journey, the English

race ha'ving been dominant every where—Common origin and common

destiny of English and Russians.

The very day after our own arrival, the Vancouver,

one of the Hudson's Bay Company's vessels, touched at

Honolulu, on her way to the Columbia ; and, after re-

maining about a month, she resumed her voyage in the

middle of March, carrying with her nearly the whole of

my immediate party, Mr. M'Loughlin and Mr. Rowand

for their respective posts, and Mr. Hopkins for England.
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Mr. Hopkins's departure I felt as a serious loss with

respect to the keeping of my journal, more paiticularly

as my own eyes were by no means strong ; and, in con-

sequence of this, my subsequent notes were generally

rougher and scantier than I could have wished.

When the Vancouver was ready for starting, a scene

occurred on board of her which forcibly illustrated, at

least in the case of long and distant voyages, the im-

policy of the laws for regulating nautical discipline.

The boatswain, whose conduct had previously been

good, had got intoxicated immediately on entering the

port, and, after being absent for some time without

leave, had been brought on board by the police ; but,

refusing to do his duty, he was again sent ashore, and

confined in the fort. When the vessel was ready for

sea, he was brought out to her in irons, under the im-

mediate charge of the British Consul. While he was

yet in the boat, he attempted to strike down Mr.

Charlton with his manacles ; and, when he reached the

deck, he threatened, to say nothing of his disgusting

obscenity, that, if carried away, he would excite a

mutiny. His violence, which, in fact, amounted to

temporary insanity, elicited a murmur of applause from

the crew ; and, as it was out of the question to admit

such a fellow among such comrades without the power

of inflicting adequate punishment, he was remanded to

the fort, to be dealt with as the Consul mio-ht deem

necessary or expedient. As might have been expected,

this example, however inevitable, of yielding to the

demands of one man, led to subsequent acts of in-

subordination on the part of the others. In the present

state of the law, the master, particularly with all the
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chances of misrepresentation against him, is never safe

in proceeding summarily against an offender. The men

act accordingly, unless they know that they are within

easy reach of a ship of war or of a court of justice

;

and thus the very statute, which is intended to prevent

mutiny, not unfrequently encourages it. All these

defects of the law are aggravated by the notorious fact,

that British seamen are the most unmanaa-eable in the

world.

After the departure of the Vancouver, I accompanied

my friend, Mr. Pelly, to his rural retreat in the valley

(f Nuannau. The change of temperature, within a dis-

tance of four miles of gentle ascent, was very remark-

able, so that, at our journey's end, we found a change

from light grass-clothing to warm pea-jackets highly

acceptable. Mr. Felly's residence was a snug little

cottage, surrounded by a great variety of tropical

plants, particularly by beds of pineapples and miniature

plantations of coffee. In fact, the gardens of the re-

sidents generally contain rich displays of almost every

flower and shrub under the sun—orange, lemon, citron,

lime, pomegranate, fig, olive, gooseberry, strawberry,

squash, melon, grape, guava, tomata, batata or love-

apple, yams, sweet potatoes, with many other fruits, and

all sorts of esculent vegetables. To notice one or two

of the rarer specimens, a very large variety of melon

produces a most gorgeous flower, far more beautiful and

elaborate than even the passiflora in Europe, and the

papia causes so rapid a decomposition in meats, tliat

the toughest beef, or the most venerable of old cocks,

if steeped in an infusion of the fruit or the stem of the

plant, becomes in a few hours perfectly tender. In

VOL. II. L
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addition to all that I have just enumerated may be

mentioned the prickly-pear, the oriental lilac, the date-

palm, the camphor-tree—in short, nearly all the plants

of all the groups of Polynesia ; and in order, if pos-

sible, to extend the catalogue, Mr. Hopkins left in the

hands of one of the most persevering horticulturists

some seeds of the cherry and apple, which he had

brouirht from Eno-land.

At the head of the valley, distant but a few miles

from the house, a pali, of one thousand one hundred

feet in height, overhan^^s the windward side of the

island. I had intended to ride to this precipice in the

course of the afternoon, but was prevented by the

heavy rain ; our time, however, was spent very agree-

ably in receiving visits from many of the neighbouring

natives. Next morning, though the rain continued to

fall as heavily as ever, and the clouds and mist were

driving down the gorge before the trade-wind, I was

trotting away, at dawn, in the very teeth of the storm.

The scenery of Nuannau is strikingly picturesque and

romantic. On looking downwards, the placid ocean

breaking on the coral reefs that gird the island, the

white houses of the town glancing in the sun, the ships

lying at anchor in the harbour, while canoes and boats

are flitting, as if in play, among them, form together a

view, which, in addition to its physical beauty, over-

whelms one, who looks back to the past, with a flood of

moral associations. In the opposite direction, you dis-

cover a rugged glen with blackened and broken moun-

tains on either side, which are partially covered with low

trees, while from crag to crag there leaps and babbles

many a stream, as if glad and eager to drop its fatness,
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through its dependent aqueducts, on the parched phiin

below. Nor is the view in this direction destitute, any-

more than the view in the other, of historical interest.

It was up this very pass that Kamehameha, after gain-

ing, as already mentioned, his last and greatest battle,

chased with " his red pursuing spear " the forces of

Woahoo and his own recreant followers who had joined

them, till he drove them headlong, to the number of three

hundred, " death in their front, destruction in their

rear," down the almost perpendicular wall that termi-

nates the valley.

On arriving at the pali, I saw, as it were, at my feet,

a champagne countr}^ prettily dotted with villages,

groves, and plantations, while in the distance there lay,

screened, however, by a curtain of vapours, the same

ocean which I had so lately left behind me. Though

the wind, as it entered the gorge, blew in such gusts as

almost prevented me from standing, yet I resolved to

attempt the descent, which was known to be practicable

for those who had not Kamehameha to hurry them. I

accordingly scrambled down,—having, of course, dis-

mounted,—for some distance ; but, as the path was

slippery from the wet, I was fain to retrace my steps

before reaching the bottom. In all weathers, however,

the natives, when they are coming to market with pigs,

vegetables, &c., are in the habit of safely ascending and

descending the precipice with their loads.

While I was drenched on this excursion, the good

folks of Honolulu were as dry and dusty as usual, the

showers having merely peeped out of the valley to tan-

talize them. For domestic use, in spite of the prevailing

droughts, Honolulu is plentifully supplied with water.

L 2
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Weils, varying in deptli from thirty to eighty feet, cost

very little in digging by reason of the peculiar formation

of the soil. This consists of a layer of mould, from two

to six feet in thickness, then of a similar layer of black

sand, and lastly of a deep bed of coral. When first

worked, the coral is found to be quite soft, and is cut with

the same ease as stiff clay ; but, when exposed to the

air, it becomes like rock, thus forming walls of better

masonry than a workman could lay down. Under ground,

in fact, fresh water appears to be remarkably abundant.

A few years ago, in the operation of digging for a well,

a crowbar, when pushed into the bed of coral, suddenly

disappeared ; the opening was enlarged, and found to

communicate with a subterranean brook of pure and cool

water, flowing with a swift current in the direction of

the sea. This brook is said to be about fifty feet wide,

and frcm two to six fathoms in depth; but, beyond

these particulars, nobody has had curiosity enough to

inquire into the source or the mouth of this mysterious

stream.

Before I say anything of my voyage to Mowee, to

which the regular course of my journal has now brought

me, I shall offer a few desultory remarks on Hono-

lulu and its neighbourhood, such as did not fall under

any of the heads of my last two chapters.

On the slope of an extinct volcano, which is about

four miles from the town, are the ruins of one of the

temples of the ancient idolatry. An area of about two

hundred feet by about fifty is surrounded by a wall of

eight or ten feet in height and six or eight in thickness,

built with extreme neatness of loose blocks of stone,

4aya, and coral. In this enclosure are the remains of
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three or four small squares for the altars, within which

the bones of victims are said to be still plentiful. The

longer sides of this temple look to the north and south,

all the altars standing, or having stood, near the west-

ern end. In addition to the human sacrifices, these

temples, according to general testimony, were the scene

of cannibalism, which, as well as the preparatory murder,

is believed to have been a religious rite. Whether the

devouring of men was always of a sacred character, one

may be allowed to doubt ; but that it sometimes was so,

we must infer with certainty from the fact that, when

the assembled chiefs were consulting how they could best

honour the mortal remains of Kameharaeha, one of them

propounded his opinion to the effect, that they should

" eat him raw." Taking this proposal, by the by, as a

sample of the manners of 1819, civilization has unde-

niably made rapid strides in this archipelago. The merit

of the change is quite large enough to satisfy the just

pride of both merchants and missionaries.

During our stay, we had a specimen of the working

of a different system of paganism in the suicide already

mentioned of a young Chinaman. This practical atheist

had hanged himself, to make assurance doubly sure,

with a rope of an inch and a half in thickness. The

malady is a national one, — an instance of its obstinacy

having occurred in our own service on the north-west

coast. A Chinese steward on board of one of our

vessels, getting sick of life, jumped overboard while the

ship was under full sail. As he was too expert a swimmer

to sink on any terms, he held down his head, as if he

hoped to get waterlogged ; but, before he could drown,

he was picked up by one of the boats. On reaching the
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deck, he merely grinned, saying, " Make muchee cold,"

and forthwith proceeded to lay the cloth for dinner.

But where there is a will, there is a way ; and the fellow

was subsequently fortunate enough to drown himself in

the Columbia River.

But to return to Honolulu. The unhappy youth, having

inherited a considerable property from a brother who

had died in Mowee of the same distemper, had at once

rushed into an extravagant course of life, carrying the

passion of his race for gambling to a characteristic

extent, and maintaining, in addition to a lawful wife, a

whole nest of houris at a ruinous expense. It was this

last circumstance that led to his death. The police,

having got evidence of his amours, threatened to bring

him up before the court ; and, in order to avoid the

exposure, he destroyed himself. No sooner was his

corpse laid out on the floor, than his bereaved favourites,

howlinsf their lamentations over him in dismal strains,

endeavoured to shampoo him back into life ; but he was

too far gone for that, and was buried the same afternoon

in the Protestant ground, while a dense crowd followed

him to the ffrave with a hired band of music, which had

all day formed a curious accompaniment to the wailing

of the women with the cheerful notes of the pipe, and

cornet, and drum.

This scapegrace was in partnership with Hungtai,

already mentioned ; and the old gentleman, whether it

was that he was proud of his countryman's stoicism, or

that he was glad to have got rid of so unserviceable an

associate, had no sooner seen the body committed to

the earth, than he returned home with a smiling coun-

tenance, and whiffed off all recollection of his friend in
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a pipe of opium. Among those by whom suicide is

regarded as one of the ordinary outlets from this world,

sympathy of any sort is not to be expected ; for how

can a man, who does not value his own life, value

another's? and how can a man, who does not deplore

the death of a neighbour, deplore any of his lesser mis-

fortunes? To return to the subject of the deceased

spendthrift. His example seemed to be contagious in

hisjiarem, for, within a few days, his favourite mistress

followed him, by drinking a decoction of some pieces of

old copper.

Of the Chinese, there are altogether about forty in

this archipelago, as they are, in fact, scattered, wherever

they can earn a livelihood, over a hundred degrees of

longitude, from Woahoo to Sincapore. As distinguished

from their Tartar masters, the people of China are not

the bigoted enemies of foreign intercourse that they are

supposed to be ; they are, on the contrary, ready to go

abroad either as residents or as wanderers, combining the

laborious habits of the Irish with the peddling disposi-

tion of the Jews. In this respect, they are remarkably

different from the Japanese, who, even when they fitid

themselves from home, with hardly the hope of return-

inof, can think of nothing but their native land.

This was eminently the case with the two little bands

that were driven, as elsewhere stated, to the shores of

this group. Notwithstanding all the kindness that they

experienced, particularly from the missionaries, they

pined for their own islands, the young as well as the

old, the single as well as the married. One of their

remarks, by the by, forcibly shows how beneficial the

previous abolition of the idolatry of the group must
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have been to the teachers of Christianity. When pressed

on the subject of religion, the poor exiles replied, with

equal pathos and firmness :
" The gods of America may

be good for Americans, but the gods of our country are

good for us." Though, in their case, the desire of re-

visiting the place of their birth may have rendered them

less willing to abjure the faith of their fathers, yet a

similar feeling cannot, to the same extent, affect the

Chinese residents ; and yet every one of them says,

every day of his life, if not in words, at least in effect,

that his own creed is the best for him.

Most of the Chinese residents have originally come to

the islands under engagements of some kind or other,

gradually establishing themselves in business as oppor-

tunities occur—two industrious fellows, in particular, of

the name of Sam and Mow, having recently opened

shop as bakers, with a poetical advertisement worthy of

" Hunt's Matchless," or " Warren's Blacking." Gene-

rally speaking, they are found to be a great acquisition

in the factories and the stores, and, moreover, make

very excellent servants. They are satisfied with mode-

rate wages ; and, living, as they do, principally on rice

and vegetables, are maintained at little cost ; and, what

is better than all, they are honest, patient, and cleanly.

Those M'ho are employed as shopmen, keep their ac-

counts with a wonderful degree of exactness, making all

their calculations by means of an abacus. Nearly all

their valuable qualities are confirmed and illustrated by

the following instance.

Some years back, my informant had sent two

Chinese from Honolulu to Mowee, in charge of a cargo

to be sold by retail. On closing the transaction, at the
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end of several months, tliey handed to their employer

an accurate account of every cent that had passed

through their hands ; and, though the amount of sales

exceeded forty-five thousand dollars, yet the expenses

of both the men had averaged something less than half

a dollar a day between them. Their good conduct, of

course, did not go unrewarded. One of them remained

in the islands, with every prospect of doing well, while

the other was sent back, a rich man, to his own country,

where, doubtless, his wealth would operate as a premium

on emigration.

Another death, of a person of greater consequence

than the young spendthrift, occurred also during our

visit. A vessel, with her colours half-mast high, arrived

from Mowee ; and soon afterwards the great flag of the

fort was displayed in the same ominous manner, be-

tokening, for the information of the lieges, the death of

some member of the royal family ; and Rumour, with

her thousand tongues, forthwith ran about, whispering

that the heir apparent, just as his elder brother had

been before him, had been summarily put out of the

way of the more favourite line of the late Kinau,

dauo-hter of Kamehameha and wife of Kekuanaoa.

However this might be, the national ensign drooped

for three days, young Liho Liho again became heir-

presumptive to the throne, and Kekuanaoa himself

walked about as if nothing particular had happened.

The old governor, by the by, is always on the move,

and that, too, to some purpose, for he is really as intel-

ligent as he is active. From morning to night he pays

visits, or boards the ships, or attends his hall of justice,

always accompanied, as I have elsewhere hinted, by his
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body-guard of aniazons. In the proceedings of his court,

one peculiarity struck me as indicative of the consist-

ency with which the customs even of savages must have

been observed. In the presence of Excellency, all the

natives used to evince their respect, not by standing on

their feet but by squatting on their hams—a practice

which may be easily and satisfactorily explained. As

the chiefs were almost uniformly taller than the people,

it was the most natural thing in the world for servility,

on the one hand, or for pride, on the other, to establish

a sitting posture as the proper attitude of an inferior

;

and, in fact, so rigorous was the etiquette on the sub-

ject of corporeal eminence, that, while Kamehameha was

in the cabin of any ship, his very chiefs, even the second

ruler in his kingdom, did not dare to tread any part of

the deck that could possibly be over his royal head.

Speaking of Kinau, I had the honour of entering the

royal mausoleum on the occasion of my visiting the

high school, which is not inappropriately situated within

the same enclosure. The last home of the great of

these islands is a small edifice of stone, already contain-

ing five coffins, those of Liho Liho and Kamehamalu,

brought from England with their contents, and three

others, equally rich and elaborate, manufactured on the

spot. The coffin of Kinau, or Kaahumanu 11. , was

elevated on a frame and screened by silk curtains ; and

Kekuanaoa drew back the elegant hangings which veiled

the remains of his wife and one of his children, with all

the coolness of a professional showman. The bodies, be-

sides being enbalmed, are enclosed in lead, which again

is carefully soldered ; but, notwithstanding these pre-

cautions, the lid of Liho Liho's coffin has been warped
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by the gases escaping from within. The remains of the

founder of the family are not be seen in this building.

Though his body was not eaten raw, according to the

suo-orestion of one of his admirers, yet it \Yas boiled till

the flesh fell from the bones ; and then the bones were

distributed among the chiefs, with a due regard to the

mutual jealousies of the aristocracy, the skull going to

one, a rib to another, and perhaps the tip of a finger to

a third.

Of all the chiefs of the first rank, Kekuanaoa alone

has a tolerable number of children. Women so enor-

mous in size as most of the female grandees are cannot

possibly be prolific ; and even when they become mo-

thers, they take nearly as little care of their offspring,

without the excuse of poverty to palliate their want of

affection, as the humblest females on the islands. As

an instance of this, Kamehameha and Keopuolani, both

as healthy as horses, had thirteen children, of whom

only three, Liho Liho and the present king, with his

late wife, survived their father. The women of the

Sandwich Islands can bear children, if they will ; and

the children will live, if they can. During my visit,

there was living on Woahoo a woman of twelve years

of age, who had already presented to an English hus-

band three thriving pledges of connubial love.

Before concluding this record of our proceedings at

Honolulu, I cannot but acknowledge the kindness and

courtesy that we experienced from all the foreign resi-

dents of respectability, missionaries as well as mer-

chairts, during the whole of our sojourn. Our pleasure,

however, was sadly marred by an undisguised want of

cordiality among those who were so hospitable to our-

selves.
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The merchants and the missionaries are, generally

speaking, on barely decent terms with each other. The

missionaries live in a part of the town by themselves, a

Goshen in the midst of Egypt, seldom associating Mith

the laymen, and never visiting them ; while the mer-

chants have not jet forgotten certain clerical proceed-

ings directed against their amusements. In justice,

however, I ought to state, that the feud had begun be-

fore the parties ever met. In 1820, all the foreign

residents, with the single exception of John Young,

endeavoured to persuade the chiefs to prevent the mis-

sionaries from landing; and the missionaries, if the

truth were known, had doubtless been imbued with

much uncharitable prejudice against the mercantile

pioneers of civilization, by their exclusive views of reli-

gion. Unfortunately, the relation of pastor and flock

was perverted to the widening of the breach ; for some

of the more violent among the reverend brethren some-

times so far forgot themselves as to rail against indi-

vidual whites from the pulpit, in terms not to be mis-

understood. Partly in consequence of this indiscretion,

and partly from a. preference of English to Hawaiian,

nearly all the Protestant residents attend the Seaman's

Chapel, which is distinct from the other churches, and

has a minister of its own. During our stay, however,

the missionaries did officiate there, inasmuch as Mr.

Diell, the late chaplain, was dead, and Mr. Demon, his

successor, had not yet arrived.

Again, between the government and the merchants

there is generally some ground of difference or other,

over and above the general fact, that the authorities are

always more or less identified with the missionaries.
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The governmeut has not only to maintain its own cause

against every white who may imagine his interests to

be injured or his dignity to be insulted by any legislative,

or executive, or judicial measures; but it is worried to

interfere in every squabble that takes place between

sections or individuals of the mercantile communitv,

beiug sure to be abused at least by one party for

its interposition, or perhaps by both for its neu-

trality.

Then, again, among the merchants themselves, there

is no imao-inable limitation of the sources of discord.

The Americans and the British pit themselves against

each other as desperately, as if the dignity and pov^er

of their respective countries could be enhanced or

diminished by the rancour of a few traders in the middle

of the North Pacific, while the French and the Mexi-

cans, and all the second-rate factions, throw their weight

sometimes into the scale of one of the first-rates, and

sometimes into that of the other. For some years back,

moreover, religion has been nearly as formidable a

wedge in society as politics; but, in the controversy

between Catholicism and Calvinism, the French and

Mexicans are the principals on the side of the former,

while, through hatred of the latter, or, rather, of its

organs, individual Britons and Americans have espoused

the same cause in the character of auxiliaries.

In many cases, however, politics and religion are

merely a cloak thrown over more sordid and unworthy

motives. Rivalry in trade often lurks at the root of the

evil ; and, in a small community, this jealousy in busi-

ness, instead of being frowned down and borne away,

as is the case in larger societies, by public opinion, is
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caught up and imitated bj the interested individual's

partisans and retainers, thus ripening into the badge of

a clique or coterie. The social result of the whole is

this, that the one half of all the strangers in this strange

land are not on speaking terms with the other, while

every now and then there springs up some unforeseen

trouble, to make the friends of to-day the enemies of

to-morrow, or the enemies of to-day the friends of to-

morrow, either as principals or as auxiliaries.

In this universal war of partisanship, a house is not

unfrequently divided against itself, for the wives do not

always choose to veer about with the husbands in all

the little matters of familiar intercourse. Mr. A. and

Mr. B., from having been on doubtful terms, are now

great allies, though Mrs. A. and Mrs. B. still adhere to

the old system of non-intercourse. Mr. C. is the sworn

friend of Mr. D., but won't speak to Mrs. D., while

Mrs. A.'s mother visits Mrs. D., but won't notice

Mr. D. In this manner the whole place is cut up into

such minute subdivisions, that a visitor is perfectly at a

loss how to act, being almost afraid to mention where

he has been or whither he is goinof. How inferior, in

ihi» single respect, is Honolulu to California in general,

and to Santa Barbara in particular.

This belligerent spirit often leads to serious litigation,

forcing into court cases, which, in a different state of

feeling, would be settled amicably by the parties them-

selves. During my short stay, I was, I believe, useful

in adjusting some of these differences. In an action,

which involved claims to the amount of about fifteen

thousand dollars, I had the honour to be foreman of the

jury; and I subsequently had the high satisfaction of
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terminating, as arbitrator, a Jis;i»ute of nearly equal im-

portance, which, for a whole year, had been a grand

bone of contention between the claimants and their

respective parties.

Though all these divisions of the whites are indirectly

a safeguard to the government, yet, when they assume

the form of litigation, they seldom fail to place it in a

very unpleasant predicament, for, while one party may

be forcing a question on the consideration of the local

authorities, the other party perhaps denies their juris-

diction, and swaggers and threatens away about appeal-

ing to his own country for redress.

My prayer is, that the residents of all classes and

denominations may strive to heal all their petty divi-

sions, remembering that not only to their own real

interests, but also to that great cause of civilization and

Christianity which Providence has committed to their

charge, " Union is strength—discord, ruin."

To resume my journal. I returned to town imme-

diately after visiting the j^ali, intending to take my

departure for Mowee on the following day. The Cow-

litz, however, proved to be as hard to move as the Van-

couver. Many of the sailors, with the second mate to

countenance them, were so intoxicated as to be unfit to

proceed to sea ; four fellows were confined in the fort

for various offences, and one had absconded. Such

conduct is unfortunately too common on the part not

only of the men, but also of some of the officers, of

foreign ships in general. Being the grand source of

disturbance in the otherwise quiet town of Honolulu, it

sets a bad example to the natives, and lowers the whites

in their estimation, besides giving rise to such profligacy
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as tends powerfully to neutralize the labours of the

missionaries.

Meanwhile, I occupied my time by conferring with

Kekuanaoa and Dr. Judd on affairs of state, more par-

ticularly on the subject of taxation. The doctor, as I

have already mentioned, was to be appointed treasurer,

and would probably have to act as chancellor of the

exchequer. The crew of the Cowlitz having been at

length mustered and sobered, we left Honolulu, accom-

panied by Mr. Charlton and Mr. Pelly, on Thursday,

the 17th of March, under a salute from the fort, an

honour never before paid to any but vessels of war.

During our voyage, which occupied three days, the

weather was close, damp, and disagreeable, without any-

thing to vary the monotony, excepting the squeamish-

ness of some of our passengers. We did, however, see

a few whales, both sperm and right, besides many

young sharks ; but, young as the sharks were, none of

them were such greenhorns as to take the bait, though

they followed the ship for several hours at a time.

The channel between Molokoi, on the left, and Lanai,

on the right, through which we had to pass, is narrow,

being at some points only seven or eight miles in width,

with a current of three knots. It requires all the

attention of navigators ; but, on the present occasion,

our captain was much distracted and annoyed by some

amateurs of our party, who, cloaking a great deal of

nervousness under an appearance of public spirit, re-

mained on deck, in order to give him their valuable

advice.

On the evening of the 19th, we came in sight of the

roadstead of Lahaina ; but, as both wind and tide were
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against us, we could not fetch the anchorage that night.

Next morning, however, we were all snug by six o'clock,

and found ourselves in company with nine American

whalers, and our old friend Captain Cooper, who had

just arrived from Acapulco in his cranky schooner, but

brought no news.

As soon as convenient after breakfast, we went ashore.

The first house that we entered was that of Rekeke,

commandant of the king's body-guard, who had, in

imitation probably of the majors and colonels and gene-

rals of the United States, opened his mansion as a

tavern, for the accommodation of the public ; but here

we could not stop, for, besides hosts of flies and vermin,

we found several whaling skippers and mates carousing

in a style which did not exactly suit our fancy.

On proceeding from Rekeke's to the " Bethel," I was

glad to see that most of the whaling folks had preferred

the church to the hotel, for there were present in the

chapel twelve or fourteen officers and about twenty

sailors. The preacher was gesticulating with con-

siderable vehemence, while beneath him sat the Rev.

Mr. Richards, who, with that ardent zeal and primi-

tive simplicity which characterize him, did not disdain

to act as clerk to his former colleague, to be " a door-

keeper," as it were, in the House of God. If the rever-

end orator had got hold of Rekeke's guests at their

orgies, instead of the decent men that had come volun-

tarily to a place of worship, he could not have pelted

away more unmercifully at his hearers, setting them

down as the greatest sinners under the sun ; and then,

with a hit at smooth-tongued preachers, triumphantly

adding, that his system was to tell the truth, the whole

VOL. IL M
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truth, and nothing hut the truth. He was doubtless

zealous, and meant well ; but his exhibition seemed to

me to be peculiarly worthy of record, as furnishing a

clue to much of the dislike entertained by the traders

towards the missionaries.

At the conclusion of the service, I was introduced to

the Rev. Mr. Richards, and found him to be as shrewd

and intelligent as he was pious and humble.

From the chapel we went to the palace, which,

like some other residences of royalty, is badly situated,

occupying a low spot among stagnant patches of the

kalo. The sentries on duty, who were neatly dressed

in white uniforms, saluted us as we passed ; in point of

stature and carriage, they would have borne a com-

parison any day with our finest grenadiers.

At the entrance, we were met by the king, accompa-

nied by Haalilio, his secretary, and Keoni Ana, cham-

berlain of the establishment and governor of the island,

all three wearing the Windsor uniform, and appearing

to be much about the same age, probably under thirty
;

Kaui Keaouli is very dark ; he is, however, good-hu-

moured and well formed, and speaks very tolerable

English. Haalilio, who is since dead, had a counte-

nance of considerable intelligence, and, to my personal

knowledge, did not belie his looks in that respect.

Keoni Ana, according to the principles of enunciation

as developed under a former head, is the Hawaiian dis-

guise for John Young, the present bearer of the appel-

lation being son and namesake of the common sailor,

whom Kamehameha elevated, as a monument of the

immeasurable superiority of the rudest civilization over

every form of savage life, to be governor of his native
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island, and viceroy of all his chiefs. If inferior to his

father in mental qualities, Keoni Ana possesses a good

face and handsome figure. The three companions wel-

comed us with a cordial shake of the hand, and ex-

pressed their gratification at seeing us ; they w6re fluent

in their elocution, and easy and graceful in their

manners.

His majesty offered us everything which he deemed

conducive to our comfort, horses, servants, boats, &c.

;

and, after joining in a glass of wine, we were conducted

by him to visit a kind of rival of the grand mausoleum

in Honolulu, the tomb of his mother, who was one of

the very earliest converts to Christianity, his first wife,

who was also his sister, and his three children, all de-

posited in handsomely-mounted coffins of native manu-

facture. The conversation turned on fifty different

topics, in which the king was likely to take an interest,

such as railroads, swimming, dancing, riding, &c., and

the whole of us speedily became excellent friends. At

parting, his majesty engaged to bring his two comrades

and other principal authorities to dine on Tuesday on

board of the Cowlitz.

We now adjourned to a half-finished and ill-furnished

stone house in the fort, to pay our respects to the pre-

mier, who, in power and rank, is next to the king.

Kekauluohi, more popularly known as the " Big-mouthed

Queen," for she is one of Liho Liho's dowagers, pos-

sesses at least two of the ingredients of " fat, fair, and

forty ;" and, as she was too unwieldy to move from her

couch without a good deal of trouble, she received us

gracefully in a recumbent posture, and made herself very

agreeable. Her female attendants, who were all of the

ivi 2
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class of chiefs, surpassed other maids of honour as much

in affabihty as in bulk ; for, as we all sat promiscuously

on the thick matting which covered the greater part of

the room, each lady, with perfect nonchalance, pro-

ceeded to shampoo the gentleman who sat next her.

As a mere matter of form, for it could not be anything

else, I asked the huge premier to dine on board of our

vessel with his majesty.

After eating, or trying to eat, a wretched dinner at

Rekeke's hotel, we strolled about the town, which, un-

like Honolulu, presented scene after scene of drunken-

ness and debauchery, with several ladies among the

actors.

At night, we had excellent quarters prepared for us

;

and three of the premier's maids of honour, of whom

the smallest must have weighed upwards of twenty

stone, came in the evening, with a plebeian retinue of

their own sex, to perform the ceremony of making our

beds. Our residence, the property of Kekauluohi, was

a house of two stories, built of stone, and well furnished,

with a gallery or verandah in front. The upper floor

was divided by means of partitions, screens, and cur-

tains, into three apartments, a dining-hall and two bed-

rooms, the latter being provided with piles of mats and

other conveniences for repose, covered with musquito

nets. After the labours of the three ladies of quality,

we might be supposed to have passed a pleasant night.

But the sheets of kajm, though cool and agreeable,

crackled and rustled at our every movement; and this

fretting noise, combined with the unremitting attentions

of myriads of vermin, disturbed, in no small degree, the

night's repose. A refreshing bath in the morning, how-
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ever, served to remove the effects of a restless night

;

while, on my return from the beach, I was glad to find that

we were no longer to depend on Rekeke's tender mercies.

An excellent breakfast had been prepared for us by

order of our royal hostess, who, for our future comfort,

had farther sent us a cook, and half-a-dozen other

attendants, with all requisite supplies.

This morning I received an early visit from the

Rev. Mr. Richards, accompanied by the Rev. Mr.

Baldwin, whose performances we had heard at

" Bethel." The former, by referring to a letter which

he had received from Dr. Judd, at once placed us on a

confidential footing. He complained loudly of the

overbearing conduct of the British and French consuls,

adding, that letters on the subject had been written to

Queen Victoria, but had not been answered ; and, at

his request, I undertook to become the bearer of farther

despatches.

In the course of the forenoon, I repeated my visits

to the premier and the king, by both of whom I was

most graciously received. With his majesty Kame-

hameha III., I found several of his officers of state

assembled, Haalilio and Keoni Ana, already described
;

Kewini, governor of the fort ; and Rekeke, commander

of the forces. On this occasion, I had the honour of

being introduced to the young and pretty queen, who,

from the effects of her late confinement, and still more,

perhaps, through grief for her premature bereavement,

was still lying on her couch of matting. Kaluma, as I

have elsewhere mentioned, is daughter of Captain Jack,

who, in his capacity of admiral of the fleet, accom-

panied the late king and queen to England. Like
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Keoni Ana, Kaluma is the Hawaiian disguise for part

of our vernacular, being formed of ka^ the, evidently,

by the by, one and the same word, and luma, rum ; and

this somewhat undignified name for a queen may, per-

haps, be regarded, on the principle of association of

ideas, as a proof of her having been the old tar's favou-

rite child. The royal couple appeared to be devotedly

fond of each other ; and, though her majesty has no

ostensible share in the government, she must exercise,

I apprehend, a good deal of irresponsible influence.

I was invited by the king to attend a social enter-

tainment in the evening ; but, learning that his majesty

had, during the day, been enjoying himself with some

of Rekeke's whaling friends, I excused myself, when the

hour came, on the score of indisposition.

At night, I again visited the premier by special ap-

pointment, accompanied by Mr. Richards. We en-

tered the fort after dark by the postern gate, where the

sentries, evidently expecting us, permitted us to pass

without challenge ; and we were then conducted into

the house by a fellow resembling, in office and de-

meanour, the mutes of an oriental harem. We found

Kekauluohi in a large antechamber, at the door of

which were stationed two sentries, while, in an adjoining

room, were several large women, most probably our

ladies of the bedchamber being of the number. The

enormous queen, to whom poor Kanaina, her husband,

is a mere spare rib, received us, as before, in a recum-

bent posture, and forthwith began to discuss, without

reserve and with considerable acuteness, the afiairs of

the government. At the close of our interview, which

lasted from eight o'clock till midnight, we parted, the
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best friends imaginable ; and the premier, having first

got me to plead guilty of matrimony, made many in-

quiries about my wife and young folks, promising that,

if I would bring them to the Sandwich Islands, she

would have a house erected for us better than either

she or the king possessed.

Huge as the premier is, she is decidedly surpassed in

weight by one of the ornaments of her court, the wife

of our old friend Kealiiahonui ; and, whatever Shake-

speare or anybody else may say to the contrary, true

nobility in this archipelago is rather of the body than

of the mind. Kealiiahonui himself weighs about twenty-

five stone, while his stupendous consort scores off nine

pounds and a half more in her pan. To make the ac-

quaintance of so great a personage, who is familiarly

known as the "Jack of Clubs," was, of course, a thing

much to be coveted ; but, on calling at her residence,

what was my distress to find that she and some other

aristocratic dames had started off in two double canoes,

with twenty or thirty followers, for the island of

Molokoi, there to enjoy a little pleasant relaxation from

the dry toils of public life. To compensate me for ray

disappointment, I was introduced to twelve or fourteen

interesting girls, maids of honour, or perhaps of all

work, who had been left at home as too young to par-

ticipate in the present convivialities.

On the afternoon of Monday, we went to see a native

dance, which was to be got up with more than ordinary

care and ceromony. The ball-room was in a long-

building, the walls of which were formed of thick mats
;

and the centre of the apartment was appropriated to

the performers, while all round were placed seats for
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tlie accouiiiiodation of spectators, a very conspicuous

place being reserved for my party. The musicians, al-

most all old men, were seated on their heels to the

number of eighteen, beating time to their song on large

double calabashes, which were attached to their left

wrists ; the music was wild, but by no means destitute

of melody, while the words, as we were informed, re-

ferred to the conquests of Kameharaeha, to the nuptials

of the present king and queen, and to the birth and

death of the boy of whom they had just been so sud-

denly deprived. The performers, having each to attend

both to the vocal and the instrumental departments, were

soon perspiring at every pore ; still, they did their

double work admirably, and kept excellent time.

Then followed a dance of a truly indigenous de-

scription between three lads and as many girls ; and

next came a pas seul, executed by a youth, whose ele-

gance, activity, and pantomime, surpassed anything of

the kind that I ever witnessed at our own theatres.

This fellow's dress was light and tasteful, consisting of

a tiara of feathers and flowers, of necklace, bracelets,

and anklets of shells, of the perpetual malo, and of leg-

gings, adorned with various devices in shark's teeth,

which made a rattling sound in unison with his motions.

In spite of all the good premier's endeavours to make

our quarters comfortable, I passed another restless night

in lier house, having been well nigh eaten up alive by

fleas and other vermin ; and I anxiously watched the ap-

pioach of daylight, that I might be able to bathe my
countless M^ounds in the sea. A stranger can scarcely

form an idea of the luxurv of a bath in these warm reoions.

where both air and water are of nearly equal tempe-
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rature ; and yet, curiously enough, foreigners, who have

resided any time, seldom or never bathe, appearing to

entertain even an aversion to the sea through a dread

of catching cold, and so on; and thus neglecting,

through groundless fears, a practice which is the best

antidote to the enervating influences of a tropical cli-

mate. As to the natives, they may almost be said to

be born swimmers ; for they actually take the water

before they leave the breast. At Lahaina, in particular,

I was highly amused with the early development of this

innate talent. Through the town, there runs, or rather

creeps, a sluggish streamlet, into which urchins, that

were hardly able to stand, used to crawl on all fours

;

but, no sooner did they gain the congenial element, than

they struck out like young fish, diving, and ducking,

and performing a variety of feats with confidence and

ease.

After breakfast, I took a ride round Lahaina, where

there is a population of about 5,000 souli=!, a little more

perhaps than half the population of Honolulu. Though

the place has nothing of a harbour, excepting an open

roadstead lying on the outside of the reef, yet it is a

good deal frequented by those who desire refreshment

alone, in consequence of provisions being cheaper here

than in the commercial metropolis. The situation of the

town is by no means agreeable, being low and flat, while

the neighbourhood is beset by marshes and stagnant

pools, which send forth a very offensive perfume. Still

the locality is considered healthy. I was glad, however,

to learn from the king that he intended to drain the

marshes and pools, and to remove his own residence from

its present dull, low, damp situation, to a more airy and
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conspicuous position, overlooking the roadstead. The

liouses at Lahaina are neither so well built nor so com-

fortably furnished as those of Honolulu ; and both men

and women seem to have been more contaminated here

by their intercourse with whites, many of both sexes

speaking our vulgar tongue, in its grossest and most

offensive terms, with great, fluency. The people of

Lahaina are, moreover, evidently addicted to liquor,

whereas, at Honolulu, I did not, during the whole of

my stay, observe a single instance of intoxication among

the natives.

In the course of my ride, I visited the high school, a

substantial building, well situated on the face of a hill

above the town. At this establishment, which I have

already mentioned as being entirely under the manage-

ment of the missionaries, there are about a hundred

youths, varying in age from eight to twenty years ; and

a large printing-office, attached to the seminary, is con-

stantly employed in publishing periodicals and books,

partly written by natives, besides engravings and litho-

graphs made by the pupils. The boys are comfortably

lodged, two in a room, are well fed on their favourite

poi, with a small seasoning of fish and meat, and are

clothed,—quite sufficiently in so warm a climate,—in a

shirt and the mala. The youngsters contribute in a

small degree to their own maintenance, by devoting

about two hours a day to agricultural and other labour

;

but their condition, contentment, and conduct evidently

show that, so far from being overworked, they are kindly

and liberally treated.

Hitherto, as I liave elsewhere mentioned, no other

language than their own is spoken or studied ; English,
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however, is intended in due time to be introduced, now

that the intercourse with Great Britain and the United

States has become so extensive. Such of the young-

men as may evince a religious turn of mind are to be

sent forth as missionaries ; if moral, but not religious,

they are to be employed as schoolmasters ; and if neither

religious nor moral, they are taught trades, and allowed

to go free whenever they are so inclined. The teachers

appeared to be steady, intelligent, and respectable per-

sons, and to be well qualified for their arduous and im-

portant tasks.

The hour for the entertainment of royalty now ap-

proached, but his majesty proved to be indisposed. The

big-mouthed queen of course did not come, any more

than the mountain came to Mahomet ; but still our table

mustered Haalilio, Keoni Ana, Kewini, Mr. Richards,

Mr. Charlton, Mr. Pelly, and my own immediate party.

After dinner, which was a highly creditable affair, we

all returned on shore; and at nightfall Mr. Richards

and myself again repaired, by special appointment, to

the premier, to have another conference of three or four

hours on politics ; while Mr. Charlton, partly from cu-

riosity, and partly from a suspicion of treason, was ren-

dered quite restless and unhappy by being excluded from

our confidence.

Next morning, I called on Mr. Richards, to peruse some

papers preparing for England, which were to be put under

my charge. At noon, the papers in question were sub-

mitted to the king and premier, who then decided that,

agreeably to a suggestion of mine, Mr. Richards should

proceed to England as envoy, being for this purpose

associated with the governor and deputy-governor of
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the Hudson's Bay Company and myself; and that we

sliould have authority to make arrangements on behalf

of the Hawaiian government, not merely with England,

but also with France and the United States. Haalilio,

according to a subsequent arrangement, accompanied

My. Richards. This native chief attracted much atten-

tion in London, on account of his gentlemanly bearing

and amiable disposition. But, in his case, as in that of

Liho Liho and Kamehamalu, an ungenial climate soon

did its work. Though he made his escape from England

without having sensibly impaired his constitution, yet

in the winter of 1843-4 this enlightened son of a bar-

barous race died on his homeward voyage, a fevv days

after leaving New York, the commercial metropolis of

the country which had been mainly instrumental in ren-

dering him what he was. He had caught cold, as there

was reason to believe, while visiting me at Lachine in

the previous autumn ; and within a few days before his

embarkation, I felt grieved at seeing him with his doom

written on his manly countenance.

I spent the greater part of the afternoon in company

with the king. His majesty and suite dined with us on

board of the Cowlitz, where we had a very convivial

party of about twelve. In the evening, I visited Kaluma,

for whom I felt a lively concern ; she is said to possess

strong affections and many amiable qualities, while the

susj)icion with respect to her infants, more particularly

as it is cherished by herself as well as by the world,

could not fail to render her an object of interest and

commiseration. She was attended by several female

chiefs of high blood, among whom was the wife of the

gigantic Paki. Of these women there are but few who
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speak English ; nor, indeed, are tongues essential to

render those agreeable, who are such perfect mistresses

of the language of the eyes. Even among themselves, I

have vratched the native belles, I might almost say by

the hour, while they were carrying on an animated con-

versation in dumb show ; and, whether it was that the

teachers were apt, or the task easy, or the pupil docile,

I found that even a perfect stranger might be made to

understand and practise the art after a single lesson.

From all that I have observed, I cannot help thinking

that a good deal of profound policy is displayed by the

executive in the management of the chiefs. Kame-

hameha, as is well known, kept his grandees as much as

possible under his own inspection, more particularly if

they were supposed to be disaffected ; and Kekauluohi

and Kekuanaoa, the parties most deeply interested in

the succession of Kinau's line, have contrived to improve

on. the great conqueror's plan by means of a division of

labour, the latter holding fast the husbauds, and the

former monopolizing the wives.

After dark, the king, the premier, Mr. Richards,

and myself, met at the premier's, and on this occasion

the papers already mentioned were delivered to me.

About eleven o'clock the king accompanied me to my
quarters, where we spent the evening in great sociability

and cordiality ; and, after we had got among the small

hours, I returned with his majesty to the palace, where

we found Haalilio engaged in study, with a large volume

before him.

The forenoon of Thursday, the 24th of March, I

employed in paying farewell visits. The premier was

waiting my arrival, showily dressed for the occasion,
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and surrounded by all the peeresses of her court. She

thanked me kindly for the interest that I had taken in

the affairs of her country, expressed an earnest wish to

see me back among- them, and desired her warmest

regards to my wife, presenting to her, through me, a

very handsome feather mantle, such as is worn only by

royalty itself. Queen Kaluma, whom I next visited,

likewise charged me with presents and good wishes for

all the members of my family, obviously remembering

her own bereavements when she spoke of my children.

At noon, the king, the secretary, Keoni Ana, Mr,

Richards, and others, accompanied me to the ship ; and,

on our almost immediately getting under way, I shook

hands with my very kind friends of the Sandwich

Islands, exchanged salutes with the fort, and returned

the three hearty cheers which the king and his party

gave us from the boats.

The change of temperature, as we proceeded to the

northward, was very rapid, being observable at least to

our sensations, not only from day to day, but almost

from hour to hour. First of all, flies, musquitoes, and

insects, began to disappear ; then we found great coats,

w^iile we were on deck, any thing but a burden ; and,

lastly, we reinforced our beds with a large increase of

blankets. On the fourth day after leaving Mowee, our

recollections of the temperate zone were still more

vividly refreshed by a storm of snow and sleet. This

sudden transition from a sunny sky and a balmy atmo-

sphere to cold, damp, and searching winds, seriously

affected the health of all on board, especially of the

poor Sandwich islanders. Nor did the lower animals

suffer less than the human beings. The cattle fell off
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from day to day, till they were mere skin and bone

;

and the goats remained close by the galley fire from

morning to night, turning themselves round and round,

as if roasting, in order to do equal justice to all parts

of their bodies.

On the morning of the twenty-second day from La-

haina, we were roused from our lethargy by the cheerful

cry of " Land !" and again came in sight of the rugged

coast at the entrance of Norfolk Sound, with Mount

Edgecumbe on the north, and Point Woodhouse on the

south of the opening. Mount Edgecumbe, so named

by Captain Cook, is an excellent landmark for making

the harbour of Sitka, rising from the water in the form

of an almost perfect cone, and wearing a *' diadem of

snow" nearly all the year round. Though at present it

exhibits no traces of internal fires, yet it has been an

active A'Olcano during the residence of some of the pre-

sent inhabitants of New Archangel ; and many indi-

cations in the neighbouring country, such as earth-

quakes, hot springs, and occasional eruptions of smoke

and ashes, tend to prove that the subterranean energy

is not yet wholly extinct.

A heavy squall of snow, which came on while we

were entering the sound, rendered it impossible to see

a quarter of a mile from the vessel, so that we were

obliged to haul our wind and stand off for the night.

Next morning, Saturday, the 16th of April, we entered

the sound, firing two guns, at the early hour of five, as

a signal for a pilot. We soon received an answer in the

shape of an old fellow, who, after doing honour to the

indispensable dram, took charge of the Cowlitz. The

channel appeared to be very intricate, winding among
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low islands covered witli pines, which at present were

almost buried in snow; and it was not till we were

close upon it, that the establishment of New Archangel

suddenly burst on our view, with some ten or twelve

vessels lying at anchor under its batteries.

Before plunging into that colossal empire, whose

length is to occupy an almost uninterrupted flight, for

journey I cannot call it, of about five months, let me

indulge in a brief retrospect of such portion of my
wanderings as I have happily accomplished. I have

threaded my way round nearly half the globe, tra-

versing about two hundred and twenty degrees of lon-

gitude, and upwards of a hundred of latitude ; and in

this circuitous course I have spent more than a year,

fully three-fourths on the land, and barely one-fourth

on the ocean.

Notwithstanding all this, I have uniformly felt more

at home, with the exception of my first sojourn at Sitka,

than I should have felt in Calais. To say nothing of

having always found kindred society, I have every where

seen our race, under a great variety of circumstances,

either actually or virtually invested with the attributes

of sovereignty. I have seen the English citizens of a

young republic, which has already doubled its original

territory, without any visible or conceivable obstacle in

the way of its indefinite extension ; I have seen the

English colonists of a conquered province, while the

descendants of the first possessors, hoM-ever inferior in

wealth and influence, have every reason to rejoice in

the defeat of their fathers; I have seen the English

posts, that stud the wilderness from the Canadian lakes

to the Pacific Ocean ; I have seen English adventurers.
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with that innate power which makes every individual,

whether Briton or American, a real representative of

his comitry, monopolizing the trade, and influencing the

destinies of Spanish California ; and, lastly, I have seen

the English merchants and English missionaries of a

barbarian archipelago, which promises, under their care

and guidance, to become the centre of the traffic of the

east and the west, of the new world and the old. In

seeing all this, I have seen less than the half of the

grandeur of the English race.

How insignificant in comparison are all the other

nations of the earth, one nation alone excepted ! With

the paltry reservation of the Swedish Peninsula, Russia

and Great Britain literally gird the globe where either

continent has the greatest breadth,—a fact which, when

taken in connexion with their early annals, can scarcely

fail to be regarded as the work of a special Providence.

Hardly was the Western Empire trodden under foot by

the tribes that were commissioned for the task, from

the Rhine to the Amoor, when He, who systematically

vindicates His own glory by the employment of the fee-

blest instruments, found in the unknown wilds of Scan-

dinavia the germ of a northern hive, of wider range and

loftier aim. At once, as if by a miracle, a scanty and

obscure people burst on the west and the east, as the

dominant race of the times ; one swarm of Normans was

finding its way through France to England ; while ano-

ther was establishing its supremacy over the Sclavonians

of the Borysthenes, the two being to meet in opposite

directions at the end of a thousand years.

It is in this view of the matter that I have in these

pages preferred the epithet English^ as comprising both

VOL. II. N
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British and American^ to the more sonorous form of

A^iglo-Sa^on. The latter not only excludes the true

objects of Divine preference, but also, in excluding the

Normans, it loses sight of the co-operation of Russia as

the appointed auxiliary of England in promoting, per-

haps by different means, the grand cause of commerce

and civilization, of truth and peace. Reflecting on the

common origin and common destiny of Russians and

Englishmen, I ought to feel that I am still to be among

friends and kinsmen. Even the very difference of lan-

guage, while practically it makes me a stranger, serves

to confirm my deductions.

In addition to the permanent conquests already men-

tioned, the Normans, as a mere episode in their history,

rivalled Grecian and Italian fame on the soil of Italy

and Greece ; and yet, though uniformly victorious in

all the climes of Europe, they were never numerous

enough to engraft their own speech on that of those

whom they subdued. This unparalleled and incredible

success cannot be otherwise explained than by believing

that the Normans were everywhere strengthened by the

Almighty to accomplish the universal purposes of His

omniscience.
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CHAPTER XIV.

SITKA.

Landing—Difference of day of week—Bishop of Sitka—Departure

for Taco and Stikine—Tragical end of Mr. John IM'^Loughlin—Critical

position of establishment and consequent proceedings—Abundance of

pine and cypress—^Voyage back to Sitka—Arrival on Easter Sunday

—

Peculiar customs of this festival—Divine service—Officers of Russian

American Company—Mechanics and labourers—Married women—Hos-

pital—Eishop's farewell sermon—Strictness of clei'gy in general and also

of laity—Ecclesiastical zeal of Russian Government, united with spirit of

toleration—Medicinal springs, favourable influence on vegetation as well

as health—Perseverance of natives in bathing
—

"Water impregnated with

sulphur—Capital mistake of a recent visitor— Redoubt— Miserable

weather at Sitka—List of shipping— Sailing of Constantine with M.
Rotscheff and family—Sailing of Ochotsk—Tchuktchi of Siberia—Fair

of Ostrovnoye—Tchuktchi chief's notion of perfect happiness—Behring's

Straits—Climate, British Isles and Kamschatka—Indian fight—Imme-
diate stop to the issue of liquor among Indians—The evil in question the

inevitable result of competition—Political relation between Indians and

Russians—Yassack, its origin and progress—Kaluscian funeral—Wedding
at Sitka—Bridesmen and bridesmaids—Embarkation on board the Alex-

ander and departure from New Archangel.

After receiving a hearty welcome from Governor Etho-

line, we proceeded to the house assigned for our use,

which was so near the sea, that it might literally have

been described, at high tide, as " surf-beaten." As we
passed through the village, we appeared to be objects of

much curiosity to the inhabitants, especially to the fair

sex ; and out of every door and window there peeped

forth faces of all possible degrees of unwashed dinginess,

to take a survey of the strangers.

N 2
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The day of our arrival, which was Saturday with us,

was, of course, Sunday at Sitka. Consequently, no pro-

gress was made in the discharging of our vessel ; and

next morning both the officers and men, whether through

scruples of conscience, or a spirit of patriotism, or the

love of a holiday, strongly remonstrated against turning

an English sabbath into a Russian Monday. This,

however, was too much ; so that, after assuring them,

on the faith of the proverb, that at Rome they ought to

do as the Romans did, I sent them to work, though very

much against their own inclination.

On the Friday after our landing, the Bishop of Sitka

returned from. Kodiak, distant about six hundred miles,

after a run of five days. His outward voyage, however,

had occupied precisely four weeks, this unusual deten-

tion having led to a good deal of privation, more parti-

cularly as the vessel was crowded with passengers ; the

daily allowance of water had been gradually reduced to

one pint for each person ; and, on anchoring at Kodiak, the

whole of the remaining stock consisted of a single bottle.

This prelate's diocese is perhaps the most extensive in ex-

istence, comprising, as it does, not only the whole of Rus-

sian America, but also the Sea of Ochotsk, Kamschatka,

and the Aleutian archipelagoes. He looks as if intended

by Nature for the bishopric of two worlds, being a man

of herculean frame ; and the specimen of his travels, which

I have just mentioned, shows that he is likely to need

all his constitution for an episcopal visitation.

Finding that the vessel, in which I was to proceed to

Ochotsk, would not sail till two or three weeks later

than I had been led to expect, I was anxious to employ

the intermediate month as usefully as possible ; and as
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Governor Etlioline kindly afforded me the use of the

Russian steamer to tow the Cowlitz, on her way to the

Columbia, through the more intricate and dangerous

portion of the inland "navigation, I determined to embrace

the opportunity, which this arrangement gave me, of

visitinof our establishments of Tako and Stikine.

Leaving New Archangel on the day after that of the

bishop's arrival, we passed through Peril Straits into

Chatham Sound, and, without having halted in the

night, anchored at Tako next evening about seven.

After shipping furs and getting a supply of fuel, we

again started at noon of the following day. By day-

break on Monday the 25th of April, we were in Wrangell's

Straits ; and towards evening, as we approached Stikine,

my apprehensions were awakened by observing the two

national flags, the Russian and the English, hoisted

half-mast high, while, on landing about seven, my worst

fears were realized by hearing oF the tragical end of

Mr. John M^'Loughliu, Jun., the gentleman recently in

charge.

On the night of the 20th, a dispute had arisen in the

fort, while some of the men, as I was grieved to hear,

were in a state of intoxication ; and several shots were

fired, by one of which Mr. M'Loughlin fell. My arrival

with two vessels at this critical juncture was most op-

portune, for otherwise the fort might probably have

fallen a sacrifice to the savages, who were assembled

round it to the number of about two thousand, justly

thinking that the place could make but a feeble resist-

ance, deprived, as it was, of its head and garrisoned by

men in a state of complete insubordination ; and, if the

fort had fallen, not only would the whites, twenty-two
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in number, have been destroyed, but the stock of am-

munition and stores would have made the captors dan-

gerous to the other establishments on the coast. In

fact, it was to the treacherous ferocity of the neigh-

bouring tribes, that the recent catastrophe was indirectly

to be imputed, inasmuch as the disposition in question

rendered necessary such a strictness of discipline as

would, in a great measure, account for Mr. M'^Loughlin's

premature death.

From the depositions of the men, I ascertained be-

yond a doubt that a Canadian of the name of Urbain

Heroux had discharo^ed the fatal shot. How to brino-

the fellow to justice was the question. In my opinion,

the jurisdiction of Canada, as established by 43 Geo. 3,

ch. 138, and 1 and 2 Geo. 4, ch. 66, did not extend to

Russian America ; and, on the other hand, I knew that

the Russians had no court of criminal jurisdiction in

America ; while, at the same time, I was by no means

certain that, even if they had such a tribunal, they

would take any cognisance of a crime that did not con-

cern them. Under these circumstances, I determined

to take Heroux with me to Sitka, a step which, besides

being, at all events, a lesser evil than letting him go

free, appeared to offer the only chance of making the

man atone in some degree for his offence.

Having so far settled this matter, I demanded from

four of the neighbouring chiefs, with whom I had an

interview, some explanation with respect to their de-

signs on the establishment : and they, while repudiating

any imputation of the kind for themselves, admitted

that an attack on the fort had been recommended by

some rash youths, but had been opposed by the wiser
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and older beads. I congratulated them on not having

committed any overt act of hostility, assuring them

that, in that case, they would have been most severely

punished both by the Russians and by ourselves. The

chiefs replied that, in future, they would so conduct

themselves, as to merit our entire approbation, and

would be security against any attacks on the part of

any of the rieighbouring tribes. I farther took this

opportunity of preparing the natives for a measure

which the Hudson's Bay Company was most anxious to

introduce in this quarter, and which it had already intro-

duced elsewhere with the happiest results, namely, the

discontinuance of the use of spirituous liquor in the trade.

I placed the establishment under the charge of Mr.

Dodd, chief mate of the Cowlitz, a young man in whom

I had much confidence, giving him, as assistant, one

Blenkinsop, who, though merely a common sailor, was

of regular habits, and possessed a good education.

On the north-west coat, dense forests of pine reach

the water's edge, both on the continent and on the

islands, Avhence might be drawn masts and spars of

the finest timber and largest dimensions; and such

wood is peculiarly abundant about Stikine, where there

is also a species of cypress, which, from its durability

and lightness, is almost unequalled for boat-building.

Little or no attention has hitherto been bestowed on

the subject of turning this natural Avealth to useful

account ; but I now gave orders that a number of logs

and spars, both of cypress and pine, should be prepared

for shipment, so as to be always in readiness to be con-

veyed by any of our vessels, as opportunities might

occur, to our depot at Vancouver.
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Every arrangement having been completed, we weighed

anchor at dawn, on Thursday, the 28th ; and, after both

vessels had exchanged salutes with the fort, the steamer

towed the Cowlitz out from the anchorage ; and, on

casting her off, we returned straightway to Sitka, with-

out touching again at Tako. We anchored the first

night at Point Fanshaw, in Prince Frederick's Sound,

and the second in Peril Straits, deriving their name

from their dangerous shoals and also from the circum-

stance that a great many Aleutian hunters and their

families were here poisoned by eating muscles.

During our voyage, a good deal of snow fell, and the

weather was altogether very disagreeable, with a heavy

sea. But, notwithstanding this, the steamer, when she

had the wind in her favour, performed six or seven

knots an hour— very fair work, considering that, like

the river-boats of the United States, she had her cabin

and a great part of her machinery on deck. She was

commanded by a very active and intelligent man. Cap-

tain Lindenburg, with an American engineer of the

name of Moore, an excellent pilot, who acted also as

first mate, a purser, or supercargo, and a crew, including

the assistant engineer and the stokers, of twenty-two,

making, in all, the number of twenty-six men.

Having now taken farewell of the new style for some

months, I shall hereafter adopt the Russian calendar,

while the English reader can, of course, rectify any date

merely by adding twelve days. We reached Sitka about

nine in the morning, on Sunday, the 18th of April,

being, according to the reckoning of the Cowlitz, Satur-

day, the 30th. All the people were decked out in their

best clothes ; and many of them, even at that early
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hour, were quite tipsy. In short, it was Easter Sun-

day, a festival celebrated with extraordinary solemnity

in the Greek church, wherever its celebration is not

absolutely impossible. A striking- instance of this, and

of a somewhat affecting character, occurs in the account

of my friend Baron Wrangell's northern voyages. I

quote the very words of the translation, premising that

the worshippers were out of sight of land, beset by

fissures in the ice, impassable hummocks, and open

water, with the additional discomforts of wearied dogs

and broken sledges.

" The 10th was Easter-day, kept as a festival through-

out the whole Christian world, but especially so in

Russia. We joined in the prayers of our far distant

friends by the prescribed service, which was read by

M. Bereshnoi, and the hymns were sung by our Cos-

sacks and sledge-drivers. A block of ice was carved

to represent an altar, and the only wax-light we pos-

sessed was burnt in front of it. The day was one of

rest and refreshment to all : our festive fare was fruijal

enough ; we had reserved for it a few rein-deer's

tongues and a little brandy ; a much greater treat was

a small fire, kept up during great part of the day."

From midnight till four in the morning, a grand ser-

vice had been performed by the bishop and his priests,

at the conclusion of which the revels had begun in good

earnest. On reaclring Governor Etholine's residence, I

was ushered into the banqueting-room, where_^ a large

party was just rising from the remains of a substantial

breakfast. There were present the bishop and priests,

the Lutheran clergyman, the naval officers, the secre-

taries, accountants, store-keepers, clerks, masters and
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mates of vessels, to the number of about seventy, while

on the outside of the circle there were ranged about

fifty boys belonging to the naval school. Every person

was arrayed either in uniform, or at least in his Sun-

day's best ; and, altogether, such a display was hardly

to have been expected on the north-west coast of Ame-

rica. The only drawback to the hilarity which a hearty

meal was sure to inspire after a fast of six weeks, was

the absence of Madame Etholine, who had been confined

to her bed for several days. At the usual hour of one

o'clock, about fifty of the guests again assembled to

dinner, which went off with great eclat ; and the rest

of the day was passed with the assistance of coffee,

smoking, chatting, and billiards, while the good folks of

the village, in the very best of humours, made quite a

business of dancing, singing, and carousing.

From morning to night, we had to run a gauntlet of

kisses. When two persons met, one said, " Christ has

risen," while the other replied, " Yes, surely he has

risen ;" and then came the salutations, some of them

certainly pleasant enough, but many of them, even

when the performers were of the fair sex, perhaps too

highly flavoured for perfect comfort. In plain truth,

most of the dames of the village had been more liberal

of some other liquids than of clean water.

Another custom of the Greek Church at this season

reminded me of a similar practice in some parts of

Scotland. People carry about with them a number of

eggs boiled into stones, either dyed, or gilded, or

painted, for the purpose of presenting them to their

friends, and the party who receives one of them as a

gift either makes an inimediale return in kind, or
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gives the donor a trifling acknowledgment on some

other occasion. I had the honour of bagging, in spite

of my heterodoxy, many of these little memorials of a

Russian Easter.

During the whole week, a third custom prevailed, in

the shape of the incessant ringing of all the bells in the

church. From morning to night, from night to morn-

ing, there was nothing but one perpetual peal of discord
;

for, whether by chance or by management, every rope

had its own motion and every clapper its own tune.

From this custom there was no escape. The eggs were

harmless, and the kisses, if disagreeable, might be

washed off; but these confounded bells would be heard,

even if we should lie awake for the purpose of listening.

The sweetest sound that had previously greeted our

ears was that of the sabbath-bell of Honolulu ; but here

we had so much of a good thing, that I was positively

sick of it. The evil, however, might have been worse,

for luckily the Lutheran chapel made no noise, the bell

being an appendage exclusively of the National Church;

and I was sincerely thankful that toleration had stopped

at the critical point.

On Tuesday, which, as well as Monday, was a close

holiday, I attended divine service, which, in consequence

of the illness of the bishop, was celebrated by a young

monk, with the assistance of three priests. Beyond the

richness of the vestments and the splendour of the

ritual, I could take little or'no concern in what I did not

understand ; while the absence of seats rendered a de-

tention of three hours as fatiouino- as it was uninterestino-.o o o

On Wednesday, to my great relief, business once

more resumed its sway, and the establishment, barring.
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of course, the saturnalia of the bells, relapsed into its

old routine of active regularity.

In the service of the Russian American Company,

the officers are divided into two classes. The Captain

of the port, the secretaries, three public and two pri-

vate, two masters in the navy, the commercial agent,

two doctors, and the Lutheran clergyman, form, at pre-

sent, the first class, and constantly dine, by general

invitation, w^ith the governor ; while the civilian masters

of vessels, the accountants, the head engineer, and about

twenty clerks and storekeepers, form the second class,

and dine together in a club. The salaries of these offi-

cers, independently of such pay as they may have,

according to their rank in the Imperial navy, range be-

tween three thousand and twelve thousand roubles a

year, the rouble being, as nearly as possible, equal to

the franc; while they are, moreover, provided with

firewood and candles, with a room for each, and a servant

and a kitchen between two. Generally speaking, the

officers are extravagant, those of five thousand roubles

and upwards spending nearly the whole, and the others

getting into debt, as a kind of mortgage on their future

promotion.

For the amount of business done, the men, as well as

the officers, appear to be unnecessarily numerous,

amounting this season to nearly five hundred, who, with

their families, make about one thousand two hundred

souls as the population of the establishment. The ser-

vants are kept in good order, and appear to be quiet and

tractable. They work from five in the morning till

seven in the evening, with an interval of about an hour

for dinner ; as breakfast is seldom eaten among Russians,
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no time is allowed for that meal. Among the servants

are some excellent tradesmen, such as engineers, armour-

ers, tin-smiths, cabinet-makers, jewellers, watchmakers,

tailors, cobblers, builders, &c., receiving generally about

three hundred and fifty roubles a year; they have come

originally on engagements of seven years ; but most of

them, by drinking or by indulging in other extrava-

gance, contrive to be so regularly in debt as to become

fixtures for life.

On going the round of the tradesmen, the workshop

of the engineer gratified me most, not merely because

Moore was a man of superior ingenuity, but because he

had trained five or six Creoles and half-breeds to dis-

charge all the mechanical duties of his business nearly

as well as himself. As a proof of the efficiency of this

department, the whole of the machinery of a tug of

seven-horse power was cast and manufactured here, as

well as of two pleasure-boats of two-horse power each,

one belonging to the Governor and the other to Moore.

The tug is usefully employed in towing vessels to and

from the anchorage ; and something of the same kind is

much wanted in the Columbia, to save the valuable time

that is now lost ; I mean, of course, above the bar, in

the difficult navigation of that stream.

Many of the servants have Eussian wives ; but most

of the females of the establishments are Aleutian and

Indian half-breeds. These native women, naturally no

beauties, are begrimed with dirt, while many of them,

like their lords and masters, are addicted to drunken-

ness, which, in their case, leads, as a matter of course,

to other vices. The majority of the people look sallow

and unhealthy, rather, I conceive, through their iutem-
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perate habits, than through the effects of the climate.

Cases of the prevailing diseases of the coast are here

frequent, while scurvy is encouraged by the absence

of cleanliness and the dampness of the atmosphere,

and not by the nature of the food, which is always

fresh and generally nutritious.

Of all the dirty and wretched places that I have ever

seen, Sitka is pre-eminently the most wretched and

most dirty. The common houses are nothing but

wooden hovels, huddled together, without order or

design, in nasty alleys, the hotbeds of such odours

as are themselves sufficient, independently of any other

cause, to breed all sorts of fevers. In a word, while the

inhabitants do all that they can to poison the atmo-

sphere, the place itself appears to have been planned for

the express purpose of checking ventilation. But

Governor Etholine, whose whole management does him

infinite credit, sees the evil, and is introducing many

improvements which, when completed, will materially

promote the comfort and welfare of the lower classes.

Prevention is not only better than cure, but cheaper

also. At present, the expense of the hospital must be

very heavy, while a great part of it is doubtless occa-

sioned by such circumstances as money is quite compe-

tent to remove. In its wards, and, in short, in all the

requisite appointments, the institution in question would

do no disgrace to England. The cases consist chiefly of

typhus and continued fevers, pulmonary complaints,

syphilis, affections of the eye, and haemoptysis, this

last complaint, nobody knows why, being very common

on this coast.

On Sunday next, the first after Easter, the Bishop
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of Sitka, who, as already mentioned, had just returned

from Kodiak, preached a farewell sermon on the eve of

departing, on a visitation of two years, for the Asiatic

half of his diocese. In addition to four assistants in

holy orders, he was attended by a number of youthful

acolytes, all as proud as possible of their embroidered

robes of silk and velvet ; the congregation was large

and well dressed, while, so far as I could judge from the

earnestness of the preacher, and the attention of the

hearers, the sermon was more than ordinarily impressive.

On taking leave of this worthy prelate, I cannot refrain

from rendering a small tribute of praise to his character

and qualifications ; and, as he is still in the prime of

life, I trust that his wddely-scattered flock may long

enjoy the benefit of those pow-ers of mind and body,

which combine to fit him for his important and arduous

charge. His appearance, to which I have already

alluded, impresses a stranger with something of awe,

while, on farther intercourse, the gentleness which cha-

racterises his every word and deed, insensibly moulds

reverence into love ; and, at the same time, his talents

and attainments are such as to be worthy of his exalted

station. With all this, the bishop is sufficiently a man
of the world to disdain anything like cant. His con-

versation, on the contrary, teems wdth amusement and

instruction ; and his company is much prized by all who

have the honour of his acquaintance.

The conduct of the clergy in general of the Greek

church appeared to me to deserve great commendation,

both as to the performance of their duty and the ob-

servance of their vows. With respect to Lent in par-

ticular, not only the priesthood but also the laity ex-
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hibited the greatest strictness, not shamming on beef,

like the Californians, but really fasting according to rule.

On Easter Sunday I was peculiarly struck by the con-

trast between the haggard and emaciated looks of the

reverend guests and their zeal in making amends for

their past abstinence on Governor Etholine's hospitable

fare. As to the laymen, the termination of the forty

days is by them hailed with undisguised ecstasy, every-

thing" being previously prepared to atone for lost time.

On the last evening of the long fast, sumptuous repasts

feast the nostrils at every fire ; and no sooner does time

toll the knell of the enemy, than the good folks rush

like wolves to the rescue, always eating to repletion,

and sometimes gorging themselves into apoplexy. In

fact, on the occasion which has just past, a young

lieutenant in the establishment had well nigh paid his

life as the price of his indiscretion.

The presence of a bishop and a complete body of

ecclesiastics in this secluded corner of the empire,—at a

distance of nearly two hundred degrees of longitude

from the capital,—is merely in accordance with the

long-tried policy, which has amalgamated so many un-

cono-enial tribes into a compact people, by means of one

law, one language, one faith,—a policy which England,

perhaps, through the freedom of her institutions, has

too much neglected. Through this policy, Russia, though

apparently the most unwieldy state on earth, is yet

more decidedly one and indivisible than any other do-

minion in existence, as is more than proved by the fact,

that a single one of the three principles of cohesion,

which cement her parts into a whole, vests in her an

almost direct sway over the foreign professors of her creed.
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As the only Christian power within the limits of the

Eastern church, Russia succeeded, in the middle of the

fifteenth century, to the religious supremacy of the

dethroned emperors of Constantinople ; and, within

twenty years after the fall of the imperial city, she

openly assumed her new position by changing the title

of her sovereign from Grand Duke to the Czar, or the

Cesar. Since then, she has been the watchful guardian

of her venerable faith, whether existing in Europe or in

Asia. It was in this character that she first interfered

in the internal affairs of Poland, where the Catholics

were oppressing the Greeks ; and more recently, to say

nothing of Wallachia and Moldavia, she has become the

virtual sovereign of the Christians of Turkey, simul-

taneously acquiring, at the very least, in the same pro-

portion, an influence throughout the more easterly pro-

vinces of Austria.

But, in the person of the Lutheran clergyman. New
Archangel shows that a spirit of toleration is combined

with this zeal for the established religion. Though the

Eastern church, as such, had never been addicted to

persecution, in the worst sense of the term, yet Peter

the Great was the first sovereign of Russia who treated

other denominations with justice and liberality—doing so,

by the by, at the very time at which William the Third

was introducing the same equity and humanity into

England. In consequence of Peter's amelioration of

ecclesiastical system, all sects now enjoy liberty of con-

science in Russia, two cases perhaps excepted. The

Roman Catholics, partly because they are chiefly Poles,

and partly because they are suspected of clinging to

VOL. II. O
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Papal influence, are regarded with suspicion, but nothing

more ; and the Roskoluiaks, a most fanatical tribe of

schismatics from the national church, are sometimes

driven about unceremoniously enough as disturbers of

the public peace. Such are the only exceptions ; and

even in them there is vastly more of political caution

than of sectarian intolerance.

Next day, being Monday the 26th, I started in the

small steamer to visit some hot springs, which are used

chiefly as baths, about twenty miles to the north of New

Archangel, and arrived at my destination about three

in the afternoon. The establishment in the neighbour-

hood consisted of three snug cottages, being kept in

order by an old fellow of a Russian and his daughter,

both of whom, whether from choice or by way of ex-

ample, took a plunge every day for half an hour at

a time. The damsel's rosy cheeks seemed to speak

volumes in favour of the waters, though, perhaps, they

were merely the result of being cooked every forenoon

in a temperature of upwards of 130° of Fahrenheit.

This establishment is employed as an hospital for in-

valids from Sitka, and is found to be efiicacious in

rheumatism, fevers, syphiHs, and cutaneous disorders,

the process being to bathe in the first three of these

four cases, and to drink in the last.

The buildings are pleasantly situated on the sloping

face of a bank, at a distance of about a hundred yards

from the sea. In the front, lies a pretty little bay,

completely sheltered by an archipelago of islands, and

in the rear is a barrier of rugged mountains, while, in

the immediate vicinity, there springs up a luxuriant
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verdure, in consequence of the genial warmth diffused

by the waters, which send up a column of vapour to

mark the spot from a considerable distance.

At the time of my visit, this green oasis presented a

variety of shrubs in full blossom, though the surround-

ing wilderness, all as dead as cold could make it, still

wore its mantle of snow. Here, moreover, are to be

found plants that grow nowhere else in the neighbour-

hood, as also many rare birds— even the humming-

bird ; some attractive through the gaiety of their plumage,

and others agreeable from the melody of their notes.

Altogether, this is, indeed, a spot on which the senses

may rest with pleasure, when weary of the savage mono-

tony of the rocks and forests of the coast. The means

of living are also abundant, the water being alive with

fish and fowl, and the land teeming with deer and

game.

In the neighbourhood, there are four distinct springs,

all taking their rise from fissures in the granite rock,

with which these islands abound. At its source, the

principal spring possesses a temperature of 54° of Reau-

mur, or I53i° of Fahrenheit, being hot enough, as we

found by experiment, to cook an egg in eight minutes.

From this spring, the two baths, one for the natives

and the other for the whites, are fed ; while, by flowing

about fifty yards through several small channels, the

waters are reduced to an average temperature of 130° of

Fahrenheit, or 43j° of Reaumur.

As this natural " medicine" is held in high estimation

by the surrounding tribes, the native bath enjoys no

sinecure of it. When the country is sufficiently peace-

able for moving about in safety, the savages think no-

o 2
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thino: of comiii": two or three hundred miles to benefit

by the healing waters ; while they do their best to take

their travelling expenses out of them, by lying in soak

for hours at a time, with nothing but their heads visible,

eating, drinking, and, I may add, sleeping in the bath.

I can certainly vouch to the extent of four hours for

two women, one of them with an ulcer on her hip, and

the other with an affection of the spine. When reduced

to a state of lassitude by the parboiling, particularly

after taking a meal in the cauldron, the patients munch

a little snow, when such a luxury is attainable, by way

of dessert.

There appear to be several substances held in solu-

tion by the water. The main ingredient, however, is

sulphur, which is easily detected by the taste, as well as

by the smell ; while the stones in the channels are also

encrusted with it. In fact, the island of Sitka is prin-

cipally of volcanic origin ; and, in proof of the former

activity of internal fires, to which I have already alluded,

eighty-four different volcanoes have been in operation,

in the country under the jurisdiction of the Russian

American Company, within the recollection of many of

the inhabitants of New Archangel.

I remained only one night, having bathed twice, or ra-

ther once; for, on the second occasion, whether the tem-

perature was higher, or my skin had been rendered more

sensitive by the first operation, I was glad to scramble

out immediately, as red as a lobster, or, to humour the

locality in the way of a simile, as red as the rosy cheeks

aforesaid of the lady of the ascendant. This tutelary

nymph, by the by, led a recent visitor into a capital

mistake. In her capacity of handmaid, she had fre-
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quent occasion to enter the room where be was sitting

;

and invariably, on coming into the presence, she bowed

down to the ground at every step, crossing herself re-

verentially all the while. Whether she meant to exor-

cise him, or to worship him, or, in default of a cap, to

set her rosy cheeks at him, he could not tell ; but, by

means of signs, he kept entreating her not to trouble

herself on his account. In spite of my maturer years,

the pretty maiden behaved towards me in the same ex-

traordinary way ; and, what was far more mysterious,

she still continued, when I slipped away to try her, to

rehearse her obeisances before the empty chair.

While I was speculating on her proceedings, I hap-

pened to cast my eye on the grim visage of an image,

which occupied a niche in a dark corner of the room

immediately behind the position which I had just left.

The bubble was now burst ; and my young predecessor

was, of course, mortified to find, on my return to head-

quarters, that the Naiad's conspicuous attentions had

been directed over his head to a musty old saint.

On my way back, I stopped at what is called the

redoubt, lying at about equal distances from the baths

and New Archangel. The situation of this spot is

curiously romantic. With little or no land in sight,

but lofty mountains, a lake empties itself by a pictu-

resque cascade into a channel of about fifty yards in

width, which again flows between perpendicular walls of

nearly eight hundred feet in height, into a deep inden-

tation of the sea. Thouoh, as a military position, it

may hereafter be valuable, yet, at present, it is applied

only to commercial purposes. Mills of various kinds

avail themselves of the fall, while the salmon, as they
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leap upwards, are caught in weirs to the number of

eighty or one hundred thousand every season. The

buildings stand on the dry part of the ledge of rocks,

down which the lake rushes into the channel beneath,

being kept in good order by an old soldier, with some

twenty men under his command. At this place, from

which escape must, of course, be peculiarly difficult, I

found Urbain Heroux, whom I had brought from

Stikine, moving about as a prisoner at large, as the

Russians are said never to put any person in irons

before conviction. Here, however, the fellow, I appre-

hend, was as secure as fetters and manacles could have

rendered him.

We reached New Archangel just in time to avoid

some boisterous weather, in which the small steamer

could not possibly have put to sea. In all my expe-

rience, I have never seen anything so miserable as the

almost constant damp, fog, and rain of the last three

weeks ; and yet, after all, the climate of Petersburg is

said to have been proved, by actual observation, to be

more humid than that of Sitka.

On reaching New Archangel, I found more than usual

activity reigning throughout the establishment, as several

vessels were simultaneously taking in cargo and making

preparations for their respective voyages. The bustle,

in fact, was sufficient to have done credit to a third-rate

seaport in the civilized world. I subjoin a list of the

shipping.

1. Helen
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6. Promysle
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Mr. RotschefF is a very good-looking man, in the

prime of life, and is the author of several works of the

lighter order, both in verse and prose. He had been

doing very well in Petersburg as a translator of foreign

pieces for one of the principal theatres, when he was so

fortunate, or so unfortunate, as to make a conquest of a

daughter of Prince Gargaren, without the approbation

of her family. His wife, who accompanied him to the

far East, is intellectual and accomplished, speaking

several languages, conversant with many branches of

science, and divinely musical. This poor lady, " reared

in the halls of princes," and accustomed, in early life,

to all the luxuries of society, meets her present diffi-

culties and privations with a degree of firmness Avhich

does her infinite honour. There she sate, with all the

fortitude and cheerfulness imaginable, cooped-up with

her husband and seven children, four of them not her

own, in a small cabin, with the prospect before her of a

dangerous voyage to Ochotsk, and an equally dangerous

ride of seven thousand miles to St. Petersburg. I sin-

cerely trust that for all these hardships she may be

rewarded by a reconciliation with her friends, who, not-

withstanding their high blood and high titles, have no

reason to be ashamed of this fallen member of their

stock.

The Constantine was commanded by M. Kashiooaroff,

a lieutenant of the second class in the Imperial navy,

with a crew of two mates and eighteen seamen. By
the regulations of the Russian American Company,

every nautical officer has an allowance for the table, a

captain receiving fifty roubles a month, and a mate

twenty-five. This system might, I think, be introduced,
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with very great advantage, into the commercial marine

generally. At present, a skipper is hospitable at his

owner's cost, giving dinners, balls, &c., very much on

the principle of the man,

Who, out of his great bounty,

Built a bridge at the expense of the county.

But, if the host had to supply everything himself out of

a limited sum, he would waste less of the ship's time in

convivial entertainments.

On the 4th of the month, the Ochotsk sailed for

Oonalashka and some other neighbouring stations. She

had the good bishop as a passenger for her first men-

tioned destination, whence the Bichal was to convey

him to Kamschatka. She was also carrying Lieutenant

Zagoiskin to Norton Sound, who was thence to explore

the interior as far as Bristol Bay, on the one side, and

on the other, to examine the Quihpok, a large river

falling into Behring's Straits.

The object of this expedition was to occupy the

country, by posts, in order to protect the trade from the

Tchuktchi of Siberia, who cross the straits every summer

to traffic with the American Indians, carrying their furs,

ivory, &c., to the fair of Ostrovnoye, and there receiving

in exchange various articles, but more particularly

tobacco, as the means of prosecuting the next season's

trip. The fair in question is held on the Lesser Aniuy,

which falls, through the Greater Aniuy, into the Kolyma

;

and it is described, in a very lively manner, in the

Journal of Captain Cochrane, who had attended it, with

the view, in which, however, he failed, of penetrating to

Behring's Straits, through the country of the Tchuktchi.

These mercantile savages are certainly very clever
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fellows, being equal, if not superior, to the Russian

dealers, according to the gallant traveller just named.

They are first-rate judges of tobacco ; and, what is

almost incredible, they can weigh a pood of it in their

hands, without artificial aid, accurately enough to detect

any attempt whatever at imposition. In their eyes,

tobacco is peculiarly valuable, as the grand instrument

at once of pleasure and business ; and, in Baron Wran-

gell's travels, one chief is mentioned, who declared that

the emperor, in return for some information that he had

given, could not possibly make him so happy with any-

thing else as with a sack of the precious weed, and an

iron kettle.

At some points, Behring's Straits are only forty-five

miles in width, with a chain of islands, like so many
stepping-stones, extending from shore to shore, the

longest traverse not being more than seven miles ; so

that the navigation is practicable even for small canoes.

In the general appearance of the two coasts, there is a

marked difference, the western side being low, flat, and

sterile, while the eastern is well wooded, and in every re-

spect better adapted than the other for the sustenance

both of man and beast. Moreover, the soil and climate im-

prove rapidly on the American shore as one descends

;

and at Cook's Inlet, potatoes may be raised with ease,

though they hardly ripen in any part of Kamschatka,

which extends nearly ten degrees farther to the south.

As, in addition to the advantages of cultivation, deer,

fish, game, and hay are abundant, the company con-

templates the forming of a settlement here for the recep-

tion of its old servants. In the neighbourhood, on an

island near Kodiak, there is plenty of good coal, used
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both for the hearth and the forge, though it is objection-

able for the latter purpose, as producing too great a

quantity of ashes.

In point of climate in general, there is nearly the

same difference between the western shore of America

and the eastern shore of Asia, as there is between the

western shore of Europe and the eastern shore of Ame-

rica. In both cases, the same cause exists to produce

the same effect. In the temperate latitudes, the prevail-

ing wind is from the west, being a kind of counter-cur-

rent to the easterly trades of the tropics ; and, with

reference to this physical fact, the leeward coast of

either continent must be colder, at least in winter, than

the windward one, inasmuch as the former receives its

atmosphere across an enormous zone of frozen soil, and

the latter across a considerable breadth of open water.

But, in addition to this common ground of superiority,

a great part of Russian America possesses an advantage

peculiar to itself in being sheltered from the northerly

gales. Reckoning upwards from Mount St. Elias, or

even from Cross Sound, the more southerly half of the

coast, comprising, of course. Cook's Inlet already men-

tioned, runs pretty nearly east and west, screened to-

wards the interior, within a very short distance from

the sea, by a wall of mountains.

To place in the most striking light the contrast in

point of climate between the opposite shores of each

continent, Kamschatka and the British isles may be said,

with sufficient accuracy for this purpose, to lie in the

same latitudes, and to present the same area, and even

to occupy the same position with respect to the prox-

imity of water ; and yet, while the British isles, from
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their own agricultural resources, feed at least twenty-

five millions of their inhabitants, Kamschatka, with the

help of extraneous supplies, can barely prevent its popu-

lation of four thousand souls from starving. How dif-

ferent the history of man would have been, if Providence

had made these two extremities of the old world ex-

change climates, merely by causing the tropical trades

to blow from the west, and the counter-currents of the

temperate zones to blow from the east ; or to ex-

press the same thing, I apprehend, in other words,

merely by reversing the direction of the earth's daily

revolution !

Soon after my return from the baths, I witnessed an

Indian scene, which surpassed in wildness any thing of

the kind that I had ever seen. In the native villao-e,

which lies under the guns of the fort, two savages, the

one a high chief, and the other a man of some conse-

quence, but still inferior in rank to his companion, had

quarrelled over their cups ; and, in the scuffle that en-

sued, the former had slain the latter, by stabbing him

through the lungs with his dagger. The party of the

deceased, to the number of about a thousand men, im-

mediately turned out, with horrible yells, to revenge his

death, painted in the most hideous manner, and armed

with all sorts of weapons, such as spears, bludgeons,

dirks, and firearms ; while the women, more ferocious,

if possible, than the warriors themselves, were exciting

the tumultuary band to actual violence by the most

fiendish screams and gestures. From the battery, where

we had all taken our stand to watch the proceedings,

Governor Etholine endeavoured, but in vain, to appease

the fury of the mob ; happily, however, the approach
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of nio-lit prevented the immediate commencement of the

civil war.

By six in the morning, I was roused from my bed by

information that, with a new day before them, the

friends of the deceased were determined to carry their

threats of the preceding afternoon into execution. The

scene, when we were all again collected on the battery,

would beggar description,—several thousands of all

ages, and both sexes, uiraccustomed at any time to put

the slightest restraint on their passions, and now mad-

dened into demons, most of them with arms, partly by

their own vindictiveness, and partly by the exhortations

of their schamans, or priests. The chief's life was de-

manded as an atonement, but refused by his party, as

being of more value than that of the person slain. At

this point, the Governor and the Bishop interposed on

behalf of the chief, as being a baptized member of the

church ; while, by way of backing the remonstrance,

the guns of the battery, already pointed in the right

direction, were made ready for action. This strong

hint in favour of a compromise was not lost. The par-

ties met with a loud war-whoop ; for a minute or two

a clashing of arms was heard ; and when both sides

simultaneously receded from the spot, we beheld the

bodies of two slaves that had been sacrificed in lieu of

the chief. The ignoble blood of the unfortunate sub-

stitutes—quantity making up for quality—Avas accepted

as a satisfactory adjustment of the feud, and the village

again resumed its wonted appearance. By the by, the

combatants wore, as defensive armour, leathern jerkins

and wooden cuirasses, which protected the body, down

to the knees, against spears, but not against bullets.
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This scene of violence, and the recent tragedy at

Stikine, both events being clearly the result of drinking

to intoxication, determined Governor Etholine and my-

self, on behalf of our respective companies, to discon-

tinue the use of spirituous liquors in trading with the

natives of this coast ; and we immediately entered into

an agreement to that effect, which was to come into

operation at Sitka from the date of signature, and at

every other post from the day on which it might become

known.

The practice of selling spirits to Indians was adopted

at Sitka by tlie Russians in the year 1832, in order to

protect themselves against some American adventurers,

who bad introduced the liquid fire ; and it was in con-

sequence of a similar necessity that the Hudson's Bay

Company was induced to countenance the pernicious

system. Everywhere, in fact, competition and ruin go

hand in hand in trafficking with aboriginal tribes, while

an exclusive privilege gives its possessor a palpable in-

terest in preventing intemperate habits, as the unfailing

source of the savage's moral and physical deterioration.

At the more northerly posts on the continent, and

generally throughout the islands, the Russians did not

use spirituous liquors. Even at Sitka, they were in-

tending gradually to withhold the means of intoxication

from their own servants. Such a measure would have

been impracticable, previously to the arrangement which

had just been completed, inasmuch as many of the

thirstier souls, when stinted in the shop, often pur-

chased the needful from the savages at a ruinous ad-

vance, of course, on what the sellers had themselves

paid. Even now an immediate abolition would be by
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no means advisable, as most of the best artisans, if con-

demned to be sober, would as soon as possible quit so

dry a service, and thus involve the Company in a con-

siderable amount of expense and inconvenience. Some

reformation certainly was wanted in this respect, for, of

all the drunken as well as of all the dirty places that

I had visited, New Archangel was the worst. On the

holidays, in particular, of which, Sundays included,

there are one hundred and sixty-five in the year, men,

women, and even children, were to be seen staggering

about in all directions.

The treaty between Governor Etholine and myself

was speedily put to the test. In order to drown all

remains of former animosity in another debauch, the

savages made application, as a matter of course, for a

sufficient quantity of rum. Judge the astonishment of

the poor creatures on learning that, without their own

consent, we had been making them take the pledge of

total and perpetual abstinence. They retired in sullen

silence ; and we had no doubt that many a grave council

would be held on the north-west coast, to devise the

means of removing the obnoxious restriction.

The aborigines of America, as the reader must have

gathered from these details, are not subjects of Russia

in the same sense as the aborigines of Siberia and the

intervening islands. They do not exhibit that badge

of servitude which, having been introduced by the ear-

liest conquerors, has travelled eastward from the Gulf

of Finland to Behring's Straits. A tribute in skins

was exacted by Rurick and his Normans from the Scla-

vonians on Lakes Ilmen and Ladoga ; a similar yassack

formed the temptation and the reward of tlie Cossacks,
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who, with undaunted courage and unwearied patience,

subdued tribe after tribe to the eastward, following

every river in Siberia to its own sea ; and even the same

acknowledgment of vassalage is annually rendered at

the fair of Ostrovnoye by the Tchuktchi, through whose

territory not a single servant of the government has

ever penetrated by force. Thus, curiously enough, the

fur trade has been, for ten centuries, the pervading

thread of Russian politics as well as of Russian com-

merce, from the Baltic to the Sea of Kamschatka, from

the Altai Mountains to the Frozen Ocean.

While I was at New Archangel, a funeral took place

among the Kaluscians, the name of the tribe inhabiting

the native village. The body, arrayed in the gayest

apparel of the deceased, lay in state for two or three

days, which were spent by the relatives in fastings and

lamentations. At the end of this period, it was placed

on a funereal pile, round which the mourners ranged

themselves, their faces painted black, their hair clipped

short, and their heads covered with eagle's down. The

pipe was next passed round two or three times ; and

then, at some secret signal, the fire was kindled in

several places, while a discord of drumming and wailing

deafened one till the pile was consumed. Lastly, the

ashes were collected into an ornamented box, which

was ultimately to be elevated on a scaffold, or on the

top of a pole. On the side of a neighbouring hill we

saw a vast number of these monuments, which presented

a very curious appearance.

The Kaluscians are a numerous tribe, their language

being spoken all the way to the northward, from Stikine

as far as Admiralty Bay, near Mount St. Elias ; thence
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to Prince Williams' Sound is another language; and

four or five more languages divide between them the

coast up to Icy Cape.

New Archangel, notwithstanding its isolated position,

is a very gay place—much of the time of its inha-

bitants is devoted to festivity ; dinners and balls run a

perpetual round, and are managed in a style which, in

this part of the world, may be deemed extravagant.

Amongst other gaieties that took place during my visit,

was a wedding between one Pauloff, mate of a vessel,

and a rather good-looking Creole girl, about twenty

years old, named Archemanditoffra. Attended by

their friends and the principal inhabitants of the esta-

blishment, the happy couple proceeded about six in the

eveninsf to church, where a tedious service of an hour

and a half was solemnized by the monk. At the close

of the ceremony, which comprised fully the usual pro-

portion of dumb show, the bridegroom led off his bride

to the ball-room. I was going to say that he was fol-

lowed by his guests ; but the expression would have

been incorrect, for the guests were not his. The suf-

ferer, in these cases, according to the rule made and

provided in Russia, is the individual who has enjoyed

the honour of giving away the lady,—an honour which,

however unpleasant in itself, or in its incidents, no man

is expected to decline. ArchemanditofFra's father for

the occasion was Lieutenant Bertram, one of the Com-

pany's principal officers. On entering the ball-room,

the bride and bridegroom took their station at the upper

end, where Lieutenant Bertram described a variety of

mystic signs on their breasts with the bridal cake,

which, being thus consecrated, was sent off as fit for

VOL. II. P
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use. Tlie uewly-married pair sat side by side, while

every gentleman, in his turn, drank to their health and

happiness in a glass of champagne.

On this occasion were assembled nearly all the beauty

and fashion of Sitka, the latter quality, if 1 may pre-

sume to offer an opinion, being perhaps more con-

spicuous than the former. The ladies were showily

attired in clear muslin dresses, white satin shoes, silk

stockings, kid gloves, fans, and all other necessary or

unnecessary appendages ; and these fair ones enjoyed

the advantage of being at a high premium, inasmuch as

the gentlemen, who amounted to about fifty, outnum-

bered them in the proportion of nearly two to one.

The ball was opened by the bride and the highest officer

present
;

quadrilles and waltzes followed in quick suc-

cession ; and the business was kept up with great spirit

till three o'clock in the morning. The band was of a

superior description, some of the clerks and servants

being fine performers, who exerted themselves to the

utmost. The master and paymaster of the ceremonies

did his duty like a prince. Tea, coffee, chocolate, and

champagne, were handed about in profusion, varied, at

proper intervals, with sandwiches and liqueurs ; while

a smoking-room, besides being a necessary of life to

many, afforded a place of retreat to all such as did not

wish to take part in the dancing.

On these matrimonial occasions the father of the

bride, however hard his lot, gets off much more cheaply

than some of the other auxiliaries in the drama. Ac-

cording to a law of the church, the bridesmaids and

bridesmen are prohibited from marrying each other;

but as, in the limited society of New Archangel, where
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the lottery consists of so few tickets, youths and maid-

ens would never officiate toQ-ether on such forbiddincr

terms, the church has indulged Sitka with a special

dispensation in this respect.

At length the day arrived, Sunday, the 9th, on

which I was to bid adieu to the new world. Governor

Etholine, being punctual in all his engagements, had,

according to appointment, completed everything in time

for the vessel to sail this afternoon. At eleven in the

forenoon, I accompanied him on board of the Alexan-

der, on his usual visit of inspection previously to her

taking her departure ; and, on this grand occasion, all

the men and officers were dressed in full uniform, while

the vessel and all her appurtenances were in complete

order. We were formally received at the gangway,

under a salute, by Captain Kadnikoff, and found on

deck a monk and two assistants, waiting to bless the

ship for her long voyage. "When prayers had been read

below, the monk returned on deck, and, after pro-

nouncing the customary form of words, sprinkled the

flag, which was lowered for the purpose, with holy

"water, as also the mainmast and crew, using in the

ceremony a silver-handled brush of elaborate workman-

ship. The people having been inspected by Governor

Etholine, a basin of the men's soup was brought for him

to taste, which, though to my eye rather washy and

transparent, he pronounced to be excellent.

The ship's company amounted in all to thirty-six,

consisting of the captain, two mates, a pilot, boatswain

and boatswain's-mate, gunner and gunner's-mate, and

twenty-eight seamen, all man-of-war's men, and decidedly

the stoutest body of fellows that T ever saw. Tn addi-

p 2
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tion to the crew, there were four supernumerary boys,

belonging to the naval school at Sitka, who had been

placed on board to acquire some practical knowledge of

their future profession.

A very elegant cold collation had been provided by

the captain, of which about twenty of us partook,

washing it down with abundance of champagne ;
and,

when we returned to the establishment, I was much

pleased again to see Madame Etholine for the first time

since I started in the Cowlitz for Stikine. The farewell

dinner, to which about thirty of us sat down, exceeded

in sumptuousness anything that I had yet seen even at

the same hospitable board. The glass, the plate, and

the appointments in general, were very costly ; the

viands were excellent ; and Governor Etholine played

the part of host to perfection. After dinner, I took,

for the last time, my accustomed walk with the Gover-

nor by the only path, which, owing to the swampy

character of the neighbourhood, is at all practicable,

winding on the beach round a small bay, till intercepted

by what is called the Little River. During this walk,

I took leave of several of my old friends, particularly

of Kathrine, the acknowledged belle of the place, who,

though the tailor's daughter, has a host of suitors of all

ranks.

A dense fog, which came on after dinner, prevented

our immediate departure ; but, as all my baggage had

been sent on board during the day, I went off to the

vessel to sleep. The passengers by the Alexander were

my own party and an officer of the Russian American

Company, besides the clerks who had charge of the

valuable cargo of furs. Next forenoon, the continuance
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of the thick weather afforded an opportunity to our

friends to pay us farewell visits ; and I had the pleasure

of receiving in my new quarters the Governor and his

confidential secretary, Mr. Teil, the two doctors, Lieu-

tenant Villachkoffsky, and several others. The fog-

soon dispersing, the anchor was weighed ; and with

deep regret I bade adieu, probably for the last time in

life, to the kind-hearted denizens of Sitka, and more

especially to their courteous and hospitable chief. The

unremittinof attentions of all had made me regard them

rather as brothers than as strangers ; and I felt that I

should long cherish the recollection of the many happy

hours that I had enjoyed among them.

We were towed out of the harbour by the Nicholas

steamer, while the Moore tug accompanied us for a short

distance, with Governor Etholine and several of our

other visitors on board, who, before putting about, gave

us nine hearty cheers, which we returned Avith interest.

In passing, we saluted the fort with seven guns ; and,

about one in the afternoon, the steamer cast us off, and,

cheering us as she departed, left us to perform a voyage

of eighty-two degrees of longitude and nearly twenty of

latitude.

Having now fairly lost sight of New Archangel,

let me once more record my thanks to Governor

Etholine and his staff of highly enlightened officers

for all the civility and politeness which they lavished

on me even at this the busiest season of their year ; and,

if circumstances had permitted me to prolong my stay

among them till the bustle was all over, they would

doubtless, as their kindness evidently came from the

heart, have surpassed themselves in hospitality and
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friendship; speaking, by the by, of the season, the

pressure of work in spring has reference rather to

Ochotsk, which is seklom accessible before the end of

June, according to the old style, than to Sitka itself,

which is one of the very few harbours in the empire that

are open all the year round.

As the wind was free, an hour brought us abreast of

Mount Edgecumbe, which, independently of a grandeur

peculiarly its own, we continued to watch with con-

siderable interest, as being the last land in our wake.
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CHAPTER XV.

VOYAGE TO OCHOTSK.

Lightness and variableness of winds—Ship's discipline, &c.—Drunken

priest— The Parachute, of New Bedford— Whales rapidly diminishing

in number—L^nknown island—Hunting of sea-otters—Danger of sink-

ing in the small baidarka, and affecting mode of meeting death—Russian

surveys of the northern shores of Asia, anticipated by England at either

extremity of line—Voyages of Cook and Billings—Aleutian Archipelago

probably the original channel of communication between the two conti-

nents—Behring's Straits perhaps a passage from America to Asia rather

than from Asia to America— Aleutian Islands, their ethnographic cha-

racteristics—Probable course of emigrants from Aleutian Islands on land-

ing in America—Increasing difficulty of tracing the migrations of tribes

—Productions of Aleutian Islands— Russians first to plant civilization

on north-west coast, statements of Shelekoff—Signs of land—Kam-

schatka, its corrupt government — Popular delusion with respect to

despotism—Passage between Kurile Islands into Sea of Ochotsk—Dense

fogs, contrivances to neutralize them— Sleeping whale—Story of Mr.

Erasmus and the fogs—Kuriles apparently continuation of Kamschatka

—Immediate influence of Russia from Sweden to Japan—Sea of Ochotsk

—River Amoor, its physical value neutralized by politics— Collision of

Russia and China on the Amoor—Sight of land, and preparations for

going ashore—Impenetrable barrier of ice—Hair seals—Sleei:)ing whale

—Keel-hauled whale—Arrival at Ochotsk—Optical illusion— Record

of disasters in these seas.

Throughout the voyage, the winds, as is almost con-

stantly the case here in summer, were remarkably

variable, seldom holding longer than twenty-four hours

in one direction ; and the weather was so calm and the

swell so gentle, that, between the middle of May and
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the end of August, an open boat might traverse these

seas in safety.

The greatest order and quiet prevailed on board, all the

duties being performed with the regularity of clockwork.

Our mess was small, consisting of Captain Kadnikoff, my
own party, and the officer already-mentioned ; while

INfr. Bagenot, the supercargo, had a general invitation to

join us ; and on Sundays our circle was increased by

the addition of the first and second mates, the ship's

clerk, and the purser. Having an abundant supply of

provisions and a cook, who was a master of his art, we

fared sumptuously on board of the Alexander.

On the ] 6th of the month, being our first Sunday at

sea, the people were all mustered for inspection ; and

Captain Kadnikoff, in full uniform, after exchanging

something like " Good morning " with the men, re-

minded them in a few words, that, though they were in

the employment of the Company, they yet also served

the Emperor, the great master of all. Divine service

was then performed in the 'tween decks, illuminated for

the occasion by wax candles and embellished with some

image or other, while the congregation, which consisted

of all and sundry, kept crossing and bowing, with little

or no intermission, from first to last. Though the

Alexander did not carry a chaplain of her own, yet she

happened to have a priest on board, who had been de-

graded at Sitka for drunkenness. Having been kept

sober on purpose, our reverend friend went through the

duty in the most impressive manner, being a man of

commanding appearance, with a voice of surpassing

mellowness and strength.

By noon on the following Wednesday, we had reached
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the longitude of Kodiak, the first of the chain of isles

that connects the two continents, and the latitude of

Cape Lopatka, the most southerly point of Kamschatka,

having run about* a hundred and eighty miles before a

south-easter in the preceding twenty-four hours. To

put us in still better spirits, we perceived, in the course

of the afternoon, a large ship looming through the fog,

within a few hundred yards of us. On our nearer ap-

proach, we distinguished the Stars and Stripes, while

her stock of boats told her business as plainly as her

flag indicated her nation ; and, on passing close under

her stern, we read her name, " Parachute, of New
Bedford."

On our firing a gun, both vessels backed their main

topsails for a parley. A boat was lowered by the Ameri-

can ; and a man, whom we had no reason to consider as

a skipper, scrambled up among us. According to his

account, the Parachute had been out nineteen months,

and had got two thousand two hundred barrels of oil,

1500 of them the produce of thirteen right whales taken

last summer between latitudes 49° and 56°, and lonofi-

tudes 140° and 152°. At the close of the season, she

had been within thirty miles of the south-eastern corner

of Kodiak, having thence proceeded by way of Cali-

fornia, fishing, as she went, with very little success, to

the equator, where she caught four sperm whales : she

had again, within these few days, reached her old

ground, described by our informant as the best at pre-

sent known, expecting to have about two hundred com-

petitors this year, instead of the fifty that she had had

last ; she had twenty-seven men on board, all engaged

on lays or shares, and had lost two in the preceding
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summer from the stroke of a whale ; finally, she had a

captain of the name of Wilcox, who gloried in being a

real " teetotaller."

Singularly enough, we were able to oft'er to the good

ship Parachute more than an equivalent in kind for her

bit of autobiography. In conversation with my servant,

one of her mates discovered that, in travelling from

Boston to Montreal, we had changed horses at his

father's house at Richmond, in Vermont, thus bringing

the poor fellow intelligence of his relatives later by eight

or nine months than what he himself possessed. Under

the circumstances, the recognition, if I may so speak,

was as agreeable as it was unexpected.

Captain Kadnikoff having asked our communicative

visitor whether he would drink, Jonathan promptly re-

plied, " I guess, I don't care if I do ;" but, when pre-

sented accordingly with half a tumbler of rum on deck,

he appeared to have changed his mind, saying, *' I guess,

I don't care if I don't." Suspecting the cause of his

refusal, I suggested to Captain Kadnikoff to ask him

below ; and our shaggy friend, after half an hour's chat,

returned to the Parachute, to say nothing of a few

bundles of Manillas in his pocket, with a tumbler or two

of port in his stomach—pretty well for Captain Wilcox,

the real " teetotaller," in his own proper person.

From Captain Kadnikoff and other persons acquainted

with these waters, I have learnt that whales of huge

size, some of them a hundred and twenty feet in length,

are extremely numerous in the Sea of Kamschatka and

about the Aleutian islands, and that they are frequently

killed by the natives by means of spears and arrows

shod with stone. As these whales are by far too large
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to be dragged to land by the savages, the plan is merely

to wound the monster as seriously as possible, and then

to trust to the winds to strand him in a few days. On
or before the third day, he generally dies, for, however

powerful to resist his persecutors at the moment of

attack, the whale, when wounded, is by no means tena-

cious of life in proportion to his size and strength.

To return to Captain Wilcox's story. It is surprising

that the Russian government alloAvs its coasts to be

scoured, in the way described, by fleets of foreign ves-

sels. Every state is surely entitled to the fisheries of

her own shores; and, moreover, with respect to the

particular fishery in question, all the whales in the

ocean must soon be exterminated, if those, who have no

permanent interest in preserving them to control their

temporary interest in destroying them, are permitted

to pursue an animal, which, besides being too large

to hide itself, multiplies so slowly, into its most secret

haunts.

Next morning, the wind fell off to a dead calm,

which continued all day, with a good deal of sea-weed,

some gulls, and two whales around the ship. In con-

sequence of the presence of the sea-weed, a cast of the

lead was taken ; but no bottom was found with a hun-

dred fathoms. We were here told of an unknown

island, supposed to exist about a hundred miles to the

north of our position ; and I give the story as I got it,

not on account of the island itself, but on account of

the circumstance that is said to have led to the alleged

discovery.

Though the aborigines of the islands between Asia

and America were found to live, according to their own
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expression, as the otters and seals lived, yet they were,

through the influence of Russian missionaries, gradually

so far weaned from this habit of promiscuous intercourse

as to see it in its true light. In this improved state of

public feeling, an Aleutian and his daughter, who had

committed incest together about two years ago, found

themselves to be outcasts among their own people ; and,

pushing off in a baidarka from Kodiak, they paddled

steadily to the southward for four days, till they came

to an island which was previously unknown. After a

year's sojourn, they returned to Kodiak, and, in con-

sequence of their report, a vessel was despatched

to search, but in vain, for this te7'ra incognita.

It is not uncommon for the Aleutians to make long

voyages in their small baidarkas, often going fifty or

sixty miles from land to hunt the sea-otter. For this

purpose they keep together in fleets of perhaps a hun-

dred baidarkas each. Proceeding in calm weather to

some spot known to be a favourite haunt of the animal,

they form their little vessels, end to end, in a line ; and,

as soon as any symptoms of the game are perceived, a

single canoe approaches, while, if all is right, one of its

two inmates holds up his paddle as a signal for the

others to range themselves in a circle round the spot.

Meanwhile, the creature must rise to breathe ; and no

sooner does he show his nose, than off fly the arrows

of the nearest hunters. If he escapes, as is gene-

rally the case, from the first attack, another ring is

formed round the place where he may be expected again

to appear ; and so the process is continued, till the

victim is exhausted and destroyed. All these movements

are executed with an incredible degree of silence, the
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hunters being so skilful as to prevent even the dip of

the paddles from being heard by the object of their

pursuit.

These distant expeditions are not unattended with

danger. Tiie baidarka, being merely a frame of bones

with a covering of skins, cannot withstand the action of

the water for many days together ; and if it springs a

leak or is otherwise injured, its tenants have nothing

but certain and immediate death before them, for no

other vessel can take more than its own complement on

board ; and, calling their comrades around their sinking

craft, they send kind messages to their wives and families,

and then lie down to die without a single effort at self-

preservation.

During the last few days, I have occupied myself in

reading Wrangell's Siberian Voyages,—a work which,

interesting, as it must be, even to the general reader, is

peculiarly so to myself under my present circumstances.

But, with all my respect for the noble author, I must

do battle with the very first sentence of his introduc-

tion :

—

" The whole of the immense extent of country from

the White Sea to Behring's Straits, embracing a hundred

and forty-five degrees of longitude along the coast of

Asia and Europe, has been discovered, surveyed, and

described by Russians. All the attempts of other ma-

ritime nations to find a passage by the Polar Sea from

Europe to China, or from the Pacific into the Atlantic,

have been limited, in the West by the Karskoie Sea,

and in the East by the meridian of the Cape North.

The impediments which stopped the progress of others

have been conquered by Russians, accustomed to the
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severity of the climate, and to the privations inseparable

from it."

The third sentence, when taken in connexion with

the second, clearly implies that the Russians have found

that " passage by the Polar Sea from Europe to China"

which " other maritime nations " have failed to find.

Now, what are the facts, as recorded by my friend him-

self? Rather more than a hundred years ago, expedi-

tions were simultaneously undertaken from different

points on the coast at the public expense, in order to

ascertain how far the route in question was practicable

or otherwise. In passing from the White Sea to the

Gulf of Oby, four seasons were consumed ; from the

Gulf of Oby to the River Yenisei, four seasons ; from

the Yenisei to the Lena, season after season was spent

in both directions without success, Cape Taimura having

not only never been doubled by water, but never even

been visited by land ; from the Lena to the Kolyma,

six seasons were occupied ; from the Kolyma to the

Pacific, every effort was fruitless, though, about the

middle of the seventeenth century, Simon Deshneff, a

Cossack, had sailed, in a single summer, from the Ko-

lyma through Behring's Straits as far as the Anadyr.

To sum up all in one word, fourteen years were required

for accomplishing the easiest three of the five grand di-

visions of the coast ; while of the two other divisions

the more easterly has never been accomplished -within

these hundred and ninety years and upwards, and the

more westerly always has defied, and probably always

will defy, every human effort.

But these achievements, however much they fall short

of " a passage by the Polar Sea from Europe to China,"
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do certainly speak volumes, as every reader of the

Baron's details must admit, in favour of the skill, har-

dihood, and patience of the various explorers, who have

uniformly done all that men could do. Still, however,

the Russians, in contrasting their success with the

failure of " other maritime nations," should reflect that,

besides having by far the most direct interest in the

result, they w^ere immeasurably nearer to their re-

sources,—an advantage which, as my brief summary

must have shown, alone enabled them to perform what

to any other people whatever would have been utterly

and absolutely impossible.

In this view of the case, even if the Russians had

been completely successful, there was really no room for

comparison. All that could be said with respect to the

result, as distinguished from the merits of the agents,

would be that the Russians, issuing from their own

rivers, surveyed their own shores. But even this limited

honour of attending to her own work Russia must share

with England ; or rather, wherever distant resources

were at all available, England has done nearly every-

thing, and left Russia almost nothing to do. The Rus-

sians have been anticipated by English navigators and

travellers on every foot of the northern coast of their

share of America; Cook was the first, without ever

being followed by a second, to penetrate as far as Cape

North, on the corresponding coast of Asia ; and the

same illustrious voyager was the true and only discoverer

of Behring's Straits, for the mariner, after whom he

generously named them, passed through them without

having ascertained the proximity of the two continents,

or even their separation ; while the Cossack Deshneff,
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already mentioned as having sailed from the Kolyma to

the Anadyr, perhaps ascertained their separation, but

certainly not their proximity.

But, at the opposite extremity of her boundless coast,

Russia has been far more deeply indebted to England.

When Richard Chancellor, about the middle of the six-

teenth century, anchored in the White Sea, he not only

discovered a considerable portion of coast for Russia, but

also rescued her, by means of commerce, from that state

of isolation into which religion had thrown her ; and in

the enterprise of this gallant sailor, the Czar, who was

then exulting in the final conquest of the Tartars, had

the sagacity to take nearly as much interest as in the

capture of Kazan and Astracan. For the service of con-

necting the White Sea with the German Ocean, Russia,

I admit, paid handsomely in allowing England to en-

joy, for nearly a century, the monopoly of the newly

opened trade ; and, as a curious proof of the value of

Archangel, at a much later period, to both the powers

in question, I cannot refrain from quoting part of a

speech of the late Lord Sydenham, delivered in 1829 :

—

" He, whose armies successively occupied every

capital in Europe,—who made and unmade kings with a

breatli,—was set at nought by the lowest of his subjects.

The smuggler bearded him in the streets of his capital,

and set his power at defiance in his own ports and cities.

The goods which he refused to admit found their way

through the Frozen Ocean into the heart of France. I

speak from personal knowledge when I say, that an un-

interrupted line of communication was established be-

tween Archangel and Paris ; and goods, even the bulky

articles of sugar, coifee, and manufactures, were con-
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veyed with as iniicli ease and safety, though at a pro-

portionally increased cost, as from London to Havre."

To return to my original quotation, I ought, in jus-

tice, to add, that, with the exception of the general com-

pliment already discussed, Baron Wrangell by no means

displays any undue partiality in fiivour of his country-

men ; for, on the contrary, he admits that, in point of

geography and hydrography, the voyages of Cook and

BilliniTS—the latter an English officer of Cook's train-

ing, employed in the imperial service—alone " afforded

any really satisfactory result."

Had time and opportunity permitted, I should have

liked much to visit the Aleutian archipelago, in which one

cannot help taking an interest, as being probably the main

route by which the old continent must have peopled the

new. Behring's Straits, though, as already stated, they

were doubtless one channel of communication, just as

certainly as if their place had been occupied by solid

land, were yet, in all likelihood, only of subordinate

utility in the premises, when compared with the more

accessible and more commodious bridge towards the

south.

Looking merely at these two highways between the

two worlds, and putting all others, as irrelevant to the

present purpose, out of the question, there were only

three roads by which the destined colonists of America,

or rather their forefathers, could stumble either on

Behring's Straits, or on the Aleutian archipelago. If

they came up the coast along the Japanese and Kurile

Islands, they would, more particularly with their mari-

time habits and their insular notions, if one may so

speak of the geography of the globe—they would, I

VOL. II. Q
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say, be almost certain, before sojourning' many years in

Karascbatka, to discover tbe more westerly of the ad-

jacent isles ; if again tbey followed tbe rivers that flow

eastward into tbe Sea of Ochotsk, they would, in all

probability, strike the path of the wanderers under the

preceding supposition; and, even if they proceeded

from the Lower Lena across the valleys of the Yana, the

Lidigirka, the Alasei, and the Kolyma, they would still

be more likely to climb the height of land between the

easterly tributaries of the last-named river and the

Anadyr, than to plunge, without a single one of Nature's

tracks to tempt them, into the perpetually bleak and

barren country of the Tchuktchi, while, from the valley

of the Anadyr, they would clearly have a stronger mo-

tive for diverging to the south, with its milder climate,

than for returning to the north, which they had already

shunned.

These are not such theories as look well merely on

paper, for the most questionable one, and perhaps the

only questionable one, of the three, namely, the last,

has literally been reduced to practice in modern ex-

perience. Li their progress down the valley of the

Amoor, the Russians were arrested by the Chinese to-

wards the close of the seventeenth century, so as to be

prevented from reaching the Kurile islands in that di-

rection ; and, though they penetrated to the Sea of

Ochotsk in a higher latitude, yet they were deterred,

partly by the want of local resources, and partly by the

belief that they had penetrated to the open ocean, from

prosecuting their easterly course till after Kamschatka

had been discovered from another quarter.

Starting from Yakutsk, on the Lower Lena, the
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Cossacks passed in succession all the more easterly

feeders of the Polar Sea, ascended the Greater Aniu}^

an auxiliary of the Kolyma, to the height of land,

descended the Anadyr to the eastern ocean, and sub-

sequently overran Kamschatka, spending on this long

and circuitous journey, as if to show that the necessities

of nature had more to do in the matter than the ca-

prices of man, the lives of two generations. In another

period of nearly the same length, they grasped link

after link of the intermediate chain, ferrying themselves,

as it were, across the Pacific merely by making a long

arm; till, at last, in 1783, they moored their fortunes

to the farthest end of the line by planting a settlement

on the island of Kodiak. Might not the effect, which

was produced by the force of physical circumstances, in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, have been

produced by the same cause two or three thousand years

before ?

From this detail of facts—a detail entirely indepen-

dent of any and every hypothesis—one may reasonably

doubt whether Behring's Straits, as a channel of com-

munication between the two continents, have not rather

carried the tide of population from America to Asia,

than from Asia to America. In other words, the Tchuk-

tchi, of Siberia, are more likely to have come from the

east than from the west. When human beings first

reached the Kolyma, not only would the inland routes

of Nature's making lead them, as already mentioned, to

the waters of the Anadyr ; but the inhospitable cha-

racter of the coast, which, for ten degrees to the

eastward of the Kolyma, does not contain one living

inhabitant, would also help to force them to the same

q2
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conclusion. But the American origin of the Tchuktchi

appears to be susceptible of something like direct proof.

Another branch of the same tribe actually occupies the

opposite shores ; while the fact already mentioned, that

tlie western division regularly visit their eastern kindred

without being revisited in turn, appears, in a great

measure, to imply that the former are the children, and

the latter the parents ; that the old w^orld has here been

colonized from the new ; and still more positive evi-

dence, though less direct in its character, is furnished

by Captain Cochrane, in the apparently insignificant

fact that, while all the other aborigines, within his re-

markably extensive experience, Kamschatdales included,

were passionately fond of chess, the Tchuktchi alone

ridiculed the game as a mere waste of time.

In support of these views may be cited the ethno-

graphic characteristics of the Aleutian Islanders. Ac-

cording to Governor Etholine, the savages in question

resemble the Japanese in various respects ; while, ac-

cording to the concurring testimony of all visitors, they

form, in many other particulars, a connecting link be-

tween the aborigines of Siberia and those of the north-

west coast. Their language—the most decisive test of

a community of origin—is said to have many words in

common with that of- the Esquimaux. Nor is this fact

repugnant to any of the foregoing opinions. In the

Aleutian archipelago, the grand staple of liuman sub-

sistence, even with all the aids of a comparative degree

of civilization, is the blubber of the whale and the flesh

of the walrus ; and those primeval voyagers, who had

been accustomed to such food, would, on reaching Ame-

rica, be more likely at first to go to the north in quest
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of their peculiar stuff of life than to turn to the south

in search of such unknown luxuries as a fertile soil or

a sunny sky. In all probability, however, the islanders

would reach the continent at some point of that section

of the coast, where they would have to choose, not be-

tween south and north, but between east and west

;

and the chances, therefore, would be in favour of their

spreading, even on their immediate arrival, in both

directions.

Such speculations, to which, however useless in them-

selves, one feels himself drawn as if by a charm, are

daily becoming more difficult through the gradual

diffusion of civilization and Christianity among abori-

ginal tribes, to say nothing of their rapid depopulation.

By acquiring new ideas and feelings, and adopting new

habits and customs, savages are naturally led to cor-

rupt, or even to neglect, their ancient traditions ; to

varnish, or peradventure to wash, their original features
;

in short, to overlay the past with the present.

The Aleutian Islands are now far less valuable than

they once were. The human inhabitants hardly muster

one to ten of their early numbers, having been thinned,

and thinned, and thinned again, for here there is no

mystery in the case, by hardships and oppression.

They were ground down through the instrumentality of

the natural wealth of their country ; they experienced

the same curse in their fur-seal and their sea-otter, as

the Hawaiians in their sandal-wood, and the Indians of

Spanish America in their mines of silver. To hunt was

their task ; to be drowned, or starved, or exhausted,

was their reward. Even now, under better auspices

and more humane management, the Aleutians are, in
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every respect, servants of the Russian American Com-

pany, acting as labourers at the establishments, and as

hunters throughout the whole country from Behring's

Straits to California, while they almost entirely feed and

clothe themselves without obtaining suj^lies.

The lower animals of the archipelago have diminished

in fully as high a proportion as its human inhabitants.

Oonalashka, and Atcha, and Kodiak, produce nearly all

the sea-otters that are now collected, the whole stock

not exceeding one thousand in a year. The fur-seal is

principally found on St. Paul and St. George, which lie

a little to the north of the main line of the islands,

the anual booty amounting to not more than ten thou-

sand or twelve thousand skins. The walrus, or sea-horse,

is still very abundant, while the natives turn every part

of his carcase to account. Thus the teeth, besides being

valuable in commerce as ivory, serve to barb spears and

arrows ; the flesh affords food ; the oil warms the huts

and cooks the victuals ; the bones and skin form the

materials of the baidarka. But the skin of the animal

is converted to more than one useful purpose by civi-

lized men. First, it covers the packages of furs that are

sent to Kiachta, then the chests of tea that are carried

to Moscow ; and having, by this time, been coined, as

it were, with a great variety of stamps on its travels,

it again visits its native seas, cut up into a circulating

medium of small change for the Company's posts.

The soil and climate of some of the more easterly

islands of the Aleutian archipelagoes are sufliciently

good for the production of potatoes and the maintenance

of domestic cattle, while at Kodiak there are also car-

dens for vegetables. On this last-mentioned island.
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which possesses a tolerable surface of pulverized lava

and vegetable mould, there exists a village of about four

hundred inhabitants, the oldest settlement, as already

mentioned, to the north of California. The Russians

are certainly entitled to the credit of having been the

first to plant civilization on the north-west coast ; and,

in fact, they have generally been more assiduous than

any other people in attempting to improve the eco-

nomical condition of aboriginal tribes. In short, they

had been led, by the example of Peter the Great, to re-

gard civilization not as an incident of anything else but

as a substantive business in itself; and on this account

one cannot peruse, without a peculiar interest, Shele-

koff's narrative of his proceedings at Kodiak. I quote

two passages

:

" They were filled with astonishment on seeing the

expedition with which we constructed our houses, be-

cause they, who possessed only small iron tools to cleave

the wood and form planks, employed several years in

building a single hut. On observing the reverberators,

which were suspended in dark nights, they believed that

we had stolen the sun from heaven. I pitied their ex-

treme ignorance, and could not suffer them to continue

longer under such impressions of error, without attempt-

ing to enlighten their minds as much as lay in my
power : I explained to them that the reverberator was

the work of men, like themselves, and added, as long as

they did not live peaceably, and adopt our customs and

mode of life, they would never acquire a similar

degree of knowledge. I laboured to persuade them to

quit their savage life, which was a perpetual scene of

massacre and warfare, for a better and more happy
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vState. T showed them the comforts and advantages of

our houses, clothes, and provisions ; I explained to

them the method of digging-, sowing, and planting gar-

dens ; and I distributed fruit and vegetables and some

of our provisions amongst them, with which they were

highly delighted.

" I endeavoured to give them some notion of books,

offered to teach some of their children to read, and

several brought them to me for that purpose. I must

do these people the justice to allow that they were by

no means deficient in capacity ; for the children easily

comprehended the instructions, and several of them,

before my departure, spoke the Russian tongue so well,

that they were understood without difficulty ; and I left

five and twenty scholars, who could read and write,

and who would much rather have preferred being with

the Russians than with their parents."

On Saturday, the 12th of June, we were at our

nearest to Kamschatka. The preceding week had been

productive of much variety in the shape of weather,

every twelve hours, in fact, having had their own rule

in this matter. Calms and winds of every name and

of almost every degree of force were most curiously

interwoven, even the strongest breezes not living long

enough to raise a sea ; and, though the fog was pretty

constant, yet observations were got almost every day.

Albatroses, boobies, and sea-parrots hovered about us,

while several land-birds, that had been blown off the

coast, fluttered wildly among them. One morning, the

clamour and restlessness of our poultry drew our atten-

tion to a half-famished hawk ; the poor chickens,

though they did not know much about the matter, had
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good reason to dread the sharpness of the rascal's appe-

tite at a distance of two hundred and fifty miles from

the nearest resting-place.

Kamschatka, which we were now passing, was to be

visited bj the Alexander on her return to Sitka in the

autumn ; and there was, in fact, a report that the penin-

sula itself was to be placed under the administration of the

Russian American Company on nearly the same footing

as the opposite continent and the intervening islands.

On many grounds, this would be a blessed change for

the inhabitants. The favourite maxim of most of the

public officers, great and small, in Siberia, is that " God
is high, and the Emperor far off;" and of this watch-

word the Kamschatdales are sure, from their unfortunate

place on the map, to enjoy the fullest benefit. Every

functionary, moreover, dabbles in trade as well as in

government, while the priests compound a similar medley

of traffic and religion ; and, what is worst of all, these

amateur pedlars, both the reverends and the horour-

ables, find ardent spirits the easiest thing to carry, and

the readiest thing to sell.

But, as if to complete their misfortunes, the Kam-
schatdales alone, of all the nations and tongues in the

Russian empire, are still farther exposed to be fleeced

by foreigners. Certain supplies of grain, tea, sugar,

manufactures, &c., are sent annually from Ochotsk, in

three small vessels, so badly commanded and so badly

equipped, that every two or three years one of them is

sure to be lost on her outward voyage, while the whole

outfit, even without such an accident, is by no means

adequate to the demand. iVs a lesser evil than absolute

famine, the port of Petropaulosk is opened to the extor-
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tion of strangers ; and an American resident at the

Sandwich Islands has, with the interested connivance of

tlie authorities, been in the habit of availing himself

very liberally of the privilege. All these mischiefs

would, in a great measure, be remedied by the proposed

transfer of the province from the Imperial Government

to the Russian American Company.

It is a popular notion that, in a despotic monarchy,

everything is the work of what is styled the pervading

will. Though, in a small state, this doctrine may be

correct, yet, in Russia, it is an impracticable delusion

;

for the Emperor, so far from being the actual ruler of

Kamschatka, pays about five thousand roubles a year

beyond the amount of the local revenue to those who

plunder the subjects whom he himself certainly desires

to protect. An extensive empire, that has neither free

institutions to check oppression, nor a public press to

expose it, must be governed, whether its name be China

or Russia, rather by the local functionaries than by the

central authorities, rather by interested caprice than by

impartial law.

On Sunday, the 13th of June, having then been

twenty-seven days out from New Archangel, we entered

the Sea of Ochotsk, passing through its breastwork of

the Kurile Islands, by a strait of about twenty miles in

width. Though, at first sight, such a passage appears

to be broad enough, more particularly as it is free from

currents and rocks, yet its navigation is rendered

dangerous by the almost constant fogs which are pro-

duced by the nearly direct collision between the warm

flood, already mentioned, from the south, and the cold

waters of the Sea of Ochotsk. These fogs are often so
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dense as not only to render observations impracticable,

but even to prevent one from seeing to the distance of

a hundred yards. But, if the former evil be incurable,

the latter, as we had an opportunity of perceiving, is

not altogether without its remedy. An Aleutian on

board, with the characteristic sharpness of vision of his

race, discerned land at a distance of several, miles,

through a mist as impervious to ordinary eyes as a solid

wall ; and Captain Kadnikoff, by firing a gun now and

then, and catching its echo, was able to ascertain, within

limits sufficiently accurate to be very useful, both the

direction and the distance of the nearest shore. One of

our guns, by the by, disturbed a whale, nearly as big as

our ship, lounging on the surface, within twenty yards

of us ; he raised his head, as if to ask why we interrupted

his slumbers, and remained gazing stupidly at us, till

M'e lost sight of him in the fog.

In consequence of the thickness of the weather in this

neighbourhood, vessels have occasionally been obliged,

after beating about till they could beat about no longer,

to return to Sitka, without breaking bulk. A few

years back, an unfortunate wight, of the name of

Erasmus, was sent to inspect the Company's posts on

these islands, whence he was to proceed the following

season to St. Petersburg to join his wife and children,

who had gone thither before him. Next year, however,

he was left to his fate ; for Lieutenant Zagoiskin, who

was to carry him to Ochotsk, could not stumble on the

island, where the poor man was anxiously waiting his

arrival ; and again, in the ensuing summer, when found

by Lieutenant Villachkoffsky, he actually did get his

baffSfasre on board, and was himself rowing off to the
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vessel, when, in consequence of a sudden gale, the ship

was obliged to run for it, either proceeding contentedly

on her voyage, as if she had not " left one breaking

heart behind," or, to take a more charitable view of the

case, perhaps returning to grope about in vain for

Mr. Erasmus and his island.

The Kuriles appear to be principally of volcanic

origin ; they are, moreover, so rugged and sterile as to

look, in all respects, like a continuation of Kamschatka.

Nor is the climate, as indeed one may expect from the

perpetual fogs, superior to the soil. Here we were in

the latitude of Paris, and on the hot side of midsummer,

while the high grounds were covered with snow% and

even the low grounds exhibited scarcely a symptom of

vegetation. The three posts, which the Kussian

American Company has on the group, are maintained

merely to collect furs, chiefly those of marine animals.

This archipelago, of which the more south-westerly

islands belong to the Japanese, completes the line on

which Russia directly and immediately influences nearly

all the powers of the old continent— Sweden, now

extending to the Atlantic ; Prussia, virtually including

all the minor states of Germany; Austria, with her

vassals of Rome and Naples ; Turkey, grasping the

Danube with one hand, and with the other overreaching^

the Cataracts of the Nile ; Persia, bordering on the sea

that washes the coast of Malabar; Central Asia, marked

by the footsteps of nearly all the conquerors of Hin-

dostan ; Thibet, containing the sources of the Burram-

pooter and the Ganges; China, meeting Spain in the

Philippines; and Portugal and England, in her own

islands, and, lastly, that mysterious empire which
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stands aloof alike from the commerce and the warfare

of the world.

The Sea of Ochotsk is completely land-locked, being,

in this respect, as well as in size and general situation,

not unlike Hudson's Bay. The waters are shallow, not

exceeding, about fifty miles from land, an equal number

of fathoms, and rarely giving, even in the centre, above

four times the depth just mentioned. As the height of

land nearly all round is at an inconsiderable distance,

the only river of any magnitude that flows into this vast

inlet is the Amoor, if indeed the Amoor can fairly be

said to do so, terminating, as it does, in a bay, which,

being bounded in front by the Island of Sagalin, opens

by one strait into the Sea of Ochotsk, and by another

into the Sea of Japan.

In almost every point of view, the Amoor is the most

valuable stream in Northern Asia. Of all the large.

rivers of that boundless region, it is the onlv one that

empties itself into a navigable part of the universal

ocean. The Obi, the Yenisei, and the Lena carry the

waters of the Altai Mountains to the Polar Sea, there

to be lost to cbmmerce as effectually as if buried in the

sands of a burning desert ; the Yana, the Indigirka, the

Alasei, and the Kolyma, which rise in a subordinate

range, waste their respective tributes on the same hope-

less wilderness of ice ; and the Anadyr, and the Kam-

schatka, though they do find their way to the Pacific,

are yet of secondary volume in themselves, while the

countries which they drain have little or no use for

maritime outlets. The Amoor, in fact, is the only

highway of nature that directly connects the central

steppes of Asia with the rest of the world. But the
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political arrangements of man have decreed otherwise

;

and at this moment the Amoor is infinitely less useful,

as a channel of traffic, than almost any one of all the

land-locked rivers of Siberia. In one word, it belonsfs

not to Russia, but to China.

Towards the close of the sixteentli century, and in

the first quarter of the seventeenth, a few handfuls of

Cossacks were successfully cutting their way from the

Uralian chain to the Lena, there to encounter and sub-

due the Tungusian hordes, which, by the most extraor-

dinary contrast in the history of the world, were, at

one and the same time, falling before the mere outposts

of Russia, and trampling under foot the ancient dynasty

of China. By the middle of the seventeenth century,

the Russians had advanced a considerable wa}'^ down

both sides of the Amoor, having the Pacific Ocean, as

it were, already in their view, when China, having ac-

quired a new interest to the northward through her

involuntary connexion with the Tartars, turned her arms

towards the same quarter. After a good deal of fight-

ing, in which the Russians, notwithstanding their uni-

form inferiority in numbers, always dealt the hardest

blows, the Chinese, partly by trickery and partly by

being much nearer to their resources, forced their dan-

gerous enemy by treaty to recede from the Amoor to a

line of boundary terminating in the Sea of Ochotsk, on

nearly the same parallel of latitude as afterwards di-

vided Russia from England, on the eastern shore of the

Pacific.

The treaty in question was made in 1689, soon after

the commencement of the reign of Peter the Great

;

and this most ambitious of the czars was doubtless the
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more ready to ratify the dishonourable and disadvan-

tageous compact, inasmuch as one of its collateral

stipulations provided for the opening of a regular trade

by land between the two empires.

Though, at first, the Russians were doubtless gainers

by the compromise, yet they were gradually led to feel

that a fair at Kiachta, or a factory in Pekin, was a poor

exchange for the only direct channel of communication

with the Pacific. Through the loss of the Amoor, the

discovery of Karaschatka, and the consequent discoveries

of the islands and continent beyond, were reduced to

half their value, even without reference to anything else

than the mere expense of a more circuitous and less

commodious route. But it was not only as a means of

transit that the Amoor would have been serviceable to

the more easterly adventurers. The grain, and the

sails, and the cordage, and generally all such necessaries

as any part of the empire could produce—and the iron,

too, from the mines of Nertshinsk—could have been

found on the banks of the very stream which was to

waft them to the ocean, thus not only supplying the

sterile settlements to the eastward at a vastly cheaper

rate, but also planting an agricultural population within

reach of the sea.

But, even if neither America nor Kamschatka, nor

the intervening isles, had ever been discovered or ever

existed, the Amoor would have been invaluable to

Russia, both on commercial and political grounds. It

would have been the means of conducting a trade with

China and the other countries of the East, more exten-

sive and more advantageous than any overland com-

merce, furnishing not only a receptacle for vessels, but
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also materials for building them. Again, by its posi-

tion, as already mentioned, with respect to the Sea of

Japan, it might have been made the station of such a

navy as would have brought Russia, even as a maritime

power, into influential contact with both her opulent

neighbours ; and it was probably to keep her within

her own proper sphere, as a military colossus, and to

prevent her from encroaching ou the peculiar province

of her destined associate, that Providence so unexpec-

tedly gave her the only check that she ever sustained in

her career of eastern conquest. If this be certain, as

every thinking man must admit, that England and Russia

are to be the grand instruments of a higher power in regu-

lating the future fortunes of the world, then this also is

at least as certain, that the sea and the land are to be,

generally speaking, the respective theatres of their

glory.

During the first four days after entering the Sea of

Ochotsk, we kept running from four to ten knots an

hour, so that we were now rapidly advancing to the

termination of our long and tedious voyage. Every-

thing betokened our near approach to our port. Cables

were cleared ; the work of holy-stoning the decks was

diligently pursued ; and, in short, all sorts of appurte-

nances and operations that could be either useful or

ornamental were put in training against the moment of

our arrival. Of all the vessels of my acquaintance,

recommend me to the Alexander, just as she was then

commanded and manned. Her captain was thoroughly

conversant with his profession, and remarkably attentive

to his passengers ; the officers appeared to be each more

skilful and vigilant than another; and the men were
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fine, steady, active fellows, whose voices were never

heard. The sailors in the Russian navy are quite con-

spicuous for their good conduct ; and, as an eminent

proof of this, they are rarely guilty of desertion, though

they have more liberty than those in any other service,

and are never watched, being considered to be upon

honour.

At length, on the 1 7th, about nine in the morning,

our Aleutian friend, who had, for several hours, been

looking out from the mast-head, raised the joyful shout

of " Land." In about an hour and a half, the outline

of a range of hills became visible even to unpractised

eyes ; and though the prospect was dismal enough in

the distance, I yet hailed with joy and thankfulness this

first glimpse of Asia, which was, by comparison, to me
the threshold of my home, after all my doubling and

turning on the Pacific to the extent of fully half the

circumference of the globe. As soon as we were cer-

tain that there was no mistake, all hands in the cabin

proceeded, with nervous haste, to pack up clothes,

books, and papers, and all kinds of odds and ends, to

shave, dress, and civilize, and so forth, when we had the

inexpressible mortification to find that the coast was

still cased in its wintry barrier. About one in the

afternoon, we entered the broken ice, forcing our way
so boldly among the floating masses as to strike heavily

and injure the copper; but, when \ve Avere within

twenty miles of Cape Marican, we were obliged, to our

great chagrin, to beat a retreat, and to await in patience

the removal of the insuperable obstacle. This consum-

mation, so devoutly to be wished, could only be effected,

within any reasonable time, by a strong wind, for very

VOL. II. R
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little good could be expected from the ordinary process

of thawing in an atmosphere which had just compelled

us to mount cloaks and ffreat coats.

What a tantalizing situation was ours ! If we could not

get across the continent before the close of summer, we

should be doomed to spend the broken weather of the

autumn at Irkutsk, or perhaps some far worse place, till

snow should again render the roads passable ; and we,

of course, did our best to persuade ourselves that our

present delay was sure to make all the difference. If

we had been advancing at any pace, we should not have

despaired ; but to lie like a log in the water, and to

feel that we might continue to do so till the tempe-

rature, that made ourselves shiver, should melt the

enemy, that was " the unkindest cut of all." AVe be-

came, I am afraid, very bad company to each other

;

and, as if to overdraw our patience entirely, we were,

at this unfortunate crisis, reduced from fresh provisions

to salt junk.

To gain a more genial climate, besides varying the

scene, we sometimes took a run out to the south, thouarh

the greatest heat that we ever attained did not arise to

40° of Fahrenheit, and that, too, in the beginning of our

English July. The cheerlessness, however, of our po-

sition was, in some measure, counterbalanced by the

shortness of the night. In fact, the two twilights, each

almost rivalling the day, met each other ; and I actually

read a newspaper—an old enough one, in all conscience

—with great ease at twelve o'clock.

The sea was singularly calm, seldom rising to a dan-

gerous height, even for open craft, in any state of the

winds. On the floating ice that passed our vessel we
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saw great numbers of hair seals, doing their best to bask

in the sun, which, when close to us, waddled into the

water, and disappeared. In general, hoAvever, these

creatures are so fearless, that they have been known to

get on the decks of vessels lying at anchor in the road-

stead of Ochotsk ; and here, as well as elsewhere, they

allow one to approach near enough to kill them with a

club. Once we came within a hundred yards of a sleep-

ing whale. We fired a cannon at him— not a very

sportsmanlike proceeding, perhaps ; but the shot, which

was about a foot too high, merely aroused the monster,

when he instantaneously dived. On one occasion, one

of the Company's vessels is said to have struck one of

these napping whales with so violent a concussion as to

make every one suppose that the ship had run foul of a

sandbank, while the brute, after being thus keel-hauled,

was impotently lashing the water astern, apparently dis-

abled for diving by his wound.

In our anxiety and distress, we thought of landing.

But to the south of Ochotsk, where we might have

found open water, the country was too rugged for tra-

velling ; besides that the one solitary settlement of

Uoskoi was not likely to furnish either horses or guides

;

while to the north, where there was something of a

practicable track— being, in fact, part of the Kam-

schatka Road that runs round the gulf— the ice was

still more hopelessly impervious than in front of Ochotsk

itself.

The arrival of Sunday, as a variety in our existence,

was quite a relief. Previously to the commencement

of the service, Captain KadnikofF read a paper, exhort-

ing the crew to cleanliness, loyalty, morality, and reli-

R 2
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gion ; and, after this address was delivered, our Friar

Tuck, having- been made sober, or kept sober, to order,

discharged liis duties most admirably.

On the 23rd of the month, after we had been impri-

soned nearly a week, we stood in, according to daily

custom, towards the anchorage. As we advanced, we

were delighted to meet a much greater quantity of

floating ice than usual; and, by availing ourselves of

every lane of open water, we succeeded, by half past

eight in the evening, in reaching our port, having gra-

dually reduced our soundings, till for some distance our

keel was ploughing up the mud from the bottom.

Ochotsk, now that we had reached it, appeared to

have but little to recommend it to our favour, standing

on a shingly beach so low and flat as not to be distin-

guishable at our distance from the adjacent waters.

We saw nothing but a number of wretched buildings,

which seemed to be in the sea just as much as ourselves
;

while, from their irregularity, they looked as if actually

afloat ; and even of this miserable prospect one of the

characteristic fogs of this part of the world begrudged

us fully the half.

As soon as we were in sight, we were boarded by a

pilot, while a boat from the Russian American Company's

establishment came off", bringing the latest news, both

indigenous and exotic. As to local intelligence, one of

the transports for Kamschatka, with her share of the

annual supplies, had been wrecked ; and four or five

thousand loaded horses had arrived from Yakutsk, while

five thousand more were expected. Then, as to more

distant matters, the Queen of England, as I had pre-

viously learned in the roadstead at Honolulu, had pre-
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sented the natioft with a Prince of Wales; and my

friend Baron Wrangell had been appointed principal

director of the Russian American Company. I was

sadly disappointed, however, to learn that the mail,

which was to bring me letters from home, had not yet

arrived.

As the hour was late, and as the anchorage was three

miles from the town, we remained on board to sleep

;

and next morning, before daylight. Lieutenant Zavoika,

the gentleman in charge of the Russian American Com-

pany's establishment, came off to our vessel, in order to

convey us ashore in his own boat. We took leave of

our kind friend Captain Kadnikoff with sincere regret

;

and, after making a present to the crew, we left behind

us the good ship Alexander under a salute of seven

guns, receiving, in about an hour, a similar mark of

respect from the Company's post on placing our feet on

the continent of Asia.

At the establisliment, I had the pleasure of again

meeting Madame Zavoika, a niece of Baron Wrangell,

whom I had seen along with her husband, two years

before, at the house of her noble relative in St. Peters-

burg ; and we had thus an opportunity of renewing, at

one end of the Russian empire, an acquaintance which

we had commenced at the other.

As a point connected with our voyage, I ought here

to mention, that, on the occasion of our first reaching

the ice off the town, the Alexander had been seen from

the shore, apparently standing on the frozen surface of

the gulf ; and, to verify the story, our informants had,

at the same time, heard a shot, naming the very hour

at which Captain Kadnikoff had fired a gun as a signal,
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without, however, much expectation of its being noticed

at a distance of thirty miles.

Our voyage of forty-four days had been somewhat

longer than the average, for of late years the runs had

generally ranged between five weeks and six weeks and

a half. In earlier times, people used to deem them-

selves foi tunate if they accomplished the distance from

Sitka to Ochotsk in three months. But, in those days,

the mere delay was only a part of the mischief. As

the fine season, in these northern latitudes, begins with

May and ends with August, the vessel, in order to ac-

complish both divisions of her trip, was constrained to

take her chance of the heavy gales of spring and autumn

;

while the same causes that led to the delay, namely,

craziness of build, and incompleteness of equipments,

and unskilfulness of mariners, rendered her less able to

face the tempest. Many ships used to be lost, some of

them on the very bar of Ochotsk, on which a prodigious

tide, practicable only in certain states during the finest

weather, becomes doubly difficult and dangerous under

the influence of any seaward gale. On one or two oc-

casions, the whole of the valuable returns of the trade

were sacrificed ; and, on one of the outward voyages,

the first religious mission for Russian America, con-

sisting of bishop, priest, deacons, and various subordi-

nate retainers, perished to a man. The latest loss

occurred in 1838, Mhen a vessel, making for Norfolk

Sound after the stormy weather had commenced, was

supposed, as some fragments of her were found in that

direction, to have been wrecked near Mount Edge-

cumbe.

But all these losses were nothing, when compared
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with the disasters that befell the original explorers of

the Aleutian archipelago. The history of these hardy

adventurers is an almost continuous narrative of strand-

ino-s and founderino-s. Nor ouoht this to be a matter

of wonder, for, by reason of the extreme scarcity and

exorbitant cost of all the requisite materials, but more

particularly of canvass, and cordage, and iron, the or-

dinary craft, besides often taking their timbers from old

wrecks, were tied together with thongs of skin, and

rigged out with ropes and sails of the same unmanage-

able texture to match,

I cannot close this record of disasters more appro-

priately or more mournfully than by mentioning the

premature fate of the manly and generous Captain

Kadnikoff. Immediately on his return from Ochotsk to

Sitka, in the autumn of 1842, he was sent with his good

ship to California ; and, on his homeward voyage, while

lying-to in a tremendous hurricane, within an incon-

siderable distance of New Archangel, he and all his

crew, excepting tlie watch on deck, were literally

drowned in their beds by a heavy sea, which broke over

the vessel without causing her to founder.
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CHAPTER XVI.

FROM OCHOTSK TO YAKUTSK.

Ochotsk—Madame Zavoika's horticulture—Food, health, &c., of in-

habitants—Ship-building establishment—Courts and la-nyers—Salt

—

Governor Golovin—Russians, and Ostrogs, and Cossacks—Shipwrecked

Japanese—Disciple of Origen—Brick tea—Mr. AtlasotTs snow-shoes

—

Promiscuous bathing—Bargaining for horses with Jacob—Departure

from Ochotsk—Forests of pine, &c., with swamp-tea—Jacob's policy

—

Mr. ShiloiTs caravan—Fidelity and skill of l''akuti—Cossack's zeal and

boastfulness— Spirit of the forest—Jacob's care of horses—Notes of

cuckoo—Fourteen fords on horseback—Lord Byron and Captain Coch-

rane—Lidustry of Yakuti, as also hospitality—Dropping in of three

friends to dinner— Cossack's discipline—Caravan— Mode of feeding

horses in the night—Real hell of horses— Inundations—Threatened

attack on the part of a bear—Country more fertile—Mail from Yakutsk,

disappointment—Plant that intoxicates and disables horses—^Mistake of

Cossack—Inundations—Herds of cattle and caravans—Summer by day

and winter by night— Superstition of Yakuti—Height of land, with a

lake feeding both seas—Perpetual snow^ and ice—Caravans without end

— Udoma crossing— Hardly any horses of a dark colour— Danger in

pastimes from runaway convicts—New ice in middle of July—Valley of

the Nalivnoi—Difficulty in ascertaining names—Wet St. Nicholas Day
—Yakut's mode of estimating distances—AllackY^oumi—Musquitoes

—

Moor fowl — Delays of travelling— Rein-deer— Ooloonach ferry—
Scenery now softer— Swamps bridged with corduroy— The Aldan

—

Horses ofYakuti well trained—Kumyss—The Amga—The Capercailzie,

snipe, and plover— Orelach—Traveller's book—Tshooropsa— Porotoff-

skaya—Visit from son of a Yakut chief—Tshetshiguiskaya—Temooloya

—Locusts—Toolgyachtach—Lena and other rivers once much higher

—

Ai-rival at Lena—Arrival at Y^akutsk.

The Company's post stands near the end of a tongue

of land, about three quarters of a mile in length, and
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one quarter of a mile in width, so little elevated above

the level of the sea, that, when the southerly wind

blows hard or continues long, the whole is almost sure

to be inundated. The town lies about half a mile dis-

tant, situated on the left bank of the Kuchtui. It has

stood on this site only for a few years, having formerly

occupied a low point between the sea and the Ochota
;

and it appears to have been removed just in time, for

the river has, since then, formed the tip of the point

into an island, sending the main body of its waters

throuo-h this new channel of its own cuttinof. Even

now the town is not secure, being subject, as well as

the Company's post, to inundations in southerly gales.

The population of Ochotsk is about eight hundred

souls, though, forty years ago, it amounted, according

to LangsdorfTs estimate, to about two thousand. The

diminution is ascribed, and with great appearance of

truth, to the circumstance, that the town has, since then,

been supplanted, as a penal colony, by the mines—

a

change which the neighbourhood has had no reason to

regret ; for the convicts, always the worst of their class,

were continually escaping, to prey on the public, like

so many wild beasts. Nor can the criminals themselves

look back to Ochotsk with regret from any other place

of punishment whatever.

A more dreary scene can scarcely be conceived. Not a

tree, and hardly even a green blade, is to be seen within

miles of the town ; and in the midst of the disorderly

collection of huts is a stagnant marsh, which, unless

when frozen, must be a nursery of all sorts of malaria

and pestilence. The climate is at least on a par with

the soil. Summer consists of three months of damp
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and chilly weather, during great part of which the snow

still covers the hills, and the ice chokes the harbour;

and this is succeeded by nine months of dreary winter,

in which the cold, unlike that of more inland spots, is

as raw as it is intense.

In such a climate, spontaneous vegetation is hardly to

be expected. I was equally surprised and pleased at the

manner in which Madame Zavoika contrived to combat

circumstances so adverse to horticultural operations. To-

wards the close of the winter, she had reared in hothouses

a number of hardy vegetables, which, as the season ad-

vanced, she was gradually transplanting into the open

air, thus producing for domestic use, besides a few

flowers, a small stock of potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, and

barley. In so short a summer—for dog-sleighing con-

tinues till the 1st of June—everything must, as it

were, run a race to come to maturity ; and, in reality,

the growth of some plants is said to be so rapid under

assiduous culture, and in a genial situation, that their

progress, to the high gratification, of course, of the

party interested, may be traced from hour to hour.

The principal food of the inhabitants is fish. The

sea of Ochotsk yields as many as fourteen varieties of

the salmon alone, one of them, the nerka, being the

finest thing of the kind that I ever tasted. All the

parts of a fish are turned to profitable account ; the head

is eaten raw, the belly smoked, the back salted, and the

bones and oftal are given to the dogs. Fish is the

staple food also of cattle and poultry, as neither hay

nor grain can be procured for their use in sufficient

quantities.

All supplies for the table, fish alone excepted, are
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ruinously extravagant. Flour, brought from the Upper

Lena by way of Yakutsk, costs twenty-eight roubles a

pood of forty Russian or thirty-six English pounds;

beef, supplied by the neighbouring Yakuti, is so dear

and so scarce as to be regarded merely as a treat ; and

as to Munes and groceries, most of them tell their own

story in the fact of their being burdened with the ex-

pense of an inland carriage of more than seven thousand

miles.

On such fare and in such a climate no people could

be healthy. Scurvy in particular rages here every winter.

This is, in fact, the scourge of all these hyperborean

regions, the absence or the feebleness of the sun in

December and January being apparently sufficient to

generate it under the most favourable circumstances of

food, shelter, and exercise. It affects even sucking

infants, Avhile the very cattle suffer equally with human

beings. It often proves fatal ; but, if the sufferer,

whether man or beast, survive the winter, both qua-

drupeds and bipeds find a remedy of Nature's own pro-

viding in a wild sort of onion or garlick.

Under all these disadvantages, however, the good folks

of Ochotsk look brisk, with something of a military

swagger in their air. They are evidently alive to the

dignity of their situation, as being denizens of the only

town within the compass of two or three European

kingdoms. Nor are they likely to be soon deprived of

this exclusive honour, for their harbour, bad as it is, is

still be'ieved to be the best on the whole of the Sea of

Ochotsk. Captain Kadnikoff, however, intends this

very season to survey what is called Jan Harbour, lying

some distance to the south-west of Ochotsk ; and if his
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report of the anchorage be favourable, the Russian

American Company will remove its establishment thither

on account of the collateral advantages of the locality.

The situation is said to be much more healthy than that

of this town ; the interior country is believed to be rich

in sables and foxes, being well wooded and tolerably

fertile ; and, what is most important of all, the route to

Yakutsk and back may, in a great measure, be accom-

plished by water.

The buildinfjs are of wood, being most of them in a

state of decay ; even the principal edifices, the admi-

ralty, the hospital, and the government-house, are

scarcely habitable. As to business, the town is a mere

place of transit between Yakutsk, on the one hand, and

Kamschatka and Russian America, on the other, the

grandest epochs in its year being the arrivals and depar-

tures of vessels and caravans. With the trade, however,

of Russian America, the town, properly so called, has

little or nothing to do, for the Company's own post,

with a gentleman in charge, three clerks, a storekeeper,

a pilot, and thirty-five labourers, is, in my opinion, far

more than adequate to perform all the Company's

work.

It is chiefly in regard to its connexion with Kam-

schatka, that Ochotsk possesses a ship-building yard.

Considering how often the transports are lost, this

establishment can have no sinecure of it ; and tliere is

now a vessel of about seventy tons on the stocks as a

candidate for the next vacancy, if the recent disaster

has not already made room for it. The pine is close in

the grain and tough, and the carpenters do their duty

well, so tliat the frequent losses must be imputed chiefly
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to the incompetency of the officers and crews. What-

ever be the cause, the inhabitants of Kamschatka are

the sufferers, being forced to submit, as I have elsewhere

stated, to the exactions of foreign adventurers for ab-

solute necessaries ; and one cannot but regret that the

Imperial government does not at once conclude the

reported arrangement with the Russian American Com-

pany for conducting this branch of the service. Justice

and humanity, however, have many vested interests to

encounter. The functionaries in Kamschatka are, as a

matter of course, instinctively hostile to the proposed

measure ; the Yakuti, who enjoy the monopoly, such

as it is, of the inland transport between Yakutsk and

Ochotsk, are represented as being likely to lose at least

a part of their carrying trade ; and, though last not least,

the authorities of Ochotsk see that, in lettino- o-o their

hold of Kamschatka, they will drift from their sheet-

anchor.

So far as the Yakuti are concerned, their case is little

better than a bugbear to serve the purposes of the other

two parties, for, besides being nearly independent of

extraneous aid through the instrumentality of their

herds of cattle, they sacrifice vast numbers of their

horses in consequence of famine and fatigue, so as

greatly to diminish the clear proceeds of their earnings.

The depth and thickness, however, of the official stake

in the matter are certainly great, exceeding, in fact, all

honest calculation. To cite an instance, the freight from

Ochotsk to Kamschatka, as fixed at head-quarters, is

not to be more than half a rouble a pood, while, as ex-

acted on the spot, it amounts to fifteen roubles. Thus,

in defiance of Avhat is called the pervading will, the
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servant's peculation adds 2,900 per cent, to the master's

claim.

Of the machinery of justice, Ochotsk has fully more

than enough. For the eight hundred souls in the town,

and a remarkably scanty population in the adjacent

country, there are, including judges and clerks of court,

no fewer than forty limbs of the law. After making

due allowance for the litigious disposition of the Yakuti,

the place has evidently still too much of a good thing,

even if only half of all that is said as to the extortion

and corruption of the harpies be correct. I shall merely

mention one instance, resting on undoubted authority,

with respect to judicial misconduct, premising that the

bar can hardly be expected to be more punctilious than

the bench.

A woman of Sitka, charged, on the clearest evidence,

with having poisoned her husband, was sent to Ochotsk

for trial. She was committed to prison ; but the judge,

struck with her charms, removed her from her cell to

his own house, postponing the cognizance of the affair

from time to time on one pretext after another. At

last, when urged by the Russian American Company, he

promised to proceed in the business, without, however,

naming any day. Accordingly, one forenoon, the Com-

pany's agent was summoned to attend the woman's trial

by mid-day at a place about three miles distant from

the town ; but, before the prosecutor could reach the

court-house, the judge, true to his time, had dismissed

the case for want of evidence, and remanded the lady to

his own hospitable domicile. In process of time, she

has become the mother of half a dozen or so of incipient

judges and embryo ladies of quality.
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Formerly, salt used to be manufactured near Ochotsk

;

but the works were soon abandoned, as the article could

be procured, through the Russian American Company,

from California at a much cheaper rate. By the by,

when Captain Cochrane was at Petropaulosk, in Kam-

schatka, he found there a vessel belonging to Liho Liho,

loaded with salt as a present from his Hawaiian majesty

to the Emperor of Russia.

The Governor of Ochotsk, Captain Golovin of the

Imperial Navy, has spent twenty years of his life in

Siberia and Kamschatka, and bears a very excellent

character. At the moment of my arrival, he was too

busy at home to let his thoughts wander elsewhere, for

his lady had just presented him with a little girl, who

was ushered into the world under the same salute that

greeted my landing in Asia. When this affair was made

snug, Captain Golovin showed me much courtesy and

attention, readily rendering me every assistance in his

power. His jurisdiction extends from the Chinese

frontier to the Bay of Anadyr, containing, in addition

to the aboriginal population, about three thousand

families of Russians. This peaceful district contains

numerous ostrogs, or forts, garrisoned by a few Cossacks,

who, by virtue of their descent from the original con-

querors of Siberia, are at once the military and the

police of the country. In their public capacity, these

soldiers collect the yassack from the natives, being

equivalent to six roubles a year for every male of twenty

and upwards, while, on their own private account, they

exact a much heavier tribute from the poor creatures,

by dabbling in furs at their own prices.

At Ochotsk we saw the Japanese, of whom I had
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previously heard at the Sandwich Islands. They were

maintained at the expense of the government, and were

waiting an opportunity to return home. Whatever the

chapter of accidents might ultimately disclose, there

was then no definite prospect that the unhappy exiles

would ever reach the shores of Japan, or that, even if

they should get that length, they would be allowed to

land. On a former occasion of the same kind, the

sailors, whom the Eussians were restoring to their

country, were driven off by their jealous government,

an example which is not very likely to encourage

Russia to repeat the attempt. The Japanese in ques-

tion, wretched as their lot must have been in a strange

land, and under an inhospitable climate, contrived to

make themselves more miserable by disagreeing with

each other; and, on a recent occasion, four of them

had conspired to destroy the fifth, whom the authorities

were obliged to send to prison, in order to preserve

his life.

In the Russian American Company's stores I ob-

served what is known as brick tea, being made up into

cakes like Cavendish tobacco. This article is brought

from Kiachta. Though coarse, strong, and ill-flavoured,

it is consumed in great quantities by the lower orders

in Siberia, being made into a thick soup, with the ad-

dition of butter and salt.

Of the habits of the good people of Ochotsk, save

of their hospitality, I know but little. On the day of

our arrival there was scarcely a soul to be seen about

the place, all business being at a stand in honour of the

anniversary of the emperor's birth : but the proper fes-

tivities were unavoidably postponed, as the anticipated
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supplies had not arrived from Yakutsk. In summer,

in fact, nobody goes out of the house without neces-

sity. If the weather be fine, then the noxious vapours

of the stagnant marsh are to be dreaded ; and if the

weather be not fine, then the rain and wind are to be

avoided. In winter, again, the cold is too severe for

much exposure, being of that raw, damp, disagreeable

kind, which no clothes can keep out. Walking on

snow-shoes, however, is a favourite pastime among the

gentlemen ; and one of the Company's clerks, Mr. At-

lasoff,—a descendant, I believe, of the conqueror of

Kamschatka,—thinks nothing at all of trudging eighty

or ninety miles a day, having one winter gone from

Ochotsk to Irkutsk on foot, a distance of nearly four

thousand versts, or two thousand seven hundred miles,

in order to visit his friends.

This performance quite beats that of a gentleman in

the Hudson's Bay Company's service, who walked from

Moose Factory to Red River settlement, to request my

leave to marry a young lady, whose inclinations on the

subject he had never taken the precaution to discover.

Having obtained the required permission, he retraced his

steps, and, with his authority all cut and dried for im-

mediate use, made his formal proposal; but, to his in-

finite astonishment and dismay, the hard-hearted and

ungrateful woman rejected his suit, while he could only

console himself with the old song, " Sure she's daft to

refuse the laird o' Cockpen." The snow, particularly

on a long journey, proves very injurious to the eyes,

almost always producing temporary, and sometimes

permanent blindness ; and, besides various other suf-

ferers in this way whom I met, Captain Golovin had

VOL. II. s
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nearly lost his sight from that cause. Speaking of the

habits of the people, I heard of a custom, which would

hardly be considered delicate or correct in England.

Men and women, to the number, perhaps, of thirty or

forty of both sexes, frequent one and the same bath at

one and the same time ; and so common is the thing,

that it is regarded as a matter of perfect indifference.

Two days after my arrival, I despatched letters for

England by the mail, which would travel much more

expeditiously than I could, as each bearer would go

only a specified distance, and then be relieved by

another.

On the same day, I learned from a Yakut, that the

roads were exceedingly bad iu consequence of the

unusual height of the waters. This state of things was

very much against the comfortable and speedy prose-

cution of our journey as far as Yakutsk, though it

might be favourable to us in ascending the Lena to

Irkutsk, as facilitating the tracking of boats along the

banks. The news were disheartening, for the track, at

its best, would be a mere apology for a highway.

I had some trouble in procuring horses and guides,

the Yakuti being inclined to drive a hard bargain ;
but,

on being marched before Governor Golovin by a party

of Cossacks, they agreed to convey us to Yakutsk in

eighteen days, at the rate of forty-five roubles a horse,

no load being to exceed five Russian poods, or a hun-

dred and eighty English pounds. The leader and guide,

an old fellow of the name of Jacob, was said to be

worth forty thousand roubles, having acquired the

greater part of his wealth by lending money to his less

provident countrymen at usurious interest. Notwith-
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standing all our precautions, our princeling-,—for Jacob

was a man of rank in his tribe,—had been too keen for

us, inasmuch as the charge even for posthorses was

only fifty roubles ; while, in the case of animals that

had come loaded and were returning, it hardly ever

exceeded forty.

Considering that a horse costs only thirty or forty

roubles, one is inclined, at first sight, rather to buy the

nags than to hire them. But a little inquiry on the

spot is sure to save a great deal of vexatious and

expensive experience. Your cheap bargains may be

unsound from the beginning ; even if they are sound,

they are seldom able to accomplish the whole journey

;

and even if they neither die nor break down, they are

almost certain of being stolen. In addition to all this,

guides and drivers must be separately paid ; while, from

having no interest in your cattle, excepting perhaps an

interest adverse to your own, they may prove more

troublesome than the very brutes themselves. As a

general rule, a traveller, whether in Siberia or else-

where, rarely promotes either comfort or economy by

being wise in his own conceit.

On the 27th of the month, immediately after break-

fast, we took leave of our kind hostess, Madame Za-

voika, and then, accompanied by Lieutenant Zavoika,

ascended the Ochota in a boat, to an encampment about

ten miles distant, where we were to meet our princeling

and his party. At this spot, which presented neither

tree nor shrub to shelter us from the north wind,

—

always a cold one in these regions,—that was blowing,

we found a caravan of about five hundred horses, just

arrived from Yakutsk. Whilst we partook of a farewell

s 2
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dinner with our hospitable friend, packs were arranged,

harness repaired, and horses hxden. Our little band

consisted of my two fellow-travellers and myself, my

servant, a Cossack, and three Yakuti, with about thirty

horses.

Bidding adieu to our excellent host, we commenced

our journey, riding about ten versts along the sea-shore,

whence we obtained our last look of the good ship Alex-

ander ; and then, striking into the country, we passed

through a miserable district of burnt wood, which, how-

ever, improved, as we advanced, into forests of pine,

larch, willows, and alder, with abundance of swamp tea,

such as grows in Labrador and many parts of the Hud-

son's Bay territories. Our progress did not exceed four

or five miles an hour, Jacob being ready with the stand-

ing apology of all first days, that the horses, being fresh

from the pasturage, must not have their bellies shaken.

In all such cases, whether the excuse be well founded or

not, the traveller, as there is no use in going ahead of

his baggage, must of course acquiesce in the pace of

the slowest quadruped in the caravan,—unless, indeed,

he has a Cossack with him to argue the point in his own

summary way.

During the afternoon, we met an apparently intermi-

nable line of about six hundred horses, carrying goods

for Mr. Shiloff, a rich merchant of Ochotsk. The whole

of the property was entirely under the charge of the

Yakuti,—a fact which to me spoke volumes in favour of

the carefulness, honesty, and fidelity of the tribe. In

truth, I had already begun to see that, if not in a hurry,

I should never desire better attendants on such a jour-

ney, for Jacob and his companions understood the
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management of horses to a miracle, and were withal

cheerful creatures, turning every incident into a rude

melody to beguile their own toil, and perhaps also that

of their cattle. But, pressed as I was for time, I should

never have got on, more particularly as none of us wore

uniform, without my Cossack, who, besides his own

peculiar mode of infusing activity into all and sundry,

supplied the place of a whole regiment of buttons and

crosses by the most exaggerated representations of my

rank and importance.

If there is anything in earth or air more formidable

to these poor fellows than a Cossack, it is the " Spirit of

the Forest,"—a personage invested, in their imagination,

with almost unlimited power, whether for good or for

evil. In the branches of the trees along the road were

suspended numberless offerings of horse-hair, the gift

being probably selected as an emblem of what the giver

valued most ; the extemporaneous songs seemed to be

dictated by the hope of conciliating the great unknown ;

and, at supper, the first spoonful was invariably thrown

into the fire to purchase a sound sleep from the genius

of the place. As every locality has its own elf, the

Yakuti, when on a journey, have no respite, soothing

one object of terror after another, and only multiplying

their tormentors as they increase their speed.

At the close of our first day, on which we had accom-

plished barely thirty versts, we encamped on a branch

of the Ochota. After unloading the horses, the Yakuti

tied them to trees for about an hour, in order to prevent

them from eating or drinking while they were warm
;

and, having thus taken care of their cattle, they attacked

their own pottage of rye-flour, butter, and sour milk,
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not forgetting the libation due to the tutelary divinity

of the neighbourhood.

Next morning we started at five, having taken a cup

of tea to keep out the cold air. About sunrise, I had a

pleasing remembrance of home and old times, in the

notes of a cuckoo, a bird unknown in America, where I

had passed about twenty successive springs. For fifteen

versts, we pursued our way along the river, on the banks

of which we had slept, through a tolerably pretty coun-

try ; and then, after crossing the shoulder of a small

hill over heavy roads of clay and bog, we traversed on

horseback no fewer than fourteen fords, some of them

deep and dangerous, of the Ochota and other streams.

Though I could not appropriate to myself the boast of

a former traveller in these parts, that " Byron swam the

Hellespont, and John Cochrane the Ochota," yet I did

sometimes anticipate the misfortune of being left by my
horse to attempt part of the feat.

In the course of the day, we passed through several

native settlements, with comfortable yourtes, or huts,

one of them belonging to Jacob. On our stopping at

the old man's house, the princess, by no means an un-

comely person, showed herself; she was neat in her

dress, and tidy in her domestic arrangements. The

Yakuti appear to be very industrious, young and old,

male and female, always occupied with some useful

employment or other. When not engaged in travelling

or farming, the men and boys make saddles, harnesses,

and tethers ; while the women and girls keep house,

dress skins, prepare clothing, and attend to the dairy.

The poor people, moreover, are remarkably kind to

strangers ; for milk and cream, the best if not the only
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things that they had to give, were freely offered to us

in every village.

Just as we were squatting down to dinner, three well-

dressed gentlemen, attended by one of those indispen-

sable Cossacks, rode up to us. They proved to be Judge

Fish, a good-looking, sharp, and gentlemanly fellow,

born in Petersburg of English parents, with the princi-

pal barrister of Ochotsk, a stout Siberian, whose coun-

tenance presented the reddest and most formidable crop

of whiskers and moustaches, and the chief doctor of the

same place, the most forbidding man without exception

that I had seen for many years. These gentlemen had

been holding a court at a village in the neighbourhood,

this plan of carrying law to every man's door being

absolutely necessary in such a country, and affording at

the same time to the functionaries a safer field than a

stationary tribunal for combining some attention to their

own private interests, with a due regard for the public

good. Very little ceremony was requisite to induce

them to partake of our repast, to which the whole of

them, particularly our medical guest, did justice, as if

they had never done it before in their lives.

Parting with our friends, we resumed our course

along the Ochota, for about twelve versts, to tlie little

posthouse of Mitta. This place, in spite of the dignity

of its appellation, was merely the shell of an old log hut,

containing generally a few provisions for the use of pas-

sing caravans, though, to give the hovel its due, it did

possess two rather pretty girls at the time of our

visit. At this point, I was sorry to be obliged to make

a disturbance with our princeling, who, to spare his

horses, always found some pretext or other for moving
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at a snail's pace ; Avhile the Cossack gravely inquired

whether he should not administer a dose of the whip for

Jacob's benefit. In spite of my objections to the pro-

posed measure, the man in authority dealt out two or

three cuts, which certainly were of some service, for

there was a visible improvement in our next stage. It

was no wonder that we lost our patience with the old

fellow, inasmuch as, when we encamped for the night on

the Urick, we had been sixteen hours in the saddle for

the matter of fifty versts, or thirty -three miles.

Near the Urick, the road ran over a hill, which, on

this, the 10th of the English July, was still partially

covered with its wintry garb, the atmosphere, of course,

being very cold. From the ferryman we obtained some

of the delicious nerka for our supper. During the day,

by the by, we had met about three hundred horses laden

with supplies for Ochotsk ; and altogether we found

ourselves in much less of a wilderness than we had

expected.

Next morning, being the third day of our travels, we

lost about an hour and a half in collectino; the horses.

These animals, when turned loose to feed in the evening,

are apt to stray ; but the Yakuti, knowing their haunts

well, and having a keen eye to detect their track, rarely

fail to follow the deserters on the right scent. One

could not be surprised, if the quadrupeds should run

away altogether out of the country. When compared

with this corner of the world, England, which is some-

times said to be the hell of horses, must be contented

with the secondary honour of being their purgatory.

The unfortunate brutes here lie down to die, in great

numbers, through famine and fatigue; and this road is
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more thickly strewed with their bones than any part

of the plains on the Saskatchewan with those of the

buffiilo.

On either side of our path was a range of hills, while

down the valley there flowed the Luktur, which we

had occasion to ford repeatedly, following here, as well

as elsewhere, the line of the crow's flight as correctly as

possible, without regard to the windings of any stream.

Though then an insignificant brook, yet the Luktur,

like all the rivers of this region, is subject to sudden

and violent changes, rising or falling several feet in a

few hours. We saw a living proof, as it were, of this

fact, in the remains of a platform, on which several

Yakuti, after sacrificing much baggage and three hundred

horses, had saved their own lives from one of these un-

expected inundations.

While crossing a point of woods, we were surprised

to hear loud shouts from some party ahead of us. Our

Yakuti, however, returned the cries, while our horses,

apparently as intelligent in the matter as their owners,

grew very restive. To increase our perplexity, the

fellows, who had begun the commotion, were now seen,

still vociferating as loudly as ever, with a band of cattle

scampering wildly before them ; and our curiosity was

soon tinctured with fear, when we observed our attend-

ants making ready their knives for some desperate work.

We did not know what to make of all this, till at length

we perceived a huge she-bear and her cub making off,

apparently as much frightened as any of us, at a round

trot. We now ascertained that the bears are both fierce

and numerous on this road ; and, as the natives have no

firearms, they let Bruin get pretty much his own way,
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excepting that they do sometimes propitiate him, as if

he were himself the " Spirit of the Forest," by all sorts

of grimaces and obeisances. Two horses had been

killed in the neighbourhood only the day before, very

probably by the same animal that had caused the present

alarm. Before the two brutes were out of sight, we

passed the herd of cattle, the drivers riding the bulls

with as much indifference as if they had been on horse-

back.

The country had now become more fertile. Tliere

was no want of flowering plants ; and the forests, more-

over, were enlivened by the warbling of birds, which,

accustomed as I had been to the death-like silence of

American woods, was peculiarly grateful to my ear.

We saw a large species of partridge, quite new to us,

but not unlike the silver pheasant in its plumage ; and

we found several kinds of squirrels, the fur of some of

which was said to be more valuable than anything of the

kind produced in the new world.

In the course of the day we met the courier, who
was bringing, as I had reason to believe, letters for me
from England ; but what was my disappointment on

learning, what, in fact, I ought to have anticipated, that

the bags could not be opened on the road. I felt as if

doomed to pass my nearest and dearest friends, after a

long absence, without exchanging words with them.

The mail had been seventeen days out from Yakutsk,

and was still at least two days from Ochotsk, making-

altogether the unusually long period of nineteen days

;

but the bearer, when attacked by me on the subject,

accounted for the delay by a story of his having lost

three days in one encampment, because his horses had
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eaten a plant which intoxicated them, and rendered

them unfit to travel. This plant, though its effects

seem to be pretty clearly proved, is yet itself unknown.

After taking the drag, the animal kicks and bites

furiously for two days ; and, unless ridden till he is in a

foam again, and is ready to drop with fatigue, he

generally dies of stupor on the third day.

On this, our third day, we made out sixty-two versts,

fording eleven rivers, and encamping on the Porrick.

Jacob had not yet forgotten his yesterday's taste of the

whip, as administered by his official " friend ;" and

certaiidy, in such a country, forty-one miles between

morninf): and evening' were not bad travelling. In the

course of the night, we nearly lost our Cossack, with all

the incidental advantages of his military discipline.

My servant, having injured his eye against the branch

of a tree, had poured into a glass a little laudanum to

be applied to the hurt; and the Cossack took an op-

portunity, when unobserved, to toss off the tempting

beverage. But M^Intyre, on seeing his comrade's wry

faces, guessed the cause ; and, luckily, an emetic was

given in time to save the fellow's valuable life, turning

his stomach inside out, to his infinite astonishment.

Next day, our road lay along the bank, and occa-

sionally in the bed, of a river, descending from the

Urrick Mountains, which was so full of windings as to

require to be crossed every now and then from point to

point. Where we encamped for the night, the stream

was only a few yards in width, with a range of hills,

apparently volcanic, on either side, while the intervening

valley presented a breadth of four or five miles. This

inconsiderable rivulet was said to be subject even to
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more extraordinary inundations than the Luktur, already

mentioned. Though now a mere thread of water, yet it

sometimes fills the whole of its bed, which is upwards

of half a mile broad, extending, moreover, nearly a mile

into the woods on either side.

We met several herds of cattle and caravans on their

way to Ocbotsk. The caravans generally march at the

rate of four or five miles an hour for twelve hours at a

stretch ; but the drivers never have occasion to use the

whip, as the horses obey every call with alacrity. The

animals *are taught to travel in single file, a certain

number being tied together by a rope from the tail of

one to the mouth of another, and so on from front to

rear. In this way, if one starts aside or falls, a violent

twitching of mouths and tails ensues, till the driver, by

shouting, and thumping, and pushing, and pulling, again

brings the column into marching order. These quad-

rupeds appear to take things coolly, seldom or never

sweating or drinking, even when travelling hard in hot

weather.

Tlie encampments along this route are both numerous

and good ; and, notwithstanding all that had been said

against the road itself, I found it, when not absolutely

in the bed of a river, very passable as compared with

many roads that I had traversed. Amongst the cara-

vans that we met to-day, was one with goods and

cattle for the Bussian American Company ; and we

learned that, in this caravan, two horses had been

killed by a bear only last night. By this intelligence,

our Yakuti were thrown into terrible consternation,

while, being unable to defend themselves by force,

they had recourse, like skilful politicians, to a con-
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ciliatory method of proceeding. They bowed reveren-

tially towards Brnin's favourite haunts with appropriate

accompaniments, in prose and yerse, lauding his bravery

and generosity to the skies, recognising him as their

beloved uncle, and endeavouring by every means to

coax him into forbearance. In addition to bears, the

neighbouring mountains were said to abound in wolves

and rein-deer, as also in the wild sheep so common in

the Rocky Mountains and on the north-west coast.

At noon, the thermometer rose as high as 80" in the

shade, the temperature being still very cool at night.

In fact, one half of the four and twentv hours was

summer, while the other half might have passed muster

in England as pretty seasonable weather for winter.

This, our fourth march, was about sixty versts.

On our fifth day, the first of the Russian July, we

continued our march up the valley of our yesterday's

river, generally riding across or along its very bed. We
at length came to a steep mountain, at the foot of M'hich

the Yakuti chanted a short prayer to all and sundry

the elves and fairies of the neighbourhood, invoking

their aid, or at least their neutrality, in the ascent,

while the bunches of horsehair, besides being here

unusually numerous, were, in some cases, very neatly

plaited. The top of this hill, which we reached about

noon, with the help of the spirits and our Cossack,

proved to be the height of land between the tributaries

of the Polar Ocean and those of the Sea of Ochotsk,

presenting a sheet of water about five miles in circum-

ference, which, like the Committee's Punch Bowl in the

Athabasca Portage of the Rocky Mountains, was said to

send forth two rivers down the opposite slopes ; namely,
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the stream, wliicli we had just traversed, towards the

Sea of Ochotsk, and the Krestoffka, through the Mayo

Fordoma, and the Aldan and the Lena, to the Polar

Ocean. In the Mongol and Yakut tongues, which

appear to be cognate dialects, this sheet of water is

expressively distinguished as Ciss Kide, or Spine Lake.

The country about the height of land was poor and dis-

mal, inhabited by neither bird nor beast, and studded

with large fields of perpetual snow and ice. The Urrick

Mountains are a spur of the Stanovoi Chrebt, or great

chain, that runs along the Chinese frontier. They are

apparently of volcanic formation, being very rugged

and sterile ; they are, however, of no great altitude,

not exceedinof two thousand feet in heiofht.

After crossing the height of land, we proceeded down

the banks of the Krestoffka ; and here my servant

brought me a piece of mineral which appeared to con-

tain a little gold. On inquiring, I ascertained that the

Russian American Company had, some years before,

established a gold mine in the neighbouring country on

the Yana, but had soon abandoned it as not worth the

working.

Our road was absolutely alive with caravans and

travellers, all proceeding to Ochotsk with goods, pro-

visions, and cattle ; and of flour alone not fewer than

five thousand loads had passed us before the close of

this our fifth day. Among the travellers, we met Mr.

Portnech, of the long-standing firm of Shelekoff, who

had left Moscow in February, and was now thirteen days

out from Yakutsk ; also, a clerk of the Russian Ameri-

can Company, in charge of goods and supplies, and

among them two coops of fowls and pigeons; and.
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lastly, Mr. Molodish, the chief magistrate and principal

merchant of Yakutsk, who, for the preceding twenty-

five years, had made an annual trip to Ochotsk.

By nine in the evening, after eight hours of heavy

rain, we reached Udomsky Krest, or the Udoma Cross-

ing ; and, late as it was, we passed the river, here

about three or four hundred yards wide, in a canoe,

having accomplished, in the course of the day, about

sixty versts. At this place there were a storekeeper,

or commissary, a postmaster, and six or eight Cossacks,

with a few other people. Our military guardian, who

rode on ahead, had represented us as very great men

indeed, in spite of our plain clothes. Every body was

more obsequious than words could tell. The commis-

sary, who met us in full uniform, talked to us for half

an hour, uncovered in the open air, notwithstanding all

that could be said by me to the contrary, while all the

subordinates doffed their caps at least a hundred yards

before they reached us. They provided us with milk,

bread, butter, fish, and meat, offering us at the same

time good lodgings in the posthouse ; everything was

neat and comfortable, the women comely, and the chil-

dren able to read and write.

We had an agreeable proof that the attentions of our

friends emanated rather from kindness of heart than

from servility of disposition. A traveller had been

attacked on the road by inflammation of the lungs,

brought on by drinking cold water while he was over-

heated ; and the poor Samaritans had lodged the

sufferer to the best of their ability, remaining with him

day and night, and doing everything that humanity

could suggest to alleviate his misery. One of my com-
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panions relieved the patient by taking a little blood

from him, while my other fellow-traveller, who had

never previously witnessed such an operation, astonished

the natives, by turning exceedingly faint, with an un-

controllable affection of both stomach and bowels.

Attached to the station was a small chapel, in which

service used to be performed by any priest happening

to pass that way. From this point, also, there was a

communication by water with Yakutsk, which might be

effected by descending the Udoma and the Aldan, and

ascending the Lena ; and, however circuitous the route

might be, it afforded by far the best means of conveying

such articles as could not be broken up into fractions

of a horse's load, anchors, for instance, and cables, and

the like.

In consequence of the barrenness of the immediate

neighbourhood, our horses were sent to a distance of six

versts for pasture, so that it was eight next morning

before we took leave of our hospitable friends, who, so

far from expecting to be paid, required much persuasion

to accept a small sum of money as an acknowledgment

of their kindness.

Having been here furnished, by order of Governor

Golovin, with three fresh horses, for which no remu-

neration was demanded, we commenced our sixth day

by entering a flat valley, bounded on either side by a

low range of hills ; while its surface, consisting of

swamp, sand, clay, and stones, presented no other ver-

dure than a little stunted timber. We crossed the beds

of several i-ivers, which, though now dry, yet bore tes-

timony to their occasional magnitude and force in

channels of several hundred yards in width, strewed
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with drift-wood. We followed the banks of Windy

River as far as its confluence with the Nalivnoi, or

Overflowing River; and after fording this latter stream,

in which the current w^as deep and strong, with some

difficulty we encamped early on the farther side, inas-

much as there was no other good pasturage Avithin

twenty versts. In the forenoon we had passed several

extensive glaciers ; but the latter portion of our march

was more pleasing, being encircled by ranges of hills,

^vhich presented scenery more picturesque than any

thing that we had seen since leaving the new world.

Our day's work comprised twelve hours and fifty-six

versts, the weather being fine and warm.

In all the caravans that thronged the road, I could

not help remarking, that hardly one horse out of

a hundred was of dark colour, the great mass being

white or gray, with a few roan, or cendre. We met

to-day two clerks of the Russian American Company,

attended by a midwife and some fishermen, for Sitka.

All the parties that we saw on this road were unarmed,

and appeared to apprehend, with the exception, of

course, of Bruin's proceedings, no sort of danger. But in

former days, when criminals were banished to Ochotsk,

travellers required to be always ready to defend them-

selves against the attacks of runaway convicts ; for, as

the distance was generally proportioned to the guilt,

hardly any but the most ferocious wretches were sent

so far to the eastward.

In proof of my statement, that we were now expe-

riencing summer by day and winter by night, w^e next

morning found that our yesterday's warm weather had

been succeeded by ice of half an inch in thickness

—

VOL. II. T
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pretty well for the 15th of our English July. The

scenery was dreary and monotonous, while the travel-

ling was rendered equally tedious and disagreeable by

our being continually obliged to cross the Nalivnoi,

whose deep waters, being still fed by the melting of the

snows, were as cold as charity. Though the stream in

question hardly equalled the volume of the Thames at

Richmond, yet its channel was sometimes a mile in

width, while the drift-wood, that lay scattered from

side to side, showed that the torrent must occasionally

have needed all its room.

In the valley of the Nalivnoi were numerous glaciers,

the largest of them, known as the Capitanskaia Sascka,

being eight or ten miles in circumference, and eight or

ten feet deep. The glare of the sun's rays in traversing

these fields of ice was so painful, that, if long endured

at a time, it would certainly have produced snow blind-

ness ; and for this reason, as well as for every other,

we were glad to take leave of the bed of the Over-

flowing River, and, after crossing a range of low hills,

to enter the valley of the Poperethnie. Here a to-

lerable growth of pine, poplar, and willow, afforded

some relief to the eye after the snow and ice which we

had just left behind us, though the glaciers, to do them

justice, here and there bore a budding willow, whose

root, to all appearance, must have been buried in eternal

frost.

Let me here mention, once for all, that I encountered

great difficulty in trying to ascertain the correct names

of the rivers, mountains, &c., that we passed. The

Cossack could not always recollect them, if he ever

knew the whole of them ; and Jacob, if interrogated
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on the subject, was so vague and loquacious, as to

render confusion worse confounded.

Caravans still thronged the road ; and we accom-

plished about sixty versts to-day, in fifteen hours.

Our eighth day, the 4th of July, carried us through

a region resembling that of yesterday in almost every

particular. We rode up the valley of a stream, called

in the Yakut language Yagetlog, in the Russian Dol-

goyu, and in the English Long River ; and glaciers were

still as frequent and as troublesome to the eyes as ever.

Curiously enough, the snow lay on the side of the moun-

tain that faced the sun, while the slope that had the

colder exposure was generally bare, the apparently

unaccountable contrast having doubtless been caused by

the fact, that the southern declivity had been sheltered

from the prevailing winds of winter, which had swept

the northern one at pleasure, forming heavy drifts on

the opposite side.

We dined at a place called Baarag, treating ourselves

to a little of our pemmican, the best, if not the only

dainty of the kind that was ever seen in Asia. We
crossed a large stream, called the Ancha, along the

banks of which we pursued our way till we encamped

for the night, at half-past ten, having completed about

fifty-six versts during the day.

We had still continued to meet caravan after caravan.

On askino- one of the leaders at what time he had left

Yakutsk, we were told, " On wet St. Nicholas day."

On inquiring still farther what this could mean, we

found that the patron saint of the empire, to mark his

superiority over ordinary saints, has two days in the

calendar appropriated to his honour—a wet one in

T 2
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summer, when his votaries are allowed to get as drunk

as they like; and a dry one in winter, when they are

expected to keep as sober as they can.

We also observed to-day the singular mode in which

the Yakuti estimate distances. Taking as their unit

the time necessary for boiling a kettle of a particular

sort of food, they tell you that such and such a place is

so many kettles off, or, as the case may be, perhaps

only part of a kettle. In this neighbourhood, moreover,

a spot was shown to us, where the last tiger of Siberia,

killed about twenty years ago, was interred ; and we

were told that the bones of a camel, so fresh as not to

be of any great antiquity, were to be seen near some of

the adjacent hills. Farther, in this the valley of the

Ancha, we saw another scaffold, on which a shopkeeper

of Ochotsk, when overtaken by a sudden flood, was

perched three days and nights, till the w-aters subsided.

On our ninth day we crossed many rivers, passing

through a country similar in character to that of yes-

terday; but, as our horses were very much jaded, we

halted early for the night, after only forty versts, at a

posthouse on the Allack Youmi, which proved to be

cleanly and comfortable. Here we got some provisions

and a relay of horses.

Next mornino", we started with our fresh cattle at five

o'clock. Our country of to-day improved much in

appearance, being generally well wooded, and often

romantic ; and we occasionally crossed hills, which com-

manded an extensive view of the mountains and rivers

around. After travelling about our usual distance, we

encamped at eight in the evening on a hill, which was

represented to be the middle point between Ochotsk
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and Yakutsk, thankful enough to have got this length

in safety. Even in this cold region, however, we were

tormented out of the better half of our sleep, as we

were on many an occasion besides, by myriads of mus-

quitoes, that most horrible of all annoyances during

summer in every country of my acquaintance but Eng-

land. By the by, the Yakuti used in such cases to

kindle a fire, that the smoke, by driving away the in-

tolerable insects, might enable their horses to feed to

leeward, erecting at the same time a fence round the

blaze, to prevent the animals from burning themselves

in their impatience.

Our curiosities of to-day were neither numerous nor

important. We passed the remains of several huts

erected for the preservation of the goods of a caravan,

which was here overtaken by winter two years ago

;

and near them the Bishop of Sitka had erected a cross,

which, however exclusive the Russians might be in

their veneration, the Yakuti, I fear, would at best place

on the same level in their estimation with the " blue

spirits and white, black spirits and grey." We hap-

pened to fall on a brood of moor-fowl, scarcely fledged,

and, to the infinite grief of the mother, captured one of

the young. This bird has a beautiful plumage, red

over the eyes, the body dark brown with yellow spots,

and the legs feathered. Of quadrupeds, we had not

seen any specimens but a few squirrels, and the two

bears that frightened our Yakuti out of their propriety.

But, though the almost uninterrupted line of traffic,

particularly in summer, does drive away nearly all

animals from the neighbourhood of the road, yet there

is said to be no scarcity of them at a distance. In
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addition to bears, wolves, wild sheep, squin-els, and

reindeer, already mentioned, there are foxes, sables,

tiger-cats, and a goat called kahanjo, which, without

horns or tail, has a skin like the reindeer's, but with

the hairs almost as stiff as bristles.

On our eleventh day, the 7th of the month, our road

was even more rugged than yesterday ; and, from the

summit of the Nanukau, an eminence of about a thou-

sand feet in height, we obtained a beautiful view of the

mountains, that we had traversed during the two pre-

ceding marches, presenting, with their uniformly conical

shape, the appearance of so many gigantic molehills.

The descent of this eminence, paved, as it had been, by

Nature with stones, of all the varieties of shapes and

angles, afforded a painful and unsafe footing to the

horses, while it suggested to the riders, in the event of

a tumble, the most unwelcome and inconvenient imagi-

nations. Beyond this, the mountains were of volcanic

formation, presenting all the extraordinary forms so

common to such regions, turrets, chimneys, dovecots,

battlements, ramparts, heads, faces, monstrous noses,

women sitting at spinning-wheels, &c. ; and one of them,

which rose about eleven hundred feet perpendicular from

the bed of the Tsechovis, very much resembled the

Thunder Rock in Lake Superior. We still occasionally

rode over fields of ice, which contrasted strangely with

the sultriness of the weather. As we had now passed

all the caravans, the notes of the cuckoo were almost

our only specimen of animated nature, excepting, of

course, our own party and the musquitoes.

From the Nanukau, the road began to improve, and

would, as we were glad to learn, continue to do so.
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But, after all, considering the value of time in these

hyperborean summers, it is inexcusably bad. Most

travellers, I believe, occupy nearly a month on this

journey ; and caravans occasionally consume thrice the

period in question. The gentleman lately in charge of

the Russian American Company's establishment at

Ochotsk was last year overtaken by winter at our yes-

terday's station, and had there to loiter away forty days,

until he could resume his journey in a reindeer sleigh.

The reindeer, harnessed two abreast to vehicles carrying

the driver and one passenger, are said to perform a

hundred versts a day, though, on a long journey, their

daily average ought not to be allowed to exceed fifty

or sixty versts. On pressing occasions, however, they

have travelled from Ochotsk to Yakutsk in eight days,

being little more than half the shortest time in which

horses have ever accomplished the distance. Why this

difference? Chiefly, of course, because the reindeer,

with its spreading hoof, a kind of natural snow-shoe,

finds a good path, as the gift of Nature, over the softest

drifts, while the horse everywhere encounters a bad

road, through the fault of man.

We halted for the night on the Oomnas, after a fair

day's work of about sixty versts.

Next morning, we followed, for some time, the course

of the stream on which we had encamped, and then fell

on the Swichtelach, or White River, said to be navi-

gable for canoes to the Aldan. Crossing the Swich-

telach at the Ooloonach ferry, where there was a post-

house, we proceeded along its banks till a quarter-past

ten, performing about seventy-five versts to-day.

The weather continued to be oppressively warm, with
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a little thunder and lightning, which, independently of

their intrinsic annoyances, threatened us, at times, with

heavy rain—the greatest of all calamities in this region

of glens and torrents. We had a palpable hint on this

subject to-day, by passing a scaffold on which a clerk of

the Russian American Company, when caught by a

sudden inundation, had saved a valuable cargo of furs.

The scenery now began to lose its alpine character,

the mountains flattening down to hills, the torrents

sobering themselves into rivers, and the roads becoming

level, while the landscape was rendered more cheerful

by a variety of something like civilized plants, shrubs,

and flowers, among which the wild rhubarb, represented

to be of good quality, was particularly plentiful.

In some degree, however, the change in the face of

the country merely altered the form of our difficulties.

To-day, for instance, we crossed a swamp, bridged with

corduroy, which was so full of gaps, from the gradual

decay of the logs, as to be quite as dangerous, and nearly

as impracticable, as the morass itself; and, to make

ourselves miserable by anticipation, I found that Lieu-

tenant Davidoff, Langsdorfs friend, and his party had

left part of their baggage in one of these " Serbonian"

bogs.

We dined to-day at a native village, of which the

inhabitants were very hospitable. They were all active

and busy as usual ; and amongst their manufactures, I

was particularly struck with their rugs, coverlets, and

clothes, of the skins of horses, cows, and dogs, all so

well dressed and finished, that they might have been

elsewhere passed off as very tolerable furs. Notwith-

standino- the manv defects in their character, I could
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not help liking the Yakuti for their industry, clean-

liness, and kindness ; so that I was really grieved to-

day to see the Russian of our party do Cossack's duty

on our guide, Jacob, merely because one of the horses,

havino: taken frio-ht in the woods, had knocked off its

load. I had altogether taken a fancy to this old man,

who did his best to please us, though his appearance

certainly did not recommend him, being the counter-

part—due allowance, of course, being made for tbe

difference between man and beast— of the chimpanzee

recently exhibited in London.

On the morning of our thirteenth day, being the

9th of the month, we, the passengers, pushed ahead of

our little caravan, through sheer impatience. After

crossing some deep morasses, we reached the noble

river Aldan at half past eight, gaining two hours on the

loaded horses in a run of eighty-three versts. Of the

last forty-five versts, fully two-thirds lay over pieces of

corduroy road, so rotten and open that the animals fre-

quently caught their legs between the logs, giving

several of us severe falls ; but we had reason to be

thankful that we got off so cheaply, for, what with the

swamps themselves and what with their bridges, tra-

vellers had often lost two or three days in doing our

worl: of four hours and a half. During the day, we had

a remarkable instance of the training of horses among

the Yakuti. One of our fellows had fallen in the track,'

while the nags behind were advancing at a quick pace

;

and each animal, as he reached the man, jumped over

him, at the word of command, with the docility of a

dog.

As we approached the Aldan, the improvement in the
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appearance of the country was more rapid. The path

was enlivened by various kinds of trees and abundance

of flowering plants, while hares, rabbits, and partridges

were numerous. The wild rhubarb was still common
;

and at the Poperethnie Ferry, kept by a Yakut, I no-

ticed its stalks and leaves steeped in water for the pur-

pose of fermentation, to be afterwards boiled with milk

and rye into a very excellent pottage. In summer, the

Yakuti live chiefly on rye and milk, mixing therewith

as much grease as they can get ; but in winter they fare

more sumptuously, having plenty of beef, horseflesh,

and venison. They have most enormous appetites, when

put to their mettle in that way ; and, in fact, they

esteem a man, all other things being equal, in propor-

tion to the capacity of his stomach. At this same sta-

tion, I saw the remains of an old gun, the only speci-

men of firearms that I had seen in Siberia.

Even here, at a distance of fifteen hundred miles from

the sea, the Aldan is about three quarters of a mile in

width, and contains an immense body of water. At the

crossing place the banks are low, but elsewhere are lofty

and picturesque. At the ferry there were several build-

ings, with a ferryman, a storekeeper, several other ci-

vilians, and five of those everlasting Cossacks in uniform
;

and, whether for ornament or use, a sentry appeared to

be constantly kept at the door of the depot of provi-

'sions. In addition to this civilized settlement, there

was also a village of Yakuti, under a princeling such

as our own Jacob. These princelings have certain spe-

cified duties to perform, being appointed over districts

as channels of communication between the natives and

the anthorities. They correspond pretty nearly with
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the elders of villages, as known among tbe Russians

themselves.

On the sides of the houses, which were much dilapi-

dated, traces of a recent inundation were observable,

and the flood had carried away five dwellings and a

store, while the people had saved themselves by taking

refuge for seven days in the garrets of such buildings as

stood firm. All rivers that run to the north are pecu-

liarly liable to overflow their banks in spring, because,

while above they are swollen by the melting of the

snows, they are still beset towards their mouths by their

wintry barrier ; and, in fact, the deluge, of which we

discerned the symptoms, had been directly, though re-

motely, occasioned by the ice that dammed up the

Aldan from below.

We crossed the river in boats, though there were also

in use canoes of birch bark of the same peculiar shape

as those on the Pend' d'Oreille River, near Fort Colvile,

excepting that the Yakuti employed a double-bladed

paddle like the Esquimaux and Aleutians. These canoes

also serve as coffins, in like manner as among the

Chinooks and other tribes of the American coast.

Having all got safely across, we encamped on the left

bank, where there was one house, at half past eleven,

the sun's rays being still visible even at this late hour.

Learning that the road would be very much better, I

determined, more particularly after the success of our

experiment of to-day, to push on ahead of our baggage

all the way to Yakutsk, still distant three hundred and

fifty versts, hoping, by this arrangement, to see what-

ever was to be seen, and to get everything ready for

proceeding up the Lena, before I could otherwise well
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finish my journey at our present rate of progress.

Having formed this magnanimous resolution, we made a

hearty supper of eggs, meat, and milk, turning in for

the night as late as half past one.

In the morning, after having been detained at the

station by various circumstances till eleven o'clock, we
started with fresh horses, accompanied by two Yakuti,

and also, to Jacob's great delight, by our Cossack.

Everything conspired to put us in good spirits. The

single house, with all its contents and appurtenances,

was in perfect order ; the old soldier, by whom it had

been kept for thirty years, attended us in full uniform,

with his sword by his side ; and though he spoke with

a superfluous amount of solemnity, and looked more pro-

foundly wise than perhaps he was, yet he gave us the

most solid proof of his real hospitality in no fewer than

five different kinds of fish, kirish, hyelaya ridha, sthiitz,

pike, and okun. These fish are taken in nets of horse-

hair and sinew, as also by hooks and with baskets, the

last articles being of the same sort as those used in the

Columbia River.

Speaking, by the by, of the materials of these nets,

the horse is to the Yakuti what the walrus is to the

Aleutians, their best friend in a great variety of ways.

Besides being sold, as a whole, for a price, his labour

earns money for his owner ; his flesh is used as food

;

the hide of the inner part of his thigh makes water-

proof boots; while the rest of his skin is formed into

cap, shirt, and trowsers ; and lastly, as we have just

seen, his mane and tail become the means of drawino-

fish out of the water. Over and above these multi-

farious services of the animal in Qeneral, the mare in
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particular yields milk, wbicli, when fermented into the

indispensable kumyss, supplies a portable substitute,

slightly spirituous and very palatable, at once for meat

and for drink.

Our first stage of twenty-nine versts to Natcliinsk

was accomplished, chiefly at a gallop, in three hours

and a half. This station was kept by some Yakuti,

whose hospitality knew no bounds ; they were comfort-

able and independent, possessing abundance of cattle

and horses. The kindness of these people has an oppor-

tunity, which it never fails to improve, of putting its

best foot foremost. To give warning of the approach

of travellers, the postboys have bells attached to their

stirrups, aiding the jingle with all sorts of shouting and

bawling, so that, before we arrive in our own proper

persons, the house is swept, the fire lighted, and the

floor carpeted with sprigs of pine.

After an hour's rest, we travelled to Amginsk, beau-

tifully situated, as the name alone would imply, on the

Amga, accomplishing seventy-eight versts in all—pretty

well for a day that began only at eleven o'clock. The

stream was about the size of the Thames above London
;

and its clear and placid waters afforded a delicious bath

after our hot and dusty ride. Here we made a supper of

milk, rye-bread, and horseflesh, and slept in our clothes

on branches of pine, with our great coats for coverlets

and our saddles for pillows.

We were truly glad to learn that from Amginsk we

had but one small stream to cross all the way to Yakutsk,

and as there were posthouses at every thirty or forty

versts, horses could be frequently changed, the hire

being eight kopecks a verst for each horse, or something
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like five farthings a mile. We now, therefore, had got

rid of nearly all our troubles, excepting, perhaps, a few

swamps with their corduroy roads.

During the day, we had seen a great number of birds,

and, in addition to those previously mentioned, there

weve the capercailzie, or cock of the woods, the snipe,

and the plover.

Our fifteenth day, the 11th of the month, was our

first uninterruptedly pleasant march. We performed

eighty-one versts, generally at a gallop, with good

horses, through a country which on all sides exhibited

signs of civilization and comfort. The landscape, be-

sides its undulating character, was beautifully varied,

consisting of copses of wood, lagoons teeming with

wild -fowl, and prairies covered with countless herds, the

whole subdivided into separate farms, each with its own

homestead, by fences and landmarks. Some of the

prettiest spots were consecrated to the dead, each body

having a wooden tomb over it, with a cross at either

end.

The natives were busily engaged in making hay for

their cattle, but for the cattle only, the horses being left

all winter to shift instinctively for themselves by scraping

away the snow. They were mowing with a scythe of

peculiar form, which they swung very awkwardly over

their heads, chopping the grass rather than cutting it.

The carts for conveying the hay to the farmyards,

where it was stacked as in Europe, had runners instead

of wheels, being not unlike the vehicles used for the

same purpose in some parts of the Highlands of Scot-

land.

How happy, thouglit T, would it make me to see some
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of the poor savages of North America thus devoting

their lives to peaceful industry, and enjoying all the com-

forts of a pastoral existence ! In many parts of their

country, they might well be as comfortably settled, if

they would shake off their indolent love of the chace,

not only as a means of obtaining subsistence, but even

as a pastime.

Though the roads were generally good, yet there

were a few patches of corduroy, essential enough in

wet weather, but at present worse than useless. While

at full gallop over one piece, our Cossack had a heavy

fall, which, though sufficient to have knocked him to

pieces, merely cut his hand and dislocated his finger.

The stations of this day were kept by Yakuti, being-

all, with one exception, characteristically clean and

tidy. But Orelach, where we remained for the night,

was so filthy and uncomfortable, that I registered a

formal complaint in the book which was attached, ac-

cording to custom, to the table of the posthouse for the

purpose of receiving the critical remarks of travellers

;

and I had no doubt that my entry, when it reached the

proper authorities, would be beneficial to future pas-

sengers on the road. To render our situation still more

disagreeable, we had some fellow-lodgers of a very ques-

tionable description, in the persons of five convicts,

three men and two women, proceeding to Ochotsk,

under the charge of three Cossacks. These wretches

had the look of regular cut-throats ; their very faces,

even without such temporary ornaments as black eyes

of each other's making, were sufficient to condemn

them. What with the broils and uproar of these out-

casts, and what with the familiarities of fleas and mus-
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quitoes, we passed a most restless night at Orelach,

being the less able to bear the infliction with patience,

as we had been kept awake the night before by the

visits of uncomfortable bedfellows.

In one of the houses which we had entered to-day,

I observed a child swaddled in a bag, which was at-

tached to a board, the whole being a counterpart of

the cradle used among the Indians of North America

;

and, on the same occasion, I noticed also an earthen

vessel of native manufacture, employed in boiling some

mess or other.

Next day, being the sixteenth of our journey, we

made our best march to the full tale of ninety-eight

versts, the country still well settled and the people all

engaged with their hay. Considering the length of the

winter and the number of the cattle, the requisite quan-

tity of provender must be very large, large enough, one

would suppose, to occupy the whole of every man's

leisure in each summer ; and yet, to show foresight, and

economy, and industry, in one and the same instance,

we saw many stacks of hay several years old still uncut,

while the owners were toiling at the new crop as steadily

as those who had no other resource against the ensuing

season. On some of the farms, individuals, more labo-

rious than even their neighbours, had attempted, but in

vain, to grow rye in spite of the climate.

Excepting that they were liable to be now and

then knocked about by a Cossack, these Yakuti ap-

peared, according to the simple tastes of Nature,

to lead an enviable life. As to necessaries and com-

forts, they had most of them at their doors ; and as

to the luxuries of tea and snuff, they possessed, to all
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appearance, ample means of purchasing a sufficiency of

the same.

The country between the Aldan and the Lena ap-

peared to have once consisted almost entirely of a chain

of lakes. The prairies were generally surrounded by

risinii' orounds, on which the traces of water were visible

to a height varying from thirty to fifty feet, while most

of these natural enclosures still contained small pools in

their centres. The banks were mostly covered with

pines, while the bottoms presented willows and poplars

and other trees indigenous to an alluvial soil, with inter-

vening glades of the richest pasture.

Before starting from Orelach in the morning, I was

much entertained by watching the emotions of a Yakut

damsel with respect to what appeared to me to be a

very small matter. Our kettle, which contained some

rice that had been left at supper, attracted her attention
;

and she was evidently waiting an opportunity for appro-

priating the luxury as a perquisite of office, when one

of my fellow-travellers, who had been too fatigued to

eat anything the night before, made his appearance on

the stage with recovered appetite. If he had seated

himself at once, with a determination to finish the job,

he would at least have saved the maiden the pain of

suspense. But no ; he would only nibble at the rice, as

if he was always more likely to stop than to proceed,

while the countenance of the fair expectant passed

through all the phases between disappointment and de-

spair, as she saw mouthful after mouthful of the treasure

vanish till the kettle was clean. The scene would have

been a study for a painter, being all the richer from the

circumstance, that the principal performer kept chewing

VOL. II. u
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away, unconscious of the little melodrama of which he

was the author, ignorant alike of the girl's distress and

my amusement.

From Orelach, our first stage was thirty versts to

Tshooropsa, being accomplished in two hours and twenty

minutes. At this place, the Russian postmaster was out

of the way, having left very agreeable deputies in a

pretty daughter of his own and some good-looking

native women, with whom, laying aside our dignity for

a moment, we played a game of romps, to the uproarious

delight of the ladies. Thence a stage of thirty-three

versts brought us in two hours and forty minutes to

PorotofFskaya, where, after our forenoon's work, we made

a hearty breakfast on cream and biscuit. After this

refreshment we enjoyed great benefit from a siesta during

the heat of the day ; and, again starting at four in the

afternoon, we proceeded to Tshetshiguiskaya, thirty-

three versts in three hours, where we met another of the

monthly mails on its way from Yakutsk to Ochotsk.

On the last instalment of our ninety-eight versts, the

horse of one of the party came down, throwing his

rider like a sack of sawdust to a considerable distance
;

but, strange to say, both man and beast escaped unhurt,

though exposed to the danger of being trodden under

foot by every one of those in the rear, following, ac-

cording to custom, close behind in single file. Speaking

of accidents, I observed that the guide invariably selected

the best animal for his own use ; and I would, therefore,

advise every traveller, if any of the readers of this book

should ever take an airing in these regions, to make

prize of the horse of the man's choice, as at once the

pleasantest and safest in the stud.
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In the course of the evening, we were visited by the

son of one of the most respectable of the neighbouring

Yacuti, the old gentleman himself, who was said to be

worth five or six thousand pounds sterling, principally

in cattle and horses, being then absent at Yakutsk. This

youth rode a beautiful steed with gay trappings ; and

the saddle in particular was mounted with an alloy of

silver and copper wrought by the natives themselves,

who were skilful in this way even before they had any

communication with the Russians. In addition perhaps

to a lurking desire of exhibiting his charger and its

showy appointments to strangers of our supposed con-

sequence, the young cavalier's object was to render us

any assistance in his power ; and he brought with him

some berries, several pieces of bread, a few knives and

forks, and such other little things as, in his opinion,

were likely to be useful. We felt highly gratified by

this Yakut's courtesy and attention, though, in point of

fact, we hardly stood in need of anything, for, both in

board and in lodging, we had discovered that Nature

really was contented with what she could get. We

enjoyed milk and rye bread at breakfast, milk and rye

bread at dinner, and milk and rye bread at supper, for

hunger sweetened our homely fare ; and at night our

wearied limbs converted a few branches of pine into beds

of down.

Next morning, being the 13th of the month and

the seventeenth of our journey, a ride of thirty versts

carried us in two hours and fifty minutes to Temooloya,

where we breakfasted. Here were two invalids, the

postmaster's daughter, who had lost her sight four

years before through neglected inflammation of the

u 2
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eyes, and a native man, who had been deprived of the

use of his right hand and left leg by an attack of pa-

ralysis.

lu the neighbourhood of this station, the country had

suffered much from the devastations of the locust, said

to be of the same species as that known in Egypt. The

grass w^as cut down as if mowed, so that the Yakuti

were afraid that they would not be able to gather the

requisite supply of hay against the winter. These in-

sects had often made their appearance before, generally

in dry seasons like the present. I was personally aware

that a man might as well expect to reap after the fire

and sw^ord of a vindictive enemy as after the locust, for

the crops at Red River Settlement had, for some years

together, fallen a prey to this merciless and irresistible

scourge of the husbandman.

After breakfast, fifteen versts more conducted us to

Toolgyachtach, where, after filling ourselves with iced

milk, we took a siesta of three hours. From this sta-

tion, passing through a sandy district, we ascended a

hill overlooking the course of the Lena, and command-

ing the sight, at the distance of twelve or fourteen versts,

of the spires and cupolas of Yakutsk. After a toilsome

progress of seventeen days, through an inhospitable and

almost impassable wilderness, the prospect of a large

town, with all its signs of civilized life, was a change as

agreeable as it was sudden. The height whence we

gained this first glimpse of rest and comfort, was two or

three hundred feet above the level of the plain below,

being part of a ridge which extended on either hand as

far as the eye could reach, while a similar ridge, on the

other side of the town, formed the opposite boundary of
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the valley. These ridges, which at present served as

natural barriers against the inundations of the stream,

were most probably, at one time, the ordinary banks of

the river.

To a physical certainty, all the waters of Eastern

Siberia must once have been considerably higher than

they now are. From the Lena to Behring's Straits,

the shore of the ocean is, for the most part, so low and

flat as to be scarcely distinguishable in winter from the

adjacent ice ; while, at the distance of a few versts

inland, a line of high ground, which runs parallel with

the coast, presents a great quantity of decayed drift-

wood. When the sea Avas higher, the rivers must have

been proportionally higher too. In fact, almost every

stream furnishes, on its own behalf, direct evidence of

the inference in question. The Indigirka, at a distance

of thirty versts from its mouth, is said to have con-

tained much drift-wood, such as the sea alone could have

deposited; and the banks of all the inland waters in

general present, among the higher latitudes, regular

alternations, in horizontal strata, of ice and soil.

All these phenomena seem to imply not a gradual,

but a sudden, retreat of the ocean, for, otherwise, drift-

wood would have been found on the Indigirka all the

way to the present coast, and the moisture of the banks,

if the lakes and rivers had shrunk by inches, would im-

perceptibly have oozed from the chaos so as to leave

only dry land behind it. This sudden retreat of the

ocean cannot be otherwise explained than by supposing

that an isthmus, occupying the position of Behring's

Straits, had been swept away by the pressure of the

waters,—a supposition which is directly strengthened
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by the inclination of the arctic shore on either side,

from Icy Cape downwards on the east, and from Cape

North downwards on the west, as also by the shallow-

ness of the soundings, never exceeding, it is said, thirty

fathoms, along the whole breadth of the channel.

At the foot of the hill we found fresh horses, forwarded

for our use by the agent of the Russian American Com-

pany ; and a ride of five versts brought us to the ferry

of the Lena, where an officer of police, sent by the

Governor of Yakutsk, had been waiting for two days to

welcome our arrival, which our new friend and our-

selves accordingly celebrated, with great hilarity, in our

own best glass of wine. After a swim in the river, which

served to wash off the dust of the day's work, we spent

an hour and a half, even with two sets of rowers to

relieve each other, in crossing this sea of fresh water.

The stream is of a brownish colour, though, as it passes

over a bed of sand, it is not turbid ; and it is studded

with willowy islands and naked sands.

The Lena is one of the grandest rivers in the world.

Even here, at a distance of twelve or thirteen hundred

versts from the sea, it is about five or six miles wide

;

and its entire length is not less than four thousand

versts. Of all the streams in this country of the first

class, it is the only one that flows exclusively through

Russian territory. The Oby and the Yenissei have each

one or more of its principal sources far within the limits

of Chinese Tartary ; but the Lena, properly so called,

is separated from the celestial empire by the valley of

the Angara, a purely Siberian tributary of the Yenissei,

a valley which, curiously enough, even overlaps it ten

degrees to the eastward, while the Lena's main auxiliary,
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the Vittira, is so far from itself crossing the frontier,

that it is robbed, as it were, of some of its own waters

by the more northerly feeders of the Amoor. Under

these circumstances, the Lena, if estimated by the

crow's flight, is undoubtedly the shortest of the three,

though, if measured by its windings, it may perhaps

equal, or even surpass, either of the others. Its very

name, which expresses laziness, implies the circuitous

character of its course ; and, though such name was

applied only to a part before the whole was explored,

yet the mere fact that its sources fell short of the cen-

tral chain of mountains, would in itself suggest the

general applicability of the appellation in question.

On arriving at the west side of the river, we were

met by a party of Cossacks, who helped us up a steep

bank of sand, where we found three droskies for our-

selves, and some carts for our baggage, all forwarded

by the Governor ; and, on reaching the town, we were

received by the head of the police, who conducted us

to a well-furnished house that had been prepared for

our reception. As I was a good deal fatigued, to say

nothing of the lateness of the hour, I deferred, till next

day, the duty of paying my respects to this kindest of

all governors, and thanking him for his evidently hearty

politeness. In the evening, however, I had the pleasure

of seeing company at home, in the person of Mr. Shagin,

representative of the Russian American Association.

Thus was our journey from Ochotsk to Yakutsk

completed on the seventeenth day, without any accident

or loss. The distance was estimated at nine hundred

and forty-six versts, which, at the rate of three versts

to two miles, would amount to six hundred and thirty
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miles. But at Yakutsk I was informed that, to the

east and north of Irkutsk, the versts were of the old

standard, which bore to the new the proportion of seven

to five; so that we had actually accomplished about

eight hundred and eighty of our own miles. If this

information was correct, then, on our last march but

one, we had told off before night nearly ninety-two

miles ; and, even at the modern standard, sixty-five

miles, the equivalent in that case, of ninety-eight versts,

were not an idle day's work.
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CHAPTER XVII.

YAKUTSK, AND VOYAGE UP THE LENA.

Revenue and Population—Temperature—Agriculture—Site of Town
—Fur trade and Ivory trade—Governor RoodikofF—Mr.Shagin—Native

working in metals—Gluttony of Y^akuti—Social factions—Hospital

—

Buildings—Curiosities— Departure from Y''akutsk—Bestach—Passenger

boats— Stolby— St. Elias— Condition of Peasants— Marchinskaya—
Mr. Atlasoff—Reindeer—Stranded in a squall—Solianskaya—Olek-

minsk—Mr. AtlasofF's hospitality—Siberian conquests of Cossacks

—

Horticulture—Sables of the Olekma—Berdinskaya—Chase and capture

of Y'akuti—Cossack's discipline—Wild fruits—Condition of Peasants

—

Hurrah Rocks—Heavy bateau—Water-sails—Karaenskaya—Condition

of Peasants—Yerbinsky—Pooloodoffskaya—Treatment of Criminals

—

Vittimsk, Sables and Talc— Tungusi— Aborigines in general— Boat

upset—Character of Women—Doobroffskaya—Echo—Cheeks of the

Lena—Echo—Wild fruits—Routine of existence—Our Saviour's Xame-
Day—Grand ball—Return of English letters from Ochotsk—Condition

of Peasants—Goitres—Alexeyeffskaya—Cossack's irresponsible cruelty

—Kirensk, sleepy-headed officials—Adventure ashore—Soberskaya

—

Nettle kale—Oolkanskaya—Beasts of prey—Character of Peasants

—

Inundations—Condition of Peasants—SnufF—Kosarki—Oostooskaya

—

Progress of Cossack Conquerors—Oostuginskaya—Figoloffskaya.

Yakutsk is the capital of the district of the same

name. The revenue of this division of Eastern Siberia,

which does not equal the expenditure, consists chiefly

of about six hundred thousand roubles of yassack, and

of two hundred and twenty thousand roubles, paid for

the exclusive right of selling native spirits. The abori-

gines, consisting almost entirely of Yakuti, amount to
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about two hundred and forty-eight thousand souls,

Avhile the white popuhition, including the Cossacks and

all other servants of the government, does not exceed

one fiftieth part of the number. Such of the Russian

inhabitants as do not discharge any public function, live

chiefly on the banks of the rivers, the natives, however,

being scattered, particularly in the more southerly parts,

wherever horses and cattle can find suitable pasture.

The town contains nearly half of all the whites of the

district, with perhaps a couple of thousands of Yakuti

and half-breeds. There are about four hundred dwellings,

laid out into wide streets and spacious squares; and, as

they are only one story high, and have outhouses and

gardens, they cover, as one may expect, a comparatively

large space. One of the squares is used as a bazaar, in

which, according to the custom of the country, all the

shops are collected. As to public buildings, there are

seven churches, a monastery, an hospital, a barrack, and

the ruins of an old ostrog, or fort. The grand material

is wood, brought down the river from a considerable

distance ; for in the whole neighbourhood there is not

one living stick of timber.

Yakutsk is situated on an extensive plain, in latitude

62° north, and longitude 130° east. The surrounding

country is flat and uninteresting, having most probably

once been, as I have already said, the actual bed of the

Lena. Like the present bottom of the river, it is, for

the most part, composed of sand ; and, from this cir-

cumstance, the banks are so much at the mercy not

merely of occasional inundations but even of the ordinary

current, that the stream has advanced four versts in one

direction, within the recollection of some of the present
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inhabitants of the town. Nor is the climate of a more

promising character than the soil. During the whole

year, the cellars are said to be in a frozen state, and the

wells to send up newly formed ice, for the heat of sum-

mer, excessive as it is, never lasts long enough to dissi-

pate the effects of winter, to a depth of more than two

or three feet. The extreme temperature of either season

is almost incredible. The thermometer has stood in the

shade at 33° of Reaumur, or 106° of Fahrenheit, while

it has fallen in due time to 51° of Reaumur, or 83° of

Fahrenheit, below zero, the difference being 189° of the

latter standard, or nine degrees more than the whole

distance between the freezing and the boiling points of

water.

Some years ago, an experiment was made, under the

direction of Baron Wrangell, by the agent of the Russian

American Company, in order to ascertain the depth to

which the ground is frozen. A well was dug, to the

depth of three hundred and eighty feet ; and still the

earth was found to be as hard as iron. This result,

however, would appear to be by no means satisfactory,

inasmuch as the pit, being worked only in winter, on

account of the foul air of summer, was necessarily ex-

posed, season after season, to the renewed action of the

frost. To test the state of the atmosphere in the well,

we let down a small bundle of blazing straw, which, after

gradually waning, was wholly extinguished at a depth

of thirty or forty feet ; but we were told that, at night,

the flame would live twenty or thirty feet lower. As

the temperature, in winter, was said to rise rapidly on

descending from the mouth, till, at the bottom, it was

only two or three degrees below the freezing point of
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water, the excavation, if continued, would probably soon

lead to soft ground; but, even then, the experiment

would be unsatisfactory with respect to the state of the

adjacent eartli, for it would merely find a thaw of its

own making. There is, on the whole, little reason for

doubting-, that the o-round is frozen to an immense

depth ; for, under the uppermost yard, the frost never

loses in summer what it has gained in winter. Even

the ice of the sea, subjected, as it is, every summer to

the action of the sun and the water, grows thicker from

year to year, the first winter producing about ten feet,

the second about five, and so on.

With such a climate, and such a soil, agriculture, of

course, is out of the question. In two spots, indeed,

rye is said to have ripened, though it is admitted to be

altogether a precarious crop ; so that, taking the bad

seasons with the good, the curiosity costs more than it

is worth. For supplies of agricultural produce, the

inhabitants are dependant on the Upper Lena, and the

country still farther to the south, great quantities of

flour being brouoht even from Irkutsk and sold, after

all, at the very moderate price of four roubles a pood,

or a mere fraction more than an English penny for an

English pound.

But of all these disadvantages, the Cossacks, who

selected the site of Yakutsk, took no account. To those

hardy adventurers, the far East was as much an object

of ambition as ever the far West was to the pioneers of

America; and it was doubtless under the influence of

this aspiration, that they founded this metropolis of the

desert, at the point where the Lena, after giving them

twenty-five degrees of longitude for ten of latitude, began
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to return to the west of north. If they had had a map to

guide them with ease and accuracy, they coukl not have

made a more definite choice ; and, in fact, from the Ural

to the Pacific, the Cossacks uniformly evinced a singular

degree of judgment in seizing the best positions, whether

for conquest or for traffic.

To this situation, Yakutsk was indebted for many

elements of prosperity. The town lay in the direct

route between the Yenissei and the Sea of Ochotsk,

while it secured, after the loss of the Amoor, the ex-

clusive and perpetual benefits of the intermediate trans-

port; and it moreover formed the connecting link

between the Lena and other rivers of the first class, on

the west, and the Yana, and other streams of second-

ary magnitude, on the east. Through each of those

two directions, Yakutsk became, in process of time, a

place of transit to still more remote regions. By means

of the Sea of Ochotsk, it was brought into contact with

Kamschatka, the Aleutian Islands, and the North-west

coast ; and, by crossing the subordinate tributaries of

the Arctic Ocean, it met the spoils of the new world,

from the fartlier side of Behring's Straits, at the fair of

Ostrovnoye.

But, independently of the advantages of being a place

of transit, Yakutsk, in consequence of its position, was,

from the beginning, a principal emporium of two valuable

branches of commerce, the trade in ivory and the trade

in furs.

At one time, Y'akutsk engrossed nearly all the fur

trade eastward, from the Lena to the farthest bounds

of Russian enterprise, thus draining a territory, certainly

more extensive, and perhaps not less productive, than
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all the wilderness of British America ; and even when,

through the instrumentality of a wealthy and powerful

association, Kiachta and Moscow directly attracted the

riches of the new continent, and of all the islands from

the Kuriles to Kodiack, this town still held possession

of a country of sixty degrees in longitude, by twenty in

latitude, which contained hardly any other tenants than

the hunter and his game.

With respect again to the other branch of commerce.

Providence had seen fit, in some distant age, to deposit,

in the very coldest region on the face of the globe, an

inexhaustible supply of an organic substance, which all

previous experience would have expected to discover

only in tropical climes. The bones of the mammoth
were found, in the greatest abundance, throughout all

the north-western parts of Eastern Siberia. Spring

after spring, the alluvial banks of the lakes and rivers,

crumbling under the thaw, gave up, as it were, their

dead ; and, beyond the very verge of the inhabited

world, the islands, lying opposite to the mouth of the

Yana, and, as there was reason for believing, even the

bed of the ocean itself, literally teemed with these most

mysterious memorials of antiquity. How did these

bones come to be there? On this interesting subject,

the following views have been suggested to me by one

who, confessedly ignorant of geology and comparative

anatomy, looks at the thing, as he imagines, with an

eye of common sense.

According to some opinions, the mammoth must have

lived and died on the spot in a climate different from

the present one, the remains of horses, buffaloes, oxen,

and sheep, having also been found in great quantities on
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the surface of one of the islands in question. But,

unless the earth revolved, at the time of the milder

temperature, on a different axis, similar evidence of a

more genial state of things should exist, at least to some

extent, in the same latitudes all round the globe. The

entire absence, therefore, of all such evidence could be

reconciled with this theory only by referring the whole

of the phenomena to the flood, which could alone have

affected, or rather have been the occasion of affecting,

the earth's axis of rotation. On the sound principle,

however, of not setting too many causes to work, this

view of the case would appear to be fatal to the hypo-

thesis of a change of climate, inasmuch as the direct

operation of the flood might of itself be sufficient to

produce all the result. The deposits under the sea

could not be explained at all without the aid of some

inundation or other, while, with respect to the deposits

in general, the universal inundation must have taken its

last sweep over the earth's surface towards the north.

Nothing else could so satisfactorily account for the

geographical facts, that almost every peninsula points

to the south, and that all the largest peninsulas are so

many tongues of land running into the southern ocean.

If one were to hazard a conjecture as to the precise

course of the retreating deluge, perhaps the direction of

the very meridians might be preferred from this circum-

stance, that the highest and the lowest latitudes of most

of the great divisions of the land, such as Cape Tay-

moor and the southern extremity of Malacca, would be

found to lie respectively in pretty nearly one and the

same longitude.

But, if this were the true cause, why should not the
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bones in question be found in other sections of the

north? Even of this difficulty the face of the globe

might afford something like a solution. That part of

Tartary which lies to the south of the grand burying-

ground of the mammoth, is the loftiest level in the

world of any great extent, while the intermediate chain

of mountains is said to be lower here than it is either

to the east or to the west. Under these circumstances,

the retiring torrent, which had had force enough to

scoop out the southern hemisphere into a sierra of pro-

montories, would meet no obstacle in the way of wafting

the skeletons of its victims from the boundless steppes

of Gobi, to be preserved in the eternal frosts of North-

eastern Siberia ; whereas, farther to the west, the phy-

sical impediments of less continuous plains and loftier

ridges would not only tend to prevent any considerable

accumulation of organic substances, but also to retain

any partial deposits within the influence of a climate

likely to occasion their decay.

To return to Yakutsk : nearly all the furs and ivory

are sold in the annual fair, which is attended by troops

of itinerant dealers from other parts of Siberia and also

from Moscow. Even at this distance from their ulti-

mate destination, the finer furs command an exorbitant

price; some sables, by no means of the first quality,

having cost me fifty roubles a piece. Throughout

Russia, in fact, the skins of animals, from the sheep to

the ermine, have always been rather necessaries of life

than articles of luxury. During the greater part of the

year, they must be worn by every person, not for orna-

ment but for use ; and, as the more delicate varieties

yield but a scanty supply, they are rendered far more
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costly in proportion than the coarser kinds by the com-

petition of those who regard them as badges of opulence

and rank. The ivory again fetches from forty to seventy

roubles a pood, or from one shilling to one shilling and

ninepence a pound, according to its state of preserva-

tion. The tusks are found to be fresher as one ad-

vances to the northward—a circumstance which seems

to corroborate the notion that the climate has had

something to do with their continued existence in an

organic form. Towards the same quarter, moreover,

they are smaller and more numerous,—another circum-

stance, which tallies exactly with the physical fact, that

in a current, larger and heavier bodies are more likely

than others to sink or to be entangled ; and it appears

to be something more than a curious coincidence, that

the bones of the smaller class, such as those of the

horse, the buffalo, the ox, and the sheep, have been dis-

covered only in the remotest north.

Soon after my arrival, T dined with Governor Roodi-

koff, the feast serving the double occasion not only of

doing honour to the strangers, but also of celebrating

the name-day of one of our host's sons. These name-

days, which are kept in the Greek Church as well as in

the Church of Rome, are, as I have already mentioned

under the head of California, merely the days of those

saints from whom the christian names of the parties may

have been borrowed. These festivals are considered to

be far more important than such secular affairs as the

anniversaries of births, being peculiarly pleasant and

profitable to public men. The Governor's saint, for

instance, was to have his turn in the calendar on the

20th of the month; and the Governor himself would

VOL. II. X
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then receive both from Russians and from Yakuti pre-

sents of furs and other commodities in proportion to his

popularity—a guarantee, in some measure, for the good

conduct of the higher powers.

At dinner, there were about twenty-five persons

present, including Madame Roodikoff, with two daugh-

ters and as many sons, the heads of the police, both of

district and town, the Hetman of Cossacks, the principal

councillor, two doctors, and several merchants. The

viands were numerous and excellent, consisting of soups,

fish, beef, veal, fowls, wild and tame, the former in

great variety, with pastry, sweets, and ices, and many

other things besides, the whole accompanied by wines

in abundance, and graced by a prince of a landlord.

Our good-humoured host, a captain in the Imperial

Navy, had been taken prisoner at the Cape of Good

Hope, in 1806, where he had been treated so kindly as

ever afterwards to retain a friendly feeling towards

Englishmen ; and he had evidently resolved not to miss the

present opportunity—one of the "few and far between"

chances of the kind—of paying us back in our own

coin. Though he spoke Russian at the commencement

of the -banquet, yet he launched out more and more

boldly into such English as he could remember, with

every succeeding round of champagne ; and, in fact,

the glorious old sailor dealt bumper after bumper with

such rapidity, that I was fairly driven to rebel against

his orders. We accordingly adjourned to the smoking-

room ; but the change was of no avail, for the enemy

followed us to our place of refuge, continuing its explo-

sions till " all was blue."

A siesta of two or three hours prepared us for meet-
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ing the ladies in the evening, who, on this occasion,

mustered as many as sixty or seventy. Dancing, as a

matter of course, was introduced, being kept up with

great spirit, in all its forms of waltzing, quadrilling,

gallopading, &c., till two in the morning. As Captain

Roodikoff's English had evaporated with his cham-

pagne, Russ and Yakut were the grand languages of

the ball-room, the latter being as fluently spoken as the

former by the white inhabitants, more especially by

such of them as have been born and bred in the place,

under the auspices of a native nurse. Our worthy host

probably enjoyed this last-mentioned advantage, for his

father had been Governor of Yakutsk before him.

Next day, as any reasonable reader might expect,

I dined at home, discussing with the Governor, who paid

me a friendly visit in the afternoon, my last bottle of

port. Descending from the praises of the wine to those

of the indigenous kumyss, my guest sent for a bottle of

the beverage which was used as beer in his family. It

appeared to me closely to resemble sour buttermilk,

without being at all greasy. It is prepared in a very

simple way, the mare's milk, which is rather thinner

and sweeter than that of the cow, being merely allowed

to stand for some days in a leathern churn, till it be-

comes sour. It is then bottled for use. The kumyss

that is made in this manner by the Yakuti is rather

nutritious than exhilarating ; but from the same mate-

rial the Burats and the Kirghiz, living towards the

south, extract an intoxicating spirit, in which they in-

dulge to excess.

At the house of Mr. Shagin, we were very hospitably

entertained. At his table, on one occasion, we met a

X 2
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party of twelve substantial burgesses, who appeared,

however, to have mixed but little in the world. The

dinner was choice and the wine plentiful. In fact, we

had come in time for the champagne and other im-

ported dainties, for the annual fair had just been con-

cluded ; and as nothing that was really good could

possibly last in Yakutsk, a month earlier, or even a

month later, might have made all the difference against

us. In fact, the people are so liberal and hospitable,

that, with respect to exotic luxuries, every family's

year begins with a feast and ends with a fast. Their

kindness to strangers is altogether extraordinary, and

the more so on account of the extravagant price of all

extraneous productions. The indigenous articles, how-

ever, are cheap enough, fish and wild fowl costing

almost nothing, and beef only about a farthing a pound.

In Mr. Shagin's house, I saw some works of the

Yakuti, in iron and silver, very skilfully finished. The

silver had been obtained from a mountain to the north

of Yakutsk, the ore containing seventy per cent, of lead

and four of the more precious metal. The iron, as I

understood, was found between the Indigirka and the

Alasei ; and I was assured that the tools made of it,

whether from the excellence of the material or from the

ingenuity of the workman, rarely broke, even in the

severest cold— a degree of perfection never yet exhi-

bited on Hudson's Bay by axes of the best temper. These

Yakuti are expert in many other arts besides the work-

ing of metals. In preparing their food, for instance,

against the winter, they far surpass the Indians of North

America, rendering, in particular, their dried meat and

dried fish more juicy and tender by first dipping them
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in brine ; though, after all, there is no travelling fare

in Siberia to be compared with pemmican, whether for

its small bulk or for its nutritious qualities.

In one highly important particular, the Yakuti may

safely challenge all the rest of the world. They are

the best eaters on the face of the earth. Having heard

a great deal more on this subject than I could bring

myself to believe, I resolved to test the thing by the

evidence of my own senses. Having procured a couple

of fellows, who had a tolerable reputation in this way,

from a village about twenty versts distant, I had a

dinner prepared for them of two poods of beef boiled,

and one pood of butter melted, being thirty-six pounds

avoirdupois of the former, and eighteen of the latter,

for each of the two. Of the solids, the performers had

their respective shares placed before them, while the

liquor was in common, with a ladle for drinking it.

Of the operatives, the one was old and the other

young. The former, as if he had been training himself

into nothing but stomach from head to heel, had his

skin hungrily hanging in loose folds over his gaunt

bones ; while the latter, who showed no external symp-

toms of extraordinary capacity, must have relied chiefly

on the vigour of youth and a willingness of disposition.

At starting, the young fellow shot ahead, as if he meant

to distance his friend, while the old man, waggishly

making his wrinkles flap again upon him, said, " His

teeth are sharp ; but," continued he, crossing himself,

" with the help of my saint, I shall be up with him

yet."

After a good dose of the beef, they greased then-

throats for the second heat of the race, by swallowing
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each about a pint or so of their heavy wet. At the end

of an hour, they had got through half of their welcome

toil, my senior guest having, by this time, shaken out

nearly his last reef. Their eyes were starting from their

heads, and their stomachs projecting into a brace of

kettledrums. What were the gentlemen to do with

the remaining half of their allowance ? One moiety

of the question might have been easily answered ;
for

the butter, apparently in its purity, was making an

outlet of every pore ; but, as the solids could not escape

so glibly from the premises, the problem of stowing

away eighteen pounds of beef already full to overflowing

puzzled all my knowledge, such as it was, of practica.

mathematics.

Feeling that, whatever might be the case with my

guests, I had myself had quite enough of the feast, I left

our Cossack and Mr. IVPIntyre to see that there should

be no foul play in getting rid of the meat and drink
;

and, on returning about two hours afterwards, I was

assured by my deputies and others that all was right,

while the gluttons themselves tacitly confirmed the tes-

timony by wallowing prostrate on the earth, relieving

me, at the same time, from all sense of wrong in the

matter by thanking me for my liberality and kissing the

ground reverentially for my sake. After such surfeits,

the victors remain, for three or four days, in a state of

stupor, neither eating nor drinking ; and, meanwhile,

they are rolled about, somewhat after the manner of

the hmee-lumee of the Sandwich Islands, with a view to

the promoting of digestion— an operation which the

slipperiness of their surface renders peculiarly difficult.

Two of these gormandizers, one for the bride and ano-
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ther for the bridegroom, form part of the entertain-

ments at every native wedding.

Like other small towns, Yakutsk, as a matter of

course, is divided into factions ; Governor Roodikoff and

Mr. Shagin being the respective heads of the Montagues

and the Capulets of the place. So far as they are indi-

vidually concerned, their fathers, as the representatives

respectively of the Imperial Government and the Eus-

sian American Company, waged fierce war while they

lived, leaving, at their deaths, their offices and their

quarrels to their sons, who again, if one may judge

from appearances, consider the latter portion of their

patrimony as fully more valuable than the former.

Their duties may be a toil, but their jealousies are evi-

dently a pleasure. This state of things, productive as

it is of dissension and litigation, is perhaps wisely or-

dained, to enable the leaders and their respective parties

to kill the nine long, dull, dreary months of winter.

The amusement, such as it is, has at least the merit

of being general, for not a man of respectability is al-

lowed to remain neutral between the two belligerent

bodies. Either a Capulet or a Montague everybody,

that aims at being anybody, must become, at least

under the penalty of being held as nobody by " both

your houses."

I had various opportunities of observing the effects of

this universal animosity. To give an instance : a public

officer, learning that I had bought some sables from

Mr. Shagin, at once pronounced them to be shamefully

dear ; and then, turning the conversation to the exhi-

bition of my gluttons, he declared, after many mys-

terious nods and winks, that the thing was a failure.
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.IS might have been expected from men engaged by

Mr. Shagin, adding, that he could have got two fellows

to hold double the quantity of butter and beef, with my
two eaters, bones and all, into the bargain.

In the hospital of the town, there was room for forty

patients ; and another on a larger scale was building at

the time of our visit. There were five medical men in

the district, residing generally in the capital, but making

occasional circuits in the country. The head of the

department was a fat, unwieldy, apoplectic man of about

forty, who, when he dined with me at the Governor's, was

either absorbed in profound meditation from beginning to

end, or needed all his time and attention to meet the

internal demand, never opening his mouth excepting for

the discharge of the one special duty that was before

him. This huge doctor would require to go his rounds

throujxh the district with an assortment of the mechan-

ical powers. In his last journey, he was hoisted up a

steep hill by means of ropes and pulleys, the horses

having refused to move him on any terms; and, in de-

scending on the other side, where the inclined plane

might have been reduced to practice, he was led down

the precipice with his eyes bandaged, lest he should

turn giddy, and so fall soft to the bottom.

All the churches are built of wood, with foundations

of stone, but are very substantial, and have a respectable

appearance. The walls are constructed of round logs,

the lower side of each being scooped out so as to receive

the upper side of the one below it ; they are then well

caulked, outside with hemp or rushes, and inside with

moss ; and lastly, they are wainscoted, puttied, and

painted : when heated by Russian stoves, these edifices
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are to a stranger oppressively warm, even in tlie most

intense cold of this hyperborean climate. Such wooden

buildings as I have described are remarkably durable

;

more so perhaps than the bricks, which are gradually

coming into fashion, are likely to be. The fort now in

ruins, the earliest monument of the Cossacks, was diffi-

cult to pull down after it had stood a hundred and fifty

years ; and ]Mr. Shagin's dwelling, though a century

old, is yet in excellent repair. Speaking of the churches,

I must not omit to mention the liberality of Mr. Shiloff,

the same whom we met on his way to Ochotsk. This

liberal merchant has erected a very neat place of wor-

ship at his own private cost, being rewarded by the

government with a medal for his generosity. In con-

nexion with his little church, he had also built a school,

which was subsequently destroyed by fire ; and, on

receiving a hint from a high quarter that he should

remedy the mischief, he very properly declined the

honour, unless on the condition of receiving another

medal. Of schools there appears to be a great de-

ficiency, there being only three in the town, and three

in the country.

Among other curiosities which I picked up through

the kindness of the good folks of Yakutsk, the principal

councillor, Mr. Kaydanoff", gave me a pair of round

pebbles, brought all the way from China. These stones

are, at all convenient times, carried by the Chinese in

their left hands from infancy, and kept constantly

chafing, one against another, into perfect smoothness;

and, when thus prepared, they possess a sort of sacred

character, the gift of one of them being a pledge of

lasting love and friendship. The rough diamonds them-
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selves, I suppose, must be scarce and dear, for the

poorer celestials are said to be obliged to content them-

selves with walnuts instead of pebbles, succeeding, how-

ever, ill polishing and rounding these less tractable

articles to a nicety.

I had also an offer, as a matter of trade, of a few

minerals that had been gathered near the Viliui, one of

the westerly feeders of the Lena to the north of Yakutsk.

A man called on me with about a dozen crystals, cor-

nelians, and petrifactions ; but, having no interpreter at

hand, I desired him to return in the evening. Return

he did accordingly, accompanied by a friend ; for the

accident of my being obliged to ask him to come back

had evidently raised the value of his museum in his own

estimation. After we had all looked very wise, I de-

manded his price ; and the two worthies, doubtless

regarding an Englishman as fair game, had the con-

science to name the precise sum of fifteen hundred

roubles, probably a compromise, as settled by the pair

of cronies, between the first thousand and the second.

My reply was such as to need not the aid of an inter-

preter; and, in one instant, the extortioners and their

stones quitted the premises. In the vicinity, by the by,

of the Viliui, there are said to be mines of coal—an

article which, as wood is hardly to be got so far to the

northward, cannot fail to be useful when steam is intro-

duced on the Lena.

On the third day after our own arrival, Jacob pre-

sented himself with our baggage. Though the old man

was one day behind his stipulated time, yet, as he had

done his utmost, I paid him his money in full, thereby

sending him oft' in the very best of humours. I was now
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all eagerness for a start, being too impatient even to

wait for the next mail from Ocliotsk, which was ahnost

immediately expected with my English letters ; and I

was the more anxious to proceed, inasmuch as the dry-

ness of the season, which had been so favourable to our

journey on horseback, was likely henceforward to retard

us, for the lowness of the water might keep us so far

from the bank, as to embarrass the operation of towing.

I therefore resisted all temptations to prolong my stay

;

while Mesdames RoodikofT and Shagin, as the next best

thing to detaining us among them, prepared for our

voyage the most liberal supplies of bread, cakes, and

tarts, all the more acceptable to us, as well as creditable

to the fair donors, on account of the scarcity of flour.

As the navigation of the Lena for some distance above

the town was said to be very circuitous, I despatched

the boat with our baggage ^on the 16th of the month

to proceed as far as Bestach, about a hundred and fifty

versts distant by water, where I could overtake her by

a ride of a few hours after stealing two days more for

the hospitalities of Yakutsk.

Accordingly, on the morning of the 18th, I paid my
farewell visit to Governor Roodikoff, when we pledged

each other, without much regard to the earliness of

the hour, in more than one bumper of champagne ; and

at length, with much regret, I shook hands with my
excellent friend and his amiable family. By the by,

Madame Roodikoff and her two pretty daughters seemed

scarcely to understand my English style of taking leave,

the Russian mode of salutation being for the gentlemen

to kiss the lady's hand, and for the lady, in her turn, to

kiss the gentleman's cheek.
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After an early dinner at Mr. Shagin's, we started at

two in the afternoon for Bestach, accompanied by the

head of the police. Our whole party consisted of a

britzska with five horses, and two telegas with three

each. Our road ran through what must have been the

ancient bed of the Lena, a valley of twelve or fourteen

miles in width, embanked on either side, as already men-

tioned, by a ridge of several hundred feet in height.

The sandy soil produced nothing but short tufty grass,

excepting that, in swamps and near creeks, the vegeta-

tion was somewhat more luxuriant. We passed through

a number of native settlements, consisting at present not

merely of the yourti for winter, but also of the urossi

for summer, the former covered with mud, and the latter

formed of birch-bark. We changed horses three times,

and reached Bestach at ten in the evening, having come

over the ground at the rate of ten or twelve miles an

hour, to the great hazard of our vehicles and our OAvn

necks. On our last stage, in fact, ray own postboy was

thrown, while the five horses and the britzska passed

over him. I of course expected to see him picked up a

corpse ; but, to our great surprise, he escaped without

even a bruise.

From Bestach, our good friend, the head of the police,

returned to Yakutsk, having first, however, sent forward

his deputy to make arrangements for us at every station,

and also left a Cossack sergeant in the boat to keep all

and sundry with whom we might have any intercourse

on the alert. The stages are of various lengths, jrene-

rally ranging between twenty and forty versts. At each

station there is a postmaster, mIio, by virtue of his office,

wears uniform ; and the peasants are bound to provide
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horses and drivers for the towing of boats at a regulated

price, about a halfpenny a verst for each mounted man,

while, in consideration of this duty, they are exempted

from all other public services.

Within an hour after reaching Bestach we got under

way, with a tolerably comfortable boat for ourselves,

and a smaller one in tow for our Cossack and servants.

These boats for passengers, which draw from a foot and

a half to two feet of water, are divided into three parts.

Near the bow is a floor of earth, or brick, or stone, on

which a fire is made for cooking ; at the stern are laid

a few planks on the gunwales for the helmsman ; and

the centre is formed, by means of a covering of canvass

and boards, into a sort of cabin, or crib, for the pas-

sengers. These craft, as I have already mentioned, are

towed by horses, with one driver to each animal ; but,

when the men are prevented from attending by sickness,

or by any pressing business, of which the postmaster is

to judge the sufficiency, they are allowed to substitute

boys or women, or any body, making up in number

what is wanting in strength. At the very first we had

the benefit of this rule—a rule reasonable enough in

itself; for to our four animals we had six useless crea-

tures of drivers, all of them either too young for hard

work, or too old for active service.

Our first night on the Lena was rendered as uncom-

fortable as possible by various causes. Our little prison,

besides being hot and close, was infested by swarms

of musquitoes ; and our conductors being frequently

obliged, when the shoals ran too far out for towing, to

drag our boat over flats up to their waists in water,
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kept up a clamour that would have prevented us from

sleeping under far more favourable circumstances.

My sleepless hours were made still more miserable by

gloomy forebodings of the length of our voyage ; and

I was quite firm in my belief that, at our present rate

of progress, we could not possibly reach Irkutsk within

any reasonable time.

The approach of daylight did not much mend the

matter. Two thousand five hundred versts on the broad,

shallow, sluggish Lena, with its cliffs of clay or sand-

stone, were a dismal subject for calculation. We were

but little more at liberty than when we were in bed.

We could not move from our places without incom-

moding each other ; we could not walk along the bank,

for the horses, when towing, went too fast to be fol-

lowed ; and the people, when tracking, were struggling

in the stream at a great distance from the shore ; and

even on stopping at the stations to change our cattle,

we were not sure of setting foot on land, as the boat

sometimes stopped a full verst from the houses. We
had no English books at hand ; and, as we were all

getting tired of each other, we had very little conver-

sation. Even local topics of discussion were nearly

out of the question ; for my Russian fellow-traveller,

through whom alone we could obtain any information,

was certainly the most taciturn of the three, having, in

fact, become so before he had this lazy river and our

floatino: cage as an excuse.

Our grand hope was, that the waters would rise. In

the evening we were heartily glad of a thunderstorm

and heavy fall of rain ; and the good people were to-
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without their own consent, and partly induced to make

so unfavourable a selection by an exemption from taxes,

or perhaps by the temptations of the fur-trade.

"Whatever mioht be the difficulties of the case, our

friend ahead took care that we should experience no

delay at the stations; and to-day he stopped till we

overtook him, to ascertain whether we found every

thing as it should be. He was a Pole by birth, very

civil, and chatty.

The river varied in breadth from five or six versts to

three or four, being divided by islands and sand-banks

into different channels. The shores consisted, for the

most part, of high and broken rocks. Our stations

were

—

Sinkaya .... 28 versts.

Onmooranskaya . . . 32 „

Foorinskaya . . . 25 „

85 versts.

In the course of the night we sprang a leak, which,

after causing a good deal of confusion and alarm, was

fortunately stopped without having done any material

damage.

During next day we passed a rocky island, ten or

twelve versts long, of exactly the same character as the

mainland ; and it had all the appearance of having at

one time formed the bank of the river, till the stream,

by ploughing for itself a passage behind, had cast it, as

it were, adrift from the shore. At one of the stations

I saw some bread, which had been made of rye and the

inner bark of the larch, ground up together. On this

unsavoury substance, with sour milk, the poor people
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in a great measure lived ; and they were considered to

fare sumptuously indeed, if they could add a little of

something that looked very much like tallow, being a

mixture of curd and butter melted together into a

mould. As to the article of dress, they were clad

almost exclusively in the skins of their defunct nags

;

and their very feet were enveloped in stockings of

horsehair, \vhich, I apprehend, would make a very satis-

factory kind of penance for the tender feet of some

other regions.

As we contrived to get six horses instead of four,

with a corresponding increase in the number of drivers,

we made a longer march to-day than usual. Our

stations were

—

Tsitskaya ....
Malikanskaya

Saniyachtachskaya

On the fourth day of our voyage from Bestach, we

were met, at the station of Marchinskaya, by the police-

master of Olekrainsk, who had come, by direction of

the kind and considerate Captain Roodikoff, to succeed

his brother in trade, from Yakutsk, in making arrange-

ments for us beforehand at the different stations. As

our Pole was now to return, I sent by him, as a trifling

acknowledgment of the gallant Governor's untiring po-

liteness, the remainder of our stock, about eight gallons

of port wine, feeling assured that he would appreciate

the gift as an expression of my sense of obligation,

independently of its being something in Yakutsk, where

a genuine glass of the kind was, perhaps, never seen

before.

VOL. ir. Y

34 versts.
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Our new friend was a brother of Mr. Atlasoff, of

Ochotsk. He met us in full uniform, with cocked hat,

sword, and white gloves. He had been thirty-eight

years in the service, and, during the whole of that time,

had never been out of the district of Yakutsk. He

appeared to be as remarkable in the way of reindeer as

his brother was with snow-shoes, having driven the

same animals two hundred versts a day, for three or

four days consecutively ; and having ridden one of the

creatures for a similar period, at nearly two-thirds of

the rate just mentioned. If the reindeer falls to the

ground through exhaustion, the rider, or driver, seizes

the animal's tongue, holding it out of its mouth for ten

or fifteen minutes : if this be done, it generally reco-

vers; if not, it is pretty sure to die. In riding, the

grand difficulty is to keep the saddle firm, which, from

the uncongenial shape of the brute's back, has always

a tendency to slip about in every possible direction,

sometimes to the right and sometimes to the left, some-

times backwards and sometimes forwards. In summer,

the reindeer's principal food is moss ; but in winter, it

thrives well on frozen fish.

At the station, where we met Mr. Atlasoff, we got

the titemay, a sort of salmon-trout, and the stirlitz^ a

kind of sturgeon, both very good in their way. The

yehna, or white salmon, reckoned the best fish in the

river, I did not consider to be by any means of fine

flavour.

The banks, which had hitherto been generally steep

and rocky, were now considerably changed in appear-

ance, sloping, in most places, down to the water's edge.

The stream itself had improved, too, for St. Elias had
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done his duty so well as to allow us to approach the

shore near enough for being conveniently towed. We
met several canoes of birch-bark, similar in form to

those that we had seen on the Aldan and the Pend'-

d'Oreille, with the long double paddle of the Esquimaux.

In the forenoon, a heavy squall drove our boat on the

beach, setting our little tender adrift; the wind was

very fresh for a short time, raising a rough sea, and up-

rooting the trees around us. For a wonder, we got

ashore five minutes to-day and had a bath— quite an

event to us, after having been huddled together, nearly

four days and nights, without space to stretch our legs,

or even to enjoy the full swing of a comfortable yawn.

Our stations were

—

Marchinskaya . . . 41 versts.

Cliatik Toomool . . . 22 „

63 versts.

In the early part of the night a quantity of rain fell,

so that the various streams, whose mouths we passed

next day, were considerably swollen. St. Elias, in fact,

was sustaining his reputation admirably, improving, at

the same time, our navigation, in spite of our heretical

scepticism.

As a piece of great luck, we got a walk on shore of

three or four versts this forenoon ; and much we needed

some exercise, eating and sleeping, varied only by sleep-

ing and eating, having rendered us stiff and putfy, quite

unfit, in short, for the work that we should have to

perform after quitting the lazy Lena. Though the

scenery was becoming softer, with an occasional symptom

of agriculture, yet we could hardly bring ourselves to

Y 2



22 versts.
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descended from the orioinal conqueror of Kamschatka.

Perhaps, as a whole, the Siberian conquests of the Cos-

sacks were more marvellous than any other series of

similar exploits ; for, from the days of Yerraac, to be

hereafter noticed, to those of our host's ancestor, they

subjugated one populous tribe after another, in bands so

small—often in twenties, and twelves, and tens—as to

throw into the shade the hardihood of the first invaders

of Mexico and Peru.

According to custom, we began the day, even at this

early hour, by taking a glass of tea, with cream and

rusks ; and then, after visiting the church and whatever

else was to be seen in the town, we returned, about half-

past six, to a substantial breakfast, at which our host

insisted on my occupying the chair. Before proceeding

to real business, we had a relish, which to us would

have been a splendid meal, in the shape of caviar, ra-

dishes, salted fish, bread, gin, and rum, wath a glass of

nalifky, a native spirit extracted from rye and flavoured

w^ith berries and sweetmeats. Having appetized our-

selves in this pleasant way, we did the amplest justice

to a genuine feast of fish-patties, beefsteaks, sweetbread,

soup, and bouillie, stewed prunes, cream, &c.

The neatness of the whole premises bore testimony to

the taste and ingenuity of this agreeable family. In

the windows were tubs of flowers, which were then all

in blossom ; and the Siberian rose in particular was

very pretty, with its semi-transparent stem and leaves.

In the garden were cucumbers, peas, and various other

vegetables.

Like all the other settlements that we had seen,

Olekminsk stood on the west, or left bank of the river,
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which thus appeared to form a kind of definite boundary

between civilization and barbarism. It derives its name

from the Olekma, which falls into the Lena immediately

opposite to the town. In spring, the lower parts of

Olekminsk are subject to inundations ; but the climate,

notwithstanding the periodical visits of the intermittent

fever, is considered healthy.

The town contained about fifty houses, with a popula-

tion of about four hundred souls ; and the whole district,

according to Mr. Atlasoff's statement, numbered four

thousand seven hundred and eighty-three males, being

three thousand six hundred and thirty Yakuti, five hun-

dred and twenty Tungusi, and six hundred and thirty-

three Russians, or about ten thousand of both sexes in

all. The climate is suflficiently good for potatoes, rye,

oats, and even wheat, at least of the Himalayan variety.

Still, however, the seasons are so uncertain, more parti-

cularly with respect to the early frosts, that the rye

varies from a maximum of forty retums to a minimum

of five, while wheaten flour ranges between twelve and

thirty-six roubles a pood.

Mr. Atlasoff and three merchants were the principal

inhabitants. These good people, contrary to the stand-

in t>' rule in small communities, contrived to live together

on terms of perfect harmony ; and, as the village boasted

a resident fiddler, their social meetings generally ended

in a dance. The leading trader is an experimental

farmer, dividing his attention between agriculture and

commerce ; and, in his well-regulated establishment, I

saw a small flock of sheep, an old billy-goat, several

cows and calves, a number of tame geese, and, lastly,

two pairs of cranes from the Vittim, stepping about in
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a very ladylike manner. On the very day before our

arrival, one of the other two merchants had gone mad.

The first symptom of his derangement had been his de-

manding from Mr. Atlasoff a passport to St. Petersburg,

to enable him to organize a mercantile association, " of

which," said the worthy magistrate, crossing himself

devoutly, " the Almighty was to be president and the

Emperor vice-president."

At Olekminsk there is an annual fair, which is

attended by the itinerant dealers as they descend the

Lena, on their way to Yakutsk. The principal articles

of native production are the far-famed sables of the

Olekma, universally admitted to be the finest in the

world. They are found on the river just named, which

rises in the Yablonnoi chain, forming the north-eastern

portion of the boundary between Russia and China

;

and the annual returns usually amount to five or six

hundred skins. These sables are extravagantly high,

even at Olekminsk, having this year fetched fifteen

hundred roubles for forty as they rose from the pile,

and having last year brought a thousand roubles more

;

so that the mere difference between two successive sea-

sons has been upwards of a pound sterling on the price

of every single skin. In addition to the sables, many

squirrels of a very valuable description, and also a few

bears, wolves, and foxes, are exposed at the annual fair.

As the trappers trace the Olekma to its very sources,

distant, by the crow's flight, about four hundred miles,

hunting all the way wherever there is profitable ground,

they are about ten months absent from the Lena, start-

ing in August and returning in June. It is, in fact,

towards the head of the river that the best skins are
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found, for the animals appear to get sleeker, as well as

more numerous, in proportion to the remoteness of the

haunts of men. Of this principle, the opposite shores

of tlie Lena, separated from each other at most by a

breadth of five or six versts, furnish a remarkable ex-

emplification, the furs on the west bank being compa-

ratively coarse and scarce, and those on the east bank

fine and abundant.

Having obtained a good supply of vegetables and

fresh provisions, we left Olekminsk, Mr. AtlasofF pre-

cedincr ns as before ; and about five in the afternoon we

reached the station of Berdinskaya, whence we were

tracked twenty versts by men. Whilst proceeding in

this way, we passed an island peopled by Yakuti ; and

our steersman, seeing seven or eight fellows sleeping on

the bank, without any thought of a towing-line, pointed

out the providential reinforcement to his wearied com-

panions. The Yakuti awoke just in time to make a

good race of it ; but, after a sharp hunt among the

willows, they were all forced to lend a hand at the

rope. Such a chase is sometimes carried into effect

even in joke, for the timid Yakuti submit to this species

of impressment with characteristic pusillanimity.

The settlements were more numerous to-day; and

the extent of cultivated land regularly increased. Our

stations were

—

Olekminsk
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calamity. Next day, being our seventh from Bestach,

our Cossack gave us a specimen of his summary disci-

pline. As the progress of the boat Avas not equal to

the irascibility of his temper, the man of office went

ashore in a small canoe to quicken the pace; and,

having made six of the miserable drivers, Russians and

Yakuti, dismount at the word of command, he bela-

boured them in turn with a thick stick, apparently dis-

tributing his favours with the utmost impartiality. The

unresisting wretches seemed to feel the wanton outrage

far less than ourselves ; they took the whole thing, in

fact, as a matter of course. They were, perhaps, con-

scious of having in some degree deserved what they

got ; and I certainly found, as Captain Cochrane had

found before me, that, under the system of corporal

chastisement, the people had become so degraded as

hardly to appreciate, at least within the limits of a

traveller's patience, the force of any other motive.

The country still continued to improve as we as-

cended. The population was less scanty ; the presence

of several flocks of sheep bore evidence of the ameliora-

tion of the climate ; and the scenery was less mono-

tonous, for the banks showed many well-wooded hills,

Avhile numberless streams, large and small, flowed into

the Lena through the intermediate \alleys. Our sta-

tions were

—

Nelinskaya

Delgiskaya

BerdofFski Ostrog

Next day, we walked some ten versts along shore,

killing time pleasantly enough by gathering blue berries

40
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and excellent currants. The settlers seemed to be

comfortably lodged and well clad, Avhile for their main-

tenance they had abundance of cattle, sheep, poultry,

grain, potatoes, and vegetables. In spite of the want of

schools, all the Russians, of every age, and many of the

Yakuti, could read and write, education being handed

down, very much to the credit of the people, as an heir-

loom from father to son. This we understood to be

more or less the case all over Eastern Siberia.

In the evening, we passed some very remarkable

rocks, partly on the mainland and partly on islands,

known as the " hurrah " rocks, from their being saluted

with loud shouts by the boatmen descending the river

in loaded craft. This custom most probably originated

in the resemblance borne by the rocks in question to

human habitations. They were said to have the ap-

pearance of chimneys, battlements, pillars, gables, and

the like ; but most of this we were obliged to take on

trust ; for, as we passed the spot towards the close of

twilight, we saw but little of the curiosities.

Speaking of the downward craft, we had met a heavily

laden tub to-day, carrying to Yakutsk supplies of grain,

stores, and provisions. It was a large bateau made of

round logs, which were covered with boards, while rough

planks were nailed on the tops of the sides by way of

gunwales. It was, in truth, nothing more than a raft,

drifting down before the current, with some six or seven

people on board to keep it out of mischief. Such crazy

and unmanageable barges are so slow in their movements,

that, after wasting the whole season of open water, they

are sometimes overtaken by winter before they reach

the remoter stations to the north of Yakutsk, causing a
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great deal of expense and loss to the government, and

not a little of inconvenience and misery to the settlers.

Even without the aid of steam, the evil might be reme-

died by the introduction of a faster class of vessels.

One should, however, remember, that, as the upward

freight is much less bulky than the downward, the rafts

in question are employed only for the one single voyage,

being broken up, at their place of destination, for

fencing, &c. To get the vessels along, such as they are,

every artifice is adopted. When the winds are favour-

able, sails are hoisted ; and when there is no propelling

force but that of the water, trees, attached to the bows,

are sunk with their branches foremost, so as to take a

deeper hold of the current.

This was our last day of Mr. Atlasoff ; for Kamen-

skaya—taking its name, by the by, from the rocks just

mentioned, which were a little below it—was the most

southerly place in the Yakutsk district ; but, before

leaving us, he sent forward a light boat to intimate to

the different postmasters on the route that persons of

distinction, under the immediate care and protection of

government, would require to find horses and drivers in

readiness at every station. We parted from this very

w^orthy man, with such a sense of his services as made

us regret that he did not hold some appointment more

appropriate to his deserts ; and we liked him all the

better for the honest pride with which he traced his

descent in a direct line from the Atlasoff of Kamschatka.

From Olekminsk, where it was five versts wide, the

Lena had gradually diminished in breadth, till now it

resembled in size the Saskatchewan at Carlton, with

only about half a mile from shore to shore, while its
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surface was still farther contracted by its beiiif^ studded

with islands of pine, birch, and willow. Our stationswe re

—

Titshilnaya ... 30 versts.

Nochtooskaya ... 26 „

Fidayskaya ... 25 „

Kamenskaya ... 33 „

114 versts.

Next day, being our ninth from Bestach, carried us

through a country so sterile and poor, that the inhabi-

tants, to all appearance, contrived to support themselves

only by dint of the most miserable expedients. The

cone of the stone pine, when roasted, formed a part of

their food, being far inferior in flavour to the same kind

of thing that we had received from the worthy monks

of Santa Barbara. Among the utensils of the peasants,

I noticed a quern, such as was once commonly used in

the Highlands of Scotland for grinding oats and barley
;

and I also observed shoes of birch-bark, very indifferent

wear, I should imagine, for rough or wet roads. These

poor people might be regarded as victims for the public

good ; for they might mend their position even by going

down the river, if they were not obliged to remain, in

order to preserve the continuity of the line of conveyance.

Yerbinsky, our first station of this morning, lay within

the limits of the Irkutsk government. At this place,

under the orthography of Djerbinsky, or Jerbat, Captain

Cochrane found a remarkable cave, of which, however,

the unphilosophical denizens appeared to be entirely

iffnoraut. Our stations were

—

Yerbinskaya
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Next day, the sole incident in our monotonous life

was the purchase of our first sheep. Our stations

were

—

Boogroogrinskaya (half)
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in fact, there would appear to be a singular disposition

to run into opposite extremes on the subject of punish-

ment. Though we had seen the whip and the cudgel

applied for any offence or no offence, yet we were told

that death, as such, could hardly be inflicted even on

the most atrocious criminals. Our stations of to-day

were

—

Etokfa .... 55 versts.

Kristoffskaya . . . 29 ,,

Pooloodoffskaya . . . 28 „

112 versts.

Next day, being the 30th of the month, our first

station was Vittimsk, a large village, with a population

of two or three hundred souls. It takes its name from

the Vittim, which empties itself by three mouths into

the Lena, immediately opposite to the station. This

stream, which, at the point of confluence, is nearly

equal to the main river, rises in the Vittim Steppe, not

far from the Chinese frontier. Its sables, which have a

high character, are inferior only to those of the Olekma,

the difference probably arising from the circumstance,

that the sources of the latter are more immediately in

contact with the inaccessible fastnesses of the Yablonnoi

Chain than those of the former. The Vittim is remark-

able also for a talc mine, which is said to produce the

larijest and clearest sheets of the substance in the world,

some of them being quite pure to the extent of two feet

and a half square.

Vittimsk may be considered as the limit between the

Yakuti and the Tungusi, as practically fixed by the

Cossacks, when they came to mediate, with the strong

hand, between the native tribes. Previously to the
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European invasion of Siberia, the tide of population had

almost uninterruptedly flowed from the south. The

Yakuti, as universal tradition testified, had descended

from the Lake Baikal and the River Araoor, driving

before them into the remotest north and east the

miserable remnants of the Omoki, the Yukahiri, and the

Tchuwanzi ; while the Tungusi, if their superior courage

and energy had had full play for another century, would

most probably have sent the victors after the vanquished

to the inhospitable borders of the land of the Tchuktchi.

In fact, this tide of population could have hardly ever

ebbed to the southward ; for the tribes of the extreme

north, if they had attempted to return to a richer soil

and a warmer climate, would have had to encounter the

hordes of the central steppes, far more populous, and

not a whit less hardy, than themselves.

This set of the current of migration would explain

some of the peculiarities of the aborigines of Northern

Asia, as distinguished from those of the new world. It

would, in a great measure, account for the fact, that

most of the dialects of Tartary and Siberia bore the

plainest traces of affinity, even when the different tribes

were not connected together by the paramount influence

of the neighbouring powers ; while the languages of the

new world, excepting, of course, the branches of the

same stem, were fundamentally and irreconcilably dis-

tinct. It would also, in a great measure, account for

the fact, that Siberia was never so wholly lost to civili-

zation as America had been. Its most secluded corner

was linked with the rest of the world, both by war and

by commerce, those grand bonds of union by which

Providence constantly counteracted the isolating ten-

dency of the confusion of tongues ; and it doubtless was
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through the want of such bonds—a want occasioned

partly by the immeasurable distance, and partly by the

impassable ocean—that the natives of the new continent

sank into a barbarism unknown and unsuspected before

the days of Columbus.

Even in the old world, entire seclusion of one race

from all others would appear to have been unfavourable

to national improvement. In diametrically opposite

climates, the Laplander and the Hottentot resembled

each other, in being the lowest specimens of humanity

in their respective quarters of the globe, while the

Kamschatdales, in spite of the vast superiority of their

soil and climate, were inferior, in almost every respect,

to the Tchuktchi, who enjoyed no other advantage than

that of being more immediately in contact with other

tribes. Spain, too, on the one hand, and China and

Japan on the other, would tend to establish the principle

in question ; for, though they were, in point of fact,

highly civilized, yet they alone, of all the communities

on earth that were so, continued at best to be sta-

tionary in their civilization. If, in some of these in-

stances, the state of things is at present different, the

change only tends to confirm the rule ; and, to offer

one example, the Chinese, by being brought, for two or

three campaigns, into involuntary intercourse with the

British, have confessedly learned more, not merely of

the science of war, but also of the arts of peace, than

any people before them ever learned in so short a time.

To resume my narrative. While we were passing

some steep rocks to-day, the little boat in tow, in which

were our servants and the Cossack, was upset ; and all

the baggage got thoroughly soaked, though, fortunately,

nothino- of value was lost. If this accident had hap-
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pened at night, some of the persons in the boat, and

perhaps all of them, would have been drowned ; for

even good swimmers, in the absence of assistance, would

have been unable to extricate themselves from the

covering of the capsized vessel.

At our last station, we were obliged to w^ait about

three quarters of an hour for horses. Our visit at this

season, when the people were collecting their hay, was

certainly most inconvenient; nevertheless, any excuse

for the detention of travellers would be wholly inad-

missible. In the present case, we bullied the elder of

the village, a sort of rural mayor ; he, in his turn,

bullied all others ; and, after much uproar, we could

get only women and boys as drivers, one of the former

having to leave her sucking infant, in order to proceed

on this nocturnal duty.

The women on this river were the most active and

laborious of their sex that I ever saw ; while, in com-

mon with the men, they were remarkably civil and

obliging. Every person, too, was of a pious turn of

mind, at least so far as external observances went. To-

day, for instance, on looking into the house of one of

the drivers, we were followed by the man himself; and

no sooner was the door of the best room opened, than

our host fell into a fit of bowing and crossing, in honour

of an image that occupied one corner of the apartment.

Our stations were :

—

Vittimsk
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Next (lay, being the last of July, we reached Doob-

roffskaya at ten in the morning. This was the neatest

settlement that I had yet seen. The dwellings were

large and commodious, with a bath-house attached to

each ; and everything bespoke a more than ordinary

share of cleanliness and industry. At our preceding

stations, there had been generally but one bath-house

for several families, into which young and old, of both

sexes, used to enter indiscriminately at least once a

week. In addition to the clamour of the elder of the

village, the cries of the postillions, the scolding of our

Cossack, the barking of dogs, and all other sounds in-

cidental to a change of horses, I heard a precisely similar

uproar from the opposite bank, as if other travellers

had been o^ettinof fresh na^s at a rival establishment.

The whole proved to be the effect of one of the most

correct echoes that I had ever heard, whole sentences

being repeated distinctly. At our bidding, the echo

spoke English to admiration, for the first time, per-

haps, in its existence.

We passed some perpendicular rocks, known as the

" Cheeks of the Lena," which contracted the stream to

about a quarter of a verst in width, with a current of

four knots. Here also was an echo, which I tested by

firing a pistol several times ; and, in each case, at least

six successive reports were reverberated in the most

extraordinary manner.

In my rambles of to-day, I found currants of various

kinds, cranberries, raspberries, service-berries, straw-

berries, and choke-cherries. As to provisions, we were

now well off, having a regular supply of mutton, fish,

potatoes, eggs, honey, cream, butter, &c., with excel-
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lent tea— black only— three times a day, but neither

wine, nor spirits, nor beer. The indolent routine of

our life was generally as follows. We rose at ten ; we

bathed ; we breakfasted ; if practicable, we walked

from three to ten versts ; we then returned to bed for

an hour or two, in order to cool ourselves ; after a

second bath, we dined about four, stretching our legs,

perhaps, for a few minutes, as a digester, at some

station or other ; we took supper at nine, going to bed

as soon thereafter as might be agreeable. In justice,

however, I should add, that we did occasionally read,

and write, and talk.

Our stations were :

—

Kooraskaya (half)
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what they had to bestow. Notwithstanding this libe-

rality, we learned that the poor people were really

labouring under a considerable scarcity of food, inas-

much as St. Elias, with his high waters, however

friendly he had been to us, had, in a great measure, cut

off their principal source of subsistence. This state of

things was well expressed in the comprehensive phrase,

that their nets were too small and their breeches too

large.

At Fliimskaya, which we reached about ten in the

evening, the inhabitants were keeping up the festivities

with great spirit. The whole of them, to the number

of eighty or a hundred, had met in two houses, where,

besides dancing, they were moistening their clay with

plentiful potations of a vile description of beer,

which, weak as it was, had made them half muzzy.

The music was the screeching of some half-dozen old

women ; and the floor was occupied by only one man

and one woman at a time. First, the lady would en-

deavour to escape from her lover with an amusing

display of coyness and coquetry ; and then the gen-

tleman, in his turn, would draw off, while his mis-

tress would strive, by every winning way, to coax the

truant back again. At the conclusion of each dance,

the fair performer gave me three kisses, conferring the

same favour on each of the other strangers, excepting

that our Cossack appeared to me to get, or perhaps to

take, a double dose. All the people, whether drunk or

sober, carried their civility to excess, kissing my hand

frequently, and even the ground on which I had been

standing, and showering on me their perpetual bene-

diction of " May you never want bread and salt
!"
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Speaking, by the by, of these festivities, I saw hops

to-day on some of the farms.

To myself, as well as to these poor people, this was a

day of joy and gladness. Just as we were sitting down

to dinner, a Cossack arrived from Yakutsk, bringing

me the English letters that I had passed on the road

near Ochotsk. Having been sent back by the next

mail, they had reached Yakutsk on the fourth day after

my departure; and on the same evening they were

sent after me by the worthy governor, in charge of an

active man, who was, M'ith all speed, to travel on horse-

back by day, and by night in a light boat. In this

manner, the courier had followed us for fifteen hundred

versts, accomplishing in ten days what had occupied

us fourteen ; and 1 had, therefore, every reason to be

satisfied with his zeal and diligence. The attendant

expense of two hundred and seventy roubles I by no

means grudged, for the intelligence from my family was

honey to my soul.

We passed several large settlements, in two of which

there were churches, and met a priest in a canoe going

to perform duty in one of the places of worship. In

this part of Siberia, there would appear to be very few

ministers, there being, in fact, a lamentable dearth of

reliirious and moral education ; and the sole teachers of

the people, in most neighbourhoods, seemed to be the

Cossacks and the magistrates. We were now in the

country of the Tungusi ; and at Tsherskaya we saw a

few of the tribe. Both physically and morally, they

were superior to the Yakuti, active, well made, and

independent in their manners and sentiments.
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the popular designation of a Cossack, resented with

much more zeal than ceremony, suiting his style to his

subject, and his actions to his words. This wretched

system of irresponsible cruelty should undoubtedly be

reformed. But, for the reasons already mentioned, a

traveller would only waste his time in attempting such

a thing in his own case, while even the government,

however good and resolute its intentions might be on the

subject, could not immediately remedy the evil. The law

might prohibit the use of the cudgel, supplying its place,

as a matter of necessity, with a better motive in the

shape of a higher rate of remuneration ; but, in the

latter branch of the business, nine out of every ten

travellers would find an additional reason for kicking

and cuffing the inoffensive creatures, relying on the

proverbial consolation of official knaves, that the Empe-

ror was far off, and calculating on the interested sym-

pathy of nearly all those, who might be occupying the

long ladder of communication between his majesty and

themselves. Even if the victim of a wanton assault

could sue for damages, or some other satisfaction in the

local courts, he could, in general, obtain justice only by

outbidding his oppressor, who would most probably be

far abler to buy the venal commodity in question than

himself. In fact, the head of an extensive despotism is

peculiarly liable to be deceived by his subordinate func-

tionaries ; and, as a remarkable instance, the Brother of

the Sun and Moon is said to have been the last man in

Peking to hear of the capture of Canton. How can

Truth, distorted as she proverbially is, in passing from

one street to another, fight her way, unadulterated and

unsullied, over thousands of miles, where every tenth
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iiidividiuil that she meets has an interest in moulding her

to serve his own ends, or those of his friend or his party ?

Moreover, there would, in my opinion, be a good deal

of difficulty in bringing the ignorant people to believe

that nobody had a right to beat them ; for the same

middlemen, who would prevent the Emperor from hear-

ing their complaints, could still more easily prevent

them from knowing the Emperor's benevolence. The

simplicity and credulity of the great mass of the popu-

lation of Siberia, with respect to everything that does

not fall within their own daily routine, are quite incre-

dible. When an astronomical party, for instance, was

traversing the country, astonishing the natives night

after night, with telescopes and sextants, a wag of a

fellow set the curiosity of the good folks quite at rest,

by telling them, that his majesty had missed one of his

stars, and had sent out his wise men to find it. Our

stations were

—

Spoloshinskaya

Vistinyakaya

GorbofFskaya

AlexeyefFskaya

100 versts.

Next morning, by six o'clock, we reached Kirensk,

being, in point of size and importance, the second town

on the Lena; by reason, however, of a thick fog, we
could see nothing more than the looming of a number
of houses through the vapour. It was said to contain

about fifteen hundred inhabitants, principally Russians,

and to be regularly laid out with one school, five churches,

and several substantial houses. We were visited by

the mayor, who was also head of the police, the com-

25 versts,
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missaiy, and the postmaster, all equipped in their best

unifonn for the occasion.

At this place, our Cossack would really have had

some excuse for inflicting his summary justice, inasmuch

as we were detained two hours for want of horses—

a

delay such as we had never experienced even at the

meanest station on the route. Unfortunately, how-

ever, the offender in the present case was a peg or two

above the jurisdiction of "his worship." Our Cossack

had gone to rouse the postmaster, whose raaid-of-all-

work, hearing the terrible voice of our disciplinarian,

speedily brought a message from her master, that the

applicant should first take his podoroshnoya to the head

of the place. With considerable difficulty the magis-

trate in question was got out of bed ; and at last the

postmaster and himself presented themselves to us in

their grandest outfit, having evidently made us wait

longer than was necessary, that they might show them-

selves off to the best advantage. The postmaster apo-

logized by saying, that he was a hard sleeper, so much

so, that his maid-of-all-work had positive orders to keep

stirring him till he rose, and even then not to leave him

till he was half dressed ; but that the damsel, in her

eagerness to satisfy our Cossack, had not sufficiently

shaken him that morning. To prove the truth of his

statement and the sincerity of his regret, he offered to

trounce the girl on the spot ; and, though we then and

there denied him that pleasure, yet he most probably

paid the fair delinquent with interest after our depar-

ture. The obvious truth was, that the two gentlemen,

having heard that strangers, who were very great men,

were coming up the Lena, had conspired to manage
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matters in such a way as to enable each of themselves

to see and be seen.

The Lena, from its seven versts at Yakutsk, was now

reduced to three hundred yards in width, while its

sliallow stream was overgrown at the bottom with grass

and reeds, which greatly impeded our progress. Getting

tired of the delays experienced by the boat, one of my
fellow-travellers and myself resolved to amuse ourselves

by walking along the bank. Coming to a track, which

struck through the woods apparently as a short cut

from one side of a deep point to another, we followed it

for seven or eight versts, till we again came out upon

the Lena. Seeing nothing of our little squadron, we

sauntered up the towing-path for five or six versts far-

ther, expecting every moment to be overtaken ; but,

towards sunset, being certain that we were ahead of our

friends, we retraced our steps, fortunately reaching,

when it was now nearly dark, the station of Soberskaya.

At this settlement, which appeared to consist of a

single hut, we found twelve or thirteen men and lads,

who gave us a hearty reception. In fact, our appear-

ance and condition would have excited the compassion

of less hospitable people. To say nothing of hunger,

we were suffering from cold, and were almost crippled

;

for we had started in the heat of the day, without shoes,

and with no other clothes, in fact, than our shirts and

trousers. The peasants, taking pity on our forlorn

state, made a grand fire for us, and offered us a share of

their own supper, which consisted of black bread, a

little salt, and a dish of cold water, which, that it might

look as like soup as possible, was taken with a spoon.

Immense piles of the unsavoury cakes rapidly disap-
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peared ; and each person, as he finished his meal, bowed

to some images that stood against the wall of the best

room, of which the door was open. Perceiving that

we enjoyed the heat much more than the victuals,

the peasants, after explaining that this was a fast-day

with them, boiled some potatoes, which, with the salt and

a few spoonfuls of the cold water, were very acceptable.

Speaking, by the by, of the water and the salt, and

of the ceremony with which they were used, the two

articles in question hold a high place throughout Russia,

as being the sacred emblems of hospitality. Even in

the poorest hovel, they are at the service of the stranger,

while the partaker receives a benediction as well as a

welcome. A story is told, that, during the French in-

vasion, the inmates of a house, who had hid themselves

on the approach of a few soldiers, could not refrain from

pronouncing the customary blessing while the marauders

were helping themselves to water under their roof.

Thus far the anecdote is quite in keeping with national

character ; nor is the sequel, in my opinion, altogether

improbable. The hospitable and pious ejaculation was

the death-warrant of the family, and they were one and

all butchered by their rufiianly guests. Soon after

midnight, we were much relieved, both in mind and

body, by the arrival of my servant and our Cossack,

who had walked ahead of the party to meet us, or to

search for us, bringing our coats with them. They

informed us that the detention of the boats had been

caused partly by the shallowness of the stream and

partly by the fact that the bend of the river was five or

six times as long as the neck of land that we ourselves

had crossed. Embarking in a canoe to meet our people.
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we got on board again by two in the morning ; and, in

the course of an hour, we made amends, in the shape of

a hearty supper, for the day's misfortunes.

In the course of the rambles just mentioned, I saw a

good deal of land under cultivation, with tolerable crops

of wheat, barley, oats, rye, potatoes, hops, flax, &c.

Here I saw, also, something that I had never seen be-

fore. I had often heard of " nettle kale " in Scotland,

and perhaps had eaten it ; but never, till I visited the

banks of the Lena, had I found nettles artificially grown

as greens. At Sitka I had partaken of them, dried and

preserved; and, to my taste, they were an excellent

vegetable. Our stations were

—

Kirensk ... 24 versts.

Soberskaya . . 60 „

84 versts.

On rising unusually late next forenoon, I found that

we were passing through a highly interesting country.

The banks of the river were undulating and well

wooded, while every spot that was capable of culti-

vation was occupied by an agricultural settlement.

In the course of the afternoon, we were obliged to

remain a short time at Oolkanskaya, in' order to stop

a leak. The village at this station was divided into

two parts by a small stream, from which it was said to

derive its name ; and, while strolling about, I observed

iu the brook a number of baskets and weirs for taking

fish, such as I had seen on the Columbia and in New
Caledonia.

The settlers told me that their crops Mere better this

year than usual, but that sometimes they had been so
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unproductive as to render necessary the purchase of

grain. They also complained that the wolves and bears,

which were numerous, frequently carried off their cattle,

pigs, horses, and sheep. From all accounts, these beasts

of prey would appear to be much fiercer here than in

America.

The more that I saw of the peasants, the better, gene-

rally speaking, did I like them. In two or three in-

stances, however, I was induced to suspect that they

must have inherited from their ancestors, who had been

chiefly convicts, a few prejudices on the important sub-

ject of private property. The loss of a bridle and of two

or three other small articles proved that pilfering was

not altogether unknown on the Lena.

Our stations were

—

MakarofFskaya

PotapofFskaya

Oolkanskaya

Markoofskaya

Next day, being the 5th of the month, the water was

deeper and the footing for the horses better, so that this

was by far the longest march that we made. The banks

of the river continued to improve in fertility and popu-

lousness.

All the settlements on the Lena usually stand at the

outlets of rivers or creeks, or on low points of alluvial

formation. Such situations, though advantageous in

regard to soil, are yet very undesirable in this respect,

that they are liable to be deluged as often as the waters

are high. During such inundations, the inhabitants are

18 versts.
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frequently obliged to take refuge in the upper stories

of some of the loftier houses, while, in almost every sea-

son, several dwellings and families are swept away from

some neighbourhood or other by the current.

Besides the crops already mentioned, the inhabitants

of the Upper Lena raise tobacco sufficient for their own

consumption. In short, without being dependent on

any market, they produce for themselves an abundance

of food, make their own clothing, build their own

houses, grind their own corn, either in water-mills of

simple construction, or by means of querns, and, though

last not least, prepare their own snuff.

It is chiefly in the form of snuff that tobacco is used

throughout this country, whether among whites or

anion o- natives. This mode of consuming the weed

prevails among the Monguls, the Burats, the Tungusi,

the Yakuti, the Tchuktchi, the Aleutians, and all the

aborigines of Russian America, from Behring's Straits

downwards. Hence, one might reasonably infer that

the use of tobacco travelled, at least into the northern

parts of the new world, from Asia ; and if so, the thing

more probably took place before the commencement of

Russian domination than after it, inasmuch as the Cos-

sacks, who, however fond of tobacco in other shapes,

did not take snufF themselves, were not likely to teach

others to take it.

At Kosarki I found that the people were suffering

from dysentery in its worst form, a complaint previously

unknown in this quarter. The malady first made its

appearance in some salt works, situated at the mouth of

the Kuta, about fifty versts farther up the river, where it

had carried off forty or fifty persons. Unfortunately,
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there were no medical men in the neighbourhood at the

time, who might have arrested the progress of the dis-

ease. In a country so poor and so thinly peopled,

resident physicians are, of course, out of the question

;

but the government everywhere employs competent in-

dividuals to make circuits, and to report on the health

of the inhabitants.

At this same station of Kosarki, all goods are tran-

shipped, those going down being conveyed thus far on

rafts, in order to be put on board of the large barges

already described, and those coming up being transferred

into small boats.

Our last station of to-day, Oostooskaya, lay at the

entrance of the Kuta, occupying, I apprehend, the very

site of the first building that was ever erected by

Europeans on the Lena. Its very name would imply

this much. Signifying, as it does, the city, or town, or

station, or post, of the mouth of the stream, it could,

with propriety, -be applied only by those who had

reached the spot not by the Lena but by the Kuta. In

fact, this settlement, which was commenced in or about

1630, formed the grand centre of operations for the

conquest of all Siberia to the eastward. On the one

hand, the founders of Oostooskaya built Yakutsk as the

first grand stage on the road to the Pacific Ocean ; and,

on the other, they established Irkutsk as the stepping-

stone to Lake Baikal and the vast regions beyond it. It

was from the Tonguska, the nearest feeder of the

Yenissei, that the Cossacks made their way to the Lena,

being more anxious, as already mentioned, to penetrate

to the east than to the south ; and it is a curious fact

that, by ascending the Lena and crossing the height of
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land to the site of Irkutsk, they were, in a manner, only

retracing their steps to the principal auxiliary of the

Tonguska. But, even if they had known that the

Angara, rising far up in the fork between the Vittim

and the Lena, would itself have carried them ten degrees

more to the eastward, they would perhaps have con-

sidered the rapidity of its current as a sufficient reason

for trying their fortunes on another stream.

Our stations were

—

NasarofFskaya
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CHAPTER XVIII.

FROM FIGOLOFFSKAYA TO IRKUTSK.

Tyoomenzora—Vercholensk—Katschooga—Bratsky Steppe— Burat

Settlements— Village of exiles— Koodinskaya— Irkutsk— Grovernor

PatnetFsky—Governor-General Rupert—Archbishop of Eastern Siberia

—Chinese jealousy—Lake Baikal compared with Lake Superior—Mines

of Nertshinsk—Trade of Kiachta—Steam on Lake Baikal—]\lission of

Selenginsh—INIines and washeries—Irkutsk, its hospitalities—Departure

from Irkutsk.

The carriages in which we were now travelling had

been sent to meet us by the Governor of Irkutsk, under

the charge of a magistrate of police, who, after having

waited for us a whole week, had been obliged, almost

immediately before our arrival, to retrace his steps in

person to the capital.

Being no longer exposed to the impediments which

had retarded us on the water, we pushed on sharply all

night, stopping merely to change horses, and to view

some of the more important settlements on the route.

At Tyoomenzora we breakfasted on eggs, cream, and

strawberries, adding to these delicacies of the season, in

the centre of Asia, a little of our peramican, from the

heart of North America—such a pic-nic between the

two continents, as neither of them had ever seen before.

Thus far the road had been bad, and at some places

even dangerous, first looking down on the Lena from

the edge of cliffs several hundred feet high, and then
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descending, as if to renew our aquatic troubles, into the

very stream itself.

After breakfast, our track lay along the base of some

precipices of limestone. Soon, however, we entered a

fertile valley, with our old friend, the peaceful Lena,

still by our side, in which was prettily embosomed the

ancient town of Vercholensk. The level banks and the

sloping hills on either hand were closely cultivated,

excepting where clumps of trees had been left by way

of ornament ; so that iu planting this, their original

post, as the name would imply, towards the head of the

stream, the Cossacks displayed as much taste and judg-

ment in the selection of a site as ever the Jesuits dis-

played in Canada, or the Franciscans in California.

Speaking of the signification of the name in question,

Verchney TmdiNeshxeij, respectively equivalent to Upper

and Lower, would appear to be derived from the simpler

forms of Verch—as in Vercholensk, and Verchayansk,

and Nish—as in Nishigorod, the abbreviated edition of

Nishney Novgorod ; and if one utterly ignorant of the

language might still farther presume to offer another

suggestion, which, if correct, might be the groundwork

of extensive and important investigations, I should be

inclined to trace some resemblance and connexion be-

tween Nish and Verch respectively, and our vernacular

Beneath and Over.

At this town I was received with great attention.

The whole population flocked to see the expected tra-

vellers, of whose importance they had received very

exaggerated accounts ; and amongst the crowd of our

admirers we found a clerk of the Russian American

A A 2
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Company, who bad brought a close carriage for my use

all the way from Irkutsk. We called on a wealtliy

peasant, the occupier and proprietor of a beautiful man-

sion, where an old lady of eighty received us, performed

the office of hostess to perfection, and was even a little

offended at our refusing to partake of refreshment under

her roof. This man was, of course, a peasant merely

in name. Throughout Siberia, the descendants of exiles,

generally speaking, are classed as serfs of the crown,

being practically neither more nor less than unpri-

vileged subjects ; and such of them as may have risen

above the rank of labourers, are as little liable to be

dragged down from their actual position as any noble-

man in the land. In the whole length and breadth of

this portion of the empire, slavery, properly so called

—

the submission of one subject to the irresponsible

caprices of another— is entirely unknown. In fact,

there is not in the country, to the best of my know-

ledge, a single germ of a territorial nobility ; and per-

haps this peculiarity in the constitution of society has

its bad side as well as its good, inasmuch as it exempts

the great mass of the public functionaries from any local

check, in the shape of an influence unconnected with

themselves. But the very exiles themselves, to say

nothing of their descendants, are virtually left to carve

out their own fortunes. A well-dressed man, who spoke

with a strong German accent, introduced himself to us.

He proved to be a Gallician, who had been banished

twenty-six years before for smuggling, but had raised

himself, by his steadiness and talent, to be one of the

most respectable inhabitants of the town. lie had an
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excellent house, with a very neat little wife in it ; and,

as a proof of the extent of his business and resources,

he supplied all the horses for five successive stages.

According to the statement of my smuggling friend,

the place contained a population of two hundred and

forty souls ; and though, from the number of the houses,

I was inclined to prefer a higher estimate, yet my in-

formant referred me to the unanswerable authority of

the chequered post, which, according to the custom of

the country, served as a standing record of a state of

things, perhaps, twenty years old. Meanwhile, theVer-

cholenskians had undeniably multiplied ; but the worthy

Gallician, having come so far to learn experience, had

apparently made up his mind to take on trust every

thino- that had a Icml look. These official values, as

it were, of each settlement, are intended, to a certain

extent, to regulate taxation in the gross, for consider-

able periods.

Hitherto I had had but five horses, three wheelers

and two leaders ; but from Vercholensk, as the road

would be hilly, my wheelers were increased to five.

Before reachino: the next station we overtook the ma-

gistrate of police, who had waited so long for us at

Figoloffskaya ; and, after the ceremony of introduction

was over, he joined our cavalcade, which thus consisted,

in all, of seven vehicles and thirty-five or forty horses.

We flew over the ground ; the roads, the cattle, and the

weather, being as fine as heart could wish. A stranger,

however, would require a considerable amount of moral

courage to permit himself to be driven along, at the

rate of twelve or fourteen versts an hour, with so many

uncontrollable hoofs and wheels behind him. Any ac-
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cident, if it did not begin with a broken neck, would

be sure to end with something still worse.

At Katschooga I was met by the head of the police

and the principal inhabitants, and stopped to lunch

with a rich merchant. I was here introduced to a chief,

or taeshow, of the Burats, having the command and

supervision of about five thousand of his tribe ; he was

a handsome man, wearing uniform, and possessing some-

thing of address and education. Though his authority

was of the same subordinate kind as that of a prince-

ling among the Yakuti, yet, in actual position, he was

infinitely higher than our old friend Jacob. His sub-

jects were as superior to our first specimens of the

aborigines in civilization as they were in number—

a

fact easily explained by their more southerly situation.

I had also the pleasure of being introduced to the wife

of the head of the police, the prettiest woman that I

had hitherto seen in Asia. She made a thousand apo-

logies for her husband's neglect in not having gone

some three hundred versts down the Lena, to meet me

at the limit of his district ; and, if the honest man had

been guilty of a great deal more than what she was

polite enough to impute to him, he would have been

quite safe with such advocates on his behalf as her black

eyes, glossy hair, pouting lips, and dimpling cheeks.

Katschooga appeared to be a thriving place, as one

might expect from its being the entrepot of the whole

of the trade between Irkutsk and the settlements on

the Lena. Some of the most influential among the

inhabitants were exiles, to whom, so far as as we could

judge, no stigma was attached; and, in fact, considering

the numl)ers sent to Siberia for political offences, or
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even for not being able to give a satisfactory account of

themselves, the mere idea of banishment could hardly

be supposed to involve the same moral and social inci-

dents anion q: the Russians as among ourselves, A
German, in relating his history to us without any appa-

rent hesitation or reserve, playfully said, that he had

come on a visit to Siberia, but had not yet made up his

mind as to the time of his return ; and an old man

with a flowing beard, and altogether of very remarkable

appearance, though this happened, by the by, at our

next station, told us that, upwards of thirty years

before, he had had the misfortune to commit a small

mistake in Moscow.

At Katschooga we took our last swim in the Lena,

an embrace, as it were, at parting. How different was

the scene, when first we viewed the river on our ap-

proach to Yakutsk ! To look at the stream itself, a

breadth of seven versts had shrunk into two or three

hundred yards ; while its shores, instead of being a

sterile flat in an inhospitable climate, were varied by

hill and dale, wood and water, pasture and cultivation,

skill and labour having done their utmost to heighten

the charms which nature had bestowed with a liberal

hand.

After crossing the Lena, we left it to pursue its way

up a valley to the right, while we ourselves struck into

a beautiful prairie to the left, through which flowed the

small stream Issel, with many Russian and Burat farms

on its banks. Thence a rise of about fifty feet took us

into another plain of much greater extent, bounded by

hills which were cultivated to their very summits. A t

the end again of this second expanse, which was marked
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by the station of Chorbatskaya, we entered the Bratsky

Steppe, so famous for its beauty. This maf>-nificent

prairie, through which meandered the beautiful Man-

zurka on its way to the Lena, was studded with Burat

settlements, while thousands of cattle, horses, goats,

and sheep, were grazing on the rich pasture all round,

as far as the eye could reach. The surface was undu-

lating; and on every side the landscape terminated in

hills, which bore traces of artificial vegetation to their

very tops.

While halting at one of the settlements, I was intro-

duced to another taeshow, with whom I had the honour

of drinking kumyss and eating sour milk in his own

yourte ; and I afterwards visited his son's yourte, to

whose princess, arrayed in a curious mixture of barba-

rism and civilization, a sheepskin with plenty of plated-

ware about it and an embroidered cap, I was presented

with all due ceremony. The old chief was said to send

annually to market grain to the value of thirty or forty

thousand roubles, and to be worth altogether about

twenty thousand pounds sterling in cash. The deputy

or assistant of the taeshow had received orders from the

Governor of Irkutsk to accompany me ; and he ac-

cordingly here added one more to the number of my

suite.

At Manzurskaya, which we thus reached with a for-

midable line of eight carriages, all the good people,

young and old, rushed out of doors to see the English

stranger, who, being only the second or third visitor

of our nation in these parts, was, of course, a great

curiosity.

Soon after leaving Manzurskaya, I began to be reminded.
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by sundry hints not to be mistaken, that I had not

closed my eyes for nearly forty-eight hours. The world,

both in its sights and in its sounds, seemed to be getting

into all the possible varieties of disorder and confusion

;

and at length I fell into a profound slumber, which the

bells of the horses, the jolting of the vehicles, and the

chano'ino' of our eight teams amid a discordant din of

Russ and Bratsky, so little disturbed, that, when I

awoke, I had no other evidence than the mere change

of scene that I had been asleep at all. The drivers and

horses had been succeeded by other bipeds and quad-

rupeds ; the darkness had given place to broad day

;

and the landscape had expanded itself from the fertile

valley of a murmuring brook, into a sea of plains, which,

but for the villages, and the flocks and the herds, I raijrht

have taken to be part of the boundless prairies of the

Assiniboine.

We were still on the Bratsky Steppe. The soil,

though it was light and in some places sandy, had yet

been fertilized by pasturage ; and white clover was

abundant. In order to secure a sufficient quantity of

provender for the seven long months of winter, the

borders of every stream, where the grass, of course, was

more than ordinarily luxuriant, were set apart by fences

for hay, while, still farther to increase the supply, large

meadows were artificially irrigated.

At Yerdoffskaya, after stretching along a line of a

hundred and sixty versts, the grand plain of the Burats

gradually narrowed itself into a small valley ; and thence-

forward to Koodinskaya, the country strongly reminded

me of some parts of Scotland, particularly of Strath-

peffer. A short time before reaching the last-mentioned
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station, we passed through a village of political exiles

of distinction ; and I saw peeping out of the windows

many a face that betokened high birth, while the hearts

of the owners doubtless thought rather of Moscow and

Petersburg, to which we were flying, than of ourselves.

At Koodinskaya, where we breakfasted, I experienced

an instance of civility which astonished me even in the

peasants of this country. Intending to bathe, I ques-

tioned a man as to the depth and bottom of the river

;

and his only answer was, after stripping, to wade up to

his chin, this giving me ocular demonstration of the

quantity of water and the firmness of the footing. Our

swim did us a great deal of good, for, independently of

the heat of the weather, our outside horses had done

little or nothing but kick up clouds of dust in our faces.

In fact, we had discovered, that the grandeur of having

five horses abreast was hardly worth the annoyance.

Seven or eight versts beyond Koodinskaya brought

us to the top of a hill, whence we gained our first view

of the metropolis of Eastern Siberia, lying on three

rivers, the Angara, the Irkut, and the Oushakoffka.

From this distance Irkutsk presented a fine appearance,

with its fifteen churches and their spires, its convents,

its hospitals, and its other public buildings. But this

favourable impression vanished as we approached ; and

we were disappointed at seeing so little bustle in the

wide streets, and so many edifices going to decay.

We entered the city over a long wooden bridge,

rattling along with no small commotion, till we reached

an excellent house, which the Governor had caused to

be prepared for our reception. This mansion belonged

to the great monopolist in the way of wines and spirits,
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already mentioned under the head of Yakutsk, as paying

so large a sum for an exclusive license in his trade.

The leviathan himself was residing at Krasnoyarsk; but

two of his agents introduced us into the handsomely

furnished house, providing us at the same time with a

dozen or so of attendants, of all sorts, sizes, and coun-

tries.

Having arrived about two in the afternoon, we were

immediately visited by the principal magistrate of police,

with a complimentary message from the Governor, who

was followed by Mr. Dedoff, the agent of the Russian

American Company. After dinner, my Russian fellow-

traveller, who acted as our interpreter, left us, in order

to make some arrangements for our future proceedings.

To beguile the time, my other fellow-traveller and my-

self ventured to take a stroll through the town without

a guide ; and, after we had wandered about among the

churches and shops till twilight came on, we turned our

thoughts homewards, soon discovering that we knew

neither the name of our street nor its situation. In this

predicament we strayed at random from place to place,

in hopes of meeting some person acquainted with Eng-

lish or French ; and at length a gentleman in a drosky,

who must have suspected the truth, conducted us to

Mr. DedofF's. As that gentleman could not understand

a word that we uttered, he was, of course, a good deal

astonished at so unseasonable a visit. Like a true Rus-

sian, however, he gave us a hearty welcome and a bottle

of champagne; and, when at length we explained the

mystery to him by signs, he sent us home in his drosky

about midnight.

Next morning, being the lltli of August, I received,
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in addition to several complimentary visits, a still more

solid proof of politeness and attention, A handsome

carriage with four magnificent grays, as also a smaller

vehicle and pair, were placed at my disposal by the

Governor, with postillion, footman, and bearded coach-

man, all complete. I was now able to make a round of

calls in princely style, beginning, as in all duty bound,

with the Governor. His Excellency, M. PatnefFsky,

proved to be a civilian, the first person of his class whom
I had yet seen holding an important office in Siberia

;

he was a middle-aged, affable, intelligent man, and

welcomed us very courteously. He made many inquiries

with respect to my voyage, such as whether I had found

police officers and postmasters civil, vehicles, horses,

and provisions good, &c. ; and he concluded by in-

viting us all to dinner for the same day.

I next proceeded to the country residence of General

Rupert, the Governor-General of Eastern Siberia, a

gray-headed, handsome, soldierly man of sixty. He in-

formed me, that he had the Emperor's commands to

facilitate my movements in every possible way, and was

pleased to add that he should individually derive great

satisfaction from the fulfilment of his instructions. I

accordingly explained, that my own intentions then

were to start next day for Lake Baikal and Kiachta, to

return as quickly as possible, and, lastly, to resume my
homeward journey the day following that on which I

might get back to Irkutsk. His Excellency recom-

mended that I should remain another day before enter-

ing on my southern trip, assuring me that this trifling

delay would really occasion no loss of time, as it would

better enable him to despatch orders as far as the
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western limits of his jurisdiction to have horses, &c.

ready for us along the route. Such a recommendation

would, of course, have been equivalent to a command,

even if his Excellency had not specially forestalled the

morrow by inviting us to dinner.

I called again on my friend Mr. Dedoff ; and we were

all very merry over our adventures of the precedinc^

night. This gentleman's house had been the Russian

American Company's place of business ever since the

association existed under any form ; and he himself had

been in the service for more than forty years. Besides

Mr. Dedoif, there were at this establishment three clerks

and several servants, with hired labourers for particular

occasions. All these agencies in Siberia, restricted, as

they are, almost exclusively to the business of transport,

must be a heavy drag on the Company's resources.

At the Governor's, where we had, of course, an ex-

cellent dinner, the party was small, consisting only,

besides his Excellency and his lady, of a councillor and

a doctor, with their wives, and ourselves. In fact, we

had heard, as far down the Lena as Kirensk, something

that explained the circumstance. As Yakutsk had its

feud between Governor Roodikoff and Mr. Shao-in, so

Irkutsk again, entirely eclipsing its northern rival in

this respect, had its feud between General Rupert and

Governor Patneffsky ; and we had accordingly been

prepared to find society in a divided and disjointed

condition.

After dinner, which was at two o'clock, ]\Iadame

Patneffsky took us into her workroom, in which, to say

nothing of a number of Chinese curiosities, was the

lady's own loom, with the most superb piece of embroi-
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dery in it that I ever saw. The Governor afterwards

showed us his valuable collection of minerals, compri-

sing some splendid specimens of aqua marina, topaz,

amethyst, gold ore, and various other metals and stones

found in Siberia ; and we understood, that one of the

blocks of topaz in particular was the third largest in the

world. His Excellency informed us that gold had

recently been discovered in some marshes, or toondri,

close to Irkutsk.

On the following day, I had the honour of receiving

visits from the Governor, the Mayor, a councillor, and

lastly the brother of one of the medical gentlemen of

New Archangel. I afterwards paid my respects to the

Archbishop of Eastern Siberia, who in England would

have been reckoned very young, being not more than

thirty-five or forty years of age, to fill so important an

office. On my entering, he rose to receive me, and,

taking me apparently for an obedient child of the Greek

Church, held out his hand for me to kiss. Beinjr isfno-

rant of the custom, I gave him a hearty shake, for I

really was prepossessed in his favour at first sight; and,

though I observed him withdraw his hand awkwardly

from my grasp, yet I did not precisely see the error of

my ways, till one of the party went through the ortho-

dox ceremony with all due devotion. The archbishop

conversed readily on the subject of the spiritual welfare

of the vast country committed to his charge, telling us

that, besides his metropolitan jurisdiction over the

Bishop of Sitka, his immediate diocese comprehended

all Eastern Siberia, with the exception of course of

Kamschatka and Ochotsk. The good prelate com-

plained that the prevalent mania for searching for the
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precious metals, which had of late been greatly aggra-

vated by the productiveness and extension of the mines

and washeries, was prejudicial to the prosperity of agri-

culture, and, in a certain degree, to the diffusion of

Christianity ; nor did he appear to think that an equi-

table return was made from the west side of the Uralian

Mountains for the vast quantities of silver and gold

which were annually sent across them from the east.

The archbishop had nothing austere or repulsive in

his manners. He was, on the contrary, most affable and

courteous ; while his conversation showed that, without

diminishing his interest in his own sacred vocation, he had

acquired a large fund of general knowledge, and had

mixed much in the world. I spent with him one of the

most interesting hours of my long and varied journey

;

and, in fact, I might truly say that no other individual

of whom I saw so little in my travels stood higher in

my estimation than the pri-mate of Eastern Siberia. If

my former acquaintance of Sitka and this his immediate

superior were to be considered as average samples of

the prelates of the Greek Church, the whole of them, as

a body, would certainly form a hierarchy inferior in

dignity and respectability only to that of our country.

A trip to Kiachta and its Chinese neighbour, the vil-

lage of Maimatschin, I had always regarded as likely to

be one of the most entertaining portions of my voyao-e

;

and what was my disappointment to receive, at the very

moment of intending to start, a hurried note from

Governor Patneffsky, stating that, according to informa-

tion just obtained by his Excellency, the Chinese, with-

out assigning any reason, had suddenly interdicted all

communication with foreigners of every nation. This
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was a death-blow to my cherished hopes of bringing

" the flowery people " within the range of ray travels.

Though the prohibition in question was general, yet I

could not help being vain enough to infer that my own

little party was the special object of celestial jealousy.

The authorities at Maimatschin had had plenty of time

to hear of the contemplated visit of English travellers

;

and they might either have suspected us of being spies,

or have thought that, at that particular time, they had

already too many of " the fierce barbarians " on the

other side of " the central land."

But as all the preparations for my journey had been

completed, I determined to go at once as far as the

Baikal Lake, distant about sixty versts from Irkutsk.

The road was good, lying for the most part along the

bank of the Angara, whose rapid current formed a

striking contrast with the sluggish waters of the Lena

;

and in a few hours we reached the point at which the

river was gushing from its inexhaustible cistern. At

the first glance of this the largest body of fresh water

on the old continent, ray thoughts flew back over ray

still recent footsteps to that parent of many Baikals, the

Lake Superior of the new world ; and I involuntarily

reflected, with some degree of pride, that no preceding

traveller of any age or nation had ever stood on the

shores of the two greatest of the inland seas of the s'lobe.

Even if my previous wanderings through the wilder-

nesses of North America had not given rae any personal

interest in the matter, I could hardly have refrained

from indulging in a comparison between the Baikal, on

the one hand, and the Superior, with its great progeny,

on the other.
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In mere position they resemble each other in a very

remarkable manner. Touching, though in opposite di-

rections, one and the same parallel of latitude, they are

intersected, at the outlet of the Ontario and at the

western extremity of the lake before us, by one and the

same circle of longitude—almost the very meridian, by

the by, of the highest and lowest extremities both of

Asia and of America—of the head of Baffin's Bay, and

of the western entrance of the Strait of Magellan—of

Cape Tayman, and of the southern point of the Penin-

sula of Malacca. With respect to the extent of country

drained, the Baikal has certainly the advantage of all

its American rivals put together ; for, while the latter

are pressed in every direction by the heights of land,

the former is fed by its two principal tributaries from

sources distant from each other in a straight line at least

a thousand miles.

But, if from the q^djacent regions we turn our atten-

tion to the ultimate destination of the waters which are

received, the reservoir of the St. Lawrence infinitely

surpasses that of the Angara, for, while the latter

stream loses itself in an always impracticable ocean, the

former, annually bearing upwards of a thousand sea-

going ships on its bosom, forms the channel of commu-

nication between the most commercial country on earth

and her most important colony. Moreover, the reser-

voirs themselves, in point of navigable utility, bear

pretty much the same relation to each other as their

outlets do. Though, with the exception of the Superior

alone, every one of the connected lakes of North Ame-

rica, the Huron, the Michigan, the Erie, and the Ontario,

is traversed, both in its length and in its breadth, by

VOL. II. ^^
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considerable numbers of sailing-vessels and steamboats,

yet the Baikal is little better, in regard to traffic, than

a barren waste. Surrounded by lofty mountains, whose

precipitous sides sink at once into the bottomless waters,

it possesses but few harbours or anchorages; formed

with a length of ten times its breadth, it is subject at

once to violent gales, which blow along it as through a

funnel, and to sudden squalls, which sweep across it as

they rush down from the defiles of its amphitheatre of

hills ; and situated in a bed, which looks like the work

of the volcano and the earthquake, it is still liable to be

dangerously agitated, without any visible cause, by sub-

terranean energies. To make matters still worse, the

craft in use, apparently carrying from eighty to a hun-

dred tons each, are the most awkward, clumsy, crazy

tubs in the world. Under all these circumstances,

nearly the whole of the vast traffic, which is carried

on between Irkutsk and the boundless regions beyond

the B ikal, either passes in sledges over the frozen lake,

or is conveyed round its southern extremity by rugged

and perilous roads.

The traffic in question is connected partly with the

mines of Nertshinsk, but chiefly with the international

emporium of Kiachta.

Nertshinsk is famous for gold and silver, lead and

iron; and its various establishments are the ordinary

destination of convicts of the worst class. So long as

the Amoor remains closed against the Russians, all the

incidental transport must either cross or double the

Baikal, on its way to and from Irkutsk ; and, even if

the Amoor should follow the political fortunes of all the

other great rivers of Northern Asia, the present line of
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communication between Nertshinsk and Irkutsk would

gain for more than it could lose, bj being extended all

the way to the Pacific, sacrificing perhaps part of the

business of the mines, but almost entirely superseding

the route by Ochotsk and Yakutsk. Nertshinsk, by the

by, stands on a tributary of the Amoor. It is the

remotest place of any note in that quarter of Siberia

;

and it is remarkable as the spot at which the Russians

reluctantly consented to stop in their eastward progress,

as, in fact, the only spot in the wide circuit of their

empire at which they ever permanently halted in their

career of conquest.

With respect again to Kiachta, the treaty of Nert-

shinsk," to which I have just alluded, stipulated, in

general terms, for a reciprocal liberty of trafficking be-

tween the Russians and the Chinese ; and accordingly,

under its sanction, individuals on their own account and

caravans on behalf of the government used to visit

Peking. But the Muscovites constantly set so bad an

example before the sedate folks of the imperial city in

the way of drinking and roystering, that, after exhaust-

ing the patience of the celestials during a period of

three-and-thirty years, they w^ere entirely deprived of

their commercial privileges in 1722. After all inter-

course betAveen the two nations had ceased for five years,

the Russians, having first made some concessions and

apologies, obtained a new treaty in 1728, by which, in

order to prevent future misunderstanding, the inter-

national trade, so far at least as private individuals were

concerned, was to be conducted on the international

frontier ; and on the very ground, which the diplomatists

occupied during the negociation, Kiachta was soon

B B 2
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afterwards built. Still, however, Kiachta found a rival

in Peking, for public caravans were permitted by the

new treaty to penetrate as before to the capital of the

celestials; and it was only in 1762 that Catherine the

Second, by relinquishing the imperial monopoly in ques-

tion, rendered this little town the grand, if not the sole,

emporium of the commerce between Russia and China.

Kiachta stands on a brook of the same name, which,

risino- in Siberia and crossing the line of boundary,

washes also, at the distance of half a furlong, the Chinese

village of Mairaatschin. Taken by itself, the position

has nothing to recommend it. It is beset on all sides

by rugged mountains ; and the streamlet, which forms

a bond of union between the most extensive empires in

Asia, or perhaps in the world, is so inconsiderable, that,

even with the aid of damming, it often fails to afford an

adequate supply of water to the dwellers on its banks.

The two settlements are situated, as nearly as possible,

on the fiftieth parallel of latitude, being about a thou-

sand miles from Peking and about four thousand from

Moscow. Though the Chinese route to this secluded

mart is vastly shorter than the Russian one, yet it is,

at least in some slight degree, certainly less practicable.

At the distance of about a week's march to the north-

ward from Peking, the Chinese have still before them a

journey of forty days and upwards through a dismal

desert of table-land, parched with heat during one half

of the year, and covered with snow during the other.

The Russians again, whether they come from the west

with manufactures, or from the north and east with the

produce of the chase, enjoy the advantages of a peopled

country and of navigable waters nearly all the way to
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Irkutsk ; and, when they have met at this the common
centre of all the lines of communication, they may, and

often do, prosecute the rest of their journey to the very

neighbourhood of Kiachta, by crossing Lake Baikal and

ascending its principal feeder, the Selenga.

The Russians bring chiefly furs, woollens, cottons,

linens, &c. ; and the Chinese principally teas, silks,

sugarcandy, &c. But, in order to convey to the reader

more definite and accurate notions on a subject so in-

teresting to many classes of our own population, I shall

subjoin the substance of an official statement of the

trade of 1837, premising that the Russian goods are

valued at their actual worth, but that the Chinese com-

modities are estimated at rates laid down by agree-

ment in 1800.

To begin with the Russian side of the market : the

whole of the wares, foreign as well as native, amounted

to 19,501,281 roubles—the native being 16,792,082,

and the foreign 2,709,199. Of the native wares, the

furs, embracing the incredible number of 2,931,347

squirrels, were 7,406,188 roubles; the woollens,

5,156,996; the cottons, 1,722,747; the linens,

522,279 ; and the leather, entirely whole hides,

1,508,395; so that the furs alone were about 5,000

roubles more than the linens, and the cottons, and the

woollens, taken together; and of the less important

articles, amounting in all to 476,177 roubles, the works

in tin, iron, steel, brass, copper, and lead, were 76,595
;

mirrors, 162,956; and grains, of various descriptions,

88,110; while a host of manufactures and productions

were valued, under the head of sundries, at 148,516

roubles. In addition to glue, isinglass, and talc, the
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sundries in question comprised many things, such as

China, two or three ages ago, did not expect to import

from Russia—542 reams of writing-paper, and about

4,000 pieces of crockery for the tea-table; and this

sending, as it were, of coals to Newcastle, however

trifling the quantity, would appear to place in the most

striking light the superiority of the material civilization

of Europe over that of Asia. Again, of the foreign

wares, the furs, very nearly half of the amount being

the value of lamb-skins from Bokhara, were 1,041,661

roubles ; and the manufactures of all kinds, nearly two

thirds of the whole being velveteens and camlets, were

1,667,538.

To come to the Chinese side of the market : the total

value of all manufactures and productions, according

to the principle of valuation already laid down, was

7,697,357 roubles. But, as the trade is exclusively

conducted by barter, without the intervention of either

coin or bullion, the actual worth must have been at

least thrice this amount, consisting of the declared value

aforesaid of the Russian goods and of the duties on

the exportation of the same. With respect to the

different articles taken in detail, the official statement,

from which I draw ray information, does not specify

any valuation whatever, limiting itself generally to

number and weight. Of black tea, there were about

77,000 packages, which weighed 133,274 poods; of

green tea, all of the best quality, there were about 420

packages and 625 poods ; and of brick tea, there were

9,320 packages and 654 pieces, weighing between

them about 28,000 pools. Of sug rcan 'y, there were

3,546 poods ; and of apples and other fruits, there were
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rather more than 91. Of manufactured articles, silks

and cottons, neither of them in any great quantity,

formed the staple ; while, of writing-paper, there were

only 1,500 sheets; and of porcelain, 4,154 cups; with

9,900 cups of M'ood.

Besides all this wholesale trade, a retail traffic is con-

ducted for the express purpose of supplying the Chi-

nese with the agricultural productions of the country

beyond the Baikal.

On the Russian side, this retail traffic amounted to

719,531 roubles in all, the value of individual articles

not being specified. As this branch of the international

commerce throws considerable light on the economical

condition of the two empires at this their principal point

of contact—showing fertility to the north of the line of

boundary, and barrenness to the south of it—I extract

the entire table, just as I find it, from my official state-

ment :

—

Iron manufactured
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Bread .....
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the Russians, was
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carts drawn by oxen, to Kalgan, where the goods are,

for the most part, again sold to other buyers ; and in

this way they find immediate use for the beasts of bur-

den required in the retail trade ; for they have to carry

to the south, including the agricultural produce, a far

greater bulk than what they bring to the north.

The Russians convey nearly the whole of the returns,

at least of the wholesale trade, to Nishney Novgorod

and Moscow, availing themselves, in general, of the

waters of the Yenissei and the Oby, by descending one

branch and ascending another, and so on, as far as

Tinmen on the Tobol ; while one is lost in wonder to

reflect, that, after all their windings and wanderings,

the teas and silks of China visit the great fairs of

European Russia only to commence, in many cases, a

new series of distant travels. From Nishney Novgorod,

for instance, a large quantity even of so coarse an

article as brick tea is annually despatched into the

province of Astrakhan, for the use of the Calmucs. At

our wages of labour, no goods, unless of the most costly

description, could bear the expenses of such a transport

;

for even in Russia, with its remarkably low rates of

remuneration for man and beast, the freight is startling

in its amount, being about forty pounds sterling a ton

between Moscow and Kiachta. On this point, my offi-

cial statement aforesaid furnishes tolerably complete

information. In 1837, the average prices of carriage

to Kiachta for a pood were, in roubles and kopecks, as

follows :
—

From Moscow ...... 15,47

„ Nishney Novgorod .... 12.65

„ Kayan ...... 12.30
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From Tiumen . .... 6.57

„ Tomsk 5.91

„ Krasnoyarsk ..... 3.00

„ Irkutsk ...... 1.05

As the cost of transport of 105,000 poods from all

places was 820,000 roubles, being an average of 7

roubles and 80 kopecks, a very large proportion of the

whole weight must have been brought from the Asiatic

side of the Uralian jNlountains, so as to reduce the car-

riao'e all overhead to somethinof like three-fifths of the

rate even from Kazan. In fact, a considerable quantity

of the manufactures did come from Tiumen. But the

gross freight to the westward was fully thrice the total

amount just mentioned, having been 2,500,000 roubles.

Besides being themselves heavier than their equivalents,

the teas were secured, every chest of them, in raw hides

against all damage ; and the packages, over and above

being thus increased in weight, were nearly all sent,

paying, of course, the higher rates of transport, to

Nishney Novgorod and Moscow. Enormous as all this

expense is, when taken in the mass or stated by the ton,

still, the cost of fourpence a pound avoirdupois, scarcely

equal to a middleman's gain, is not a very alarming

addition to the price of rich silks and fine teas. The

inland freight from York factory to Red River Settle-

ment is about the half of that between Kiachta and

Moscow; and yet the Hudson's Bay Company sells

everything but the very heaviest goods at considerably

lower rates than any retailer in the Canadas, excepting,

perhaps, and only perhaps, in the larger towns. The

moral of the whole is this, that all the delays and ob-

stacles of nature are as nothing, when compared with
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the artificial burdens of repeated transfers and of long

credits, of intermediate profits and of bad debts.

How far the trade of Kiachta will be affected by the

opening of certain ports in China to all nations, time

alone can tell. Even if part of it, as is likely to be the

case, be diverted to the coast, the deficiency will, in all

probability, be more than supplied by that growing

taste for foreign productions, which a more extensive

intercourse with foreign visitors is sure to cherish. So

far, at least, as experience goes, the Russians have no

great reason for apprehension, inasmuch as the abolition

of the East India Company's monopoly, which might

have been expected vastly to enlarge the maritime

commerce to the prejudice of the inland traffic, was

actually followed by a considerable increase of tlie

business done at Kiachta. But the truth is, that the

Russians enjoy peculiar advantages, both local and

political. The black teas of Maimatschin, which are

far superior to anything of the kind that is ever seen in

England, are produced in the north of China, and may

be more cheaply transported to Siberia than to Canton
;

and again, Russia alone, of all the states on the face of

the earth, possesses a national establishment in Peking,

for the education of her youth, and the ministrations

of her religion ; being probably more disposed to make

the requisite submissions for soothing the pride of the

celestials than if she were standing on the coast in the

presence of jealous rivals.

To return to Lake Baikal : the transport between

Irkutsk, on the one hand, and Kiachta and Nertshinsk,

on the other, which must either cross that upland sea,

or double it, cannot be estimated at less than four liun-
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dred thousand poods a year, besides passengers.

Now, all that is wanted, in order to enable this laroe

business to take the shortest route, and thereby econo-

mize both time and money, is the introduction of steam.

I accorriingly suggested this scheme to some of the

inhabitants of Irkutsk ; and I mentioned to the Gover-

nor in particular, that Moore, the engineer at Sitka,

would next year be passing through Siberia, and

might be useful to any adventurers billing to embark

in the project. Though I uas uniformly assured that

the thing was impossible, inasmuch as no steamer

could live during the windy seasons, I yet felt satis-

fied that the plan not only was practicable, but would

be profitable. According to the public prints, the im-

possibility—that beast of a word, as Napoleon is said

to have styled it—has, since then, been achieved ; so

that goods either now are, or soon will be, carried to

and from Irkutsk, without breaking bulk, by the Angara,

the Baikal, and the Selenga. But the mere economy of

money and time will be the least part of the benefit.

The settlement of the country will be promoted ; agri-

culture will be rewarded ; and commerce will be encou-

raged ; while, last though not least, an invaluable im-

pulse will be given to the general mind for the effecting

of public improvements.

The Baikal is about seven or eight hundred versts in

length, and about seventy or eighty broad, at its widest

part. Its waters are as clear as crystal, everywhere

deep, and in many places unfathomable. Besides the

numberless cascades that rush down its wall of moun-

tains, it receives many rivers, more especially the Angara,

at its northern extremity, and the Selenga, on its eastern
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side, towards the south ; and its single outlet, in spite

of the superior claims of the Selenga, on the double

ground of position and magnitude, professes in its name

to be a continuation of the remote and comparatively

inconsiderable Angara. The two Angaras are sometimes

distinguished from each other as Upper and Lower.

The quantity of water which issues from the lake, is

believed to be vastly less than that which flows into it

—

the difference being, in all probability, too great to be

explained by evaporation alone. In this view of the

thing, a large portion, as a matter of course, must be

absorbed—an operation which the volcanic origin of

the huge hollow may be supposed likely to facilitate.

In fact, the lake presents certain features which have

induced individuals to infer that it has a subterranean

communication with the ocean. It is the only body of

fresh water in the world that possesses seals ; and when

agitated, in the way already mentioned, by invisible

causes, it throws up to its surface quantities of small

fish, which are never seen at any other time. In illus-

tration of the mysterious agencies of nature, which pro-

duces the same ends by contrary means, I subjoin two

passages from Baron Wrangell's interesting work

:

" These flat valleys are occasionally filled with water,

by the overflowing of the rivers in spring, when they

form lakes of various sizes, all very full of fish. The
intense frosts of winter cause large clefts in the ground,

by which the water drains off", sometimes in the course

of a single year, sometimes in several.

" A curious phenomenon occurs in the lakes in the

vicinity of the village of Alaseya. In the middle of

winter, the water sometimes suddenly disappears with-
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out any side-cbannels being visible. In sucb cases, a

loud noise is beard at tbe time tbe water disappears,

and, wben tbe bottom of tbe lake is laid bare, large

clefts are visible, occasioned by tbe severity of tbe

frost."

Tbe Baikal contains a vast variety of fisb, no fewer

tban fourteen sorts of tbe salmon alone. Of tbe salmon,

tbe omal is but a little larger tban tbe berring, wbicb,

in fact, it resembles so closely in flavour as, to my taste,

not to be distinguisbable ; still, bowever, it bas tbe

scales and teetb of its own tribe. In tbis lake, sturgeon

also are taken, weigbing as mucb as four bundred

pounds. Most of tbe fisb, as well as tbe seals, confine

tbemselves to tbe Baikal, being never found in tbe

waters of tbe Angara ; and tbe omal in particular is

said never to be seen anywbere else, excepting in tbe

Polar Ocean, tbe Sea of Kamscbatka, and a certain pool

in Siberia tbat lias no outlet.

Till very lately, tbe country beyond tbe Baikal pre-

sented anotber object besides Kiacbta, wbicb, of itself,

migbt bave induced me to cross tbe lake. About five

and twenty years ago, several Englisb missionaries of

tbe Protestant faitb were establisbed, under tbe patron-

age, and partly also at tbe expense, of tbe Emperor

Alexander, among tbe Burats of tbe Selenga ; and tbis

specimen of religious liberality, unmatcbed in any otber

country in Cbristendom, was still permitted to work its

way under tbe auspices of tbe Emperor Nicbolas. But

tbese devoted exiles, less fortunate in tbis respect tban

tbeir bretbren of tbe Sandwicb Islands, found tbat a bad

religion, wbatever migbt be its countervailing merits,

was a worse enemy of tbe pure and simple Cbristianity
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of the Bible than no religion at all. The Burats pro-

fessed the lamaism of Thibet, with its dominant priest-

hood and its whole libraries of creeds and commentaries
;

and, under the influence of their hereditary prejudices,

local and national, social and political, literary and

ecclesiastical, they deliberately and obstinately preferred

the flickering glare of their own idolatry to the genuine

light of the gospel. In a word, the missionaries, to the

best of my knowledge, made not one real convert, while

they were still more seriously discouraged by the fact,

that every pretended proselyte openly relapsed as soon

as he had gained the secular ends of his interested

hypocrisy. About two years ago they retired from the

barren field of their zealous labours. For this step, in

addition to the mere despair of success, two immediate

causes were assigned. From political motives, the

Russian government was said to be anxious to conciliate

lamaism ; and the Greek Church had its jealousies

roused by the suspicion that the baffled Protestants

were striving to prevent the Burats from embracing any

other form of Christianity than their own.

About seven or eight versts beyond the outlet of the

Baikal, somewhat ambitiously distinguished as '' The

Port," we passed the night at Lestvennechnain, having

reached this station by a road cut on the face of a hill,

overhanging the lake, and protected by a parapet wall

towards the water. At the distance of forty versts

from Lestvennechnain there was a gold washery, which

I could not spare time to visit. In fact, a traveller

would never get along through Siberia, if he were to

allow himself to be infected with its endemic mania ; for

the whole surface of the country, from the Uralian
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Mountains to the Yablonnoi Chain, would appear to be

one vast bed of the precious metals. The government

reserves to itself all the mines, turning them to excellent

account, both as sources of revenue and as penal colo-

nies. The washeries, however, are open to private

enterprise, on paying to the crown a tenth of the pro-

ceeds. When capitalists wish to embark in the busi-

ness, they employ peasants of experience to make a

survey of a certain district of country ; and, as soon as

any favourable ground is discovered, application is made

to the authorities for a licence to commence operations.

Volunteer labourers are easily found on condition of

being fed and clothed, and of participating in the

profits ; and there have been instances in which pea-

sants have earned fifty roubles a day, during the two or

three months of the working season.

Having returned to Irkutsk on the following day, I

learned that I might have gone to Kiachta after all,

without much risk of disappointment. If General Ru-

pert had been informed in time of the interdict which

had deterred me from attempting the journey, he would

have sent an officer with us for the express purpose of

offering any necessary explanations, and of thereby

gaining us admission into Maimatschin. On the whole,

however, I thought that things had been ordered for the

best ; for the Chinese, after they had got me within the

gates of their village, might have kept up the metaphor

of the celestial character of their empire, by never

letting me out again.

The three days which I spent in Irkutsk after my
return were passed in a constant succession of hospi-

tality and festivity, I experienced marked attention and

VOL. II. c c
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kindness from all the principal inhabitants, particularly

the Governor-Genera], the Governor, the Mayor, Prince

Galletzen, M. Dedoff, M. SofronofF, the distiller, and

M. Chezolet, a leading merchant of the place. In the

house of General Rupert we were entertained with all

the pomp and magnificence befitting the dignity of the

Governor of Eastern Siberia and Commander-in-Chief of

the Cossacks. The dinner was served in an oval hall of

spacious proportions, which was thronged with servants
;

a military band in the orchestra played at intervals ; and

our host and all his male guests, excepting ourselves,

were arrayed in glittering uniforms. There were pre-

sent Madame Rupert, with her six highly accomplished

and remarkably interesting daughters, and two little

boys, three aides-de-camp, and a doctor. The viands,

both solids and liquids, were in the greatest variety and

of the choicest kinds. Before taking our leave, we

were conducted by his Excellency into his extensive

museum of curiosities, minerals, &c., considered as the

most valuable in Siberia. I was particularly struck,

while going round the premises, with two dwarf ponies

brought from Peking, of most symmetrical forms, and

also with a magnificent charger, presented to the General

by the Grand-Duke Michael.

After dinner, which was all over by half-past three,

we spent a delightful evening with M. Dedoff, who had

invited Prince Galletzen, a most agreeable companion,

to meet us. Our banquet at the mayor's was the most

sumptuous display of the kind that I saw during the

whole course of my travels. We had melons, pineapples,

champagne at eighteen roubles a bottle, or nearly ten

pounds sterling a dozen ; and, in short, the arrange-
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merits in general would have done honour to a royal

table. M. Medvednikoff, however, could well afford

the expense, being- believed to be worth five millions of

roubles. In truth, the merchants of Irkutsk, dividing

with their brethren of Moscow the bulk of the trade of

Kiachta, might well be styled princes. Their houses

were palaces ; and, in fact, the official residence of the

Governor-General had once belonged to a merchant, the

father of Madame jNIedvednikoff. Speaking of this lady,

who was said, by the by, to be the belle of Irkutsk, we

met on this occasion a very extraordinary old fellow, in

the person of her uncle. He was a millionnaire, and a

complete miser. His house looked as if it had been

built for the mere purpose of shutting out the world,

presenting to the street a dead wall, with the exception

of a door of sulky and inhospitable dimensions ; and he

was said never to admit any human being within his

portals, unless to his single annual entertainment. On

this one day of the year, pride, with an inconsistency

common enough to the tribe of skinflints, got the better

of avarice. The apartments of the den, which were

gorgeously finished and luxuriously furnished, were

ostentatiously thrown open, while the tables w^ould

groan, the more deeply, of course, from want of exer-

cise, under a profusion of the most costly dainties.

Siberian entertainments, however, are not without

their little drawbacks. Before dinner, all the guests

drink schnaps out of the same glass, eat caviare and

herring with the same fork, and help themselves to

preserves with the same spoon ; and, during dinner,

changes of knives and forks are unknown. These bar-

barities I witnessed even in the elegant establishments

c c 2
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of the three highest official functionaries in Irkutsk,

the Mayor, the Governor, and the Governor-General.

Irkutsk, in spite of all its magnificence and wealth,

presented a melancholy appearance of dilapidation and

decay, the wide streets being almost deserted, and many

of the houses tumbling into ruins. The population was

said to be about twenty thousand. Of public buildings

there was no lack. The churches, convents, and hos-

pitals, were fully worthy of a provincial capital ; and

one new church in particular was in course of erec-

tion, which was to have its cupola covered with silver.

Among the charitable institutions I was especially

pleased with a school intended for the maintenance and

education of fifty female orphans, though happily, at

present, only thirty-eight of these unfortunates could be

found. The girls receive such a training as is likely to

render them useful in life ; and, at the age of sixteen,

they are generally provided with situations.

On the day of my departure, I paid and received

several farewell visits ; and I really bade adieu to my

kind.friends of Irkutsk with great regret—a regret which

could not fail to be felt by any stranger, who, after pass-

ing through a wild and almost uninhabited country, had

suddenly entered a city where he had had unbounded

hospitality lavished on him. We provided ourselves

with two tarantasses for the journey. As the seasons

are so short and the means of accommodation on the

road so scanty, these carriages are so constructed, that

one can travel by night as well as by day, without alto-

gether sacrificing the form of going to bed. At the

bottoms of our veliicles we could stretch ourselves, in

order to obtain such repose as our rapid progress over
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rough roads might admit. By order of the Governor, a

magistrate of police, in whose charge was placed our

podoroshnoja, was to precede us along the road, and see

that everything requisite was prepared for us before-

hand. We were allowed one horse for each passenger,

three animals for my tarantasse, and two for the other.

For each of our five beasts we paid seven kopecks a

verst, being something less than five farthings a mile

;

while each of our two postboys had a fee, according

to the length of the stage, in the proportion of two

roubles to three versts. But where more cattle were

really rendered necessary by the state of the roads, they

were to be furnished, without any additional charge.

Such were our arrangements for our overland journey

of about four thousand miles.
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CHAPTER XIX.

FROM IRKUTSK TO TOBOLSK.

Accidents—Mode of foraging—Convicts—Nishney Udinsk—Discom-

forts of travelling—Alzamoos—Peasant's house—Colonization of Siberia

—The Burassa—Kansk—An exile's establishment—Krasnoyarsk, delays

—Mines and washeries—Chief of the Burats—Ostrogs for convicts

—

Kosulskaya, quarrelsome postmaster—Atchinsk—The Tchulim—Dila-

pidated tombs— Inquisitive hostess— The Kia— Kyskal— Tomsk

—

Crawley an albino— False information— The Tom— Tartars— Bara-

binsky Steppe—Gipsies—Ubinskoi—Kainsk—Condition of peasants

—

Omsk—the Irtish—Tobolsk.

On the 15th of August, at seven in the evening, we

left Irkutsk, crossing in a ferry-boat to the left bank of

the Angara, and accomplishing, before midnight, two

stages of twenty-five versts each. The weather, which

had been threatening us for some days past, now began to

be asfjood as its word, and torrents of rain fell during

the night. With roads, which were bad at the best,

this was rather an uncomfortable omen for people in a

hurry ; and we, of course, made ourselves as miserable

as possible. To be jolted through four thousand miles

of quagmire was by no means a pleasant anticipation.

Next day, something like real trouble seemed to

thicken upon us. In the morning, my Russian com-

panion's axle took fire, and occasioned some detention.

In the evening, his reins, through the driver's careless-

ness in letting them go, got entangled round the wheel,

and brought up the horses with a jerk. One of the
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animals had his hind-legs broken, while the other was

choked to death. Had there been a knife at hand, the

creature might have been saved from strangulation.

But neither master nor man had such an article, while

the postboy could not legally carry about him any wea-

pon of the kind ; and our carriage was out of sight.

Till the afternoon, the weather was raw and wet.

The country appeared to be almost exclusively appro-

priated to pasturage ; and it would have been uninte-

resting, on account of its flatness, had it not been covered

with flocks and herds. We passed many populous vil-

lages, as also some salt works and other manufactories.

On the 1 7th, we accomplished a hundred and twenty-

five versts before breakfasting at Sharaboo. Talking of

eating, we had only two meals a day, being indebted

even for them to the exertions of my servant. The sta-

tions did not profess to supply us with food on any

terms ; and we had consequently to forage and cook for

ourselves, getting very little for our pains but coarse

bread and tough fowls. So far, however, as horses were

concerned, we regularly derived great benefit from the

proceedings of the police officer who was ahead of us.

The roads were bad, while many streams were to be

crossed, particularly the La and the Iga, two feeders

of the Angara ; and, what was worse than half a score

of such rivers, the Russian's axle was again at its mis-

chief, giving way altogether, and detaining us four

hours. We were now in the midst of a population,

whose habits and manners rendered any little delay far

more disagreeable than we had ever found it to be

among the honest and civil peasantry of the Lena.

Many of the settlers, in fact, were themselves convicts,
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in whom a change of residence had not produced any

essential change of character; and, in spite of all our

caution and vigilance, several things were, last evening,

stolen from our very carriage at Zeminsky. On the

contrary, the native peasants, though generally the de-

scendants of convicts, appeared to be remarkably steady

and obliging. They were strong and compact ; and,

throughout the district, they were, as a body, the largest

race of men that I had ever seen.

In one of the villages, a handsome church of wood,

the work of a self-taught native of the neighbourhood,

was nearly completed. Generally speaking, the places

of worship were substantially built and neatly finished.

Whether they were well filled, I had some reason to

doubt, for every holiday, Sunday as well as Saturday,

and Saturday as well Sunday, seemed to be celebrated

by drunkenness. St. Nicholas, I suspect, is the only

name in the calendar that has a dry day ; and even

St. Nicholas, as we have already seen, has the loss made

up to him by having a wet festival to boot as well as

his neighbours. Speaking of tippling, we last night

met on the road that indispensable patron of patron

saints, the wealthy distiller whose mansion we occupied

in Irkutsk ; and I w as grieved that I had not an oppor-

tunity of personally returning my thanks to him for the

kindness that I had experienced at the hands of his

agents.

At noon, on the 1 8th, we reached the town of Nishney

Udinsk, having travelled five hundred versts in sixty-

five hours. Our friend ahead had provided quarters for

us here, in case that we niiglit feel disposed to remain

a few hours ; and I was met by the postmaster, the
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conunissary, and the other authorities, all in full uni-

form ; for, besides the verbal announcements of my im-

portance, my passport gave me the title of " Governor,"

the hiu'hest rank known in Siberia. If such honours

and ceremonies could have resulted in a comfortable

room and a good dinner, I might have liked them

better ; but, as things were, I should have placed more

of a hungry man's reliance on the smile and nod of

" mine host" of the humblest alehouse—even of " The

Pig and Whistle" itself—in merry England. On several

occasions, I was disgusted with an obsequiousness, which,

in my opinion, a sovereign could not accept without a

feeling of degradation ; I allude to the custom of bowing

down and kissing the ground before people of distinc-

tion. One of those who thus saluted me was a Dutch

beggar, who, as he did not appear to be really an object

of charity, pocketed merely his labour for his pains. A
similar slavishness of disposition was exhibited by a

subordinate functionary in Irkutsk; but, among the

serviles, I did not reckon my Yakut eaters, for, though

they did kiss the ground, yet they had not bowed down

for the purpose.

Nishney Udinsk was a straggling collection of wooden

houses, containing a population of about eight hundred

souls ; and the neighbourhood was more hilly than any-

thing that we had seen to the west of the Baikal. The

principal inhabitant, the son of an exiled Jew, of the

name of Priceman, was said to be w^orth two millions of

roubles, partly made by his father, as a distiller, and

partly by himself, as a general trader. From this mer-

chant of the first guild, for such he was, we purchased

some sugar, at three roubles a pound, and some fowls,
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at threepence each. We had also the pleasure of seeing

his daughter, celebrated, not only as the great beauty,

but as the rich prize, of the little world of which Nishney

Udinsk was the centre. I witnessed, by the by, a scene

in the street, which would induce one to hope that

Mademoiselle Priceman's lovers might adjust their re-

spective claims without fighting about her. Two fellows

had quarrelled about the wife of one of themselves, and

were doing all the damage to each other that they could.

To say that the combatants came to blows, would be an

abuse of language, for they did nothing but pull and

shake, push and jostle, scratch and tear ; and I would

rather have taken all that passed between the husband

and the paramour, than the scolding which the lady fair,

who was the subject of the controversy, addressed to

her lord and master.

In consequence of almost constant rains for some

time past, the roads were so heavy, that, next morning,

we made only twenty-five versts before breakfast. This

meal we took at Alzamoos, in the dwelling of a peasant,

the station-house itself being under repair. Our host,

however, did not remain to do the honours, having

evacuated the premises, with his whole family, on our

approach ; and this proceeding he doubtless intended as

a signal mark of respect and hospitality. A guitar, and

some other articles of the kind, proved him to be a man

of some education and taste ; and he appeared to be in

tolerable circumstances, for we found, in his cupboard,

a little of the best nalifky that we had ever seen. We
of course made ourselves at home, as, in the absence of

inns, every traveller must do, in all parts of the country.

But still, in spite of the extremely hospitable disposition
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of the people, we could not, without a great sacri-

fice of time, have depended on them for food, being

obliged, in this important department, to take care

of ourselves, to pick up a fowl at one place, a loaf at

another, and some eggs at a third, and to cook all at a

fourth.

Not only are the peasants of Siberia remarkable for

their civility, but all grades of society are decidedly

more intelligent than the corresponding classes in any

other part of the empire, and perhaps more so than in

most parts of Europe. The system on which Siberia

has been, and continues to be colonized, is admirable

alike in theory and in practice. The perpetrators of

heinous crimes are sent to the mines ; those who have

been banished for minor delinquencies are settled in

villages or on farms ; and political offenders, comprising

soldiers, authors, and statesmen, are generally established

by themselves in little knots, communicating to all

around them a degree of refinement unknown in other

half-civilized countries.

In the course of the afternoon, we crossed the Bu-

rassa, forming the boundary between the provinces of

Irkutsk and Yenissei. Fortunately, however, we were

still within General Rupert's jurisdiction, so that our

police officer continued to go ahead, in order to provide

for our comforts ; and yet, notwithstanding this advan-

tage in our favour, we soon discovered that Yenissei

deserved its reputation of being the worst governed

district in all Siberia. The country about the river

is hilly and picturesque, and contains several gold

washeries.

Our Russian again detained us two hours by the
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breaking down of his vehicle, which, to tell the truth,

was overloaded with all sorts and sizes of valuables.

On the 20th, we reached Kansk, standing ou a river

of the same name, and containing a population of three

thousand souls. At the ferry, we were met by the

mayor, the commissary, the hatman of Cossacks, and

other officials. It was the most interesting place that

we had seen to the west of Irkutsk, occupying a beauti-

ful valley, surrounded by green hills, and possessing a

woollen manufactory, besides some salt works. Still

we remained only a couple of hours, being unwilling

to lose time, more particularly as the improvement of

the roads, in consequence of the undulating character

of the surface, was enabling us to gallop over hill and

dale at the rate of twelve versts.

The villages are very numerous, not only on the road,

but as far back on either side as we could see ; and the

people all looked healthy, comfortable, and happy. In

any place where the posthouse was out of repair, our

police officer used to pounce on the best house for our

use ; and, as the owners would neither make any de-

mand, nor accept any remuneration, we were generally

obliged to compromise the matter by forcing a small

gift on the host's wife or daughter. The dwelling in

which we breakfasted to-day, was that of a person who

had been sent to Siberia against his will. Finding that

there was only one way of mending his condition, he

worked hard, and behaved well. He had now a com-

fortably furnished house and a well cultivated farm,

while a stout wife and plenty of servants bustled about

the premises. His son had just arrived from Peters-

burg to visit his exiled father, and had the pleasure of
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seeing him, amid all tlie comforts of life, reaping an

abundant harvest, with one hundred and forty persons

in his pay.

In fact, for the reforming of the criminal, in addition

to the punishment of the crime, Siberia is undoubtedly

the best penitentiary in the world. When not bad

enough for the mines, each exile is provided with a lot

of ground, a house, a horse, two cows, and agricultural

implements, and also, for the first year, with provisions.

For three years he pays no taxes whatever, and for the

next ten only half of the full amount. To bring fear,

as well as hope, to operate in his favour, he clearly

understands that his very first slip will send him from

his home and his family, to toil, as an outcast, in the

mines. Thus does the government bestow an almost

parental care on all the less atrocious criminals.

In the afternoon, after passing through a new settle-

ment of exiles, called Borodino, we came in sight of the

Siansky Mountains, celebrated for their singularly rich

mines of gold and silver.

Next day, we entered Krasnoyarsk, the capital of the

province of Yenissei, already mentioned in these pages

as the place at which the Chancellor Von Resanoff, the

lover of Donna Conception, of Santa Barbara, met his

premature fate. We were, as usual, received with great

civility by the municipal authorities, who came to meet

us at the ferry on the Yenissei, and provided us with an

excellent house. I called on the Governor, a civilian,

of the name of KapillofF, who very politely pressed me

to dine with him the next day, being the anniversary of

the Emperor's accession to the throne. I declined the

honour, however, through my anxiety to get forward.
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and begged for horses to continue our journey, as soon

as ever our carriafjes should have underofone a few

necessary repairs. I called also on the chief magistrate

of police, who was very attentive, placing his carriage

and four horses at my disposal ; whilst with him, I hap-

pened to sneeze, when, according to etiquette, he bowed

to me, and wished me good health.

We strolled through the town, finding little to interest

us, excepting the tomb of Von Resanoff, erected in

1831, by the Russian American Company. There was

the usual number of public buildings, all of wood, such

as churches, hospitals, and barracks. Among the exiles

in the place, there was one of high rank, Lieutenant-

General Davidoff, banished for participating in some at-

tempt or other at revolution. He was very comfortably,

nay, happily, settled, with his whole family about him,

sons-in-law, brother-in-law, and so on, and appeared to

enjoy all the luxuries and elegancies of polished life.

So far as the eye could judge, General Davidoff was no

more an exile than Governor Kapilloff himself.

For our own immediate purpose of racing against

time, we could hardly have come more inopportunely to

Krasnoyarsk. Everybody was idler than his neighbour

on the occasion of the consecration of a new church, by

the Bishop of Zomsk, situated, rather ornamentally, I

thought, than usefully, on the face of a hill, at the dis-

tance of a verst and a half from the nearest house. At

the conclusion of the ceremony, the chairman of the

building committee gave a grand entertainment to the

Bishop, the Governor, and all the higher functionaries

generally, the whole party, I understood, displaying as

much zeal as if St. Nicholas's wet-day had brought them
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together ; and, in imitation of so good an example, the

lower orders speedily filled the streets, and kept them

filled, too, for the most of the night, with drunken males

and females. I had heard that the men of Krasnoyarsk,

on account of their size and strength, were frequently

drafted into the Imperial Guards ; but, whether it was

that I was out of humour, by reason of the delay, or

that they showed themselves under disadvantageous

circumstances, I saw nothing particular to admire in

them.

The town stands on the Yenissei, in a level plain,

embosomed in hills, being said to derive its name from

some neighbouring cliffs of red earth. It may be con-

sidered as the centre of the district where the mania for

gold-washing, which broke out about fifteen years ago,

has been carried to its greatest height—a mania which

has brought not only agriculture, but even commerce,

into comparative neglect and disrepute. Of the popula-

tion, amounting to about six thousand, the great

majority are more or less infected with the malady.

As an instance of the speculative character of this occu-

pation, one individual, who embarked in the business

about three years ago, obtained no returns at all till

this season, when he has been richly repaid for his out-

lay of a million and a half of roubles by one hundred

and fifty poods of gold, worth thirty-seven thousand

roubles each, or rather more than five millions and a

half in all. Such a lucky hit as this serves, of course,

to give a fresh impulse to the spirit of gambling, which

animates both foreigners and natives alike. A Prussian

botanist and physician, entirely wrapped up in the love

of his favourite sciences, had actually started on a
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pilgrimage to Kamschatka, for the sole purpose of

examining the vegetation. When, however, he got as

far as the golden district of Yenissei, he paused and

pondered for a time in the fair town of Krasnoyarsk,

till at length, as the bad luck of physic and botany

would have it, he was chained to the spot in the double

capacity of husband and gold-washer.

Speaking of marriage, a young lady's charms are here

estimated by the weight, not of herself, but of her gold.

A pood is a very good girl ; and, according to Cocker,

who appears to get the better of Cupid here as well as

elsewhere, two or three poods are clearly twice or thrice

as good as a wife.

At present, the mines and washeries are very un-

favourable to the settlement and cultivation of Siberia,

by calling away the labourers from more steady occupa-

tions to the precarious pursuit of the precious metals.

Already has the effect been seriously felt in Krasnoyarsk,

where a pood of meat has risen, in ten years, from a

rouble and a half to twenty roubles, and where fowls,

such as we bought at Nishney Udinsk for a quarter of

a rouble a piece, cost three roubles a pair. When,

however, these mining and washing operations shall have

been reduced to a more regular system, they will afford

an extensive market for the produce of the surrounding

country, and thus, in the end, become the firmest sup-

port of the very agriculture which they now embarrass.

The province of Yenissei alone has this year yielded

five hundred poods of gold. The most valuable washeries

are those on the Tanguska, which falls into the river

that gives name to the district, a considerable way to

the north of Krasnoyarsk. The richest washing tract
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in Eastern Siberia is said to be the triangle bounded by

the Anirara to the east, the Yenissei to the west, and

Chinese Tartary to the south.

Expecting that we should start during the night, I

laid myself down in the evening, as I had done ever

since leaving Irkutsk, at the bottom of the carriage. In

the morning, however, I found that I had slept without

being rocked, for there we were still in Krasnoyarsk
;

and, notwithstanding ray reiterated applications for

horses, we were detained till ten in the morning in a

place, of which hardly a single inhabitant, what between

washeries and holidays, seemed capable of attending to

any ordinary business. Almost everything, in fact, hi\d

gone wrong since we entered the province of Yenissei

;

and even our policeman was generally so far behind,

that we had to wait for him at the stations.

We passed through a beautiful country for pasturage,

well wooded and well settled. Soon after leaving the

town, we overtook the principal chief of the Burats, on

his way to visit the Emperor Nicholas. In face and

general appearance he resembled an Indian of North

America ; he was, however, a man of education and

address, and wore a handsome uniform. This potentate

was attended by an interpreter.

In each town and village, by the by, along the great

thoroughfare, there is an ostrog, with a sentry at the

door. These wooden forts are used for locking up the

convicts, while passing onward to their respective desti-

nations. The convicts travel in parties of two or three

hundred each, very lightly chained together, and escorted

by soldiers ; and, in order still further to prevent escape,

sentinels are stationed at everv three or four miles on

VOL. II. D D
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the road. Under all these circumstances, attempts at

desertion are very rare, and scarcely ever succeed.

At Kasulskaya, which we reached at one next morn-

ing, we found the postmaster drunk and stupid. He

not only would give us no horses himself, but endea-

voured also to deter others from giving us any, alleging

that he had received private instructions not to render

us any assistance. Not contented with negative chur-

lishness, the fellow insisted on removing the candle,

which, by law, should be kept burning all night in every

posthouse. A scuffle ensued between my ever-ready

fellow-traveller and the w^orthy functionary, in which

the former was likely to come off second best ; but,

feeling that, at least on this occasion, he had done

nothing to merit a drubbing, I rescued him, candle and

all, from the rascal's fury. In the course of an hour,

we obtained cattle from some of the villagers, and took

our departure.

Sixty versts of very bad roads brought us, at two in

the afternoon, to Atchinsk, where we were provided by

the authorities with a house, in which we took breakfast

and dinner in one. Our landlady was a jolly, good-

humoured, handsome dame, whose husband was away

washing for gold, at the distance of a hundred versts.

Under this agreeable and communicative lady's tuition,

I should soon have picked up the Russian language.

The population of this town is about two thousand,

while that of the surroundino- villages is five times the

amount. All this is the work of the last twenty years
;

and the rapid growth of the neighbourhood, almost

rivalling the mushroom-like settlements of the United

States, shows how successfully government is proceeding
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in the colonization of Siberia. Many of the inhabitants,

and even some of the principal merchants, are Jews.

Though the soil in the vicinity is said to be very rich,

yet here, as well as at Krasnoyarsk, the monotonous

labours of the husbandman have been, in a great measure,

superseded by the more attractive occupation of hunting

up the precious metals.

Atchinsk stands on the Tchulim, a tributary of the

Obe, which is here so tortuous in its course, that a

circuit of six hundred versts, according to my informa-

tion, may be avoided by a portage of twenty-five. It is

the most westerly town, at least on this route, in this tire-

some province ; and, at the distance of seventeen versts

beyond it, there stands a pillar to mark the boundary,

not only between Yenissei and Tomsk, but also between

Eastern and Western Siberia. The traveller, however,

has but little reason for congratulating himself on the

chano-e. The farther that one advances to the west-

ward, the more rapidly do the roads, the posthouses,

and the horses degenerate. The same regulations, it is

true, apply to the wdiole country, so that the entire

difference lies not in the theory but in the practice.

These regulations, drawn up by Catherine the Second,

in her own handwriting, are a lasting memorial of the

sagacity and vigilance of that illustrious sovereign.

About a hundred versts from Atchinsk, there are

said to be some remains, in the shape of dilapidated

tombs, of a race that had apparently made greater ad-

vances in civilization than any of the modern aborigines

of Siberia. There is also a steppe about two hundred

versts distant, on which the neighbouring Tartars have,

from time immemorial, been accustomed to congregate

D D 2
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for the purpose of enjoying all sorts of athletic sports.

On such occasions, they stake their women, horses, and

other valuables ; and, though the authorities often

receive complaints of foul play from the losers, yet, for

obvious reasons, they seldom interfere between the

gamblers.

In the course of the day, a distance of three versts

occupied several hours. The road was execrable, and

the night dismal, dark, and wet. We repeatedly got

off the right track ; and when, at length, to our joy, we

reached a posthouse at midnight, we found neither fire

nor light, while the inmates, a man, two women, and a

child, were all fast asleep on the same shakedown.

Next day, every thing seemed to become worse and

worse, the roads abominable, the stages long, the coun-

try dreary, the stations comfortless, the delays constant,

and the postmasters uncivil. Besides being poor and

miserable in appearance, the people were said to be

really bad, robberies and murders being so common, as

to render travelling very unsafe in some parts of the

district. At our first station of to-day we were detained

two hours for want of horses ; while the posthouse was

a filthy hovel, with a draggle-tailed creature of a land-

lady. Besides breakfasting, we killed time, as well

as we could, by entering into conversation with our

draggle-tailed hostess, who proved to be an amusing

gossip. Her husband had been " exiled," as she said,

for being saucy to his master; or more probably, we

thought, to his master's goods and chattels. She was

very inquisitive about ourselves, taking me, at first, for

a Turk turned Russian ; next, guessing that I was a

German ; and, lastly, hitting on my country. Under
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this lively lady's roof, we witnessed an instance of the

strictness ^Yith which some of the travelling regulations

were observed. The courier with the mail had lost his

podoroshnoya at his last station ; and though, in most

countries, the bags would have been a sufficient pass-

port, yet the luckless fellow was here detained, till a

certificate of his having once had a podoroshnoya could

be procured.

In the course of the day we passed a number of small

carts on four wheels, each drawn by two horses, and

loaded with twenty poods of tea, on its long and w^eary

way to Russia. Autumn had now commenced in right

earnest, and the fall of the leaf was rapid. We had

still before us, on this, the 5th of our English Sep-

tember, fully three-fourths of the distance from Irkutsk

to St. Petersburg ; so that, if things did not mend, we

had a fair chance of being overtaken by the early and

sudden winter of this climate.

At the Kid, another tributary of the Obe, we spent

three hours in crossing ; and cold, wet, sleepy, and

unwell as I was, I thought this the most miserable por-

tion of my whole journey. After crossing, we came to

the ruins of Kyskal, a village of four hundred and fifty

houses, which was consumed by fire on the morning

of the preceding Easter Sunday. Several lives had

been lost ; and many more would have been so, if the

flames had burst forth a few hours earlier, when most

of the inhabitants, according to time-hallowed custom,

were helplessly drunk. We had great difficulty in ob-

taining shelter, till a young and pretty woman induced

her drowsy husband to admit the starving and shivering
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strangers ; and we were not sorry to be detained in this

snuggery, for want of horses, till daylight.

Our next two days were as uncomfortable as pos-

sible—weather and roads bad, nothing to eat but black

bread and sour milk, and most vexatious delays at every

station. On the second of these miserable marches,

when we were within four miles of Tomsk, our Russian's

rickety vehicle—a drag, in every sense of the word

—

again broke down ; and as the peasants, from some

scruple or other, would neither be coaxed nor bullied

into taking it on, the owner was obliged to embark with

US, amid some superstitious forebodings on our part as

to the probable consequences. On reaching Tomsk,

where there proved to be no posthouse, we repaired to

the proper magistrate, who, after examining our podo-

roshnoya, and finding all right, proceeded to billet us

on some of the citizens. Our lot fell on a dismal house

in the suburbs, of which the proprietor had gone to

Tobolsk, leaving his young wife, a buxom enough dam-

sel, in charge of an ancient duenna ; and, in spite of the

vigilance of her guardian, the fair mistress of the man-

sion peeped into the room, merely to ascertain, of course,

whether Englishmen looked like other people.

The absence of my Russian fellow-traveller's ward-

robe, by preventing us from calling on the Governor

before the morrow, added upwards of half a day to the

wrong side of that gentleman's account—a very vexa-

tious entry in our travelling ledger at this advanced

season of the year.

Between the events of the day, and a severe cold

caught at the passage of the Kid, I went to bed in no
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very good humour, though this was the first time, for

fouiteeu nights, that I had doffed my clothes, or slept

out of the carriage. I had no great reason, however,

to congratulate myself on the change, for I scarcely

closed an eye. I felt feverish ; I missed my accustomed

jolting ; and, what was worse than every thing else, the

good lady of the house, who Avas sleeping in an adjacent

gallery, perhaps to enjoy the fresh air, or, perhaps, to

watch the premises, kept sending forth, during the

whole night, coughs, sneezes, and sighs, with various

other noisy tokens of her whereabouts. I was glad to

rise early, and perambulate the town, visiting the mar-

kets, where I found the butchers, like their brethren in

England, dressed in blue frocks. Was the coincidence,

I asked myself, the result of accident, or of imitation,

or of some innate congeniality between the colour of

the coat and the unctuousness of the occupation ?

Tomsk stands on the Tom, and is a handsome and

flourishing town, with wide streets. Though many of

the buildings are of brick, yet nineteen-twentieths of

the houses are merely log huts. On either side of the

roads, which, in rainy weather, are so many rivers of

mud, there are boarded paths for the accommodation

of pedestrians. The population varies considerably in

amount according to the season, being about eighteen

thousand in summer, and twenty-four thousand in

winter. The fluctuation is occasioned chiefly by the

prevailing mania of the country ; and as the birds of

passage must contain far more than an average pro-

portion of adults, the extent of the washing specula-

tions, as compared with the other employments of the

inhabitants, may be easily estimated. This fashionable
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pursuit is a perfect lottery, in which a hunch'ed become

poorer for one that is made rich ; while, with respect

to the lower classes, even the most fortunate labourers

seldom derive any other benefit from their earnings

than a winter of idleness, vagabondism, and dissipation.

Indeed, the washeries themselves, during the very

season of work, have too often become dens of drunk-

enness and riot ; so that the different governors have

been obliged personally to visit the establishments

lying in their respective provinces, in order to curb

the turbulent and profligate conduct of the adven-

turers.

I found here various races of people collected toge-

ther—Russians, Tartars, Jews, Poles, &c. ; while, in

proof of the spirit of toleration, Catholicism, Judaism,

and Mohammedanism, had each its own places of wor-

ship, as freely and openly as the national establishment

itself.

After breakfast we paid our respects to the Governor,

a frank, plain, good-humoured old soldier, who gave us,

at ray request, a Cossack, to precede us as far as Omsk,

the new capital of Western Siberia. General Tartar-

enofF talked much about our country, and particularly

about the difficulty of acquiring our language, repeating

to us over and over again, with great glee, his whole

stock of English, a few words picked up from the free

and easy vocabulary of a common sailor at Memel.

I met with a greater number of petty annoyances at

Tomsk, than at any other place in Siberia. Our Tartar

driver was so quarrelsome, as to require to be taken

before a magistrate ; horses could hardly be got for

love or money ; and, on crossing the river at our depar-
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ture, the Charon had a grand dispute with us, in con-

sequence of our resisting his attempts at imposition.

Then our fare was poor and unwholesome, though our

dinner did boast of three courses. First tliere came

soup made of grits, cabbage, and water; secondly,

bread and salted cucumber; thirdly, fresh cucumbers

and pickled mushrooms, with bread and tea. In the

kitchen, our servants had the first two courses the same

as ourselves in the parlour ; while, in lieu of the third

course, they were regaled with plenty of nice sour milk.

We had no reason, however, to complain of our hostess,

for such was the ordinary diet of the middle classes.

Among the foreigners in Tomsk there was an albino,

of English birth, of the name of Crawley. For a long

time this white negro had exhibited himself for money

not only throughout Europe, but also in various parts

of Asiatic Russia, picking up, by the by, a huge wife at

Vienna ; and, after he had got as far as Tomsk, on his

way to China, he emancipated himself from his caravan,

in order to keep an eating-house and a billiard-room.

I was sorry that I had not an opportunity of seeing

him, and he was equally disappointed at not seeing me,

inasmuch as he had met only one Englishman since

he settled in Tomsk.

On leaving this city, we crossed the Tom, which was

hereabout half a mile wide, leaving our Russian behind

us, in order to have the repairs of his carriage com-

pleted ; and, though the roads were good, yet we could

not make much progress in the absence of that gentle-

man, who acted in the capacity of interpreter. We passed

several settlements of the aborigines, as also one of their

burying-grounds, in which each tomb was enclosed Mithin
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a small square of logs. These Tartars were a comely

race, the men being above the ordinary stature, and the

women chubby and mirthful ; and such of the females as

were of mixed blood might be said even to be beautiful.

Next day, having been overtaken by my Russian

fellow-traveller about ten in the morning, we began to

see more symptoms of life on the road, meeting the

mail and several travellers ; and, at the crossing of the

Obe, we found a proof of the increasing intercourse in

the existence of rival ferrymen, who, however, illustrated

the proverb of the cooks and the broth, by detaining us

with their squabbles. The weather had improved

;

and along the road there was much land under culti-

vation.

On the ensuing day, we entered the Barabinsky

Steppe, a flat and fertile prairie of vast extent. Among

the many agricultural settlements that studded this

boundless plain, the one which most particularly at-

tracted my attention was a colony of Jews absolutely

turned farmers—a phenomenon the more extraordinary

in a country where every one else was agog in pursuit of

gold and silver. But the alteration of complexion was

perhaps more remarkable than that of disposition.

Though these tillers of the ground still retained their

hereditary features, yet, in spite of the usual influence

of rural labour, they had exchanged the swarthy counte-

nance and dark locks of their race, for fair skins and

light hair, which were very becoming in the women,

with their heads swathed in a kind of red turbans. In

the course of the forenoon, we had a curious remem-

brance of home in a large band of gipsies, whom we

met at Elkul : in appearance and habits they were the
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exact counterparts of their brethren and sisters in our

own country.

On this our fourteenth day from Irkutsk, we reached

Ubinskoi, said to mark one tbird part of the distance to

St. Petersburi^. We had just previously posted through

the miserable little village of Kolyran, giving its name

to one of the most valuable of the mining districts, and

communicating, by a cross road, to the southwards, with

Barnaonl, the local depot of all the precious metals of

the surrounding regions. As the weather had been dry

for some time, the roads were tolerable, notwithstanding

the perfectly level character of the surface.

Next day at noon we reached Kainsk, standing on the

Om. Though pretending to be a town, yet it was no-

thinof but a strago-lino- village of miserable houses, with

a population, many of them Jews, of less than a thou-

sand souls. We were still on the Barabinsky Steppe,

which would, in fact, carry us two hundred versts farther

to the western boundary of the province of Tomsk. In

this immense plain, there are several extensive lakes.

One of them, from which our yesterday's station of

Ubinskoi takes its name, empties itself into the Om

;

but of the others, which all lie off the road, some are

salt, and, of course, have no outlet.

As we arrived at noon on Sunday, the good folks of

the town were'just coming out of church, while their less

scrupulous brethren and sisters of the adjacent villages

were celebrating the day as usual by getting drunk—or

rather by continuing drunk, for the Saturday had been

the festival of John the Baptist. As a curious instance

of the influence of custom, not merely on private indi-

viduals but also on public opinion, the bottle is quite
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fashionable and orthodox on any and every holiday, ex-

cepting always St. Nicholas's dry turn, while the bath

on these sacred occasions is shunned as one of the deadly

sins. Knowing this, I was surprised to-day on seeing an

old lady—with one foot in the grave, and another out of

it,—openly emerge from a bath-house, reeking all over

with the evidence of her impiety ; but, on inquiry, I

found that the apparent sinner, being an invalid, had

made all right by procuring the requisite dispensation.

What a blessing in point of comfort and cleanliness, if

the priests could and would prevail on the people to ac-

cept the bath in place of the bottle

!

Being preceded both by the Cossack, whom I had

obtained from Governor Tartarenoff, and by an officer

of police, we did not encounter any delays at the post-

houses. But, after leaving Kainsk, I began to suspect

that some extraordinary merit on our own part was one

main cause of our getting forward so swimmingly, for

the whole population of every village, whether by day

or by night, flocked to see us, the males all uncovered,

and the females incessantly bowing. The secret gradu-

ally oozed out, that our friends ahead, as much perhaps

for their own convenience as for our glory, had in-

sinuated that I was an ambassador from the Emperor of

China to the Czar, while the simple peasants, according

to the natural growth of all marvellous stories, had of

their own accord pronounced me to be the Brother of the

Sun and Moon himself, pushing on to the capital, along

with my interpreter and one of my mandarins, in order

to implore the assistance of the Russians against the

English. Private accommodations were prepared for us

at every station ; and we were decidedly the greatest
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men that had ever been seen to the east of the Uralian

Mountains. As the roads were excellent, we enjoyed

the joke, whirling along at the rate of twelve or fifteen

versts an hour.

During the night, the officer of police left us at the

boundary between the provinces of Tomsk and Omsk, so

that we had now to depend on our Cossack alone. The

farms of the villagers are not always near the villages,

being sometimes as much as thirty versts distant. The

peasants appear to be well off, and really are a happy

and contented race. With respect to the young women,

a custom was said to prevail which would be more

honoured in the breach than in the observance. Such

of them as remain single at their mother's death, are at

the disposal of their nearest male relative, whether

father, or brother, or uncle, or guardian, who may sell

their first favours, in marriage or otherwise, for his own

private emolument ; and, in justice to all nearest male

relatives, I ought to add, that the damsels don't seem to

dislike the practice.

At a house, where we dined to-day on sour-kraut, an

old man could not possibly conceive how we, beino-

English, could be coming from the east, assuring me
that all the Englishmen, who had ever visited Siberia,

had not only come from the west, but had no other way

to come. Knowing something of geography, our aged

host explained to us that, besides the Polar Sea on the

north and the Chinese frontier on the south, there was

on the east a great ocean, which was certainly far from

England, the western door alone, as it were, being left

open to admit our countrymen.

In the course of the afternoon we entered Omsk, the
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new metropolis of Western Siberia. It stands, at the

confluence of the Om and the Irtish, in the midst of a

sandy plain, which presents no tree of larger size than a

dwarf willow. Over this barren flat, which extends on

all sides as far as the eye can reach, the biting winds

blow from every quarter of the compass without impe-

diment, driving before them in winter drifts of snoAV,

and in summer clouds of dust, both of them equally

pernicious to the eyes. The town is still in its infancy,

having but lately supplanted Tobolsk ; but already the

public buildings are handsome, while the fortifications,

where the two rivers do not afford protection, are for-

midable. It has been selected as the seat of the o-eneral

government, chiefly with a view to the gradual subjuga-

tion of the Kirghiz, who occupy a vast breadth of coun-

try all the way from this to the Caspian Sea ; and the

advance of Russia in this direction, besides being pecu-

liarly important both commercially and politically, is

the more an object of ambition on this account, that,

along all the rest of the southern frontier of Siberia, the

jealousy, if not the power, of China forbids the acquisi-

tion of new territory. Besides a population of five or

six thousand, there is a garrison of four thousand men

;

and, in fact, the place may be considered merely as a

military post, for nearly all the inhabitants derive their

subsistence from the presence of the troops. As to civil

government, Omsk still depends on the ancient city of

Tobolsk, which continues to be the capital of the united

provinces of Tobolsk and Omsk.

We were hospitably received into the house of Count

Tolstoy, a clever, cheerful, plain man. He had recently

returned from St. Petersburg, whither he had escorted
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the Khan of Tashkand, lying in about 43° north latitude

and 70° east longitude, on a visit to the Emperor. The

chief in question may already be reckoned among the

vassals of Russia ; and, at no distant day, his territories

will form an integral part of this colossal empire.

Next morning, after breakfast, the Governor-General

sent his carriage and four to convey me to his residence.

Prince Gortchakoff, a middle-aged man of pleasing

manners and address, received me kindly, expressing

his regret that, according to arrangements made along

the whole route, he was unavoidably obliged to start

that afternoon in order to inspect the south-western

boundary of his government,— the most interesting

section, as already mentioned, of the southern frontier

of Siberia. He assured me, however, that he had

done all in his power to facilitate my movements,

having despatched orders to have horses in readiness

for me at every station ; and he had very naturally as-

sumed that, instead of taking the straight cut to Tiumen,

any traveller would prefer making the circuit by Tobolsk,

with its classical associations and historical renown.

I spent the greater part of the day in visiting the

public buildings. The establishment in which I felt

most interested was the military school for the sons of

soldiers. The number of pupils was two hundred and

fifty, the expense of maintenance being estimated at

twelve kopecks, or about five farthings, a day each.

Besides reading, writing, drawing, geography, gunnery,

&c., they are instructed in many of the native languages

of the neighbourhood, such as Mongol and Kirghiz ; and

such of them as evince any peculiar aptitude in this

way, are taught Persian, Arabic, and other oriental
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tongues. They are thus qualified to act as interpreters

tliroudiout Central and Southern Asia, receiving, in

short, such an education as fits them at once to promote

the ambition and to share in the destiny of their

country. The boys acquire also several useful trades,

architecture, gun-making, working in metals, &c. They

are all intended for the army, entering as privates, but

rising, in cases of merit, to the rank of officers.

In the hospital, some of the patients were suffering so

severely from military punishment, that they were actu-

ally delirious. These wretches had probably been

doomed to expire by inches to please the mistaken

scruples of the law as to putting criminals to death at

once—a very extraordinary mode, truly, of reconciling

justice and humanity. The only important manufactory

in Omsk was one recently established in order to provide

the military with clothing.

The country about Omsk abounds in game of various

descriptions ; and to the south there are wild horses,

which, though of a small breed, are fleet, compact, and

beautiful.

About seven in the evening of the 1st of September,

precisely seventeen days after starting from Irkutsk, we

resumed our journey by crossing the Irtish, leaving our

Russian behind us till his most unfortunate carriage

should be fitted with its third pair of new wheels. The

banks of the river presented many villages and farms.

The country on the Upper Irtish is said to be one of the

finest districts for agriculture in all Siberia ; and it was

there that the Emperor Paul was anxious to establish a

colony of Scotch farmers—a project which, if carried

into effect, could not have failed to set a useful example
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of skill, industry, and economy, to tlie settlers of this

vast region. Speaking of agriculture in its widest sense,

Barnaonl is said to he the only place in Siberia where

apples have hitherto been known to thrive ; and melons

and cucumbers grow abundantly everywhere, the latter

more particularly being to he seen in the gardens, in the

windows, in the galleries, and even in the rooms.

The distance from Omsk to Tobolsk occupied us three

nights and two days. The country was flat and unin-

teresting to the last degree, though more closely settled

than any other part of Siberia that we had seen. There

was a constant succession of Tartar, Kirghiz, and Rus-

sian villages, while roads were branching off on either

hand to more distant settlements. This was owing

mainly to the fact, that the neighbourhood—the nucleus,

as it were, of Siberia—had been so long cultivated, for

the soil, clay in the open country, and sand in the woods,

was generally poor.

Our Russian did not overtake us till we had waited

si.x: hours for him at one station ; and he almost imme-

diately detained us for three hours more by striking

about ten versts off the road to visit a clergyman and

his wife, who, after all, did not recognise him. He next

fell sick and grew very fidgety about his safety. Lastly,

in order to make up for lost time at the expense of his

driver and cattle, he spurred on the former with a thick

pipe-stem, till one of the latter fell down dead. Such

coercion appeared to rae to be as unnecessary as it was

criiel, for never did I see such driving out of England.

At one of the villages we saw a very remarkable

dwarf. He was about forty years of age, thic-kset, with

a large head, and barely two feet and a half high. For

VOL. n. E E
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his inches, however, he was a person of great importance,

being the wise man of the place, and the grand arbiter

in all disputes, whether of love or of business. We also

met two parties of convicts. Each party consisted of

seventy or eighty fellows, chained together in sixes or

so, by light handcuffs, and escorted by ten or twelve

Cossacks.

After leaving Omsk, I was mortified to learn that

there resided there an English lady, whom I had not

seen. Her husband, a physician, called on me, but

missed me ; and I did not hear of his visit, till after I

had started. The weather was now telling plainly of

the approach of winter. There was a good deal of snow,

and the nights were frosty. These symptoms were any

thing but pleasant, inasmuch as we had not yet accom-

plished the half of our journey.

On the 4th of September, just as the sun was rising,

we entered the fine old city of Tobolsk, the most inte-

resting point in Siberian story ever since the days of the

chivalrous Yermac.
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CHAPTER XX.

FROM TOBOLSK TO LONDON.

Retrospect of Russian History—Yermac, his victories and death

—

Establishment of Russian power in Siberia—Tobolsk—Exiles—Tiumen,

Mayor's dinner— Province of Perm—KamishlofF, doctors differ—Fail* of

Lrbit—Condition of peasants—Ekaterineburg, mines—Value of Siberia

to Russia, fur-trade, Chinese trade, ivory-trade, mines and washeries,

geographical position, moral and political amelioration—Height of land

—Kama—Countess Strogouoff—Churlish and obsequious postmaster

—

Kungur—Russians not Asiatics—Pei'm—Inland navigation—Countess

Strogonoff—Courtesy and honesty—Province of Viatka—Armed foot-

pads—Mookikikea— Merchants from Fair of Nishney Novgorod—
Borlacki—Kasan, past and present—Volga—Forests of oak—Disturb-

ances among peasants—Delays at posthouses, and artifices of postmasters

—Nishney Novgorod—Troubles of a pair of danceis—Sheremetieff's

estates and peasants—Vladimir—Uses of a pipe-stem—Symptoms of

vicinity of metropolis— Moscow— Vishney Volotchok— Valdai—
Novgorod the Great—Liilitary settlers—St. Petersburg—Voyage to

London.

The latter half of the sixteenth century was one of

the most glorious periods in the Russian annals.

To recapitulate a little : Russia, after having been

broken down, like many other States of Europe, into

various principalities practically independent of each

other, fell an easy prey to a son of Zinghis Klian, in

1223. This double evil of internal disunion and foreign

domination, though by no means constant either in form

or in intensity, continued to prevail for about two

hundred and fifty years. But John Basiloritz the Third,

E E 2
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who occupied the throne from 1462 to 1505, entirely

changed the aspect of aifairs before the middle of his

long reign. He speedily resumed all the detached fiefs,

so to speak, of the Grand Duchy of Moscow, subduing,

in 1471, even the republic of the Great Novgorod,

which neither Russian nor Tartar had ever previously

reduced to anything more than a merely nominal sub-

jection ; and, by 1481, he not only threw off the yoke

of the Khans of Kipzac, but dashed their empire into

fragments, subsequently disposing more than once of the

dominion of the metropolitan city of Kazan, of which

he had been born a vassal. Moreover, the very disasters,

which elsewhere befel Christianity, tended to elevate

Muscovy, at this same time, into a still higher position.

The capture of Constantinople, as already mentioned

under the head of Sitka, invested the Grand Duke, in

matters of religion, with the diadem of the Caesars,

virtually extending the power which the first Czar, as

just stated, had established and consolidated at home,

into every country that contained adherents of the

Eastern Church.

After the lapse of more than fifty years, the seed

which was thus sown yielded its first fruits. In 1552,

John Basiloritz the Fourth, grandson of the first Czar,

captured Kazan; and, in 1554, he annexed Astrachan

also to his empire ; and, at the very time that the Volga

and the Caspian were thus made ready to connect

Russia with Persia and Bokhara, the White Sea was

opened, by the enterprise of a gallant countryman of

our own, so as to bring her into direct and immediate

contact with England. Of the fragments of Kipzac,

there now remained only the two principalities of Crimea
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and Siberia. To say nothing more of the Crimea than

that it was, for two centuries, saved by Turkey from the

clutches of the growing giant of the north, the conqueror

of Kazan and Astrachan ahiiost immediately carried his

avenging arras beyond the Uralian Mountains, assuming

to himself, in 1558, the title of Lord of the Siberian

Lands. His conquests, however, were not of a per-

manent character. His troops, after defeating a chief

of the name of Yediger, had imposed on him an annual

tribute of a thousand sables ; but soon afterwards this

vassal of the Czar was subdued by Kutchum Khan, who,

as a lineal descendant of the terrible Zinghis, thus again

placed Muscovy in collision with the line of her original

oppressor.

In this state of affairs, the grand question, whether

barbarism or civilization, Mohammedanism or Chris-

tianity, was to rule the destinies of Northern Asia, was

decided by a homeless robber. The trade, Mhich the

Russians had recently begun to conduct with Bokhara

and Persia, was so frequently and extensively inter-

rupted and plundered by the Cossacks of the Don, that

the Czar, sending a large force against the banditti in

question, defeated and dispersed them. Among the

fugitives was Yermac Timofeeff, who might almost be

said, by his subsequent invasion of Siberia, to have given

a new world to his sovereign.

With six or seven thousand followers, Yermac fled

towards the north, till he reached the confluence of the

Kama and the Tchiusova. He there took refuge in the

infant settlements of Maxim Strogonoff, exhibiting

throughout a highly creditable degree of moderation,

while, finding himself in the neighbourhood of Siberia,
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he was naturally led to contemplate the conquest of that

country. In addition to a sense of his own danger in

remaining Mithin the reach of his incensed master,

Yermac had a still more definite motive in the reasonable

hope of complete success.

Kutchum Khan, to say nothing of the hostility of

rival princes and independent tribes, was unpopular even

in his own dominions, for, besides having acquired many

of his subjects by the odious title of conquest, he had

exasperated the great mass of the aborigines by at-

tempting to dragoon them into the Mohammedan faith.

Again, Yermac's Cossacks were as formidable as Kut-

chum Khan was feeble. These outlawed desperadoes

would feel, at every step of their advance, that there

was no retreat for those who had a worse enemy behind

them than before them ; while their powers of endu-

rance and their almost amphibious habits would enable

them to go as far as either their hopes or their fears might

urge them. Lastly, Maxim Strogonoff was ready, for

more reasons than one, to forward the expedition by all

the means at his command. He had obviously a strong

interest in getting rid of his dangerous and expensive

guests ; he had, farther, his own wrongs to avenge ; for

Kutchum Khan had not only himself attacked his newly

formed establishments, but had also encouraged others

to do so ; and, over and above those two grounds of

interference, he was desirous of extending the trade

with Siberia—the trade, by the by, for the opening of

which his grandfather had received a grant of the very

lands which he himself now occupied.

Under the influence of all these auspicious circum-

stances, Yermac set out, in the summer of 1578, along
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the banks of the Tchiusova. But, through his ignorance

of the country and the neglect of such precautions as

experience alone could suggest, he was overtaken by the

winter before he could achieve anything of importance

;

and, at the commencement of spring, he was obliged, by

the want of provisions, to return to his old quarters.

But this disappointment, which merely rendered Yermac

more prudent, without shaking his resolution, had a very

different effect on Strogonoff, Mdio began to think that

the enterprise might cost more than it Avas worth—the

two feelings being equally natural, respectively in the

thrifty merchant and the proscribed freebooter. Yermac

accordingly needed threats to obtain from Strogonoff

his second stock of supplies, more particularly as, from

the very necessity of the case, it was to be considerably

laro-er and more costly than the first. Besides an in-

creased quantity of food, the Cossacks, on this occasion,

were provided, for the first time, with muskets and am-

munition, while, to complete the appearance of regular

troops, these lawless marauders received colours that

were decorated with the images of saints.

In June, 1579, Yermac started anew, with an army

now reduced to five thousand men. By reason, how-

ever, of the ruggedness of the roads, and the difficulties

of the navigation, he reached Tchingii, on the Tura,

only towards the close of 1580. By this time, through

fatigue and sickness, and repeated skirmishes with the

Tartars, his five thousand had dwindled away to fifteen

hundred ; and yet neither did leader nor follower

hesitate a moment in advancing against Kutchum Khan.

The march of this little band of heroes was one series

of battles and victories, so that only one-third of them
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lived to see their great enemy encamped, near the centre

of his dominions, at the junction of the Irtish and the

Solol, with vastly superior numbers. Undismayed, either

by the loss of their comrades, or by the array of the

thousands that waited to receive them, the Cossacks

began and ended this one contest more, between Europe

and Asia, with a spirit worthy of Marathon. After an

obstinate struggle, the Tartars were routed with fearful

carnaore, while KutchuniKhan himself was almost taken

prisoner.

But the sequel showed, more clearly than the past,

that this illustrious robber was equal to his fortune.

From tlie very field of victory, he despatched part of

his still more seriously diminished forces to storm, if

necessary, the fortress of Sibir, the residence of the

vanquished potentate. But this detachment found the

place deserted ; and soon afterwards, Yermac, entering

in triumph, seated himself on the throne of the Valleys

of the Tobol and the Irtish. Through the influence of

moral causes, his very weakness proved to be his strength.

Struck with the matchless intrepidity and marvellous

exploits of the handful of strangers, the neighbouring

Tartars flocked from all quarters to welcome their new

sovereign, submitting to his authority without hesitation,

and acquiescing in the payment of the usual tribute

;

and even distant princes, as they heard in succession of

his renown, came, as vassals, to claim his protection.

But, as many of the Tartars still, retained an affec-

tion for their exiled monarch, which they were too

ready to display in turbulence and insurrection, Yermac

felt the precariousness of his present grandeur, and he

resolved to offer his new acquisitions to his former
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master, on condition of receiving forgiveness and sup-

port. One of his most faithful followers was accord-

ingly sent to Moscow, taking with him, as an escort,

fifty Cossacks, whom Yermac could but ill spare. In

addition to the most plausible history of the past and

the fairest promises for the future, the envoy carried to

the Czar a present of the choicest and most valuable

furs. This ambassador, after being treated at Moscow
with the highest distinction, was sent back to Sibir with

a sum of money and an assurance of speedy and effectual

assistance, carrying at the same time ample presents for

all concerned, and for Yermac, in particular, a fur robo

which the Czar himself had worn.

Meanwhile, Yermac not only maintained his con-

quests, but even extended them : he not only baffled all

Kutchum Khan's attempts to recover his crown, but

even penetrated into the valley of the Obe, above its

junction with the Irtish. Reinforced at length by five

hundred Russians, he continued his excursions on all

sides with more activity than ever, crushing every chief

that might be imprudent enough to assert his indepen-

dence. In returning from one of these expeditions, he

had encamped in the evening on a small island, formed

by two branches of the Irtish. The night was dark and

rainy, and the troops, who were fatigued with a long-

march, relied too implicitly for safety on the state of

the weather and the strength of their position. Apprised

by his scouts of the circumstances, Kutchum Khan

silently forded the river with a chosen band, coming so

unexpectedly on his. sleeping victims as to preclude the

use of their arms. The Russians, to the number of

three hundred, were cut to pieces almost without re-
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sistance ; and only one man escaped to carry the news

of the catastrophe to the garrison of Sibir. Even in

this awful hour of confusion and slaughter, Yermac's

intrepidity never forsook him. After many acts of

heroism, he cut his way through the enemy to the

water's edge ; and he would most probably have escaped

from Kutchum Khan and all his Tartars, if he had not,

while attempting to get into a boat, fallen into the

river and sunk instantly to the bottom.

By order of Kutchum Khan, the hero's corpse was

exposed to all the insults which revenge could suggest

to that sullen barbarian. But, after the first transports

of rage had subsided, the Khan's followers testified the

most pointed indignation at the ungenerous ferocity of

their leader ; and, suddenly passing from one extreme

to another, they reproached both him and themselves

for having offered any indignity to such venerable re-

mains. They proceeded even to consecrate Yermac's

memory, interring his body with all the rites of their

superstitions, and presenting sacrifices to his manes.

In a word, they regarded their conqueror as a god, in-

vesting his body, his clothes, his arms, and his tomb,

with miraculous powers and properties. With Yermac

expired for a time the Russian empire in Siberia, for,

on the news of his death, the garrison of Sibir evacuated

the country, feeling, however, that, at no distant day,

the reputation of the dead warrior would be a more

powerful instrument of conquest than ever his living

energy had been.

Though Kutchum Khan regained a small portion of

his original dominions, yet his triumph, such as it was,

was but brief. The Russians soon returned to their
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prey. Their first permanent establishment was Tinmen

;

and, before the year 1587 had passed away, they had

fonnded Tobolsk as nearly as .possible on the field of

the first and greatest battle between Kntchum and

Yermac.

On entering the ancient metropolis of Siberia, we

found that we had travelled so fast as to outstrip the

courier, who had left Omsk the day before ourselves to

warn the authorities of our approach ; and we were,

therefore, obliged to take shelter in a miserable sort of

a hotel kept by a Jew. Soon afterwards, however, the

magistrate of police and the master of the gymnasium

called to offer us the use of the house of the latter

;

and, by way of apology for having had no quarters

ready for our reception, they explained that, though

they had heard three months previously of the expected

visit of a General Simpson, yet they had not recently

received any definite information as to my movements.

The situation of the city is admirable. On two sides

is the Irtish, while on the third side is some high table-

land, on which are several public buildings. These

heights are fortified ; and a monument to Yermac, bear-

ing on its opposite faces 1581 and 1584, the respective

dates of his victory and his death, occupies a command-

ing position—a memorial which, unless meant merely to

mark the locality of his noblest triumph, rather detracts

from the fame of one whose real monument is Siberia,

in all its length and breadth, whose true epitaph is the

history of the onward career of himself and his tribe for

upwards of a hundred and twenty years. Though the

streets were well laid out with boarded footpaths, yet

the buildings presented a melancholy spectacle of dila-
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pitlation and decay ; and the population and trade of

the place were said to be both rapidly diminishing. All

this was chiefly the consequence of the removal of the

general government of Western Siberia from Tobolsk to

Omsk ; but, as the change had been the work of Prince

Gortschakoff, the present incumbent, the good folks of

the forsaken capital flattered themselves with the

hope that, according to immemorial custom, the next

Governor-General would be eager to undo all the acts

of his predecessor. But Tobolsk had been set aside as

well commercially as politically. Till lately, it was the

grand halting-place between Russia and China ; but

now nearly all the caravans were passing straight be-

tween Tara, on the Irtish, and Tinmen, on the Tura.

The Governor of the united provinces of Omsk and

Tobolsk was at present absent, having, in fact, been

lying sick at the new capital when we left it. A con-

siderable part of the civil business appeared to be con-

nected with the exiles, for whom the city was said to

be a sort of entrepot. Here these people, of whom

about three hundred on an average arrive every week,

are distributed into different bands, the more atrocious

criminals being despatched in irons to the mines, the

convicts for lesser delinquencies being drafted into the

agricultural districts, and the political offenders being

sent to the settlements, which are specially set apart

for their use. About a sixth part of those who come as

far as Tobolsk are pardoned, and, in course of time, find

their way back to their homes. Criminals of rank or

wealth, when condemned to the mines for other than

political offences, generully contrive, for a consideration,

to get themselves constantly reported "sick and off duty."
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Hearing that there was an E'.iglisliman in Tobolsk of

the name of HalliJay, I sent for him soon after my
arrival ; and he appeared to be well pleased to see one

of his countrymen, having previously met, in the course

of four years, only two persons who could speak our

language. Though English on both sides, yet he was a

Russian subject, for his parents, at the time of his birth,

resided in St. Petersburg. He had been principal clerk

to an Eno-lish merchant in his native citv : but, havinir

been detected in extensive forgeries, he Mas, about six

years ago, quietly despatched to Siberia in irons. He

was now keeping a shop ; but, as this did not answer bis

expectations, he was intending to try his fortune at

Tomsk as a gold-hunter. According to Halliday, trade,

for various reasons, was on a very precarious footing in

Tobolsk. There was the trickery of the Jews, who

formed a considerable majority of the dealers, though

fortunately the government, finding the complaints on

the subject to be perpetual and universal, had recently

adopted the custom of sending all new importations of

Hebrews beyond the Baikal. Then there was the di^

minution of demand in consequence of Prince Gortscha-

kofTs preference of Omsk. Lastly, there were the bad

memories of most people in office, who could hardly

ever be induced by fair means to pay their accounts

;

and, if the creditor should enforce the law for attaching

one-third of a debtor's official income till his claim was

satisfied, he generally lost more than the amount at

issue by getting into bad odour with all sorts of people,

in a country where the meanest servant of the govern-

ment was a great man.

As there are no manufactories in Tobolsk, every thing
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but provisions is very expensive ; and even provisions

are not so cheap as in many other places, wheat flour

being four roubles a pood, beef six, and rye flour one

rouble— keeping in view that three roubles and a half

for forty Russian pounds are, as nearly as possible, a

penny for one English pound.

Again crossing the Irtish above its junction with the

Tobol, we next day reached Tinmen on the Tura, the

first hundred and eighty versts of the intermediate dis-

tance having been accomplished in fifteen hours, in-

cluding stoppages at every twenty or thirty versts.

Though our podoroshnoya allowed only three horses for

our own carriage, yet, according to the state of the

roads, we had four, or five, or even six, without any

additional charge— a facility for which we were, I be-

lieve, mainly indebted to the mere presence of our

Cossack. Nor was the cost of living heavier than that

of posting, a breakfast or a dinner for our three selves

and our two servants being only about two roubles and

a half.

* Before reaching Tinmen, we met a large body of

exiles, with an escort of twenty or thirty soldiers, and

soon afterwards a party of female convicts. These bands

usually travel by niglit, and are confined in the ostrogs

during the day. This custom, which seems so favoura-

able to any attempt at escape or rescue, may have

arisen from a desire of sparing the feelings of these

unfortunates, or, what is more probable, from a wish to

avoid the heat of the sun.

Tinmen, which, as already mentioned, is the most

ancient settlement in Siberia, is curiously built on

both banks of the Tura, the one being low and the
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Other lofty ; so that one half of the town towers over

the other, the place, in this respect, bearing a consi-

derable resemblance to Tobolsk. The two divisions

are united by a floating bridge. After crossing by it

from the lower town to the upper, we were met by a

party of Cossacks, who assisted our carriage up the

steep bank ; and at the top the serjeant ordered the

driver to proceed at once to the palace, as the mayor's

house was styled, from the circumstance that the Grand

Duke Michael had twice slept in it, commanding, at the

same time, the people in the market-place to make way

for a great man.

At the palace, we were received by the head of the

police, who introduced us to our intended host, a plain,

long-bearded, sw\addle-coated merchant of high stand-

ing. But our civic friend had something better in store

for us than all this show and ceremony ; for, within an

hour and a half after our arrival, we sat down to one

of the most splendid entertainments that I saw in

Siberia. If the Mayor of Irkutsk gave us our best

dinner, certainly our second best was that of his brother

of Tiumen. To do us the greater honour, our host him-

self, instead of sitting at table, acted as head waiter.

He was very agreeable and communicative, and asked

many questions about England, knowing just as much

with regard to our country, as most of our countrymen

know with regard to Tiumen. His mixture of curiosity

and simplicity, though the most natural thing in the

world, was yet very amusing. Tiumen, however, did not

appear to be so much out of the way, after all ; for one

of its live natives, a merchant's clerk in St. Petersburg,
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was then in London. Our host himself had just re-

turned from Perm, whither he had gone, in order

that his wife, an invalid, might benefit by the warm

springs.

It was most probable to the Chinese trade that we

were indebted for the municipal hospitalities, as well

of Tinmen as of Irkutsk. Independently of sending its

own manufactures, to the value of about two hundred

and twenty thousand roubles, to Kiachta, Tiumen is the

grand depot of all the goods that pass in either direc-

tion between Russia and China, being the point at

which all the eastern routes, whether by land or by

water, may be said, according to circumstances, to sepa-

rate or to meet. This thriving town carries on also a

large trade with Bokhara and the Kirghiz, chiefly in

what is known with us as Russia leather ; and, in addi-

tion to considerable quantities of this same staple ma-

nufacture, it sends a good deal of bristles and tallow

across the Uralian Mountains into Russia, ultimately,

perhaps, to find their way to England. It is, moreover,

famous for its rugs and carpets, having sent such arti-

cles to Kiachta in 1837 to the value of five thousand

roubles. They are often made at home by the peasant

girls, who hawk them through the town at so many

roubles a length, meaning the length of the fair manu-

facturer herself ; and, as the women of the place and

neighbourhood are justly celebrated for their beauty,

this mode of taking each young lady's measure must,

of course, recommend her wares to every man of gal-

lantry and taste. In short, Tiumen is the only place in

Siberia— excepting, perhaps, what Tobolsk may have
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been in the days of its glory—that at all comes up to

our English idea of a snug, pleasant, and prosperous

town.

The population amounts to ten or twelve thousand

souls. The streets are regularly laid out with many

churches, and other buildings, of handsome appearance
;

but a fire, which lately occurred, consumed two hun-

dred and eighty-five houses, burning out, among the

rest, the Russian American Company's agent, who had

filled his office, and perhaps occupied his residence, for

fully half a century. We left Tinmen in the evening,

highly pleased with everything and everybody that we

had seen. In the night, however, we lost five hours,

in consequence of a second attempt at arson on the part

of my Russian fellow-traveller's most perverse axle,

though not more perverse, after all, than the rest of his

equipage.

By morning, we found ourselves in the province of

Perm, reckoned part of Russia, as distinguished from

Siberia; but, though we had thus passed the political

frontier, yet we still had the natural boundary between

Europe and Asia, the Uralian Mountains, before us.

We had no immediate reason, however, to congratulate

ourselves on the change, for, at the little town of

Kamishloff, the very first station in Russia, the post-

house was so filthy and wretched as to drive us into a

peasant's hut for refuge. As a curious instance of the

extent to which a traveller's feelings influence his

opinions, I set down this village as " miserable" in the

first draft of my journal ; while Captain Cochrane, who

had here " received the kindest attentions," lauded it

as " pretty." In these cases, the truth probably lies

VOL. II. F F
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between the two extremes ; and the reader may, there-

fore, believe on the united authorities of my gallant

predecessor and myself, that Karaishloff is a " pretty

miserable" place. About sixty or seventy versts, by the

by, to the north of this station stands Irbit, so famous

for its fair, on a river of the same name flowing into

the Tura above Tinmen. The fair in question is one of

the ffreat marts for the manufactures of this last-

mentioned town ; and it is also the source whence

Tobolsk draws most of its extraneous supplies.

The weather grew colder and more disagreeable.

The peasants were gathering in their harvests, as if it

was the depth of winter, dressed in their sheep-skins.

They were a well-grown race—a fact the more ex-

traordinary, inasmuch as, according to our information,

they had not been reared in the most orthodox style.

Instead of being suckled by their mothers, the children

of this neighbourhood were said to be fed with cow's

milk from a small horn, having its tip covered with a

cow's teat; and very young infants would learn to

hold the horn themselves, and guzzle away in their

cradles.

At six in the morning, being the 7th of September,

we reached Ekaterineburg, the centre of the mining

district of the Uralian Mountains. This town stands

on the small river Isett ; and, with the usual proportion

of churches and other public edifices, it has a population

of about fourteen thousand, who are nearly all con-

nected with the mines. It has an iron-foundry, a mint

for coining copper and silver, and various establish-

ments for cutting and polishing marble, porphyry, and

precious stones. The neighbouring mountains appear
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to be Nature's richest repository of minerals, yieldiug,

in great abundance, diamonds, amethysts, topazes, eme-

ralds, rubies, sapphires, jasper, porphyry, malachite,

gold, silver, iron, copper, platinum, &c. These inex-

haustible treasures chiefly belong to Count DemidofF

and M. Yakovleff. The former, in particular, who is

married to a daughter of Jerome Bonaparte, is supposed

to derive about half a million sterling a year from his

share of the spoil.

General Glinka, the superintendent of the mining

district, kindly offered to accompany us to one of the

gold mines, a courtesy which I was obliged to decline

;

for, besides being anxious to proceed onward, I was

laid up, during my stay of two days in Ekaterineburg,

with a very severe cold. I was still more sorry to be

prevented by this indisposition from calling on an Eng-

lish lady, the wife of an architect in the place. I had,

however, the satisfaction of taking charge of her letters

for home.

I purchased some vases of cut crystal, for which the

workmen of Ekaterineburg are unrivalled. In fact, I

afterwards learned from an English jeweller that no-

thin o- of the kind could be finished in the same beautiful

manner in London. Here also I met the only shop-

keeper on the principle of '' one price asked," that I

had seen in Siberia. In general, a dealer asks about a

third, or perhaps a half more than what he is willing to

take ; but this unique merchant had fixed and moderate

prices for every thing. He was a seceder from the

Lutheran Church, and sold nothing but goods, chiefly

cottons, manufactured at the flourishing settlement of

Saratoo, on the Volga, by Germans of his own sect.

F F 2
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Before crossing the height of land, from which Yermac

first beheld the vast heritage which he was to win for his

tribe and his sovereign, let me indulge in a brief consi-

deration of the advantages that Russia has derived from

Siberia.

Of all these advantages, the most obvious, as well as

the most ancient, is the fur-trade, the pervading thread,

as already mentioned under the head of Sitka, both of

national policy and of national commerce, from the

days of Ruric. It was, in fact, this branch of traffic

that primarily gave the Muscovites any footing in

Northern Asia. Anika StrogonofF, grandfather of Yer-

mac's ally, had established himself at Solvytshegod-

skaya, a town in the government of Vologda, for the

purpose of making salt. He soon, however, found metal

more attractive in his intercourse with the inhabitants

of the north-western parts of Siberia, receiving from

them large quantities of the choicest furs in exchange

for toys, and other commodities of trifling value. It

was in consequence of his success—a success rewarded,

as elsewhere stated, by the gift of an immense tract of

land on the Kama and the Tchiusova—that John Basi-

loritz the Fourth, being the second czar of the name,

sent across the Uralian Mountains the expedition afore-

said, which resulted in imposing an annual tribute of a

thousand sables on one of the neighbouring chiefs.

In their new settlements, which were far more fa-

vourably situated, in that respect, than Solvytshegod-

skaya, the StrogonofFs prosecuted the fur-trade more

vio-oronsly than ever ; and it was, in a great measure,

through the profits of this same business, that Yermac

was provided with the means of effecting a more exten-
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sive and permanent conquest of Siberia than what his

master had even attempted. In all subsequent times, a

similar cause, combined, of course, with a love of glory

and a thirst of dominion, urged the Cossacks onward,

step by step, far beyond the remotest bounds of Asia,

skins of some kind or other being, almost exclusively, at

once the badge of subjection and the reward of victory.

Though latterly the fur-trade, through the gradual

growth of other interests, has lost somethino- of its

relative importance, yet it is still the most valuable

branch of Siberian, if not of Russian commerce. Native

furs, to the value of seven millions and a half of roubles,

have already been seen to be annually bartered at

Kiachta, over and above all the skins that find their

way to the westward, as far as Nishney Novgorod and

Moscow. Though, with respect to this grand depart-

ment of the traffic, I have not access to any definite

statement, yet I have sufficient reason, in a general

wav, for knowino- that it must be considerable, for to

this extent the official returns even of the Chinese trade

afford, in an authentic form, an indirect proof of to-

lerably conclusive character.

Of sables there were sold at Kiachta only 467, while

at the same time there were 42,895 paws of the animal,

the produce of at least 10,723; so that, even if not

one whole sable went to the westward, there would still

remain about twenty-two times as many skins for

Russia as for China. But the Chinese share of the

sables was nearly as inferior to the Russian in value as

in number. The 467, which fell to the lot of the

Celestials, were estimated, with all the expenses of

transport on their backs, at only 7,480 roubles, thus
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averaging something less than 1 6 roubles a piece ; while,

even at Olekminsk, the average price, as already men-

tioned, of the sables of the Olekma, taking two suc-

cessive years together, was 2000 roubles for 40, or

precisely 50 roubles a skin. Again, not a single marten

was offered at Kiachta; while 14,794 paws proved that

at least 3,698 skins of the animal must have been pro-

cured. Farther, there were only 9,010 stoats, but

42,515 tails of the creature, leaving at least 33,505

skins for other destinations. Lastly, of foxes, there

were barely 200,000, with about 600,000 paws ; so

that on the really natural and probable supposition that

the skins, properly so called, had not themselves been

mutilated for the purpose, there would result, at least,

150,000 foxes more, that must have been reserved for

the more westerly markets.

Of the enormous quantities of furs which thus go to

Russia and to China, a considerable portion doubtless

comes from the new world, a portion which, however,

is by no means irrelevant to my argument, considering

that, in the actual progress of discovery, Russian Ame-

rica is virtually a continuation of Siberia. Siberia itself

is certainly less productive than it once was, partly

because the fur-trade necessarily disappears before an

agricultural population, and partly because it naturally

tends, at least under the influence of competition, to

exhaust itself. Even now, however, furs are still an

object of pursuit throughout the whole country in ge-

neral, for in my official returns of the Chinese trade

there appear the squirrels of the Yenissei and the Obe,

with the ermines of the liver Ishim and the Barabinsky

Steppe.
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These ermines, by the by, contradict the general rule,

that the furs to the east of the Lena are superior in

quality to such as are found to the west of that river,

for they are valued at rather more than three times the

rate of the ermines of the province of Yakutsk. But,

farther, the actual advantage which is derived by Russia

from the fur-trade of Siberia, may be fairly estimated

at a higher standard than that of mere roubles, on the

one special ground, that the branch of commerce in

question must have formed the main inducement for the

Chinese to open an inland traffic with their neighbours.

Even in 1837, the native furs alone were nearly equal

in value to five-sixths of all the other native produc-

tions that were bartered at Kiachta. The farther back

we might go, this proportion would indubitably be found

to increase, on account of the comparative paucity and

imperfection of native manufactures ; till at last, by the

time that we should reach the date of the treaty of

Nertshinsk, skins would come to be almost the only

equivalent that the Russians could offer, or the Chinese

covet. So far back, too, as the year 1689, the influence

of the fur-trade of Siberia, as an instrument of nego-

ciation, must have been enhanced by the fact, that down

to that time there still continued to be no other con-

siderable fur-trade in the world.

The second most obvious advantage, and perhaps also

the second in point of antiquity, is the international

traffic which has been so frequently mentioned in the

preceding paragraph. The Chinese trade, independently

of its direct benefits to individual merchants and indi-

vidual manufacturers, gives to Russia a position and an

influence in the commercial world, which, without her
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appendage of Siberia, she could never have acquired.

But it is by its aid in peopling and civilizing Siberia,

that the Chinese trade has been mainly serviceable to

Russia. Of the 3,320,000 roubles expended, 2is al-

ready mentioned, on the transport to and from Kiachta,

Siberians must have earned the larger share, perhaps as

much as two millions of roubles, an enormous sum in a

country where living is so cheap. But this is not all,

for every considerable place on the route sends its con-

tribution of manufactures to Maimatschin. I subjoin

the table in full, as an equally authentic and interesting

evidence of the fact :

—

RUSSIA
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with their mysterious treasures, invest the Asiatic coast

of the Arctic Ocean with an interest unknown to the

corresponding shores of America. Moreover, as more

skill and judgment, and perhaps also ampler means, are

required for disinterring or selecting tusks than for

hunting or purchasing skins, a superior class of men have

generally devoted themselves to the former occupation

;

and perhaj)s the most interesting feature in Baron Wran-

gell's interesting book consists of the occasional glimpses

of the proceedings and disposition of a collector of ivory

of the name of Bereshnoi—the same, by the by, who

read the Easter service for the party on the solid ocean,

with a block of ice as an altar.

In this enumeration of the advantages which Siberia

confers on Russia, its mines and washeries may perhaps

be considered as throwing all other merely economical

advantages into the shade. Setting aside the temporary

distraction and embarrassment which a new and brilliant

speculation must occasion to more steady pursuits, these

establishments, as a whole, must be allowed to produce

a vast demand for labour, and to yield a profitable re-

turn for capital. But they are, in my opinion, destined

to be of political importance, as well as of commercial

value. The great instruments of national aggrandize-

ment in modern times—I mean, of course, only the

material instruments—are coal, and iron, and the pre-

cious metals. Coal is limited almost exclusively to the

broad territories of the English race ; iron is found

chiefly in Sweden, and England, and Russia, respectively

the stem and the branches of the Norman tree that

already overshadows the whole of either continent at its

greatest width ; and the precious metals arc more abun-
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dant in Siberia tlian in all the rest of the old world, the

most precious of them being perhaps more plentiful than

in all the rest of both hemispheres taken together. Thus

have England and Russia—for Sweden is merely a de-

pendency of the latter—been prepared by nature for the

grand task, which Providence has assigned them, of

being the principal agents in controlling and regulating

the destinies of the human family. It is in her own

proper department, too, that each of those two powers

has been prepared. With the iron in common between

them, Russia, to whom coal would have been compara-

tively useless, has gold as the sinews of military enter-

prise ; while England, to whose commercial spirit every

country is a mine of gold, has coal as the most powerful

element, both directly and indirectly, of naval supe-

riority.

But Siberia, besides supplying Russia with the means

of pressing on towards the south, has put her in position

for doing so, bringing her into contact with all that

portion of the old continent which lies to the eastward

of her own proper influence. Thus does Russia, by

land, hang, like an avalanche, over the whole of Asia,

from the Grecian Archipelago to the Sea of Ochotsk,

while England not only has every coast at her mercy,

but permanently possesses every point, which can com-

mand either the highways or the byways of the ocean

and all its inlets.

Lastly, Russia has been indebted to Siberia for the

amelioration, both moral and political, of her own con-

dition. Through her system of deportation, she has

made good citizens of myriads, wlio, in other countries,

would have been indirectly condemned, on their first
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conviction, to a life of ignominy and shame ; and thus

has she virtually achieved the miracle of reconciling the

safety of the innocent, not merely with the impunity,

but even with the prosperity, of the guilty. Again,

through the absence of an hereditary aristocracy, the

curse of predial servitude may be said to be unknown

in Siberia ; and thus has grown up a numerous popula-

lation of crown peasants, whose vassalage, as distin-

guished from the ordinary condition of a subject, is

merely nominal. This entire exclusion of oligarchical

influence must, of course, strengthen the crown, through-

out the rest of the empire, against those whose property,

in the minds and bodies of half the population, cannot

fail, even under the most humane treatment, both to

weaken the sovereign and to degrade the serf. Finally,

as a mere incitement to a spirit of adventure, Siberia,

ever since its discovery, must have had an important

bearing on the formation and development of the Rus-

sian character.

On the 9th of September, we left Ekaterineburg

before daylight, and, at the distance of about fifty versts

from the town, crossed the height of land. We soon

afterwards forded a small tributary of the Kama, being

the first European stream that we had seen for nineteen

months. In the neighbourhood of this brook were some

iron works of the Countess Strogonoff, a descendant of the

StrogonofFs of Yermac's days ; and as this was a portion

of the princely fief that had nourished and equipped the

conquerors of Siberia, we felt that we were treading

classic ground. The ascent and descent of the moun-

tains were so gentle, that we were hardly conscious of

climbing a ridge that divided two continents.
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The country, though tolerably populous, was yet poor

and sterile. At the station at which we supped, the

postmaster churlishly refused to render us any assistance.

On looking, however, at our podoroshnoya, and seeing

our titles and so forth, he suddenly lowered his tone,

while, on the contrary, we raised ours ; and, after

frightening the fellow thoroughly, we accepted the

somewhat incongruous apologies of himself and his wife,

the lady ascribing her husband's sulks to his being dis-

turbed at supper, and the gentleman throwing all the

blame on his cattle, that had put him out of temper by

getting the murrain among them.

Next day, we met many travellers of various grades

and stations. We passed several bands of convicts

;

then there were large parties of labourers voluntarily

trudging along to seek employment in the mines ; and

last, though not least, came a relative of the great

Diamond DemidofF, driving away in state, with five

wheelers and two leaders.

In the forenoon we reached Kungar, a thriving place

dependent on the mines, with a population of six or eight

thousand souls. Here I saw two novelties, which were

calculated to produce, on the instant, very different

impressions. Some apples in the market-place reminded

me that I was drawing near home, while the first church

that I had seen with the domes and pinnarets of the

national style of architecture appeared to carry me
back from Europe into Asia.

In many respects, in fact, the greater part of Russia

is rather Asiatic than European. On this ground Na-

poleon said, that, if you scratch a Russian, you will

catch a Tartar beneath—an aphorism which, when he
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himself began to meddle with the customer in question,

he found to be as true as it was pithy. But the Asiatic

character is to be referred to causes wholly independent

of an Asiatic origin. It was mainly produced by the

political superiority of the eastern khans ; it was partly

the result of the religious influence of the Greek empire

;

and it doubtless, in some measure, was created, as it has

continued to be cherished, by the Asiatic destination of

the Volga, which drains the whole centre of the country

nearly as far to the westward as St. Petersburg, and

fully as far to the northward as the very head of Lake

Ladoga, forcing, as it were, into the heart of Europe a

foreign wedge of sixteen degrees of latitude in breadth,

and twenty-eight degrees of longitude in depth. Li

addition, of course, to all these causes is the fact, almost

too obvious to be noticed, that a considerable propor-

tion of the population is confessedly Asiatic—a fact

which, however, is tolerably conclusive in favour of the

foregoing views, inasmuch as all the really oriental races

we easily and constantly distinguished from the Rus-

sians themselves.

About eleven at night we reached Perm, remaining

only an hour to change horses. Up to this city the

Kama is navigable for the ordinary barges of the Volga,

while flat-bottomed boats may ascend much farther

both on the river itself and on its tributary streams

—

the Tchiusova in particular, ennobled as Yermac's route,

being practicable till within sixty versts of Ekaterine-

burg. In so advantageous a position, Perm carries on

an extensive trade of its own, besides being a place for

the transhipment of all the transport between the op-

posite sides of the Uralian Mountains. The country is
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thickly settled, villages lining the road at every four or

five versts ; and the scenery presents a beautiful alter-

nation of hills and valleys, the former apparently as

closely cultivated as the latter. Soon after our visit,

the fine old city of Perm was almost entirely burnt

down.

During our next day's journey, the country on either

side, as far as the eye could reach, was studded with

villages, and farms, and churches ; these lands, formerly

one extensive forest of pine, were now all brought under

cultivation. We were still on the broad inheritance of

the Countess Strogonoff, one of the richest subjects of

the empire ; and, as the citizen of a state indebted for its

supremacy to commerce, I could not but feel proud on

reflecting that this noble lady owed alike her station

and her wealth to the enterprising spirit of the old salt-

maker of Solvytshegodskaya. On either side of the

road there ran a double row of birches, intended in

summer to shelter travellers from the sun ; but already,

on the 23rd of our English September, every branch

had been stripped of its leaves by the winds and frosts

of autumn. The face of the landscape was hilly, and the

soil, like that of Devonshire, red ; and vast quantities

of flax, tallow, and bristles, were said to be exported to

St. Petersburo^.

At Sosnovich, where we lunched, one of the party

left behind him a parcel containing some papers and

medicines. Meeting two gentlemen at the next station,

we entreated their good offices in the matter with very

faint hopes of the recovery of the property : and, as a

proof of the courtesy of the two gentlemen in question

and of the honesty of the good folks of Sosnovich, the
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missing articles reached London only a few days later

than ourselves.

Soon after leaving Sosnovich, we entered the province

of Viatka, taking its name from a tributary of the

Kama. This district was said to be celebrated—and,

in our experience, deservedly so—for bad roads, bad

horses, and bad drivers ; and as one of the few instances

of dishonesty that we encountered in the whole empire,

Viatka had also the credit of stealing a sheepskin coat

from our carriage.

We soon found, however, that we had still more to

learn about this province, for, early next morning, we

met two merchants on their way to Perm, that had just

been attacked by armed footpads, who were said to be

infesting the road in considerable numbers. The ruffians

had attempted to break or stop the wheels of the car-

riage by throwing a piece of wood between the spokes
;

but fortunately the log itself got smashed, without

damaging the vehicle in any way. Being in constant

dread of a similar visit, we travelled very rapidly ; and

at Mookikikea, where we supped, we had the good luck

to find a civil old fellow of a postmaster, who had, many

years before, picked up a little English at Portsmouth

on board of a Russian ship-of-war. He told us that the

country through which we were passing was principally

occupied by crown peasants, most of them being of the

aborio;inal tribe of the Chiramises.

Next morning, we overtook an aide-de-camp of Prince

GortschakofF, Governor-General of Western Siberia, who

joined us for the benefit of mutual protection. We met

a great number of merchants returning from the fair of

Nishney Novgorod, and also some parties of the Borlacki
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nation, migrating from their native Bolgar, on the banks

of the Volga, to Siberia. Tartar villages lined the road,

in which, Sunday as it was, the more petty dealers, who

were on their way from the grand emporium of the

country, had erected stalls ; and, in fact, at the town

of Arsk, a regular market had been got up in this

way. After crossing the Viatka, and passing through

Malmish, we entered the province of Kazan, and about

sunset arrived at the city of the same name.

Under any circumstances, one could not approach

this ancient metropolis without deeply feeling the insta-

bility of all earthly grandeur. In the palmy days of

the golden horde—a branch of that fearless race which,

under Attila, and Zinghies, and Tamerlane, had thrice

achieved the conquest of the world—the envoys of Kazan

used to be received by the vassal dukes of Moscow with

the homage due from subjects to their sovereign ; and

now this former seat of an illustrious dynasty was

merely the capital of one of the fifty-two provinces of a

Muscovite empire, which, including its dependencies in

the new world, stretched upwards of a hundred degrees

to the eastward of the utmost bounds of Tartar supre-

macy. But, at the present moment, such a train of

thought was more likely than ever to occupy the mind

of a visitor; for there, where Kazan had stood, we saw

nothing but the dense smoke of smouldering ruins.

This beautiful city, at once an object of pride to the

victors, and of veneration to the vanquished, had

fallen a prey to fire, two thousand buildings having

been destroyed with the loss of at least two hundred

lives.

This lamentable conflagration had been imputed to a
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Pole, the head of the police, who, as soon as he found

himself suspected of being the incendiary, had added

probability to the surmise by committing- suicide. It

had begun in July, and had continued ever since, leap-

ing, day after day, and night after night, from street

to street, and from square to square. People, on re-

tiring to rest, were never sure that they would not be

dislodged before the morning; and the unfortunate

sufferers, as they were successively driven from their

perishing homes, had been chased by the flames from

one refuge after another, till at last they planted them-

selves, either in the open air or under the shelter of

tenqjorary hovels, beyond the reach of the devouring

element. The loss of property had been enormous;

but that had been entirely thrown into the shade by the

loss of life. The man who had sacrificed half of his

substance considered himself fortunate, inasmuch as his

neighbour had seen his all disappear before his eyes

;

and he again thought himself happy, because a third

had to bewail the untimely fate of those who were near-

est and dearest to his heart.

The progress of the fire had been remarkably capri-

cious. One house would be destroyed, while the adja-

cent buildings would escape ; and, in one street in par-

ticular, the church alone had survived the general

wreck. The evil was aggravated by the prevalence of

winds, which the heat alone was sufficient to raise ; and,

as if to render any attempts at prevention utterly despe-

rate, the wooden pavement was consumed at the same

pace as the edifices that lined it.

We got into one of the few decent houses that were

VOL. II. G G
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Still standing in Kazan, where, however, no beds were

to be had ; but we were gratified instead by the

receipt of letters from England and St. Petersburg.

Next morning, I was visited by the agent of the

Russian American Company, who, like his brother of

Tiumen, had been burned out. He was accompanied

by Captain Zarimbo, a very agreeable and straight-

forward man, who was now on his way to Sitka, to fill

the office of Lieutenant-Governor. We spent the fore-

noon in driving about the ruins, which forcibly reminded

one of the vivid descriptions in the "Last Days of

Pompeii ;" rows of gutted houses, as cold and dead as if

they had been unchanged for a century, being inter-

woven with streets, in which the oozing vapour still

spoke of the freshness of the calamity. Even in this

desolation, the elasticity and versatility of the spirit of

commerce showed themselves, for the goods that had

been expelled from the shops had taken possession of

the vaults of the churches, in which were displayed

shawls, jewellery, watches, &c. ; every thing, in short,

that embodied considerable value in little compass.

Li mere rank, Kazan stood next to Moscow ;
and it

was particularly famous as a seat of learning, possess-

ing the finest oriental library in the empire. But now

nothino- remained to it but the blackened ruins of its

former glory. The population was said to be, or to

have been, about sixty thousand. The site of the town

occupies some hills overlooking a plain, which separates

them from the Volga. This plain is celebrated as the

scene of one of the victories gained by the Muscovites

over the Tartars; and it contains a large building
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erected by the conquerors at once as a monument of

their triumph and as a tomb for their sUiin com-

rades.

At ten in the evening, we crossed the Volga, here

about a verst in breadth, glad to escape from the heated

atmosphere of Kazan, more particularly as a heavy gale,

which blew during the whole day, had almost blinded

and suffocated us with dust and ashes. This storm, by

the by, would have detained us all the time in Kazan,

even if that city had nothing to interest us, by render-

ing the passage of the river impracticable. For a little

distance, the road was so sandy, that we were obliged

to walk in order to relieve the horses. Our route lay

along the course of the Volga, affording us occasional

glimpses of the river, with the cumbrous craft floating

on its smooth waters. The barges that navigate the

Volga have but one mast, some of them carrying as much

as twelve hundred tons. Coming down the stream, they

are laden with an infinite variety of supplies for Siberia,

China, and the north-west coast ; while their upward

cargoes consist partly of goods from Kiachta, but chiefly

of native productions, such as hides, tallow, wool, flax,

furs, bristles, and iron, and other metals. The land-

scape presented to the eye a sea of corn-fields; for

never had I seen such an expanse of cultivated ground

as on this bank of the Volga. The harvest, which was

scarcely finished, appeared to have been abundant ; the

barn-yards were filled with stacks, while the stubble was

everywhere covered with busy gleaners, in the shape of

poultry, sheep, cattle, and pigs.

The road occasionally passed through magnificent

forests of oak, closely preserved for the use of the na-

G G 2
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tion. In these forests were some beautiful specimens,

one tree in particular, of eighty or a hundred feet in

height, being as straight as an arrow, and as clear of

branches as a pine. No traveller could fail to admire

this proud oak, even if it had not been lately fenced, as

a proof of the Emperor's admiration, by his majesty's

command. His majesty, by the by, was soon expected

again to visit the neighbourhood for the purpose of

personally putting an end to some disorders that reigned

among the peasants. Most of these poor people were

said to be crown serfs ; and, as some change, whether

for the better or for the worse they did not know, was

contemplated in their condition, they had got up some-

thing like an insurrection, in which two hundred of

them were said to have lost their lives.

The travelling was here worse by many degrees than

in Siberia. The horses were bad, the roads heavy, and

the delays apparently just what the postmasters chose

to make them. We reckoned eight versts an hour as

more than average work, while a loss of three or four

hours at a station was an ordinary occurrence. At one

place horses were not at hand ; at another they had only

come off a journey ; at a third, they were reserved for

some special purpose. But such excuses, and many

others of the same tendency, we soon discovered to be

part of the ways and means of the dilatory functionaries,

for a few roubles, whenever I yielded to the imposition,

never failed to accelerate movements. At one of our

stations of to-day, an officer of police entered, saying

that horses were to be reserved for a senator, who was

coming this way from the westward—an embargo which

caused us considerable annoyance, till, on the second
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day thereafter, we met this official monopolist of cattle.

In this case, however, we had not much reason to com-

plain ; for, in Siberia, where we were generally the

great men of our time, we had very possibly put hum-

bler individuals to similar inconvenience. At another

station, we had to give way, of course, to the preferable

claims of the mail ; and, at a third, we were obliged to

yield, notwithstanding our authoritative podoroshnoya,

to a podoroshnoya professing to travel on urgent public

business. I began to wonder how the ordinary podo-

roshnoyas got on at all ; to them time would be con-

sidered of no value at the stations.

At one in the morning of the 1 7th of September,

corresponding with our Michaelmas-day, we reached

Nishney Novgorod, famous for the most extensive and

important fair in the world. Here two or three hun-

dred thousand people, from all parts of the old continent,

are said to congregate, bringing with them the peculiar

wares of their respective countries. Here may be seen

Bokharians, Greeks, Chinese, Spaniards, Persians, Ita-

lians, Tartars, Jews, Germans, English, French, &c.

The trade is as various as the crowd is motley, consisting

of the teas and silks of China, the furs of America and

Siberia, the hardware of England, the shawls of Persia,

the metallic treasures of the Uralian Mountains, leather,

hides, tallow, bristles, cottons, tobacco, horses, cattle

—

an endless catalogue, in short, of all that is requisite to

supply the natural and artificial wants of mankind.

But business does not altogether engross the attention

of the assembled nations, amusements of all kinds being

provided to fill up the odds and ends of time. Players,

dancers, jugglers, and the whole race of showmen and
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showwomen reap a golden harvest, while thousands, or,

according to some estimates, tens of thousands, of young

ladies, whose faces are their fortunes, come, in due pro-

portion of numbers, from most of the same regions as

the dealers themselves, in the charitable hope of pro-

viding every man with a partner of congenial taste and

language.

This great meeting of the east and the west used to

be held at Makarieff, a place a little farther down the

Yolo-a—a river which, however often the immediate

locality of the fair may be changed, clearly enjoys a

perpetual monopoly of nature's granting, of the inland

trade between Asia and Europe. Nor will Nishney

Novgorod, in fact, be lightly abandoned in favour of

any other site, considering that the requisite buildings

—

the bazaar, as it were, of two continents—have been

erected at a cost of many millions of roubles. The

business lasts from the beginning of August to the

middle of September; and the amount of the trans-

actions is estimated at nine or ten millions sterling.

At the first station beyond Nishney Novgorod, in

consequence of the senator's monopoly, we employed a

soldier to obtain horses from the peasants for us. When

paid for his trouble, he begged for a little more, in con-

sideration of his having beaten the people; and on

receiving such an addition as we thought the alleged

service worth, he still stuck to us for a few supple-

mentary kopecks, which, for the sake of peace, we gave

him, on the plea, to borrow his own broken English,

that he " beaten them well." At this station, we dis-

covered that even the poorest podoroshnoya was better

than no podoroshnoya at all. A dark-eyed, high-
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nosed, long-haired little man, was here detained, with his

wife, a s^^arthy but comely woman, and two servants,

because, forsooth, the postmaster at the last station had

given their indispensable podoroshnoja to a person

going in the opposite direction, handing them, at the

same time, the equally indispensable podoroshnoya of

the person in question. As the other counterfeit would

be stopped as well as himself, our excitable friend had

sent back, in order to effect a second exchange of docu-

ments, hoping that his fellow-sufferer would evince as

prompt a regard for the liberty of the subject. This

prisoner at large, and his rib, we quickly discovered to

be philanthropists, who had condescended to kill other

people's time at the fair ; and their virtue had been its

own reward, for they had realized seventy-five thousand

roubles, by having danced for six or seven weeks.

From Nishney Novgorod to Vladimir, even after we

had got rid of our patrician forestaller, we encountered

very tiresome delays at the posthouses. The country

was closely settled and cultivated, with an almost un-

broken chain of settlements, extending from the one place

to the other, some of the settlements rising even to the

dignity of small towns. In the neighbourhood of Nishney

Novgorod, the soil is almost entirely owned by General

Sheremetieff, a relative of the Emperor ; and, for nearly

two whole days, we continued to travel through his

estates. He is said to possess a hundred thousand serfs,

half of them being settled in this same province of

Nishney Novgorod. These serfs appear to be as com-

fortable as any peasantry can be ; to be better off, in

fact, on many points than the free labourers of other

countries, inasmuch as they have a claim on the assist-
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ance, care, and protection of their owners in times of

sickness or scarcity. Each head of a family holds a

small farm, paying its rent partly in produce and partly

in work. Under a very judicious and laudable regula-

tion, one tenth part of all the crops is deposited in a

public granary, as a store laid up against days of famine.

The serfs are simple, frugal, and industrious. Though

they are a strong and muscular race, yet neither males

nor females can, in my opinion, boast much of their

beauty. The women are generally red-faced, red-handed,

red-heeled, strong-featured wenches, of substantial build,

while the men, as is their prerogative, surpass them in

all these masculine accomplishments—neither sex at-

tempting to improve nature by any very scrupulous

reo'ard to cleanliness or neatness.

In all their houses, the principal apartment is a large

kitchen, in which are one or two stoves of brick or of

earth ; on these the people either bake or stew their

food, the former process being performed in a sort of

fryingpan, and the latter in earthen jars. Near the

stoves, the floor is boarded, so as to form a sleeping-

place for the family. On this warm snuggery, and even

on the very tops of the stoves, the inmates stow them-

selves away almost in a state of nudity, with nothing

under them but a piece of felt ; so that, on entering one

of the cottages by night, I found two young women

baking themselves above the fire in their very scanty

shifts. The young men, however, are occasionally

shelved against the wall for the sake of etiquette ; but,

in spite of this very proper arrangement, the heat of the

room sometimes constrains the damsels to edge them-

selves unconsciously towards the sides of the apartments,
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while the bumpkins instinctively seek a cooler atmo-

sphere, by rolling from their benches on the floor. lu

such cases, all the consequences, whatever they may be,

are, of course, considered as accidental.

The females, at least, whatever might be the taste of

the males in the matter, appeared to be extremely sober.

Some women spat out nalifky that we gave them,

quaffing, however, the dregs of our teapot with great

relish, and putting the leaves on the ever-ready stove to

dry for another occasion. Even when not stinted by

the rule and measure of the church, the ordinary diet of

these peasants is coarse enough, Avhile, on the frequent

fasts, the staple fare is black bread with salt, and

perhaps a cucumber, the whole washed down, as I

have already mentioned, under the head of the Lena,

with water at discretion, taken, like soup, with a

spoon.

We constantly met parties of women on their return

from harvest, singing their national airs, one of them

giving out the stave, and the others joining in chorus.

On one occasion, we saw about a dozen of the same sex,

cutting up cabbages for sour krout, and lilting away to

keep time with their choppers. Their melodies were

almost all pleasing.

Early in the morning of the 19th of September, we

entered Vladimir, once the capital of a detached princi-

pality, and perhaps also at one time the metropolis of

the whole country. It was still said to be the residence

of many wealthy owners of the neighbouring soil, pos-

sessing, on that account, tolerably good society. We
were obliged to wait here for our Russian fellow-traveller,

who was detained at the last station for want of horses.
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for, when we were all ready to start, that gentleman's

driver, having caught a blow from the same pipe-stem

which had done Cossack's duty before, untackled his

cattle, and left our disciplinarian in the lurch. Thus,

the stimulus, which, as already stated, had raced horses

to death to Siberia, procured them a holiday in Russia

;

and, inconvenient as any detention was, we were not

sorry for the change.

While we remained at Vladimir, a courier arrived

with an official order that we should everywhere be

supplied with horses, as if travelling on public business.

This document, which was dated as far back as the 8th

of May, came too late to be of any service whatever, for

I had already agreed with some peasants to convey us

to Moscow at twice the regular rates.

The route to Moscow was an almost unbroken chain

of populous villages, in which scenes of debauchery pre-

sented themselves on all hands, resting on the double

pretext of the conclusion of harvest and of a holiday of

the church. The exorbitant demands on the road were

a pretty sure indication of the vicinity of the capital

;

and at one place we were charged fifteen roubles for

milk and mutton-chops, cooking for ourselves and find-

inor our own tea.

On the morning of our second day from Vladimir, we

reached Moscow, in which, Sunday as it was, the shops

were open and the markets full. We drove first, as in

duty bound, to the London Hotel; but, finding it a

bumper, we proceeded to the Dresden, situated in the

most fashionable part of the city, in the same square, in

fact, as the residence of the Governor. The weather

was cold and boisterous; the women in the streets
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looked chilly, with red noses, and the men looked rather

worse.

Of a place so well known as this ancient metropolis,

so hurried a traveller as myself could not presume to

offer any account. In fact, what pen, with the amplest

leisure and the highest talent, could adequately describe

the novelties and beauties of the Holy City, with its

gorgeous palaces and the thousand and one spires,

domes, pinnarets, and cupolas of its churches ? Who
can give an idea of the ever varying diorama both of

Europe and of Asia, that exhibits itself in the streets

and squares of this unique capital ? Here the natives

of all countries jostle one another, each in his national

costume—the flowing robes of the east, and the prim

garments of the west ; the graceful attire of the Tartars,

and the clumsy coats and formal hats of the substantial

burghers ; the sombre garments of the jolly priests, and

the bright shawls and elegant turbans of the ladies fair

;

Turks and Arabs, Jews and gipsies. But, however in-

competent to say all that might be said, every traveller,

as a duty sacred to the cause of humanity, should at

least mention the Sheremetieff Hospital, supported en-

tirely at the cost of the munificent nobleman of the

name, not for the benefit of his own serfs, but for the

general good.

Moscow stands on hilly ground, covering a vast area,

inasmuch as all the public buildings and many private

mansions have enclosures round them. I would that I

could leave the reader to picture to himself elegant

shrubberies and ornamental gardens ; but how diflTerent

would such an imagination be from the vulgar reality,

amounting to a perfect eyesore, of rectangular beds of
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cabbage in all its tribes, carrots, turnips, onions, and

such like. In the palaces of Moscow the kitchens mo-

nopolize the grounds. Next to the Kremlin, among- the

divisions of the city, ranks the Kitai-Gorod, commonly

rendered, according to the literal signification, into

China Town. But, as the quarter in question of Moscow

bore its present name long before Russia had any inter-

course with the celestial empire, one might perhaps

suggest a diiferent version of the first half of the com-

pound.

In primitive times, the Kitai-Gorod was distinguished

from the rest of the city in this respect, that it was

bounded by a wall, a feature which was peculiarly

likely, particularly in the mouths of roving shepherds

and hunters, to be embodied in the ordinary appellation

of the enclosed space. Nor is independent proof alto-

gether wanting of this interpretation of Kitai. Kitaia,

the Russian term for China, as Cathay is our corre-

sponding English one, was imported into Europe in the

days of Zinghis Khan's immediate successors, the con-

querors alike of Eastern Russia and of Northern China

;

and, as the great wall, which had been built to check

the southern incursions of the Tartars, had long been in

existence, it was more likely than anything else to give

name to the country which it protected, among the

savages whom it fettered. In a word, Kitaia was the

walled country, and Kitai-Gorod the walled town, in

the language of those who simultaneously gave law both

to the one and to the other. Though the point is purely

speculative, yet it is nevertheless interesting ; and these

suggestions may at least have the effect of drawing the

attention of persons versed in the oriental tongues.
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However interesting the present may be in this sin-

gular city, the past is perhaps still more so. In its de-

rivative, IMuscovy, JNIoscow was, for several centuries,

identified with the whole of the territories of its dukes

and its czars, the derivative in question having been ap-

plied, in a spirit of jealousy or of scorn, by the Poles,

who, having torn away the original settlements of the

Normans on the Borysthenes, arrogantly pretended that

to themselves belonged everything worthy of the name

of Russia. Even after the erection of St. Petersbursf

had, in one sense, degraded Moscow to the rank of a pro-

vincial city, and after the progress of conquest had ren-

dered ^Muscovy merely the nucleus of a far more exten-

sive dominion, this ancient seat of the czars and dukes

still continued to be the true centre of Russian nation-

ality. In this view. Napoleon doubtless felt that the

capture of Moscow would deal a heavier blow than that

of St. Petersburg. He did not, however, sufficiently con-

sider how often history had taught the people to sustain

with fortitude, or even to contemplate with pride, the

direst reverses of the Holy City. If Moscow had been

four times burned, she had been four times avenged ; if

she suffered from the Lithuanians towards the close of

the fourteenth century, she saw Lithuania at her feet

before the close of the eighteenth; if she suffered

from the companions of Tamerlane, she saw Yermac,

in less than two hundred years afterwards, inflict

ample retribution on a descendant of Zinghis Khan ; if,

in 1571, she suffered from the Tartars of the Crimea, she

saw the arms of Catherine the Second carried in triumph

along the northern shore of the Black Sea ; if, in 1611,

she suffered from the Poles, she saw in Poland, at the
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time of Napoleon's invasion, an integral part of Russia,

excepting only that comparatively petty duchy which

Napoleon himself was mocking with the name of inde-

pendence. If any long-bearded seer, when the French

standards were mingling in the distance with the flames

of Moscow, had predicted the consequent prostration of

France, he might have based his prophecy on the ground

of uniform experience ; but he could hardly have dared

to hope that, within nineteen short months, Napoleon

would be dethroned,—andParis be saved from retaliation,

by the mediation of his own august sovereign. In this

last case, the calamity of the Holy City was not only the

beginning, but also the cause, of that great revolution

which so suddenly emancipated Europe ; and the inha-

bitants, by their heroic sacrifice of homes and hearths,

invested their ancient metropolis with a claim to the vene-

ration and gratitude of every nation in the west. In a

word,Moscow was thenceforward entitled to be considered

as the Holy City not merely of Russia but of Christendom.

Moscow has extensive manufactories of cloths of various

descriptions, monopolizing in this respect nearly the

whole of the trade of Kiachta. In 1837, the house of

AlexandrofT alone, according to the official statement so

often quoted, sent to the celestials its own fabrics to the

enormous value of one million and six hundred thousand

roubles. In imports too, as well as exports, this city is

one grand emporium of eastern trafiic. So ftir at least

as furs are concerned, it must derive a lucrative busi-

ness in this way. Taking a fancy to a cloak of black

fur, I was anxious to purchase it for my wife ; but the

demand of seven thousand roubles, fully three hundred

pounds sterling, for a useless piece of finery, instan-
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taneously put to flight all thoughts of my better half's

wardrobe. Sables were offered at two hundred and

fifty or three hundred roubles, by no means equal to

what I had purchased at Yakutsk for the fifth part of

the money; and as the freight from the Lena would

not amount to a rouble a skin, this exorbitant rate

would alone be suflScient to show the comparatively

trifling influence of even the heaviest cost of transport

on the prices of expensive commodities.

On Monday evening we left Moscow, having now be-

tween us and St. Petersburg, the goal of our overland

journey, only about seven hundred versts of a macadam-

ized road. At nearly equal distances from the two

capitals stands Vishney Volotchok, the place at which

the upward cargoes on the Volga, which, however, is

still far from its sources, are transferred to the canal

that unites that noble stream with the tributaries of the

Gulf of Finland. Considering the ultimate destination

of most of this bulky transport throughout the whole

length and breadth of European Russia, an English tra-

veller can hardly avoid reflecting that every river and

every canal is chiefly a highway to this country, that

nearly every thing which he sees around him is home-

ward bound as well as himself; and, if he rises from

personal feelings to political contemplations, he cannot

fail to infer that Russia and England are peculiarly in-

terested in each other's welfare and tranquillity.

A little to the east of the middle point between

Vishney Volotchok and Novgorod is situated Valdai,

takiuir its name from the hills which divide the waters

of the Volga from those of the Neva. In the neigh-

bourhood of this town is a small lake, containing an
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island, on which stands a monastery, thus shut out by the

waters from the pollutions of the world. Whether the

inmates of this .secluded establishment are wiser, or

happier, or better, merely because they live in the centre

of a pool, one may be permitted to doubt.

On the third morning after leaving Moscow, we break-

fasted in Novgorod, one of the earliest seats of the Nor-

man invaders of the country. This town presents num-

berless proofs of former greatness,—ruined churches,

deserted mansions in the most magnificent style of ancient

architecture, and also a bazaar, which, like the hose of

the slippered pantaloon, is a world too big for its dimi-

nished contents. This great mart between the east and

the west had become so powerful as not only to deter

the Tartars from attacking it, but also virtually to re-

nounce the supremacy of the Russians. It received its

first blow, when subdued by the first czar in 1471, and

its second, when almost destroyed by the desolating

cruelties of his grandson in 1570. Still so influential

was its position against mere force, that Novgorod would

soon have regained, if not its power, at least its wealth,

had not its own weapons been turned against itself. In

1584, the erection of Archangel inflicted the third blow,

—a blow which, ever since the opening of the White

Sea, had been impending for more than thirty years
;

and about a quarter of a century afterwards, the erection

of St. Petersburg, by intercepting the trade which the

more northerly port attempted only to divert, gave the

finishing stroke to Novgorod the Great and all its glory.

Novgorod is now little more than a mere place of

passage between the Volga and the Neva, standing as

it does on the Volkhov, which empties Lake Ilmen into
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Lake Ladoga, and also on the canal of the same name,

which has been constructed to avoid certain difficulties

in the navio-ation of one of the Volkhov's tributaries.

How diiFerent the destinies of IMoscow and Novgorod

under the ungenial influences of a city, which was in-

tended to absorb all that was valuable in both. Against

the emporium of commerce St. Petersburg was completely

successful, because she had Nature's facilities and man's

interests in her favour ; against a metropolis conse-

crated in the hearts of the people, alike by triumphs

and by disasters, St. Petersburg was almost powerless,

because she had to contend with the hereditary prejudices

both of patriotism and of religion.

Beyond Novgorod we passed a great number of very

neat cottages, with gardens, belonging to " military

settlers :" a gentle name for a body of eighty or a hun-

dred thousand men, ready to be called into active

service at a week's notice.

About eight in the morning, on the 8th of our English

October, we drove into St. Petersburg, thus terminating

our travels through the Russian empire about five-and-

twenty weeks after our arrival at Sitka from the Sand-

wich Islands. The distance from Ocliotsk to St. Peters-

burg, including stoppages, had occupied ninety-one

days, during which time we had traversed about seven

thousand miles. From Irkutsk the journey had occupied

forty-one days, the nights being passed as follows :

—

In the carriage . . . .36 nights.

At Tomsk, on a sofa ... 1

At Ekaterineburg, on the floor . . 2 „

At Kazan, on a sofa . . . 1 „

At Moscow, in a bed . . , 1 „

41 nights.

VOL. Tl. II H
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Mrs. Wilson's excellent house being full, we fixed

our abode at Miss Dee's, where I at once took to ray-

bed, in consequence of a most severe and obstinate

cold ; so that, to my great regret, I was unable to par-

take of the proffered hospitality of any of my friends.

Of St. Petersburg, of course, 1 saw nothing ; nor did I

particularly regret this, inasmuch as I had seen the city

before.

The uppermost thought, I believe, in the mind of

every person who visits this magnificent creation, is

admiration of the genius, energy, and perseverance of

its founder. This admiration, moreover, is vastly en-

hanced by recollecting, that the site for the new capital

of the monarchy was selected within the recently con-

quered dominions of a rival, who had hitherto defeated

every enemy, Russian, or Saxon, or Dane, or Pole, in

every field. If the Romans have commanded the ap-

plause of posterity by selling and buying, at full value,

the very ground on which Hannibal, within sight of

their walls, had pitched his camp after the battle of

Cannae, how much more is Peter the Great worthy of

renown, for having confidently committed both the

honour and the wealth of his empire to the territories

of the irresistible hero of Narva ! But, in the estima-

tion of this the greatest of czars, the case was the same

with Russia as with Moscow. She was to draw victory

from defeat, and triumph from humiliation. She was

to be taught by the Swedes to beat Sweden, The Nor-

mans of Russia were to shake off the rust which they

had gathered through the admixture of inferior races,

under the discipline of the unadulterated Normans of

Scandinavia. In illustration of the often repeated view
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to which I have just alluded, may be stated the ad-

mitted fact, that the three branches of the northern

hive of modern times, the English, the Swedes, and the

Russians, excel all other nations in the grand element

of military efficiency, a patient and stable infantry.

After having so frequently referred to the provi-

dential mission of the Norman race, I ought, perhaps,

to mantion, that I altogether disclaim any and every

idea of wanton aggression. The genius and benevolence

of the present emperor will find congenial and profitable

occupation in prosecuting his enlightened views for

ameliorating the institutions of his country and the

circumstances of his people, in consolidating what he

already possesses, or may hereafter be constrained to

acquire, rather than in coveting an extension of do-

minion merely for its own sake. Such, in fact, was

the task delegated to the house of Romanoff, when

elevated to the throne of Russia in 1613, as the task

delegated, after the lapse of a century, to the House of

Brunswick in England was the protecting of civil and

religious liberty.

For fifteen years after the extinction of the line of

Ruric in 15.08, Muscovy was torn to pieces by the

intestine dissensions of numberless pretenders, till, at

last, by the free choice of the nobles, Michael Fedrovitz

Romanoff received the sceptre of the czars, in order to

prevent the monarchy from falling to pieces. As such

a duty was incompatible with a state of foreign war,

this illustrious man preferred the unity of his dominions

to their extent, sacrificing, for the sake of peace, Ingria

and Carelia to the Swedes and Smolenks, Tschernigou

and Novgorod to the Poles ; while, by devoting his

u II 2
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uiidistiii-bed attention to internal ameliorations, he

.laid deep and broad the foundations of that strength,

which ultimately led to the recovery of far more than

what he had surrendered. It was in this same peaceful

path, though, happily, without similar sacrifices, that

Peter the Great, and, in fact, almost every Russian

sovereign from Michael to Nicholas, has really won his

brightest laurels.

The absence of the Emperor, who had gone, as was

supposed, to put an end to the disturbances already

mentioned as existing in the government of Kazan, pre-

vented my friend Baron Wrangell from introducing me,

as he was most desirous of doing, to his Majesty. In

ray peculiar circumstances, I deeply regretted this dis-

appointment. Even if I had never set foot on the

patrimony of Nicholas, I could not fail to regard, in

common with every man of knowledge or reflection, the

autocrat of three continents, the master of the most

extensive dominion of ancient or modern times, as an

object, not merely of philanthropic interest, but of

mysterious awe. But, after seeing more of this colossal

empire than any other foreigner, living or dead, I was

naturally anxious, as an appropriate termination of my
wanderings, to enter, as it were, into communion with

the spirit that animated it. Independently of these

general considerations, the present czar's personal qua-

lities, physical, and intellectual, and moral, must in-

duce every man's judgment to acquiesce in the homage

which his feelings are constrained to pay. Nicholas is

universally allowed to present the noblest mould of

form and feature, to be the ablest and most laborious

sovereign of the age, and, what is higher praise than all
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ill an individual of liis exalted station, to set before

his people the brightest example of all the domestic

virtues.

Of the conclusion of ray wanderings, little remains to

be said. After being confined for eight days to my
room in St. Petersburg, I embarked on the steamer

Nicolai for Lubec, halting for coal at Stitichaun, on the

Island of Gothland, where we were received into the

house of a merchant of the name of Enequest, whose

daughter was decidedly the prettiest girl that I saw in

the whole course of my travels. On the eighth day

from St. Petersburg, I reached Hamburg, lying in ruins,

like Kazan, from the effects of the recent conflagra-

tion.

In five days more I reached London, having—with

the exception of my proposed trip to Kiachta—accom-

plished my journey round the world as originally con-

templated, the whole being completed within the space

of nineteen months and twenty-six days.

THE END.

F. Shoberl, Jud., Printer to H.U.H. Prince Albert, 51, Rupert Street.
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